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PREFACE
On behalf of the Board of Governors of the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies, it is my pleasure to welcome you to
this conference, the first to be sponsored by the Federation rather than
the National Joint Computer Committee. In May of this year, the AFIPS
was created by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Association for Computing Machinery, and the Institute of Radio Engineers,
to be the unified national voice for the information processing and computer profession in the United States. Since then, there has been an
orderly transfer of business from the NJCC to the AFIPS. As a society
of societies, the AFIPS differs from the NJCC in that it can accept into
membership other professional societies which are interested in information processing, and it is expected that it will grow significantly.
As stated in our constitution, the goals of AFIPS "shall be the advancement and diffusion of knowledge of the information processing
sciences ... for literary and scientific purposes ... To this end, it is
part of the purposes of the Federation ...to serve the public by making
available to journals, newspapers, and other channels of public information reliable communications as to information processing and its
progress; to cooperate with local, national, and international oz:ganizations or agencies on matters pertaining to information processing; to
serve as representative of the United States of America in international
organizations with like interests; to promote unity and effectiveness of
effort among all those who are devoting themselves to informationprocessing by research, by application of its principles, by teaching or by
study; and to foster the relations of the sciences of information processing to other sciences and to the arts and industries."
Some of these items we are well started on -others we will inaugurate
soon. We represent the United States to the International Federation of
Information Processing Societies and contribute financially to IFIPS in
behalf of this country. We have assumed sponsorship and financial responsibility of the Joint Computer Conferences. We have accepted applications for membership from other societies. We have made our existence known to other professional societies. We are an active and growing
organization acting to promote the interchange of information among information processing specialists through sponsorship of greater cooperative efforts between their professional societies. The American Federation of Information Processing Societies promises to be an instrument
of tremendous utility to American technology in the exciting and dynamic
years ahead.

Willis H. Ware
Chairman, Board of Governors
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies
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FOREWORD
Ear ly in the infancy of what is still a very young discipline, it was
recognized that segmentation was taking place among those working in
the computer sciences. Many new computing societies or specialized
extensions of existing organizations sprang up, accentuating the divergence by specialization to the detriment of the industry.
It was with this thought in mind that the leaders of the Association
for Computing Machinery, the Professional Group on Electronic Computers of the Institute of Radio Engineers, and the Committee on Computing Devices of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers established the Joint Computer Committee. The sole function of this Committee
was to sponsor the Joint Computer Conferences, designed to provide a
forum by which members of the three sponsoring societies, as well as
all those interested in the computing field, could assemble and explore
through the medium of technical papers, personal conversations, and
technical exhibits the latest developments of interest to all.
The phenomenal growth of the field resulted in the contribution of an
increasing number of excellent contributed papers. When confronted
with the need to complete the conferences in a reasonable period of time,
such as the traditional three days, organizers tended to resort, more
and more as the years went by, to parallel technical sessions. The result has frequently been sessions whose subject matter and audience to
a large extent paralleled the interests and membership of the various
sponsoring societies. From this point of view the Joint Computer Conferences have not served their desired purposes, but have become a
general extension of the individual meetings of the various societies.
Although tempted to expand the size of the conference by the many
excellent papers contributed, either through greater duration or the
establishment of parallel sessions, the Committee for the 1961 Eastern
Joint Computer Conference has attempted to return to first principles,
elimim.ate parallel sessions, and maintain the generally accepted three
day length of the conference. The Committee has assembled a program
which is 'b.elieved to be of interest to most people in the computer field,
regardless of whether their orientation is in programming, engineering,
management, or other areas. Thetheme of this conference, "ComputersKey to Total Systems Control," lends itself particularly to this aim by
its generality and its importance.
Eliminating parallel sessions and adhering to a unified technical program is particularly appropriate, too, by virtue of the fact that this 1961
Eastern Joint Computer Conference is the first conference under the
sponsorship of the American Federation of Information Processing
Societies. Whereas the Joint Computer Committee by its veryorganization was limited to the original three sponsoring societies, the charter
of AFIPS provides specifically for the enlargement of its member organizations to include such other organizations interested in affiliation,
whether they have a major interest in the computing field or simply
peripheral interests in these activities.
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Although this may be looked upon as somewhat of a noble experiment,
the Committee believes that as more and more organizations become
affiliated with AFIPS, the growth of multiple sessions that would result
would lessen cross-fertilization-and, incidentally, tax the supply of
public rooms in most hotels.
Another innovation pioneered at this meeting is the publication of
these Proceedings in a permanent, hardbound form. It is the belief of
the Committee that this form enhances the lasting value of the Proceedings to the registrants. It was an added attraction to the solicitation of
worthwhile contributions to the technical sessions. Through arrangements with the publisher, the hardbound trade edition will provide wider
distribution of these Proceedings far beyond the capabilities of the
individual sponsoring societies. Acknowledgment is made to Mr. Robert
Teitler of The MacmillanCompany for his suggestions, encouragement,
and solicitude in the preparation and publication of these Proceedings.
His activities have been of considerable assistance and material benefit
to the Committee.
Members of the Committee who have primary responsibility in dif-~
ferent areas are listed elsewhere in these Proceedings. Space does not
permit naming the many individuals who have assisted the various committee chairmen in their functions. Their creativity, diligence and
attention to detail are responsible for the many arrangements necessary
in preparing for a conference of this magnitude.

Jack Moshman
General Chairman
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MULTI-LEVEL PROGRAMMING FOR
A REAL- TIME SYSTEM
A. B. Shajritz
Auerbach Corporation
Philadelphia, Pa.

A. E. Miller
Auerbach Corporation
Philadelphia, Pa.

Introduction

K. Rose
Auerbach Corporation
Philadelphia, Pa.

not requiring its full fraction, and for use of
this additional time by one of the other programs. When any program is finished,
another is begun, so that the computer is
kept busy as long as work is available. Under
certain circumstances, this lack of idle time
may be an adequate criterion of efficiency.
Real-time problems introduce a feature
that is easy to recognize, but may be quite
difficult to mechanize. If one or more programs have deadlines to meet, they might be
given a greater share of the computer's time
without reducing the overall efficiency (Figure 1-3, Deadlines). A collection of deadlines for many programs might easily prove
incompatible, and call for compromises that
take into account the severity of the penalty
for transgressing each.
Another complication in multi-programming is that of interdependence of programs
(Figure 1-4), Interdependence). In many important applications, the units to be scheduled are not independent programs, but parts
of one major program. Anyone of them may
require the completion of others before it
can begin. This program, in turn, may be a
prerequisite for still others, in which case
the efficient approach might be to carry it
out promptly rather than have it share the
computer's attention with other tasks.
When a multi-programming task involves
both deadlines and interdependence, it becomes a challenge to the programmer. The
modern computer features permitting the

Recent computer literature has given considerable attention to the problem of matching high-speed data processing equipment
with low-speed input-output equipment. The
solution most often presented is the use of
multiple input-output processing equipment,
aUowing for an increased computation load
that keeps the central processing unit active.
While input-output equipment is operating on
one part of the program, the processor is
not waiting, but working on some other part.
If the benefits of such a configuration are to
be realized most fully, an efficient multiprogram system must be designed.
The efficiency that can be attained by
multi-programming is suggested in Figure 1.
The individual programs occupy only a fraction of a computer's capability, as indicated
by the heights of the rectangles in the diagram. The assumption is that the central
processing unit remains idle much of the
time waiting for input data or access to output equipment in use. If the programs are
carried out one after another, the total time
(represented by lengths) is excessive (Figure
1-1, Sequential Programming).
One way to shorten this time is to give
the computer some number of tasks to work
on at once, and let the computer divide its
time equally among them (Figure 1-2, MultiProgramming). Such a mixing technique
might provide for the possibility of one task's
1
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Figure 1.

A Problem in Programming.

use of efficient multi-programming techniques do not, by themselves, solve all the
problems. It is our concern in this paper to
consider a programming technique which
makes use of different levels of processing
to take full advantage of the multi-programming capabilities of these computers. This
technique has been used to varying extents
on several projects by our programming
staff. It is best described by tracing the
development of a multi-level programming
task through a particular problem. However,
we will try as we go along to abstract the
general features of the' problem that make
such an approach deSirable.
Elements of a Store-And-Forward Communication System
The task at hand is to program a highspeed data processor to operate a Store-AndForward Communication System. As Figure 2

shows, the Communication System is made
up of a message switching center connected
by two-way channels to a number of subscriber terminals. Messages from these
subscribers are sent to the center, at will,
to be transmitted to addresses at the earliest
opportunity. One message may require
transmission to several destinations. The
memory at the center stores_ a message as
it is received. The entire message is then
retained in memory until the last transmission has been completed. Each transmission of a given message can be at a different
time, and at any of a number of specified
speeds. In the course of transmitting copies
of a message, the computer may be called
upon to translate the message from one code
and format to another. The system calls
for first-in first-out service, with com-:
plications that necessitate extensive processing.
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Figure 2. Store-and-Forward Communication System.

Equipment Configuration
Figure 3 shows a possible arrangement
of the main equipment in the message switching center. Input buffer storage, in the form
of a coincident-current memory (or a highspeed drum), is provided to receive the successive characters of each incoming message
and collect them into message sections.
Logically, a separate buffer is associated
with each input line, the size of the buffer
depending on the speed of the line. In this
system it is assumed that each buffer is
capable of holding at least a few seconds of
traffic. The communications processor is
responsible for servicing each buffer often
enough so that the bl~ffer never becomes full.
If this responsibility is met, the total transmission rate is limited only by the line capacities, and the processor service is effectively continuous. If the processor under
certain peak traffic conditions cannot get
around to a buffer fast enough,' the penalty
paid is a momentary forced traffic slowdown
that holds up the subscriber.

The output is similarly buffered, with the
computer unloading message sections to be
transmitted at the receiver's speed. The
computer's responsibility is to keep output
buffers from "running dry" as long as there
are messages for the associated lines. The
buffer status indicators, controlled by the
two sets of buffers, indicate to the processor
the contents of each portion of the buffers.
The processor has its own high-speed,
random-access memory, and for the purposes of this paper the entire operational
program and associated bookkeeping tables
are assumed to be stored therein. The processor also operates several other devices
that provide bulk storage with a more limited
access. A· set of drums constitutes the main
message store. (This function might be accomplished with discs or other media, but it
will be convenient to use "drum" as a short
name for bulk storage in the remainder of
this paper.) Magnetic tapes back up the drum
with auxiliary storage space to handle heavy
message backlogs which might occur at peak
periods, or when one or more receiving
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Figure 3.

Message Switching Center.

stations are closed down. One tape unit is
used for "off-line storage" that is not retrieved in the normal on-line operation.
This is the record tape, on which a copy of
every message section received is written,
with enough other data to give a complete
record of the traffic through the system.
The drums, tapes, buffers, and buffer
status indicators are all treated as asynchronous peripheral devices by the processor. The processor gives them instructions to transfer information into or out of
its high-speed memory, and then goes about
its own business while the peripheral devices are operating. Several peripheral devices may operate simultaneously, alongwith
the processor's central processing unit. It
is the coordination of these asynchronous
operations, together with the interweaving of
the processing, that constitutes the problem
under consideration. It is assumed that the
processor has the ability to interrupt the main
program upon the termination of an inputoutput operation. Such a capability is available, to varying degrees of sophistication, in
most of the latest large-scale computers.

different programming levels. In the example presented, the main program performs
data processing or logical operations in preparation for the operation of the first peripheral device, and then transfers control to the
program level labeled "peripheral device
control" to initiate the operation of the device. After the initiation, the main program
continues with other tasks. During the operation of the peripheral device, brief periods
of main frame time may be lost when words
are transferred between the computer memory and the peripheral device. At the termination of the peripheral device operation, an
interrupt transfers the program back to the
peripheral device control level to perform
any procedure associated with the termination of the operation (such as error checks
or the storing of the contents of certain
registers). Following the termination process, it is determined that a second peripheral
device should be operated, and a similar sequence of actions is carried out for the second
peripheral device operation. The concept of
processing levels is developed more fully in
the latter part of this paper.

Interrupt Feature
Figure 4 illustrates the use of the interrupt feature and also suggests the concept of

Computation Cycle
In this, as in most real-time systems,
there are a number of basic functions that
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must be executed periodically. Ideally, each
function should be carried out at its own best
frequency. But to assign the lengths of periods independently would greatly complicate
program control as well as entail the risk of
irregular computer loading. At one time
many functions might be demanding computer
time simultaneously, while at another time
the computer might be forced to remain idle
for some period when all operations were out
of phase. This could occur even under heavy
traffic loads, and reduce the effective throughput of the system.
The compromise that is usually made is
to establish a computation cycle, with a frequency that is close to that of as many of the
basic functions as possible. Those that require more frequent execution may be done
more than once in a cycle, and those whose
periods should be longer may be programmed
to occur in one cycle and then skip one or
several cycles. If there are enough of these
unusual periods, a complex of interrelated
cycles may be employed.
Our cycle is concerned with two types of
processing; one associated with input and the
other with output. Briefly, the input processing consists of transferring message sections from the input buffer storage (and perhaps from tape) to the computer high-speed

memory, storing the message sections on
the drums and record tape, and performing
associated bookkeeping operations. Conversely, the output processing consists of
retrieving message sections from the drums,
proceSSing these, and writing them into output buffer storage and perhaps onto tapes.
Batch Size
It is important to estimate the size of the
character batch, both in and out, to be handled in a cycle. The capacity of the inputoutput buffers does not in itself fix the cycle.
It is true that every buffer should be serviced
within the number of seconds for which it can
hold traffic, but to serve all at once would
call for an excessively large capacity in
high-speed memory. At the other extreme,
a small internal memory would tax the peripheral devices and the computer proper.
For the drums, increaSing the batch size
helps the latency problem; for tapes, larger
records may be written, cutting down on the '
start-stop wastage; and for the computer,
fewer tests, setups, and general bookkeeping
operations have to be performed.
In seeking the optimum batch Size, the
programmer must examine the system requirements, and in so doing he becomes
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confronted with the complication of "worstcase" design. The concept of an "average"
traffic flow for the system would be meaningless. The message switching center must
operate efficiently at "peak" loading, and
must therefore be over-designed for average
traffic conditions. The design should be such
that correct operation can be maintained
under the worst conditions that are within
the realm of possibility. The processor must
not break down even if all inputs lines attempt
to send messages at their maximum rates
simultaneously. It is not economical, however, to base the whole design on such remote po s sib i lit i e s. Statistics should be
gleaned on the overall picture of traffic flow,
to provide a description of a "reasonable
worst-case." This should be chosen as a
level that will be exceeded so seldom or so

briefly that some inconvenience can be tolerated when this occurs.
From the "reasonable worst-case" conditions, it should be estimated how much
proceSSing time is required for each character going through the system. This is
divided into two cat ego r i e s, peripheraldevice time and computer time, and both are
functions of batch size. Figure 5 shows these
functions very much oversimplified. They
are not necessarily monotonic nor even continuous; they depend on the equipment complex, techniques used, and many other factors. A batch size somewhere near where
the two curves cross will produce an efficient and economical cycle. It is assumed
that the equipment complex is well-suited to
do the job at hand, and the batch size ·so chosen
will afford an adequate excess capacity.

•••
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• • • • .!AL DEVICE,r
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Figure 5. Cycle Length Determination.
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Tasks to be Performed
With a size chosen for the batch, the actual work of programming begins. A list is
made of all the tasks that are normally performed in an input-output cycle. It is helpful
to have estimates of the time they will require, and this involves three parts: the
computer time to prepare the data, the time
for the peripheral device to operate, and the
computer time to terminate the task. These
time estimates need not be well defined; the
programmer will want to know general orders
of magnitude, or in some cases just comparisons, such as that a tape operation will not
take as long as a drum operation.
The tasks for this program, as shown in
Figure 6, are 11 per cycle (not necessarily
in order) as follows:
1. Read Buffer Status Indicators (B.S.I.)
to determine the contents of each input
and output buffer.
2. Read Input Buffers. The computer
portion of this task includes examination of the results of Read B.S.I. to
select the input buffers to be serviced.
3. Input Processing. This operates on
the message sections transferred by
(2) and involves the updating of tables
in the system that indicate when messages arrived, what their destinations
are, and the like. It is set apart from
the proceSSing required to prepare to
write drum.
4. Write Drum. This task is kept to a
minimum of what must b~ done between
the time the data arrives inhigh-speed
memory and the time the drum write
order begins. While the writing occurs,
the information remains in high-speed
memory and can still be accessed, although it must not be changed while the
asynchronous writing is under way.
Any proceSSing that can meet the requirements is made a part of input
proceSSing rather than a part of the
write drum operation.
5. Read Drum. This task calls for decisions of what to read, based on buffer
status information associated with the
output buffers. And again, any of this
proceSSing that can be, is relegated to
output proceSSing.
6. Output ProceSSing. This involves selection of n~w messages for output
lines, minor message format changes,

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

and bookkeeping procedures. It includes any operation on output data that
is not directly associated with the operation of a peripheral device.
Write Output Buffers. This does not
itself involve much computer processing; the other tasks preceding it complete most of the decisions on what to
write.
Write Tapes.
Read Tapes. These two tasks are normal and may occur in any cycle, but
will probably not go on so regularly as
(1) through (7). Part of the terminal
proceSSing required after reading tapes
is the decision what to do with the data
read. As tape is used in this system,
messages from tape may go (via the
computer memory) to the drum or onto
another tape.
Write Record Tape. This is the longest
peripheral operation in our system:
the recording of every piece of an incoming message with additional data
to identify sources. (From cycle to
cycle, the pieces of a message maybecome separatedon record tape.) While
writing on r.ecord tape is being done,
other tasks USing· the same data can be
performed; thus this task may go on
throughout the cycle.
Miscellaneous Tasks. This list of II
tasks is greatly overSimplified, omitting even many regular tasks actually
required in a message system. Tasks
(1) through (10) can be thought of as
including all those operations that must
be totally carried out each cycle. "Miscellaneous tasks" can be thought of as
those functions taken out of the main
stream and made to extend over a number of cycles to regulate the cycle
length. An example of such a function
is message translation on a characterby-character basis. This can be a
time-consuming process, but it will be
required for relatively few messages.
When it is necessary, it may delay the
individual message involved, but others
in the batch s h 0 u 1d be processed
promptly. For this reason, message
translation is not made a part of output
proceSSing. Miscellaneous tasks would
also include non-periodic operations
performed by the computer on request,
or tasks such as recording of statistics,
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write order are the tasks that provide data
to be written. A read order must wait until
the completion of the write orders that clear
out what was previously read. It should be
noted that this program assigns a fixed buffer
space to each input device; data are rearranged (if required) within an input buffer
area and transferred from there to the output
divices by means of the write instructions.
The establishment of prerequisites leads
to a re-ordering of the list of tasks into a
cycle. The sequencing may involve some
"cut-and-try" work, but can be guided by a
few well-defined principles:
1. Two operations with the same prerequisites (e.g., read drums, read tapes)
should be in juxtaposition in the program. The one that serves as a prerequisite for the greater number of
subsequent operations should be first.
2. When the prerequisites for one operation are a subset of those for another,
the former should precede the latter
(as write output buffers, write tapes).

which might be hourly or daily rather
than once per cycle. Miscellaneous
tasks may involve operating peripheral
devices, possible even some that are
not included in normal operations.
Interrelationship Between Tasks
In a fixed inflexible program, these tasks
might be arranged in arbitrary order to constitute the program. In multi-level programming, the order of their execution can
vary from one cycle to the next. But general
limits must be established. For this purpose,
it is required to determine which tasks are
prerequisite to each other. Each task must
wait until the completion of others, either in
the same cycle or in the previous one, as
shown in Figure 7. The eight input-output
functions are the present concern; the three
processing functions are treated later.
The reading of buffer status indicators
(B. S.I.) must take place after the write output
buffer operation in order that the indications
be up to date. In general, prerequisites of a
COMPUTER
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TASK

PREREQUISITES

READ BUFFER
STATUS INDICATORS (B.S.I.)

WRITE OUTPUT BUFFERS

READ DRUMS

WRITE TAPES, WRITE DRUMS, READ B.S.I.

READ TAPES

WRITE TAPES, WRITE DRUMS, READ B.S.I.

READ INPUT BUFFERS

WRITE TAPES, WRITE DRUMS, READ B.S.I.
AND WRITE RECORD TAPE

WRITE RECORD TAPE

READ INPUT BUFFERS

WRITE OUTPUT BUFFERS

READ DRUMS

WRITE TAPES

READ DRUMS, READ TAPES

WRITE DRUMS

READ DRUMS, READ TAPES, READ INPUT BUFFERS
Figure 7.

Ordering by Prerequisites.

3. The circularity of the cycle should be
kept in mind, and its "beginning" left
flexible. In this list, Read B.S.I. is an
obvious beginning, being prerequisite
(by transitivity) to all other operations.
But Read B.S.I. does not necessarily
have to wait for the end of the previous
cycle. In other words, one cycle can
begin before another has ended.
In the problem under consideration, the
cycle determined according to these principles divides itself into a read portion and a
write portion. The central processor "inhales" information from all input sources,
and after proper processing, it "exhales"
into all output destinations. This gives the
opportunity for information to be transferred
from any peripheral device to any other during one cycle. The "read" and "write" portions of the cycle are not to be confused with
system input and output. From the viewpoint
of the central processor, all other parts of
the system are external. Reading an input
message from its buffer is the same as

reading a message from the drum when that
message is on its way out of the system. The
input and output sub-cycles are fairly simple
when considered separately.
Output Sub-Cycle
As Figure 8 shows, the output operation
has three parts that are mutually prerequisite and thus determine a cycle. Each of the
three parts is done by a peripheral device.
When each operation is finished, a program
interrupt occurs, and the computer prepares
for the next step. For SimpliCity in this and
following diagrams, some steps of the program have been removed. The computer operations required for termination of any peripheral device operation are assumed to take
place as soon as an interrupt occurs. Then
the preparation for the next step begins. This
is shown in one block on the inner ring, which
represents operation of the computer proper.
The cycle is expedited by keeping these
intra-peripheral operations to a minimum.
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Figure 8. Output Sub-Cycle.

It should be noted that the cycle (clockwise direction) is not fixed as to time. It
proceeds as fast aBthe peripheral devices
will allow, and may vary greatly in length.
This is based on the simplified assumption
that there is ample time to carry out all the
required processing tasks during the peripheral device operations.
The black areas on Figure 8 represents
time that the computer can spend on all its
other functions. Some of these operations
are scheduled into a larger cycle, as shown
on subsequent figures. Others occur at variable times in the cycle, according to the time
the processor has to work on them.

Input Sub -Cycle
Figure 9 shows the somewhat more complex input sub-cycle. Again, each interrupt
is followed by termination operations and
then the preparations indicated on the diagram. The prerequisities for reading the
input buffer include the completion of three
operations; write record tape, write drums,
and read B.S.I. Generally these operations
will not finish at the same time. The last of
the three termination interrupts to occur initiates reading of the input buffers. When
the previous operations are completed (whichever two they may be) the computer may perform the required terminal operations individually, but it will not go on to prepare

Figure 9. Input Sub-Cycle

read input buffer until all three are performed.
Input-Output Cycle
In Figure 10 the input and output functions
are shown merged into one cycle. The computer steps required for one sub-cycle occupy
some of the empty intervals in the other.
There are still spaces left for input processing, output processing, and any other operations that use the computer but not peripheral
dev~ces.
These are not scheduled at fixed
times in the cycle, but executed as time permits, as will be explained later.
The time required by each peripheral device is so variable that these empty spaces
may change size or even be eliminated. If a
peripheral device operation is short or nonexistent, the interrupt will be early and the
computer will not have to wait for it. There
may even be a line-up of interrupts waiting
for attention. The machine and program are
designed to handle such situations.
Figure 10 has features added beyond the
combination of the previous figures. The
tape operations and preparations are Shown,
and an end of cycle checkpoint is included
just prior to the read drums operation. The
latter is a necessary safety feature in our
variable cycle. It affords an interlock to insure that all the input processing, output
processing, and s c h e d u led miscellaneous
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Figure 10. Input- Output Cycle.

processing have been carried out during the
cycle. If the end of cycle routine finds that
further processing remains to be carried
out, the cycle is accordingly extended.
The end of cycle routine serves another
purpose. If it finds that the cycle has been
completed in an extra short time, it extends
the cycle, permitting the program to do further miscellaneous tasks in the cycle rather
then have the computer "spin its wheels"
sampling buffers to'o frequently.

Program Implementation
It is only fair to point out that Figure 10
is not one of the steps in setting up the multilevel program, but rather an advance view of
the re sult. The same steps are shown in
Figure 11 as a flow chart that describes the
cycle less graphically but more simply.
A program interrupt at the completion of
a peripheral device operation generally leads
directly to the initiation of some other
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GATE X

PROCEED AS SHOWN
(B) = (C) = (D) = 0

READ DRUMS

READ TAPE

READ
INPUT BUFFER

WRITE
OUTPUT BUFFER

WRITE
RECORD TAPE

WRITE TAPE

READ B.S.1.

WRITE DRUMS

Figure 11. Input-Output Cycle Flow Chart.
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peripheral device operation. The one completed is generally the last prerequisite for
the other. Other prerequisites are implied
by the sequencing of the parts.
One of the problems in this type of programming is to find ways to represent on
diagrams the peripheral and computer operations. They are interconnected by initiations
and interrupts, but operate asynchronously
and do not lend themselves to representation
with time as a fixed coordinate. Figure 11
uses some conventions to meet this problem.
When the operation of a peripheral device
begins, the computer goes on with some other
task (shaded blocks). At such branch pOints,
therefore, both branches must be taken. The
computer and the device operate at the same
time. When the peripheral device has finished
its job, it initiates a new part of the program
by the interrupt mechanism. This interrupt
may sometimes not occur immediately, but
it is most convenient to indicate it as the
next step after the peripheral operation.
Figure 11 has five places where two
branches meet, called gates. Each of these
is a program step associated with a program
control flip-flop. When either of the entrances indicated brings the computer to that
spot, the flip-flop is examined to see if the
other step has already occurred. If not, the
state of the flip-flop is changed, and the Control Program determines the next function
to be carried out. When the second of the
two entrances occurs, the program proceeds
as shown. Initially, the gates are set up in
the same pattern that they reach at the end
of each cycle when all jobs have been done.
When a cycle begins, the three read operations are promptly begun, and the computer
goes to the Control Program, as indicated by
the circled C. While the read operations are
going on, the computer works on its other
tasks, as will be described more fully later.
As soon as the read input buffer operation is
finished, the computer initiates the write
record tape sequence, whether other reads
are completed or not. Similarly, when the
read drums operation is finished, the write
output buffer operation is begun. When both
drums and tapes have been read, the write
tape sequence begins, and when all three
read operations are over, the write drums
operation is started.
Of the write operations, the write output
buffer operation should be finished first. As
soon as it is over, the indicators are read in

preparation for the next cycle, which begins
when all write operations are finished. The
write record tape sequence may extend into
the next cycle. However, it will not delay
any of the read operations except the one for
which it is prerequisite.
The length of this cycle, and even the sequence of events in it, depends on how long
the peripheral operation takes. If the write
tape sequence is long, other operations that
do not depend on it are dispatched as soon
as possible. Any of seven sets of operations
may determine how long the cycle actually
lasts. These can be seen by tracing through
the diagram. The cycle length is the longest
of the following seven combination (along
with associated computer processing):
1. Read Drums, Write Output Buffer,
Read B.S.!'
2. Read Drums, Write Tape
3. Read Drums, Write Drums
4. Read Tape, Write Tape
5. Read Tape, Write Drums
6. Read Input Buffer, Write Drums
7. Write Record Tape (portion remaining
from previous cycle), Re ad Input Buffer,
Write Drums.
Checking against the list of prerequisites
will show that the cycle could not possibly be
shorter than any of these sequences. Thus,
the program does succeed in optimizing
cycle length.
Non-Peripheral Operations
Both the cycle diagram and the flow chart
(Figures 10 and 11) are concerned primarily
with peripheral device operations, as the
scheduling of these operations is the most
critical part of the program under consideration. It is also important to incorporate
efficiently the other operations, such as input
and output processing, that must be performed
during every cycle. On the cycle diagram,
blank spaces in the computer ring indicate
when these operations are carried out. On
the flow chart, entrances to these portions
of the program are indicated by a circled C.
This represents transfer to a specific part
of the control program, which takes place at
three times in the program, and also any
time one of the gates is found "closed."
Upon transfer to this location, the processor examines a list of tasks, arranged according to their prerequisites like the peripheral device operations already considered.
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The first item on the list is advance preparation of peripheral device orders. This
preparation is done in advance whenever possible, in order to expedite later parts of the
program. When all that is possible has been
done (or immediately if no such operations
were ready to be done), the program continues to the next time. It goes on through
input and output processing, and any other
tasks that need to be performed once per
cycle, doing as much of each one as is possible at the time.
All of these operations are subject to interruption when a peripheral device completes one of its tasks. After an interruption,
the steps to terminate the peripheral operation will be dispatched. Then the task that
was interrupted will be finished, and finally
the processor will go back to the beginning
of the list again. If any advance preparations, or other operations previously passed
by, have become possible as a result of the
operation just completed, they will be done
next. The list is arranged in preferential
order, with the tasks that are prerequisites
for other operations considered first.
If the program reaches the end of cycle
indication with some tasks on this list not
yet done, the next cycle will be held up until
they have been completed. This situation
will not generally occur unless requirements
for processor time exceed those for peripheral devices. Normally, the program will
catch up on these operations frequently during the cycle, and have time to go into other
operations of lower priority.
Base Level
We have seen the relationship between
peripheral device control operation and processor operation. The former constitutes one
of the levels of the multi-level program.
Processor operations are divided into two
levels, one of which has already been considered. The operations that must be done
in each cycle, including the preparations for
peripheral operations, constitute the base
level of the program. It is related to the perIpheral device control level as shown in Figure 12. Base routines are carried out successively under base control. They usually lead
to peripheral device operations, and after initiating a peripheral device operation the
computer returns to base control to determine what routine should be worked on next.

Interim Level
A third level, the interim level consists
of miscellaneous tasks that need not be synchronous with the input-output cycle. The
program reverts to the interim level whenever base control finds no routines ready to
be performed. Interim control examines a
list like that of base control, with tasks arranged in preferential order. The program
goes through the list, performing any tasks
for which the required data are available.
Performance of possible tasks continues
through the list until a peripheral device interrupt leads the program back to base level.
If the peripheral device operation opens up
new possibilities at the base level, the proceSSing will not necessarily return to interim
level for some time. When it does so, the
task that was interrupted is finished, and the
list is examined again from the beginning.
While a cycle may be held up if all base
routines have not been performed, interim
routines are allowed to extend over several
cycles. When the computer is heavily loaded,
this could result in long waiting for tasks at
the end of the list examined by interim control. Even though they are not critical, these
tasks must not be delayed indefinitely. To
insure against this, the interim program differs from the base in one respect: each task
is assigned a quota (either predetermined or
program controlled) representing the amount
that should be done in one cycle. The control
program moves on to each task when the
quotas are completed for the previous ones,
rather than when the entire tasks have been
completed.
If the end of the cycle finds tasks that
have not received their quota of processor
time, the cycle will be held up as for base
operations. If, on the other hand, the quotas
are all completed before the cycle is over, the
interim control program may start through
the list again, giving "second helpings," possibly smaller than the original quotas.
The last item on the list of interim tasks
is error-checking routines. These can go
on indefinitely, so that the processor will
never be at a loss for something to do, even
if it remains in the interim level for long
periods of time. This of course, will not
occur unless all the higher level tasks have
been taken care of.
The base and interim levels are interruptible by peripheral devices. The control
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Figure 12. Program Sequencing.

program, which includes not only peripheral
device initiation and termination but control
routines for the other two levels, is not interruptible.
Multi-Level Sequencing
Figure 13 reviews the realtionship among
the levels by showing a typical segment of
the program in time sequence. A base routine prepares two instructions for a peripheral device, and then transfers to the control
level. This level includes not only the initiation of the first peripheral operation, but the
base control decision as to what routine will
be worked on next. The transfer to the actual

execution of this routine is shown as a shift
to the base level.
The second base routine starts to prepare
an operation for another device (these could
be read drum and read tape in this program).
When the first device finishes its first order,
it needs the computer's attention very briefly
to start its second order, and accordingly
interrupts the base routine. When the brief
control routine to start the second order is
over, the base control makes the decision to
return to the interrupted routine, and it is
taken up from the point of interruption.
After the second peripheral device has
been given its job, the control program examines the base list, and, finding nothing to
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Figure 13. The Multi-Level Program.

be done, goes to interim control. From
there, the program reverts to interim processing, to continue a task previously interrupted, or take up a new one from the list.
The completion of the second order by the
first peripheral device interrupts the interim
program, but the processor does not return
to it immediately after the control routine.
This operation was the last prerequisite for
a third peripheral device (possible the write
output buffer). A new base routine that could
not be done before is possible now. After it
and the follow-up peripheral device order
are done, the program goes back to the interim level. Here too there may be a new
task possible that could not be done before.
This system of control, interim, and base
programming, insures that there will not be
delays unless traffic necessitates them. If the
computer is ever idle (continuously performing error detection routines), it is because it
has finished all its other tasks. Furthermore,
peripheral devices are operating to bring it
more work to do as soon as possible. Similar ly, if peripheral devices are ever delayed,
it is because the computer has been constantly
busy and yet has not completed the tasks
required of it.

I

Conclusions
Multi-level programming adjusts itself in
each cycle to the traffic conditions. When
the system is computer-limited, the computer works full time to meet the situation,
holding up peripheral devices as necessary.
When peripheral devices require more time
than the central processor, their operations
are optimally sequenced. Meanwhile, the
processor keeps its own operations caught
up, and whenever it is forced to wait for peripheral devices, it busies itself with low
priority tasks or error checking.
This type of programming succeeds in
keeping the processor and associated devices busy whenever pOSSible, which is one
criterion for judging the efficiency of multiprogramming. This system goes further, and
makes a highly flexible choice of what tasks
various devices will perform first. It anticipates deadlines by giving first precedence to
operations on which others depend, and thereby avoids alternating periods when equipment
is very busy and idle under the same conditions. Thus, while it represents a considerable programming effort initially, it pays off
in truly efficient real-time operation.

DODDAC - AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR DATA
PROCESSING, INTERROGATION, AND DISPLAY
Walter F. Bauer and Werner L. Frank
Thqmpson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
Canoga Park, California
ABSTRACT
With the DASA Department of Defense Damage Assessment Center a
significant advance has been achieved in the establishment of a large -scale
military data handling system which operates under real-time constraints.
Although characteristics and requirements of this system are similar to
those of Command/ Control systems now in development, the integration of
man to this configuration is of paramount concern. The DODDAC demands
swift man and system interaction to elicit the information upon which
decisions are based.
The system consists of a Control Data Corporation 1604 Satellite Systern and communication and display devices manufactured by Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Inc. The latter includes a Computer Communication
Console and an on-line group display.

performance, DODDAC represents a significant advance in large scale data handling
systems.
The characteristics and requirements of
this system have many features common to
the general class of military C ommand/
Control systems now in development. They
require, for example: larg,e capacity random
data storage devices, parallel processing of
data, continual operation with near absolute
reliability, real-time response, and servicing
of queues formed by continual data entry and
consumer requests for output.
Of paramount concern was the integration
of man to the configuration, i.e., providing
him with adequate tools by which he interacts
with the data and the processing. In this
respect especially, the design represents one
of the more advanced real-time systems incorporating on-line interrogation and display.
The DODDAC system design and proj ect
management was provided by the DASA The

Introduction
The need for a damage assessment center
that could rapidly handle and proce~s extremely complex military data led to the expansion of the Defense Atomic Support Agency
to include the Department of Defense Damage
Assessment Center (DODDAC). Under the
Deputy Chief of Staff, Damage Assessment
Systems of DASA, DODDAC now provides
damage assessment support to elements of
the Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. It provides comprehensive information affecting peacetime and wartime decisions with rapidity after particular queries
are received. Because of the great amount
of data handled, the complexity of the proceSSing, the comprehensiveness and the facility
of output, and the fast system responses required for both man and machine, the design
and implementation of the data system are
especially challenging. In delivering this

g
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design was implemented by a Control Data
Corporation Satellite S y s t em, a RamoWooldridge Interrogation and Display System,
and by programming and modelling accomplished by the System Development C orporation. This paper presents the technical
aspects of the data processing and display
systems, following a discussion of the misSion, functions, and r e qui rem en t s of
DODDAC.
Mission
DASA is a j oint services organization with
broad military responsibilities in the atomic
energy field. DASA, formerly the Armed
Forces Special Weapons Project, succeeded
the Manhattan Project of World War IT. As
part of its responsibilities, DASA has for
some years been performing computational
studies of weapons effects, hazards, and
vulnerabilities related to atomic warfare,
exercised earlier by the DASA Deputy Chief
of Staff for Weapons Effects and Test~ and
now, insofar as applications to real target
systems, by the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Damage Assessment Systems. Under the
latter, DODDAC was established by a DepartmentofDefense directive. On March 4, 1960,
the Chief, Defense Atomic Support Agency,
was designated as Executive Director of the
DODDAC.
Should war occur, DASA (DODDAC) will
support the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other
deSignated military and government groups
in assessing nuclear damage sustained by the
armed forces and resources of the United
States, its allies, and the enemy, supplementing its peacetime responsibility for appraisals of attack hazards and vulnerabilities.
Figure 1 depicts schematically the mission of DASA DODDAC by presenting the
overall data flow through the system. Data
comes into the DODDAC from the indicated
agencies in three categories: target data,
system parameters, and attack information.
Target data is a comprehensive description
of forces and resources, system parameters
include certain data on weapon effects, and
attack information is that volatile data related
to a specific and unpredictable pattern of
events during post attack phases.
The sources and users of data shown in
Figure 1 is not an exhaustive list but a representative one. The principal user, as indicated, ,is the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Functions and Requirements
A general statement of the functions of the
DODDAC is as follows: perform hazard and
vulnerability studies on a continuing basis,
keep an up-to-date file of military forces and
resources information, and in the event of
hostilities, accept information quickly, process it rapidly, and provide display products
suitable for top level command use.
The DASA-DODDAC has also been given
the responsibility to support the war gaming
activity of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In this
capacity the DODDAC works with the Joint
War Games Control Group from which guidance is given leading to the development of
gaming models, computer programs implementing the models, output designs and
presentation methods.
More specifically, the imposing list of requirements is as follows:
1. Provide a data base of information necessary for damage assessment proceSSing which can in the near future grow
to 100 million character s.
2. Provide a means to up-date the data base
on a day-to-day basis.
3. Design and implement a data handling
system for handling these large amounts
of data accurately and expeditiously.
4. Allow for the data transmission to
DODDAC over hardened, secure, and
reliable communication facilities, and
devise and arrange for sources of information appropriate to the damage
assessment process.
5. Accept attack data as real-time inputs
and allow for their direct input to the
computer system.
6. Develop damage assessment models
which represent the delicate balance
between comprehensiveness or realism, and speed.
7. Provide a technique for man/machine
communications, allowing quick access
to nearly all data in the files.
8. Provide a system for the automatic
generation and presentation of high
quality output products of fast response
which are suitable for group viewing by
top command personnel.
There is a special challenge in the last two
requirements for there are few, if any, data
processing systems in existence today which
provide all flexible and all-purpose interrogation and display system' required.
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DASA--DODDAC Mis sion - Overall Data Flow

Figure 2 shows the functions to be performed by the data system. The input data,
as shown, can come in through many sources:
voice communications, teletype data links,
specialized communication s y s t ems, and
standard digital data links. The system must
allow for automatic entry of data as well as
manual type entry. The computations must
allow for various kinds of damage assessment processes. For the various models,
there must be a number of modes of operation
which allowvarious trade-offs between comprehensiveness of the model and the speed
with which results must be obtained. Standard
output in terms of hard copy must be available. In addition, individual or console type
displays are necessary for the individual
analysis of file data.
A last requirement for output is a display
for group Viewing. Man/machine facilities
for the input of data and for calling for requests, complete the required capabilities of
the system.

Of special concern is the system for group
display. In order to have the quality and comprehensibility of the group display required
for command use, it was deemed necessary
to have a full color display system. It was
desired that this display system allow for the
placing of symbols on maps and charts in
full color, with no dilution of the color of the
superimposed symbols. Finally, because of
large amounts of information to be placed on
the slides for group viewing and the fast response times necessary for their preparation,
it was necessary to have completely automatic
operation. This automatic operation must
allow for the input of information directly
from the computer, the automatic preparation
of the slides, and the transportation of the
slides to a projector for viewing as required.
Implementation Philosophy
In the fall of 1960 the first steps were taken
toward the eventual operational DODDAC. In
order to accelerate the establishment of the
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necessary capability, a n implementation
philosophy was adopted which saw the following three activities in parallel development:
1. A semi -automatic manual system providing an immediate and basic capability.
2. A Developmental Center containing a
simplex of equipments with which to
study and test the operational DODDAC
environment and requirements. This
functional unit also represents a level
of sophistication that fulfills many of
the requirements set forth by the Department of Defense.
3. Develop a design of future systems,
based on a better understanding of the
problems and experience gained in operating the first two systems.
This plan allowed an early basic capability
while recognizing that Significant technology
must evolve gradually in areas of computers,
programming, and displays, with the passage
of many months. It was recognized that starting immediately toward a full blown operational system would have been costly and inefficient; the plan allowed the maximum
contribution to damage assessment required

by national defense ,consistent with reasonable
expenditures.
In this paper we consider aspects of the
Developmental Center which is now equipped
with data processing and display faci1iti~.s.
This system was integrated and established
through the combined participation of military
and industrial groups. As shown in Figure 3,
the Project Management and system design
was supplied by DASA which contracted the
computer subsystem to Control Data Corporation, the programming data processing
tasks to System Development Corporation,
and the man/machine communication and display subsystem to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
In the fall, 1961, the Developmental Center
was equipped with the data handling equipments. The Developmental Center satisfies
most of the requirements listed above. It is
implemented wit h a large-scale multicomputer system and a modern man/machine
communication and display system which will
provide the basis for future developments of
operational systems.
Data System Concept
The DASA-DODDAC's function is to provide command elements with appropriate
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information in a military environment with
little delay. These requirements were translated into a data system having the following
capabilities and attributes:
1. Parallel processing
2. Ease of communication interface
3. Flexibility of organization
4. Growth potential
5. High speed
6. Large, ranpom access storage
The operational tasks were analyzed and
are shown in Figure 4. Each of these areas
is a functionally independent block requiring
periodic intercommunication.
Computer Subsystem
The Control Data Corporation 1604 Satellite System was selected by DASA as the computer subsystem for the Developmental Center. This multi-computer system possesses
attributes which meet the data processing
requirements stated above. The requirement
for a large, random access storage device
was answered by the addition of a Bryant-320
Disc File to the CDC equipment. This unit is
able to store over 30 million characters, and

has a character transfer rate which ranges
from 20 KC to 62.5 KC.
The complete system includes:
1 1604 Computer
2 160 Computers
3 1607 Tape/160 Computer controls
12 Magnetic tapes (Ampex FR- 307,
character transfer rate 30 KC)
1 Bryant 320 Disc File
1 1610 card reader, punch adapter
1 Card Reader (IBM 088)
1 Card Punch (IBM 523)
1 1606 Printer Adapter
1 High Speed Printer (Analex, 1000
lines per minute)
Each of the three computers has an associated Ferranti paper tape reader and teletype tape and punch. Also, a Soraban - modified
IBM electric typewriter is included with the
1604 and one of the 160 computers.
The organization and interrelationships of
the system are depicted in Figure 5. In this
configuration one of the CDC 160 computers
is designated to the input/output area, providing the necessary buffer and proceSSing
capabilities for data entry and hard copy output. This computer also has the function
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usually associated with off-line tape to card,
card to tape and tape to printer operations.
The second CDC 160 is devoted to a timeshared operation between the three units
electrically tied to itself. This include's the
1604, a communication console, and the large
screen display. The latter items will be further discussed in the next section.
Finally, the 1604 computer performs the
analytical and retrieval tasks. This includes
the computation of the damage assessment
process and the output processing. The
scheduling and direction of data flow is under
the executive control of a master program
operating in the 1604.
It is significant that this system is completely integrated as an on-line functional
unit. In this sense it is unique in adapting the
satellite computers for both "off-line" type
operations and as computer partners in support of the real-time processing operation.
An interesting design problem was faced
in the assignment of data transfer channels
to the various devices connected to the 1604.
Since the computer is equipped with 3 input
and 3 output buffer channels and a high speed
transfer channel, a large degree of flexibility
is afforded.
In the DODDAC, the 1604 has direct connection to the following:
a. Console typewriter
b. Console punch tape punch
c. Console Punch tape reader
d. Three 1607 tape systems
e. Printer control unit
f. Card reader/punch control unit

~. Disc file
Figure 6 indicates the channel assignments
as established for the 1604. The rationale
behind this selection was guided by the following principles:

1. Peak performance satisfaction during
real-time operation
2. Accommodate individual data transfer
rates
3. Avoid time sharing of high duty cycle
devices
4. Provide alternate paths for reliability
and back up.
Of the nine devices connected to the 1604, the
priorityequipments are the disc file, the 1607
associated with the display subsystem and the
1607 servicing the input/output. Accordingly,
each of these units is assigned to separate
buffer channel pairs.
Secondary assignments are now made for
the remaining devices. The typewriter, tape
reader and card punch are all associated with
the input/output channel. This has two advantages:
1. Provides high priority I/O capability
for short bursts which circumvent normal queuing procedures.
2. Gives alternate paths in the event of a
1607 or a 160 failure.
The remaining element requiring assignment
is the third 1607. This is tied to the channel
used by the disc since these two elements
were usually not to be called upon at the same
time. The associated tape units also provide
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a potential backing to the disc since both
devices contain the data base.

tive program controls the additional channel
activations whenever the disc is accessed.

The assignments reflected above provide
a clear channel for the interrogations and
outputs serviced by the 160 computer attached
to the display subsystem.

Man/Machine Communication and Display
Subsystem

A design decision was made in attaching
the disc file to the buffer channel instead of
the high speed transfer channel. The disc
information transfer rate falls between the
transfer rates of the two types of input/output
channels. Connection to the high speed channel would serve to slow down the effective
computing capacity of the central processing;
connection to the buffer channel would limit
the servicing capability to the competing
auxiliary devices whenever computer and
data transfer is at a saturation point. The
latter alternative was chosen and the execu-

The real-time aspect of the DODDAC requires man to dynamically interact with the
system to obtain timely information concerning the status of internal information flow and
data file content as they reflect the "outside
world." This quest for facts is motivated by
the need to make decisions which are time
dependent.
In order to facilitate decision making on
the part of DODDAC consumers it is necessary to provide adequate tools for summarizing and presenting data and methods by
which interrogation can be readily processed.
These requirements are met by the Computer Communication Console (CCC) and an
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Buffer Channel Assignment in the DODDAC

on-line group display supplied by RamoWooldridge. These items form the basis of
the DODDAC Presentation Room. The CCC
is a single IDperator device (see Figure 7)
providing the ability to initiate interrogation
and system control via a keyboard, or to display system status by use of a CRT read out.
The group display generates film chips which
are automatically delivered to a projector
for large screen, full color viewing.
The CCC is a general purpose console
facilitating communication between a human
analyst/operator and a computer system in
the performance of:
Data entry
Data analysis
Information retrieval
Display
System control.
These features are summarized as follows:
1. Control buttons on a console keyboard
2. Status lights for indicating system
action
3. Alpha/numeric keys for data entry
4. CRT displays for alpha/numeric displays
5. Removable keyboard overlay for changing the probl,em orientation of the
console.

6. Complete program control of all console keys, lights and displays.
Of particular significance are the CRT and
the overlay. The electronic display permits
the presentation of up to 720 symbols out of
a font of 62 alpha/numeric and graphic symbols. Options are available for either outputting a full display of 720 characters or any
number of symbols at selected grid points of
the 20 row by 36 column display matrix. The
refresh rate is under program control and is
usually performed at 45 times per second in
order to avoid flicker.
The overlay (see Figure 8) is the feature
which gives the console application flexibility
and user oriented characteristics. It consists
of a plastic form which fits over a bank of 30
buttons designated as the Process Step Keys.
When in place, the overlay supplies an associated labor for each button Thus, by
properly engraving the overlay, the Process
Step Keys become functionally tied to a particular job or operation.
There are 63 overlays possible, each one
being identified to the computer, when in keyboard pOSition, by a code generated by one to
six prongs present on the underside of the
plastic. Each overlay typically will have
associated computer programs which are
activated when buttons are pressed. Removal
of an overlay and insertion of another effec-
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tively changes the orientation of both the console and the computer.
Each label and button of the Process Step
Keys have associated illuminators whose
state is under program control. These lights
are utilized to indicate to the console operator current operating position by lighting the
proper button, and next allowable steps by
lighting selected labels. Sequential illumination of these lights, as a function of buttons
pressed, serve to guide the operator through
a particular process. Using these keys together with the data entry and CRT response
capability, the console can outline and lead
the operator in carrying out specific operations.

The on-line group display system produces
photographic transparencies for immediate
full color projection. The slide is a single,
composite 70 mm film chip containing three
images formed by a color separation process.
These images are projected through the lenses
of a special projector and recombined to give
the color presentation. The slide content
represents a combination of previously prepared backgrounds (such as maps, charts
and photographs) with timely, computergenerated annotations.
The attributes of this display system are:
1. SPEED: The time lapse between the
generating of annotation data and the

Figure 7. Computer Communications Console
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projecting of the typical display chip is
30 to 60 seconds.
2. INFORMATION CLARITY AND DENSITY: The annotations appear as highly
legible alphanumeric characters, lines,
curves, or special symbols in any of
eight fully saturated colors (including
black and white); the background colors
(full range) are equally well saturated.
Background and annotations can thus be
extensively color- coded.
3. INFORMATION PERMANENCE AND
ACCESSIBILITY: Display chips constitute a permanent record easy to
store and retrieve; individual chips are
automatically selected from random
access, 200-chip file magazines.
4. AUTOMATIC OPERATION: The film
chip generation, processing and delivery is under complete program control.
These advantages are made possible by the
use of various special techniques. The high
overall response time is due largely to the
high speed of photographic developing (1-1/2
seconds) resulting from a combination of two
relatively new phptographic techniques. One
is that of color separation to create a color
image from black and white film. The second
contribution came from the use of Kalvatone
film, which is a special type of black and white
film that can be developed by heat instead of
chemicals.
The legibility and color saturation of the
displays derives from a "masking" technique
that enables the annotations to be inserted
into rather than superimposed onto the background so as to eliminate color mixing and
weakening.
Convenient storage and retrieval derives
from the unit record film chip. This slide
can be projected on large screens or individual consoles. Slides can be duplicated and
used for multiple projections or processed
to standard color transparencies for dissemination or hard copy printing.
The equipment used to create the full color
displays consists of four main units:
1. The Control Programmer, which receives display data and instructions
from the computer and stores them
temporarily for subsequent use by the
Display Generator.
2. The Display Generator, which produces
the actual display chip by obtaining the

necessary instructions from the Control Programmer. According to these
instructions, a display chip is sequentially exposed with particular sets of
annotations, in given colors, and inserted in the desired space of the background specified. (This background can
be any of 200 stored in the Display
Generator's random access file.) It
then develops the chip and, if requested,
makes duplicates before passing it on.
3. The Monitor/Analysis Console, which
is an operational viewing station used
to perform quality control check on the
production chips and maintenance control on the entire system.
4. The Display Projector (or projectors)
receives finished chips from the Display Generator -and projects them for
individual or group viewing.
In the DODDAC these communication and
display devices are electrically tied to the
CDC Satellite System via one of the 160 computers. The relevant parts of this subsystem
are shown in Figure 9. The 160 computer
provides a satisfactory interface and is time
shared between the following competing tasks:
1. refreshing of CCC's CRT display
2. control of CCC illuminators
3. monitoring of CCC output register
4. monitoring of 1604 communication
5. data output to the control programmer
6. message interpretation and composition
7. display subsystem control.
The display subsystem, however, entails
more than the connection and operation of
these equipments. The organization of data
within the computer, the programming concerned with the retrieval of this information
and the techniques employed in the requesting
of data, are all integral parts of the man/
machine communication. Because of the versatility of this display subsystem, the user
is not restricted to a few standard displays
from which he must deduce all the information required in the numerous situations he
will encounter. Rather, he may request information for presentation in such a fashion
that each display is tailored to the specific
problem which exists at the time. Extraneous
information is deleted from any display, leaving only that data which is pertinent to the
situation at hand.
Accordingly, a great deal of flexibility is
desired in making output requests. The CCC
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and the group display serve as the input and
output elements for this process. In fact, the
system user completes an information flow
loop when he wishes to obtain data from the
system as a result of viewing an output. This
information flow is shown in Figure 10.
The output request overlay is instrumental
in performing the interrogation. A suggestive
implementation of such an overlay is given in
Figure 11. After pressing the start button
and registering the overlay to the ;computer,
label lights are sequenced as a function of
pressing each button. This sequencing is
demonstrated in Figure 12.
Pressing anyone of the keys will in addition to setting up this sequencing, also cause
a CRT display to appear. These displays will
generally be of two types. One allows the
operator to make multiple choices of category
items or alternatives. A second type will require data parameter inputs as specified in a
form presented to the operator. In all cases,
the parameters entered serve to set limits
for the data retrieval and output processing
programs.

DASA DODDAC Status and Developments
The integration of equipment, computer
programs and man was initiated in the fall of
1961. In addition to having operational stature, the installation will be used to test the
adequacy of damage assessment models, output displays, personnel requirements and
general system design. Of particular concern
is the establishment of communication interfaces and data input techniques.
Whereas the Developmental Center is located at the Pentagon, plans have been formulated for eventual DODDAC operation in
other appropriate military environments. One
of these is already installed and operating:
the semi -automatic system at the Alternate
J oint Communication Center the hub of which
is an augmented IBM 1401 system.
As stated previously, we believe the Developmental Center System to be among the
most modern large-scale data systems for
real-time. The experience in using the system in the Center will add greatly to the design of future DODDAC systems which are
responsive to the considerable requirements
of the military mission.
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PROJECT MERCURY REAL-TIME COMPUTATIONAL
AND DATA-FLOW SYSTEM
A. The Role of Digital Computers in Proiect Mercuryl
Saul 1. Gass
International Business Machines Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Washington, D. C.
Introduction

enables the NASA flight controllers to make
a GO or NO-GO decision during launch and indicates when the retro-rockets must be
fired to safely bring the spacecraft down. In
addition, an array of other orbital, location
and time elements are displayed. An IBM 709
simplex computing system, which is located
at the Bermuda Control Center, is used in a
similar fashion to aid the Bermuda flight
controllers to back-up the Cape Canaveral
flight controllers.
The computers at both locations are used
to generate simulation techniques for both
non-real-time and real-time s i m u I at ion.
These simulation procedures enable us to
efficiently checkout the computer programming system and are also used in the training
of the personnel responsible for making certain critical decisions.
As the Proj ect Mercury range is truly a
world-wide tracking system, it becomes imperative to have quick and accurate means of
determining during a countdown what elements
of the system are able to support a mission.
A computer oriented procedure-CADFISS(Qomputer and ~ata .flow Integrated §.ub.§ystem) has been developed which transmits
requests for specified information to the sites,
receives and analyzes replies from the sites
and reports on the status of each element of the
data flow subsystem. CADFISS is now a part
of the Project Mercury countdown procedure.

Project Mercury (the man-in-space program of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) has as its objectives: (1) the
placing of a manned spacecraft in orbital
flight around the earth; (2) the investigation
of man's performance capabilities and ability
to survive in a true space environment; and
(3) the recovery of the spacecraft and man
safely. Ad vance communications, guidance,
computer, display and other subsystems have
been integrated into the completed Project
Mercury system. This paper will discuss and
review the use of digital computers as an
integral part of the real-time decision-making
complex.
Computers are used throughout the Project
Mercury mission to process observations
made in the launch, orbit and re-entry phases
and to supply a continuous, up -to -date record
of the non-environmental status of the spacecraft. A series of processing programs which
are united by a program monitor enable duplexed IBM 7090 computers at the Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, to
receive inputs from radars and computers at
Cape Canaveral (during launch) and radars
from the world-wide tracking system (during
orbit and re-entry). The outputs of the system are transmitted to the Mercury Control
Center at Cape Canaveral. This information

IThis paper is a summary of the work accomplished by the IBM Project Mercury staff. It represents the efforts of a highly skilled team of programmers, m.athematicians, engineers and
technical writers.
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In order to emphasize the reliance of the
Project Mercury mission on digital computers
we shall first revfew the main aspects of a
Mercury orbital mission (Figure 1). A typical
launchphase is characterized by a set of discrete telemetry signals which are associated
with corresponding physical functions of the
booster and the spacecraft. For the purposes
of this discussion, a successful launch phase
is initiated by a liftoff signal, progresses
through the booster engine cutoff and its detachment (staging), the separation of the
escape tower and its rockets, the shutting
down of the sustainer engine (SECO), the
separation of the spacecraft, and the firing
of three posi-grade rockets. This phase lasts
approximately five minutes. Once in the
orbital phase, the spacecraft will be allowed
to circle the earth. three times, after which
three retro-rockets will be fired. This will
cause the spacecraft to enter the re-entry
phase and impact in a deSignated recovery

area. Since emergency conditions may arise
after the liftoff of the rocket, a number of
escape procedures have been incorporated.
The abort before staging is accomplished by
the firing of the escape rockets (which lifts
the spacecraft off the rocket so that within
one second it is 250 feet away); while the
abort after staging is done by the separation
of the capsule and the normal sequence of
firing the retro-rockets.
Once in orbit, the spacecraft will pass over
the world-wide tracking and ground instrumentation system. The locations of the major
radar sites and the path of a nominal three
orbit mission is shown in Figure 2. It is a
function of the computers at the Goddard Space
Flight Center and Bermuda to recognize all
of these phases and associated telemetry signals and to compute in real-time a variety of
traj ectory, present position, a c qui sit ion
messages, impact and other decision-making
elements throughout the length of a mission.

..

.

A

NORMAL MISSION
INTO ORBIT

RECOVERY

LAUNCH

MISSION PHASES
Figure 1
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TRACKING AND GROUND
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
Figure 2

The Data Flow Subsystem 2
The flow of data from the extremities of
the world-wide tracking and ground instrumentation system to the computers and the
Mercury Control Center is shown schematically in Figure 3. The link between the computers and this external data flow is ~ccom
plished by means of a Data Communications
Channel (DCC), which is described in the
paper by R. Hoffman and M. Scott, "The
Mercury Programming System." During the
launch phase of a mission the data sources
feeding the Goddard 7090's are as follows:
Atlas-Guidance Computer
This special purpose computer, operating
in conjunction with the radar and telemetry
data received from the launch vehicle, tracks
a beacon in the vehicle, checks its flight trajectory and generates the commands necessary to achieve optimum launch and insertion
2The equipment features are discussed in
detail in the paper by Hamlin and Peavey,
I'M~rcury Launch Monitor Subsystem."

performance. As part of the launch phase
guidance system, it plays an extremely critical role in Mercury mission launch sequence
monitoring and control. The system is
equipped to track the launch vehicle, not the
capsule, therefore, it determines mission
flight and speed profiles onlyuntil a few seconds after spacecraft separation occurs.
During launch the computer converts raw
tracking values into computed position and
velocity vectors (geocentric inertial coordinate system redefined in time at each processing cycle) describing the launch vehicle's
trajectory. These quantities, and time-oftransmission notices, are sent continually in
real-time (one observation each 1/2 second)
over two high-speed 1000 bits per second data
circuits to the Goddard Space Flight Center
computers, where they are processed to obtain pertinent information for display and
mission control purposes. Certain values
derived from capsule and vehicle telemetry
signals, and from other sources, are added
to the tracking message to Goddard by timemultiplexing them onto the high-speed lines.
These quantities, called discretes, are contained in a message word which indicates the
status of 'mission subphases (liftoff, booster
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engine cutoff, sustainer engine cutoff) and
which includes data flags as indicators of the
quality and status of the calculations. A
checksum indication is transmitted to validate
message accuracy and data bit totals.
Impact Predictor 7090
This IBM 7090 computer, located in the
IP 7090 building at Cape Canaveral, utilizes
Azusa beacon and Cape Canaveral, Grand
Bahama Island or San Salvador Island raw
radar inputs of range, azimuth, elevation, and
time of observation. The IP 7090 furnishes
processed data from either the Azusa or
AN/FPS-16 tracking systems, depending upon
which data is chosen during the launchphase.
From this real-time processing of raw radar
quantities the IP computer produces position
and velocity vectors describing the trajectory
of the launch vehicle. Based on geocentric
inertial coordinates, the position and velocity

rates are redefined at each computing interval, time tagged with range time and identified
by site and radar. IP 7090 messages received
every 0.4 seconds by the Goddard computers
contain calculated position and velocity vectors, telemetry information from both the
launch vehicle and the spacecraft, and checksum parity notations to validate transmission
accuracy. These frames are also transmitted
at a rate of 1000 bits per second to Goddard
over duplex communication lines.
Radars
Radar facilities of the pre-existing Cape
Canaveral downrange complex serve as prime
sources of data during the early stages of a
Mercury mission. During launch, each site
takes range, azimuth and elevation measurements on the launch vehicle/spacecraft, referenced to that particular radar installation.
These values are sent by a high-speed
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real-time data transmission system to the IP
7090 (Impact Predictor 7090) building at Cape
Canaveral where they are accepted as inputs
for processing by the IP 7090 computer. As
noted above, the computer- smoothed position/
time/velocity coordinates are interleaved
with telemetry information, a time tag and a
site identification note onto the IP 7090 highspeed message to the Goddard Center. In
addition to being routed to the IP 7090 for
processing and subsequent retransmission to
Goddard, raw radar data from the supporting
downrange stations can also be manually
selected and transmitted at a ten-messagesper-second rate directly to the Goddard
7090's. In this case, raw radar quantities
rather than smoothed coordinates are identified by site and combined with telemetry
data. The procedure is exactly the same as
for impact predictor-processed data; the IP
7090 is merely bypassed in the'latter case.
If AN/FPS-16 raw radar is selected instead
of IP 7090 information, it is accepted, edited
and smoothed by the Goddard 7090'sto maintain the overall computing cycle.
Telemetry
Telemetry (TM) signals from the launch
pad, the launch vehicle and the spacecraft
indicate the status of mission subphases and
certain critical events which happen or fail
to happen, during a Mercury flight. These
Signals, picked up by telemetry receivers and
converted to forms useful for display interpretation and as inputs to the Goddard IBM
7090 computers are extremely important indicatros of events and conditions regarding
the spacecraft and the vehicle. Real-time
telemetry quantities continuously transmitted
directly to the Goddard IBM 7090 computers
include spacecraft clock elapsed time and
retrofire mechanism-setting readings, liftoff,
staging, escape tower released from sustainer, sustainer engine cutoff and one, two
or three posigrade rockets fired. These
quantities combine to a total of 72 bits of
telemetry data and they are packed in each
frame of data (Atlas-Guidance, IP 7090, or
raw radar). The 72 bits include a parity bit
and the transmission in triplicate of critical
signals (e.g., liftoff signal). During launch
each observation (Le., a frame of data from
any source) made at Cape Canaveral is transmitted to Goddard, processed by the Goddard
computers, and the results displayed back at

the Cape Canaveral control center in approximately one second.
Once the spacecraft is inserted into its
orbit the data to the Goddard computers is
developed by the radars of the world-wide
tracking network. During each pass of the
capsule over a radar site, range, azimuth,
elevation and time of observation readings
are taken for as long as the spacecraft remains within range. The information from
the radar is processed through conversion
equipment at the site and transformed into a
teletype format for transmission to Goddard
at a rate of six (6) characters per second into
the computer. A similar data flow is maintained during the re-entry phase of the flight.
A means of manually inserted critical data
signals is also provided. By paper tape such
information as exact time of liftoff (which is
determined at Cape Canaveral) and the exact
time of retro-rocket firing (which is determined by telemetry signals originating in the
spacecraft) can be fed into the Goddard programs. The Goddard duplex 7090 computing
system is shown in Figure 4.
The data flow into the Bermuda 709 computer is shown in Figure 5. The major task
of the Bermuda programs is the calculating
of position and velocity values during the
flight's launch, insertion and initial orbital
phases. This is accomplished by the analysis
of data generated by both AN/FPS-16 and
Ver lort radars which are fed directly into
core memory by a DCC.
Each radar maintains a flow of ten observations per second and the observations are
combined with telemetry Signals which originate in the spacecraft. Manual insertion of
important data into the Bermuda computer is
accomplished by means of a paper tape reader.
The Bermuda program also smooths the radar
observations of the spacecraft during launch
and transmits these readings directly to the
Goddard computers via teletype. Hence, the
Bermuda computer also acts like a "refined"
radar site as well as being a tool for supplying a GO or NO-GO answer to the question of
orbital achievement of the spacecraft.
The Goddard Computer Programs
In all phases of the Mercury mission it is
extremely vital that the large amounts and
many forms of necessary calculations be performed with exact precision, and the data
made available almost instantaneously. The
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specific computational approach taken is of
critical importance to the safety of the astronaut and the success of the project. The realtime computer requirements, the stringent
accuracy and :r:eliability necessary make the
proj ect one of the most demanding computer
problems ever undertaken.
The placing of a manned spacecraft into
orbit and the successful re-entry and safe
recovery of the vehicle and its human occupant
poses-under normal or emergency conditions-many severe computational problems.
For example, in an extremely short period
after the capsule is separated from the missile the computers must furnish data for
evaluating whether or not the mission is to
be allowed to continue. Since the time required for the spacecraft to perform a postinsertion 180 -degree attitude rotation is necessarily limited, and because of the obvious
desirability of a water landing following high
level abort, the initial orbital parameters

must be calculated extremely rapidly, and as
much data as possible used to increase the
reliability of computation.
As described above, Project Mercury is
equipped with an array of interconnecting
computational complexes, d a t a collecting
equipment, special supporting equipment and
display devices to accomplish mission computing functions in the most complete, efficient
manner possible. The core of the computing
system is the duplexed Goddard IBM 7090
computer -faCility, com pie men ted by the
Bermuda station's IBM 709 computer.
The Goddard computers and special input/
output equipment are duplexed to promote
maximum reliability, validity of information
and mission safety. Both computers accept
the same input data and perform the same
computations. Output status displays at
Goddard enable the performance of each 7090
to be monitored. On the basis of this comparative information the output of one of the
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two computers is selected for transmission
to the Mercury Control Center and radar sites.
In brief, Goddard computers' basic Mercury mission responsibilities are to:
perform launch calculations during capsule
insertion and advise the Mercury Control Center of capsule dynamics;
compute acquisition data, orbit parameters
and capsule present position, future position and life-time;
compute and transmit to the control center
retrofire clock information and compute
and transmit to the control center and
recovery teams the probable impact
point and impact time;
monitor , quantitatively, radar and computer performance and advise the control center of deviations from acceptable performance.
There are three generally distinct computational phases: launch (powered flight),
orbit, and re-entry (descent). The programming system for all phases has been
integrated into one automatically sequenced
package. Upon receipt of liftoff signal over
the high-speed communications the programs
are activated (prior to this they are in the
passive, but vigilant mode) and the launch
computation begins. If the computer recommends GO and if the Cape Canaveral flight
controller has no external reasons (e.g. , aeromedical data) to abort the mission, the launch
switch is thrown and a ,discrete signal is sent
to the computers. The 'orbit program is then
brought into the computer and this program
is given the insertion conditions calculated
by the launch program. In a similar fashion,
upon receipt of manual (hence, positive) insertion of actual retrofire time, the program
automatically shifts to the re-entry mode.
As indicated below, different outputs are required for each phase. The abort during
launch or a NO-GO decision by the flight controller after power-cutoff is also signaled by
appropriate telemetry discretes. The phase
of the computing program is then automatically altered. The data processing functions
undertaken at Goddard during each of the
phases 'are as follows:
Launch
The primary function of the Goddard computers during this first flight phase is to determine the GO NO-GO recommendation to
continue the mission. The IBM 7090 f S decide

whether or not a successful orbit has been
attained at the time of insertion into orbit by
computing the projected orbit lifetime; pertinent trajectory parameters are presented
so launch status may be monitored for indications of a possible impending abort.
In the event of a launch abort, the computers determine the times retrofire must
occur for the capsule to land in one of the
several designated recovery areas. If the
retrorockets are fired, the computers calculate spacecraft traj ectory and the resulting
impact point. Refined impact point data for
several abort procedures is computed.
During the launch phase most data inputs
to the Goddard IBM 7090' s originate at the
Cape Canaveral launch site. Launch data is,
essentially, position and velocity information
in forms not useful for evaluation at the control center. The Goddard computers operate
on launch data in real-time, convert it into
forms more suitable for decision-making and
transmit this information back to the control
center.
Orbit
Calculating the exact time to fire the retrorockets to land the spacecraft at the desired
impact point is the major contribution which
the IBM 7090 computers make in the orbit
phase. The times at which the retrofire sequence must be initiated for a landing in a
prescribed normal-mission recovery area,
for re-entry at the end of any given orbit, and
for landing at the speCified emergency recovery points along the spacecraft's path are
recomputed by the 7090' s after each new set
of orbit parameters is established.
In the orbital phase, data is collected and
dispatched from the world-wide network of
radar sites as the spacecraft passes over
each station. Position/time quantities gathered from these radars are sent almost instantaneously to the computing and communications center at Goddard. In addition,' to
the primary purpose of determining retrofiring time, this position data is used at Goddard
to refine orbit parameters from the previous
set of orbit parameters (and, at initial entry
into orbit, from those parameters estimated
during launch), thus enabling spacecraft position to be accurately predicted for further
radar acquisition. Acquisition messages are
sent to each site from Goddard prior to the
spacecraft's next pass over that site.
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The mathematics of orbital computer processinginvolves solving by numerical methods
the formulas derived from the basic Newtonian
equations of motion. The numerical methods
employed include Cowell's numerical integration for extrapolation and correction of orbital
parameters, and the differential correction,
conversion and partial coefficient calculation
programs. To minimize the effects of radar
values from stations whose input data is considered (on the basis of past results) less
reliable, each site is weighted accordingly.
Re-entry
The main purpose of the Goddard IBM
7090 's during re-entry is the all-important
computation of impact point. The computers
pinpoint the point of spacecraft impact from
position/time data received from range stations whose radars follow the spacecraft during this period. Refined impact point information is provided to guide the Mercury
recovery effort whenever new radar observations are transmitted to the computers.
Re-entry trajectory acquisition data is
provided to remote sites from the Goddard
center during this phase in the same manner
as acquisition information is provided during
orbit.
The real-time outputs of the Goddard computers are sent directly to a variety of digital
and graphical displays at the Cape Canaveral
Mercury Control Center. Thefollowing summary of the Goddard computer outputs will
give the reader a feeling for the volume of
data presented to the flight controllers and
the type of information required to maintain
a ground-based control center:
Plotboard 1
During launch, spacecraft flight path angle
versus the ratio of inertial velocity to required velocity is shown. Three different
scales marked with appropriate limits are
employed as board overlays during launch.
The difference between spacecraft radius
from the earth versus spacecraft inertial velocity is presented during abort, orbit and
re-entry.
Plotboard 2
Two plots are presented during the launch
period. Spacecraft altitude versus downrange

distance is charted on the bottom of the board
(this quantity is also displayed in the event of
a launch abort); crossrange deviation versus
downrange distance is displayed simultaneously on a separate scale on the upper portion
of the overlay. Two plots appear during
orbital flight. Spacecraft altitude above an
oblate earth, as a function of elapsed time,
is depicted on the lower part of the board; on
the upper portion of the board is displayed
the difference between the semi-major axis
of the orbit and the average radius of the
earth, as a function of elapsed time. Displayed
on board 2 during a normal re-entry is spacecraft altitude, as a function of time.
Plotboard 3
A variety of parameters is displayed during launch and abort. However, quantities
furnished to the plotboard during this phase
come directly from the Atlas -Guidance computer. Board 3 displays two plots during
orbit. On the lower portion of the board appears longitude of perigee as a function of
elapsed time and on the upper portion, eccentricity as a function of elapsed time. This
plotboard is not used during re-entry.
Plotboard 4
Displays impact point computations made
at Goddard during a normal launch and in the
event of an aborted launch. The board's overlay is a map of the Atlantic Ocean area showing land and water masses and recovery areas.
Plotted during launch are the latitudes and
longitudes of impact point assuming that (1)
the retrorockets will fire in 30 seconds (minimumdelay) and (2) at 450,000 feet (maximum
delay). Board 4 displays two items during
orbit: the latitude and longitude of present
spacecraft pOSition over the Western hemisphere and the computed impact point for
retrofire in 30 seconds. During abort and
re-entry, spacecraft present position and the
predicted impact point are shown.
Wall Map
Located on the observers' area of the Mercury Control Center is a large (50 feet long)
wall map of the world. It illustrates the locations of all Mercury range stations and the
ground track of the capsule. As the Mercury
mission progresses, a miniature lighted
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capsule moves along the track, indicating the
actual present position of the spacecraft. A
small, moving light ahead of the spacecraft
indicates, during abort and re-entry, the
latitude and longitude of the refined impact
point, or during orbit, impact point if the
retrorockets are fired in 30 seconds.
Strip Chart
A high-speed multichannel (six recording
pens) strip chart (also called the Data Quality
Monitor) is used at the control center only
during the launch phase. The device enables
an operator to determine which sets of information are most valid for presentation to
Mercury display equipment. The six pens
are driven by data from three sources
(Goddard processed Atlas-Guidance or IP
7090 data, or Atlas-Guidance direct), each
charting two items of information. The displayed quantities are:
the difference between flight path angle
and nominal flight path angle;
the difference between velocity ratio and
nominal velocity ratio.
Digital Displays
Computed information from the Goddard
IBM 7090' s is routed at high speed to control
center digital displays located variously on
the Flight Dynamics Officer's Console, the
Retrofire Controller's Console, the Recovery
Status Monitor Console and a wall digital
display.
Digital values are sent to the display register twice per second during the launch
phase. To avoid flicker, however, the quantities are updated by the computer only once
each second. All digital display messages
are transmitted from Goddard at a frequency
of 10 per minute during orbit. During reentry, data quantities are routed from Goddard
to the Cape at a 20-per-minute rate.
Flight Dynamics Officer's Console
Six digital displays are located on this
important control console.
Display 1 indicates during launch and abort
the GO NO-GO recommendation 0 f the
Goddard computers to continue or abort the
mission;
Display 2 indicates spacecraft altitude in
nautical miles and tenths of nautical miles

during the entire mission, from launch to
impact;
Display 3 indicates flight path angle in
degrees, tenths and hundredths of degrees
during launch and re-entry, and denotes
apogee height in hundredths and tenths of
nautical miles during orbit;
Display 4 indicates spacecraft inclination
angle in degrees and tenths of degrees during
launch and orbit;
Display 5 indicates orbit lifetime remaining from the time of the last pass over Cape
Canaveral;
Display 6 indicates the ratio of spacecraft
inertial velocity to required velocity during
launch. After insertion into orbit, for the
remainder of the flight, display 6 indicates
actual spacecraft velocity.
Retrofire Controller's Console
Located on this console are nine digital
displays. All time displays are represented
in hours, minutes and seconds.
Display 1 indicates during abort and orbit
the Greenwich Mean·Time (GMT) to retrofire
to land in an emergency abort area;
Display 2 presents during launch from 20
seconds after staging, the computed GMT to
retrofire in the next recovery area, and during abort and orbit, the elapsed capsule time
for retrofire to land in the next recovery
area;
Display 3 indicates during orbit the GMT
of retrofire computed for the end of the
present orbit;
Display 4 indicates during orbit the elapsed
spacecraft time for retrofire to land at the
end of the present orbit;
Display 5 displays during orbit the GMT
to retrofire to land in the normal three-orbitmission impact area;
Display 6 indicates during orbit the elapsed
spacecraft time to retrofire computed for the
normal impact area follOwing a three-orbit
flight;
Display 7 presents during orbit the GMT
of retrofire based on the present spacecraft
setting, and displays during re-entry the
elapsed ground time since retrofire;
Display 8 indicates during abort and orbit
the incremental spacecraft time for retrofire
computed for the next emergency recovery
area;
Display 9 indicates for the entire mission
the number of the orbit, and the presently
deSignated recovery area.
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Recovery Status Monitor Console
The digital displays located on this console
indicate: the computed GMT of impact in
hours and minutes during abort, orbit and reentry; the computed longitude and latitude in
degrees and minutes for the abort landing
point (during abort), the normal end-ofmission impact point (during orbit) and the
refined impact point (during re-entry).
Wall Digital Display
Displayed in GMT hours, minutes and seconds during the launch and abort phases in
the ground time remaining until retrofire.
During re-entry this display indicates the
ground time remaining until impact. Also
presented on the wall display during orbit is
the current orbit number.
In addition to the displays at the Mercury
Control Center, the Goddard computers also

drive certain plotboards at Goddard. Each
computer is connected to a single plotboard
and reproduces one of the plots sent to the
Mercury Control Center. Much of this data
is, however, printed on-line. A typical printout (edited for space purposes) is shown in
Figure 6.
The Bermuda Computer Program
A secondary computing station to supplement the Goddard/Cape Canaveral complexes
is the IBM 709-equipped Bermuda site. The
role of Bermuda in the overall computing
picture is essentially twofold: Bermuda
serves as an extension and backup for the
control center, and as an ordinary range
station. As a backup to Cape Canaveral, the
Bermuda 709 computer is used to determine
whether or not the spacecraft has entered an
acceptable orbit at insertion; command an
early re-entry, if necessary, and verify

NORMAL OPERATION HAS BEGUN
THE TIME OF LIFT OFF IS (GMT) 07 HRS 06 MINS 44 SECS
TOWER SEPARATION SIGNAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED
BERMUDS FPS/16 ACQUISITION DATA SENT
SECO SIGNAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED
CAPSULE SEPARATION SIGNAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED
3 POSIGRADE ROCKETS WERE FIRED
10 POINTS WERE USED TO CALCULATE FINAL GO-NO GO
GO IS RECOMMENDED
THE TIME OF RETRO-FIRE IS (GMT) 07 HRS 24 MINS 51 SECS
VELOCITY USED IN FINAL GO-NO GO IS (FLEET PER SEC) 25660
GAMMA USED +3.6362723E-03 FINAL GO-NO GO (IN DEGREES)
BERMUDA VERLORT HAS BEGUN TRANSMISSION
GRAND BAHAMA FPS/16 HAS BEGUN TRANSMISSION
BERMUDA FPS/16 HAS BEGUN TRANSMISSION
ORB IT PHASE HAS BEEN ENTERED

Figure 6
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receipt; and notify the control center and
recovery teams of such action .. When instructed to do so by the control center, or if
communications with the control center fail
or become poor, Bermuda can command an
abort, an early re-entry or assume full control of the insertion period.
As an ordinary range station Bermuda
accepts high-speed radar data into its computer and converts this information into
orbital and trajectory parameters. At each
orbital passage over Bermuda the IBM 709
computer processes the high-speed radar information and sends smoothed data to the
Goddard center.
Trajectory parameters acquired by the
local radars are used by the Bermuda computer to fulfill the following responsibilities
immediately after insertion.
Determine if the spacecraft's orbit is acceptable. This is accomplished by determining from the radar data received after insertion whether or not orbit lifetime will exceed
one, two or three revolutions; in the event of
an abort, determine the times at which the
retrorockets must be fired to land the spacecraft in one of the designated recovery areas;
determine refined impact pOints for several
abortproc~dures; determine orbit characteristics; provide quantities required to drive
plotboards and displays at Bermuda; send
post-insertion conditions to Goddard.
The Bermuda outputs are not as great in
volume and types as Goddard. However, they
are sufficient enough to enable the flight dynamics officer to recommend a GO or NO-GO.
The displays are summarized below.
Flight Dynamics Officer's Console
A GO- NO-GO recommendation utilized
during launch and abort to indicate the present computed status of spacecraft insertion;
the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) to retrofire,
in hours, minutes and seconds if an abort is
called for; the actual time of retrofire is
presented during re-entry; the elapsed capsule time to retrofire, in hours, minutes and
seconds during abort and the elapsed spacecraft time since retrofire during re-entry;
spacecraft altitude in nautical miles and
tenths of nautical miles; flight path angle in
degrees, tenths and hundredths of degrees;
velocity ratio (inertial velocity/required velocity) to four decimal places; after retrofire,
inertial velocity is presented; during abort

the incremental change in time of retrofire;
the orbit number and next recovery area during abort and re-entry.
Plotboard
An overlay on the board depicts the Atlantic Ocean and peripheral land areas from
Florida to Africa. Real-time information
plotted on the overlay includes:
Prior to retrofire: latitude and longitude
of impact point for immediate retrofire;
flight path angle versus velocity ratio.
After retrofire: latitude and longitude of
spacecraft present position; latitude and longitude of impact point.
Monitor Program
During a Mercury miSSion, many -functions
compete with one another for computer time.
At any moment a given computation must be
satisfied without sacrificing any others which
may be critical at that time. In other words,
the computer is required to deliver several
competing quantities continuously on rigorous
schedules. An output which fails to meet its
schedule becomes worthless for real-time
applications.
Producing a virtually real-time output according to strict schedules is a difficult taskeven if incoming data arrives smoothly, adhering to plan. The nature of Mercury
computation in real-time at both Goddard and
Bermuda makes it mandatory that computer
processing be automatically controlled, with
perhaps a limited amount of manual intervention possible, if desired.
To solve Mercury data proceSSing problems most reasonable, and to effect the realtime calculations which are vital to a miSSion,
the control and coordination of all other programs in Mercury computing is assigned to
a Single control program-Monitor.
Mercury system operational programs
must accomplish three tasks which are all
fairly synchronous in time: they must accept
input data which arrives on an asynchronous
schedule; they must perform certain computations on the input information; and they must
provide output quantities at speCified time
intervals. To meet these three requirements
and ensure a smooth, overall Mercury data
processing effort, the Monitor control program "supervises" the processors, coordinating computation according to the arrival
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of input data, calculations to be performed
and output quantities needed. Monitor establishes the constantly -changing processing
priorities on the basis of input, computational
and output conditions.
A description of Monitor operation is given
in the paper by Hoffman and Scott.

that the most efficient and automatic way of
accomplishing this task was to make the
Goddard computers the driving force behind
any such checkout procedure. The basic features of CADFISS are as follows:

Simulation Techniques

In this test each site, e.g., the radar at
Canary I s 1and s communicating with the
7090' s, i s independently and thoroughly
checked. The Goddard computers are programmed to send a request message (cue) to
the site, directing site personnel to transmit
specified data to Goddard. The computer
analyzes the data transmitted by the site and
produces a report for supervisory personnel
indicating the quality of the data. The computer then sends the next cue to the site. Each
cue specifies a test of a particular part of the
system. All sites in the Mercury network can
be tested Simultaneously since cues are addressed to the specified site. A typical type
of test is the Boresight Acquisition test.
These tests demonstrate the ability of each
radar to acquire a target within its raster
search pattern, to originate correct data for
that target, and, having so attained the target,
to act as a source of angle tracking data for
other antenna pedestals. Each radar will
acquire its boresight tower and then be
selected as the source of tracking data for
all other antenna pedestals. After receipt of
a cue from the computer, the radar's output
will be transmitted to Goddard. The computer -generated cue for transmission of
selected pedestal (indicator) readings will be
delayed until after later tests to allow time
for preparation of teletype tapes. Following
receipt of this cue, each message will be
transmitted twice to permit recognition of
transmission errors. The radar data and
pedestal readings transmitted to the Goddard
computers will be automatically compared
against the surveyed values for azimuth and
elevation, and a summary report generated.

The Project Mercury simulation efforts
cover the broad requirements of non-realtime and real-time simulation procedures.
These procedures have enabled us to checkout
the operational programming system with a
set of controlled experiments which reflect
a wide variety of possible real-life situations
and data degradations. They also have provided a means of training the flight controllers to recognize and cope with a number of
emergency conditions as well as the nominal.
Real-time simulations are accomplished by
the playing of a launch trajectory tape containing pre-determined data from the AtlasGuidance and IP 7090 computers at Cape
Canaveral, (this tape is prepared at Goddard),
and the transmission of associated telemetry
discretes to the Goddard computers. The
Goddard complex and programs react as if a
rocket was launched and provide a full set of
displays. Once the orbit phase is entered,
the world-wide tracking sites transmit radar
observations to the Goddard computers at
designated times. The observations are on
paper tape and were prepared at Goddard to
match the launch conditions. A number of
three orbit simulations have been run. Realtime simulations have become an integral
part of the range countdown and checkout
procedures. A full description of the Project
Mercury simulation procedures is given in
the paper by Green and Peckar, "Real-Time
Simulation in Project Mercury."
CADFISS - (Computer and Data Flow Integrated Subsystem)
As Proj ect Mercury was the first to utilize
a world-wide tracking and communications
network, it became quite imperative to have
a means of determining which elements of the
network (which includes the flow between the
Goddard computers and Cape Canaveral and
the Goddard and Bermuda computers) are
"green" and are able to support an actual
mission or a simulation. It became apparent

One-at-a-time Test

Roll-Call Test
This is an abbreviated one-at-a-time test
designed to check each Goddard-computerrelated portion of the Mercury system in
rapid sequence to determine the readiness
status of these elements.
The basic program of this system sends
cues simultaneously to the Mercury sites and
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evaluates the responses received. (The' site
is expected to reply to a cue within a fixed
time limit after the receipt of the cue or it
fails the test.) The teletypewriter data evaluated consists of message patterns, radar
bore sight and range target data, and radar
datafrompointings in several critical directions. The data received by the computer is
compared against the predetermined message
or survey positions. In addition, the program
sends high-speed patterns to Cape Canaveral
and receives and evaluates similar data originating at the Atlas-Guidance and IP 7090

computers. Finally, it evaluates high-speed
boresight data from the Cape radars. The
evaluations consist of comparing expected
data to that received and the periodic on-line
printouts of up-to-date summaries of the
tests. In addition, error data is written on
magnetic tape for future analysis.
The Roll-Call test enables us to determine
which elements required to support a simulationexerciseor mission are ready. We have
in CADFISS a means of evaluating a real-time
ground support system in real-time.

B. The Mercury Programming System
Marilyn B. Scott and Robert Hoffman
International Business Machines Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Washington, D. C.
send output to the sense console which indicates the status of each and provides the
means for switching outputs from one computer or the other.
All of the input/output devices used in the
Mercury Programming System produce traps
to signal entry or exit of data to and from
core memory. A trap is the automatic transfer of control to a preset location in core
when one or more conditions are met. In
reading a magnetic tape, for example, if a
certain instruction is used to request a record, an indicator will be set in the computer
when that record has been brought into core
memory. This condition, Le., the "on" status
of the indicator, will cause a transfer of control to lower memory. This transfer of control, or trap, will occur only if the machine
is "enabled." The computer is said to be
"enabled" when traps are permitted to occur
and "disabled" when they are not. The machine may be enabled for one or more conditions and disabled simultaneously for others.
The machine enters the enabled or disabled
mode through execution of a programmed
instruc tion.
There is one other mode of operation upon
which the programming system relies. This
is the "inhibited" mode. This mode is entered
automatically when a trap occurs. While the
machine is inhibited, no further traps may
occur until the machine is re-enabled, thereby
guaranteeing that necessary, work may be accomplished without interruption.
These, then, are the three modes of operations: (1) enabled-a trap may occur; (2)
disabled-a trap may not occur; and (3)

The Mercury Programming System was
designed to meet the specific objective of
tracking the Mercury spacecraft during all
possible phases of light-launch, abort, orbit
and re-entry, and to predict continually the
spacecraft impact point so that a safe and
speedy recovery of the Mercury astronaut
could be effected.
To perform this task, two IBM 7090 IS,
operating in parallel at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland, receive
data by teletype from digital data transmitters
associated with radars around the world and
by high-speed data links from the Cape
Canaveral Complex. In turn, the 7090's feed
high-speed data to displays at Goddard and
the Cape and send acquisition messages by
teletype to remote sites.
Each 7090 has attached to it 12 magnetic
tape drives, an on-line printer, punch and
card-reader, and an IBM 7281 Data Communications ChanneJ (DDC), which allows data
to be transmitted directly to and from the 32thousand-word core memory of the 7090.
Each Data Communications Channel can handle data on each of 32 subchannels. In the
Mercury, system we currently receive data
through the DCC from 17 TTY inputs, two
high-speed inputs, a WWV minute signal, and
a half - second signal. We send data through
the DeC to two high-spee,d outputs, three TTY
outputs, and a sense output console.
The two 7090' s operate in parallel to provide backup. Although both receive all inputs,
only one is transmitting its computed output
to remote sites at any given instant. Both
machines, however, feed local displays and
47
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inhibited-a trap has occurred and no more
traps will occur until the machine is reenabled.
The Mercury Programming System is
composed of three types of routines: those
which are hardware-oriented; those which
are task-oriented; and those which are independent of both task and equipment and
serve to control the interaction and lines of
flow among all the other routines in the
system.
The first category of routines-those that
are hardware-oriented-is concerned with
receipt and transmission of input and output.
These routines are entered through trapping
and are called "trap processors." Since traps
may occur asynchronously, even simultaneously, trap processors must respond fast
enough to receive all the information from
any given source without loss of information
from any other source. This is accomplished
by (1) allowing all trap processors to operate
completely in the inhibited mode in which
they are entered by trapping, and (2) requiring that every individual trap processor be
written to act fast enough so that the worst
combination 0 f simultaneous input/output
stimuli will not result in an undesirable loss
of information from any source. A typical
trap processor might complete its operation
and restore trapping in less than one millisecond. At present there are 23 trap processors in the Mercury system to handle at
least as many reasons for trapping.
The teletype input trap processor handles
a six-character byte of teletype data from
anyone of 17 teletype transmitters, and moves
it to an area for use by the teletype input
program. The teletype output trap processor
receives control each time six characters of
teletype information have left the machine,
and refills the output area until a complete
message is sent. The high-speed input and
output trap processors accomplish the same
functions for data traveling at the rate of
1000 bits per second. The printer trap processor tells the system that the on-line printer
is available for further output.
Two trap processors handle the timing for
the system. One takes control every halfsecond on receipt of a half -second pulse and
calculates the need for computing output and
feeding displays. It also updates the current
Greenwich mean time within the machine upon
which all time tags are based. The other
timing trap proces'sor recognizes receipt of

a WWV minute Signal and checks that the
timing of the system is correct.
Other trap processors signal the transmission of data to the sense console and between core memory and magnetic tapes.
Tapes are used for bringing in programs when
they are needed, for bringing in such data as
location and atmospheric conditions of remote
sites, for writing out a log of all data which
enters or leaves the system, and for generating or reading restart parameters for use
in the event of machine failure. Each of these
operations, however, goes on in real-time
and other work can be done while the tapes
are moving because a trap processor will
inform the system as soon as the operation
is completed.
The second category of routines are those
which are task-oriented. The objective of
tracking and predicting the landing point of
the Mercury capsule is accomplished by
diverse procedures during each of the four
possible phases of flight. During launch and
low aborts, while the capsule is still within
range of Cape Canaveral and its radars, the
programs are receiving telemetry and computedpositional data from the IP 7090 and the
GE-Burroughs Guidance Computer. They also
accept high-speed raw r~dar data. The inputs
are arriving at the 1000 bits per second rate
and displays are being fed every half-second
in launch and every second in abort. The only
station which receives acquisition messages
during these two phases is Bermuda.
In high aborts, those occurring near insertion, both high-speed computed data and
low-speed raw radar may be received. Many
of the programs of both launch and orbit are
required. For instance, the high abort phase
requires the use of both the launch program
to interpret telemetry data from high-speed
sources and the orbital integration program
to compute impact point. In orbit the output
display rate changes to once every six seconds and no high-speed data is received. Acquisition is sent to more than 20 telemetry
and radar sites around the world. The acquisition messages are sent at the sjx-character
per second TTY rate and are sent three times
per orbit for each station with lead times of
approximately 45, 25, and 5 minutes before
the spacecraft crosses the local horizon. The
orbital programs generate a prediction table
which cover three orbits, receive raw radar
data, edit it, and use it to differentially correct the prediction table. From this table,
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data concerning present and predicted position are calculated. From it the time to fire
the retro-rockets to bring the spacecraft back
to earth is computed and displayed. During
the re-entry phase the display rate changes
to once every three seconds, twice the rate of
the orbit displays. Different quantities are
calculated and acquisition data is sent with
less lead time.
The routines which combine to accomplish
the tasks of the various phases are called
"ordinary processors." They operate in the
enabled mode, Le., they may be interrupted
at any point. These ordinary processors are
programs in themselves, require no subroutine linkage and can be unit-tested before
they are incorporated into the operating system.
At present there are more than 40 ordinary
processors in the Mercury Programming
System. They include edit program, teletype
code conversion routines, coordinate conversion routines, output generators, a retro-fire
calculation routine, a numerical integration
program, a differential correction program,
and a host of others. Because these processors accomplish specific tasks and are
completely independent programs, they may
be considered the building blocks of the Mercury system. By using them in different
combinations and at different frequencies, we
can use the same routines to perform different tasks. The use of such building blocks
minimizes the amount of programming required to meet the obj ectives of the system,
and provides good flexibility in meeting additional specifications. Furthermore, t his
modular concept spares programmers of
ordinary processors the job of understanding
the complexities of real-time control and
equipment idiosyncracies, whereas the remaining programmers need not concern themselves with the mathematics of the ordinary
processors.
But how do such independent processors
fit into an over-all system? How is their
interaction controlled?
The processors are fit into the system by
means of short sequences of instructions
called "prefixes" and "suffixes." There is
at least one prefix and one suffix for each
ordinary processor. A prefix precedes program and performs such functions as placing
inputs required by the program in a prescribed
location. The first instruction of the prefix
is the entry point to the ordinary processor.

The prefix may be said to set the scene for
entering the processor. The suffix does just
the opposite. It ties up loose ends after the
processor is completed, such as making the
computed results of the program available
for use in the system.
In addition the prefixes and suffixes provide the liaison between the ordinary processors and the third category of routines,
those that control the interaction and lines of
flow between the various elements of the systern. The programs in the third group are
called the controllers or monitor routines.
The controllers maintain the proper sequence
of operations between the various processors,
and, in accordance with the modular concept,
are completely independent of these processors' Le., they would accomplish ~he same
functions no matter what processors they
monitor.
Implicit in the nature of the ordinary processors and trap processors is a relative
priority among them. Since the ordinary
processors operate in the enabled mode, control may pass to one of the trap processors
at any moment. Therefore, as a group, the
trap processors enjoy a higher priority in the
system than the ordinary processors. Priority among the trap processors is a function of
data rate and built-in priority in the hardware.
Among the ordinary processors, however,
priority is dictated by urgency of introducing
their output into the system and the length of
time it takes to execute the routine. The
routine to calculate a display every three
seconds, for example, must enjoy a priority
higher than the routine which must be accomplished every minute. A routine which
requires more than three seconds for execution must be given a priority lower than the
three second display program, or the system
will fail to output on time. It may well enjoy
a priority higher than the minutes processor,
however. The relative priorities of the ordinary processors are established in a table
called the priority table.
The heart of the monitor system is a controller routine called PRIO. Every ordinary
processor and trap processor returns control
to PRIO upon completion of their tasks. Both
ordinary and trap processors can determine
the need for entering other routines in the
system. They convey this requirement to
PRIO by setting indicators in the priority
table. PRIO must examine these indicators
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and give control to the proper routine in accordance with their relative priorities.
Since ordinary processors can be trapped
at any time or any place, this priority scheme
affords multiple levels o~ interruption. For
example, the orbit prediction updating program may be interrupted by the half-second
clock trap processor, whereupon this trap
processor determines that it is time for the
higher priority, acquisition data .generator to
send predicted orbit parameters to sites
ahead of the spacecraft. When the half -second
trap processor returns control to PRIO, control must now be passed to the beginning of
the acquisition data generator. But the fact
that the orbit prediction update was. originally
interrupted must not be forgotten.
Once PRIO has given control to the acquisition data generator, it too can be interrupted, say, by the teletype input trap processor transmitting radar data from a tracking
site. And now this trap processor indicates
to PRIO the need for the teletype conversion
processor, and this has a higher priority than
the acquisition data generator, etc., 'until
there may be as many interrupts as there are
levels of priority. To control such situations,
a system of remembering a stack of interrupts
is provided by two controllers, SAVE and
RTRN.
The very first duty of any trap processor
is to enter SAVE to preserve the condition of
the machine's program-accessible registers
and the return address. Each time SAVE is
entered, these items are preserved in a save
block assigned to the interrupted routine.
Whenever PRIO sees that all higher priority
routines have been serviced, control is passed
to RTRN which restores the machine'S conditions according to the save block and returns
control to the interrupted routine at the interrupt point. This save-and-restore procedure
holds for all traps except those which occur
within PRIO and RTRN. By permitting SAVE
to ignore traps from within PRIO and R TRN,
control functions are made more responsive
to the expediencies of the real-time environment than to the lower priority requirements
of the ordinary processors. Thus trapping
takes priority over anything PRIO or RTRN
are doing.
How is the priority system applied to the
ordinary processors?
Associated with each ordinary processor
are t~ree kinds of indicators which convey

control sequence requirements of the system
to the controller PRIO:
1. The "A" indicator is turned on by a
processor if it is in process.
2. The "B" indi~ator is turned on for a
given processor if a need for its operation has been determined.
3. C, D, E .... indicators for a given
processor are turned on if a need has
been determined to suppress its operation.
The entry point to each ordinary proc essor
appears in the priority table together with the
indicators associated with that routine. (The
indicators are merely bits in a word.) The
routine whose indicators are examined first
by PRIO has the highest priority.
Suppress indicators for a given ordinary
processor take precedence over its A and B
indicators in that PRIO examines them first.
PRIO will not transfer control to any routine
whose suppress indicators are 0 n. Each
ordinary processor has a specific suppress
indicator for each individual condition which
requires its suppression. If no suppress bit
is on, PRIO will examine the A and B indicators for that routine.
If PRIO sees both the A and B indicators
onfor routine X, it knows (1) that X had been
trapped while in process, and (2) that at least
one additional request for X's operation has
been made. When both A and B are on, therefore, PRIO will return control through RTRN
to the interrupt point in X, leaving the B indicator on for future control. If only the B indicator is on for ordinary proc essor X, PRIO
transfers control to the beginning of X. The
first act of every ordinary processor thus
entered at the starting location is to turn its
own A indicator on, and its last act before
transferring control back to PRIO is to turn
off its A indicator. Thus, in the event it is
interrupted before completion, each ordinary
processor provides an indication to PRIO that
it is in process.
Indicator B can indicate that more than one
request has been made for the operation of its
associated ordinary processor. This is accomplished by queueing, a proc edure in which
one or more requests for a given routine are
indicated by placing information in a table,
called a queue table. An entry in the queue
table can simply indicate a request for operation, or it can also include information telling where input is to be found or where output
is to be placed, etc. For instance, an ordinary
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processor which determines the need for
sending acquisition data to radar sites places
entries, by queueing, in the queue tables for
the teletype output processors, telling them
which sites are to receive data. Entries are
placed in the queue table in the order in which
they occur. After turning on its A indicator,
the output processor turns off its B indicator
if it has no queue or if it is not desired to
have PRIO cycle control to it repeated for
some reason. If the routine has a queue, the
routine itself must enter the disabled mode
and test, while disabled, whether it is not
processing the last request in its queue. If
the last request is being processed, B is
turned off. If not, B stays on, so that the
other requests may be answered in turn until
the queue is emptied. In either case, the test
must be followed by an enabling instruction
since a 11 ordinary processors must run
enabled. The B indicator for a given routine
may be turned on by any ordinary processor,
trap processor or controller which determines the need for that routine to be executed.
The optimum assignment of priorities for
ordinary processors can only be done through
careful study of the system in a real or simulated environment. However, the assignment
of priorities is not as rigid as it might appear, for both suppression and trapping in
reality constitute dynamic modification of the
priority system in response to real-time
events. A reasonable first approximation of
the optimum priority assignment might be
constructed from consideration of the levels
of input/output timing requirements.
This, then, is the basic Mercury Monitor
real-time control system w h i c h combine
groups of processors to handle the demands
of any particular phase of the Mercury flight:
controllers, which maintain sequence control
between ordinary processors in an environment of asynchronous interrupts, handled and
interpreted by trap processors.
The use of this modular concept has proved
to be of enormous advantage in coping with the
seemingly ever-changing system specifications.
One of the benefits derived from this approach is perhaps Significant for all large,
complex real-time control systems undergoing a continuous growth process: efficient
use of large scale computer systems by trading off time to increase effective core storage
capacity by buffering low priority routines
from magnetic tape in real-time. One logical

extension of the modular concept, which has
been adhered to throughout the Mercury programming system, is the adoption of the
Simple programming standard that all program communication among ordinary processors themselves and between ordinary
processors and the Monitor must take place
through system prefixes, suffixes, communication cells, system tables and constants
external to the ordinary processors. This is
the final isolating step in the complete modularization of the ordinary processors. PRIO
can therefore control all real-time buffering
with no possibility of a breakdown in communications within the system. Since no communication and no transfer can take place
between ordinary processors except through
Monitor, PRIO, knowing (by indicator examination) whether or not a requested buffered
routine is in memory, can control the system
accordingly. If a requested buffered processor is not in memory, PRIO merely queues
a monitor processor to load if from tape,
remembers that the routine has been requested but not yet given control, and proceeds
to handle other system control tasks while
the routine is loaded.
Under the simultaneous input/output, computing abilities of the 7090, extremely little
time is lost to the system by this technique.
Any of the other system functions can be given
control while processors are loaded from
tape. PRIO simply ignores the routine being
loaded until the trap which Signals completion
of reading is processed and PRIO is informed
by unsuppression of indicators that the routine
is now in memory. One buffering area in
memory can be reserved for the use of low
priority routines which can operate sequentially with no loss of system performance.
For example, the orbit prediction generator
waits for its input from the differential correction program, which, in turn, waits for its
input from the editing processor.
Other processors with higher priorities
can also be buffered with each other. In fact
the only processors which cannot be buffered
from tape are those whose timing or control
requirements would be violated by the comparatively slow tape operations. Here it
should be noted that the delay, due to buffering in execution of the largest buffered routine in the Mercury system (about 3,000 instructions), is about two sec 0 n d s. The
Monitor real-time loader utilized the trapping
feature in such a manner that use of buffering
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in the system cannot create a nme delay of
more than 30 milliseconds in' the execution
of higher priority, non-buffered ordinary
processors. By appropriate use of the 7090's
capability for simultaneous tape operations,
real-time multiple buffering can be used to
increase effective core storage capacity by
several times without making the system tape
bound. Reliability of -tape operations is increased several orders of magnitude by a
technique 0 f programmed Hamming-coded
error correction, bringing tape reliability
into balance with that of other parts of an
IBM 7090 Data Processing System.
Thus it is seen that through adherence to
the building block or modular principle, the
Mercury system performs all its tasks even
though some large part of the system is
always absent from memory. This is achieved
only through Monitor's controlled scheduling
of tasks to obtain maximum performance.

Real-time buffering of ordinary processors is but one example of a major modification to the Mercury Programming System's
original design. The flexibility afforded by
the system's basic structure has allowed us
to incorporate such drastic innovations with
surprising ease, and has convinced us we are
far from exhausting the system's enormous
growth potential.
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presented to the system in such a manner
that an actual flight appears to be in progress,
and in fact the system cannot differentiate
between this data and that of a real flight.
The simulation data takes two basic forms.
The launch data, which is transmitted from
Cape Canaveral using a special tape drive
known as the "B Simulator," and the orbital
and re-entry data, which is transmitted from
the remote radar sites using teletype paper
tape.
In a system of this nature the heart of the
simulation lies in the generation of the test
data. To generate this data a series of programs known as Observer, Selector·, Shred,
Sort, and Merge have been written. These
programs have the capacity to generate basic
flight profiles giving launch, orbit, abort, and
re-entry data in the form which would normally be received from the sites. This data
may also be perturbed by application of many
types of errors to simulate the malfunctioning of the data system. In this way the limitations of the Mercury programs with regards
to varying degrees of data degradation may
be determined.

Introduction
The testing of the Project Mercury computing system offers a unique problem. The
Mercury program runs in real-time, with
inputs arriving 'at specific time intervals and
outputs being transmitted at varying time
intervals. The computational programs and
their associated controls are complexly interrelated and are all time interdependent.
Therefore, in order to test these programs
the data must be presented in such a manner
as to allow the time function to show its effect.
To introduce the time function two simulation methods have been developed. The
first method allows the operational programs
to run in aquasi-real-time environment under
the control of a simulation program. This
control program, called SIC (Simulated Input/
Output Control) keeps track, by me"ans of a
real-time clock, of the amount of time which
has been allocated to the· Mercury Program.
SIC also simulates the real-time input/output
device called the DCC (Data Communications
Channel) and at proper time intervals supplies
simulated input data, and processes Mercury
output data. Using SIC, "time" maybe stopped
whenever desired, intermediate results examined, and "time" restarted without the loss
of the timing sequence. This then becomes a
very powerful debugging tool since now a detailed analysis of the interaction of input,
output, and time may be made.
The second simulation method uses specially prepared simulation data which is
transmitted to the Mercury computers from
the remote sites in real-time. This data is

Test Data Generation
The test data for the different simulation
methods is generated by a series of programs
known as Observer, Selector, Shred, Sort, and
Merge. Each of these programs acts as a
step in the generation of a given set of data
(see Figure 1). They are separate, however,
so that between each step options may be
taken with regard to modification of the given
54
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flight profile and the entering of varying error
conditions.
The Observer program is used to generate
basic flight profile. If the profile is to contain launch data a series of position and velocity vectors for the powered flight portion
of the trajectory are obtained from the missile
guidance equations. From this data is obtained the insertion conditions at burnout. If
launch data is not to be used then the insertion
conditions must be given as input data.
Using the insertion conditions Observer
now computes the orbit by numerical integration giving position and velocity vectors for
as many orbits as specified by the input data.
The data also specifies re-entry conditions.
This is either in the form of retro-rocket
firing time or desired impact area. If the
retrofiring time is given the change in velocity is computed and the re-entry trajectory
computed. If the impact area is given, Observer iterates on the retrofire time until a
time is found which gives the requested impact.
The Observer now has the position and
velocity vectors for the complete flight. It
now reads in the positions of all the tracking
stations and computers all the Range, Azimuth
and Elevation readings which are in range of
each station. These R, A, and E readings
are all now written on Observers final output
tape.
The Selector program uses as its input
the R, A, and E tape produced by Observer.
Its purpose is to take only that data required
for a given test and place it along with certain error codes on a tape to be used by
Shred. It is at this point that the many varied
perturbations of the data are called for. Stations may be left out or made to start transmission late or early. Different types of
errors for application to the data, such as
different noise levels, bias errors, transmission errors and pathological errors are now
called for. It is here that all the major
troubles that can occur during a real flight
may be specified so that the full capabilities
and the limitations of the Mercury program
may be tested.
The Shred program processes the Selector
outputs to produce simulated inputs. Since
the function of this routine is primarily one
of format changing, unit conversion, and coordinate transformation it is not of general
interest in itself. There are, however, a few
points that may be of interest.

Shred has two sources of inputs. The primary source is the Selector input. The second source of inputs is provided by Space
Technology Laboratories. These consist of
launch inputs representing GE-Burroughs
Atlas Guidance Computer outputs and pOSition,
velocity vectors which are used to calculate
IP 709 outputs. From these two sets of inputs
Shred produces images that reflect what would
be in the Goddard or Bermuda computers at
the time of an input interrupt. The different
images are: GE-Burroughs, IP 709, and
High-Speed raw radar for Goddard each with
its 72 bit telemetry message; low-speed TTY
Verlort or FPS-16 radar inputs for Goddard;
high-speed Verlort and FPS-16 radar for
Bermuda; and Bermuda'S 64 bit telemetry
message.
Shred has three methods for introducing
variations into the true input values. Each
routine is independent of the other and while
none individually are in any sense sophisticated in combination they have proven to be
quite satisfactory. One routine is used to
introduce random errors which simulate the
general radar noise. The second routine
forces certain bits in the message to always
be one's. We call these errors pathological
errors and ostensible rep res e n t frozen
encoders. The third type of error routine is
for transmission error simulation.
Random errors are added to measurements
according to an input standard deviation and
a normal dis t rib uti 0 n. Sixteen different
standard deviations are allowed for each run.
A code associated with the input vector determines which sigma is to be used in the
particular case.
So called pathological errors are bit patterns which are used to turn on the matching
one bits in the true value. Again, 16 patterns
are provided with the desired pattern specified
by a code associated with the input vector.
Pathological errors put a varying positive
bias into the readings.
Transmission errors are simulated by
either altering, dropping, or adding a computer word in the input message. A probability of error is associated with each word of
output and if a calculated random number
(from a rectangular distribution) is less than
the probability of error, an error is applied.
The form of the error is determined by a
similar technique using three conditional
probabilities. Each routine can have a different transmission error table and within
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one table three different probabilities of error
are provided. The probability to be used is
determined by a code associated with the input
vector.
A constant error, that is, a bias error, is
simulated by adding the desired amount of
bias during the calibrating.
When writing Shred a primary assumption
was made that, no matter how vehemently and
dogmatically stated, all message formats and
parameter units would change. Thus, the program was written to be modified and great
use was made of tables, input parameters
and switches. This turned out very well for
sure enough there is not one output produced
by Shred that has not changed at least once
and some several times. Units have changed,
sampling rates have changed, ranges of values
have changed, telemetry bits have changed,
message lengths have changed, subchannels
to be used have changed. However, since this
was expected, measures were taken to live
with the situation.
A typical example of programmed flexibility is the unit conversion routine for radars.
There are only two types of radars presently
used and Shred's input vectors represent the
radar readings although in different units,
thus all that is required to convert a reading
"r" to "R" is:
if A, then R = r x X A

if B, then R

=r

x XB •

However, since it is always possible a different radar type might be suddenly installed or
biased conversions required, the following
scheme was used. A table containing the X
and a constant for each radar parameter was
set up for each type of radar. A second table
of addresses referencing one of the conversion factors table was set up using station
number (a unique radar site identification)
as an argument to define which of the conversion factors table to be used. Thus add a
new radar type-make a new conversion table
and add its location in the control table;
change units of input-change the conversion
table; if "biased" readings are requiredmake the constants non-zero. The tables
have been modified several times in the past
year and will be modified again but the basic
calculating routine will not be touched.
Shred will of course produce quite varied
runs. It is of interest to note that most errors

are applied at random thus a specific error
for one observation is not a normal type of
operation (it can be done with bias or with
pathological errors). This was done primarily
to discourage people from concentrating too
much looking for certain oddball cases where
the effect is essentially known anyway, and
to encourage testing with general error levels.
The feeling here is that the unexpected and
potentially disastrous type or combination of
errors could best be discovered by using a
monte carlo technique as opposed to a preconceived set of errors.
On the whole this approach appears to
have been successful. Many errors have
been found and we apparently now have a
solid working system. Of course, no program is ever fully debugged, however, our
confidence in the system is very high. Even
though we had good success USing perturbed
inputs, some of the most interesting bugs,
however, showed up using error free data.
One worthy note occurred in editing. Extensive use is made of s tat i s tic a 1 editing
throughout the system, however, the original
coding failed to protect against zero or very
small standard deviations thus perfect inputs
turned out to be unacceptable. The coding
has now been changed so that no matter how
good the inputs the system will run but the
lesson that both upper and lower limits of
tests need to be covered was once again
delivered.
In all, there are roughly 25 functioning
tables, forty some subroutines, one main
and three sub main chains in Shred. Detail
flow diagrams are maintained for the whole
program. The net effect is a very flexible
program, readily modified, but also one that
requires a good deal of esorteric skill to
operate.
The output from Shred can take several
forms. For the powered flight portion of the
trajectory an unsorted high speed data tape
is produced. This represents the data which
is received from Cape Canaveral. For the
orbit and re-entry pOSitions of the trajectory
an unsorted low speed data tape is produced.
This represents the teletype data normally
received from the remote sites.
For the majority of simulated runs the
high speed and low speed data must be sorted
and merged. For this purpose the Sort and
Merge programs were written. The final
output from these programs is the input to
SIC which will be described next.
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Simulated Input/Output Control Program (SIC)
This section 'of the paper describes the
simulation techniques used to debug and to
analyze the real-time Pro j e c t Mercury
Goddard IBM 7090 computer and the Bermuda
IBM 709 computer programs. This simulation package is used only with local computing
equipment and is not used to test the communication lines or the training of flight control
personnel. It has the obvious advantage of
being self -contained thus requiring no time
consuming coordination with other sites. In
addition, it has the features of being able to
maintain proper timing constraints while also
permitting the suspension of time to allow
debug macros such as "core" to be performed.
SIC shares the computer with the operational programs. (Figure 3) Its function is

to feed inputs at the proper times to the operational program and to simulate all of the
controls associated with real-time inputs and
outputs. To do this SIC must have a means
of keeping time-at present a one millisec0nd pulse is produced by the Data Communications Channel (DCC) causing a trap to
SIC. Each time SIC gets control via its
clock it adds afinite increment to its present
estimate of time. Then based upon the new
time SIC does the following: searches its
input for messages that should now go to the
operational program input region, tests for
traps that require Simulation, logs output or
actually sends out output if desired, and
adjusts itself to allow the operational program another cycle. These SIC functions
plus the following are described in detail
below:
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a) SIC Input
b) SIC's Clock
c) Trap Simulation
d) DCC Control Simulation
e) Debug Macros
The input to SIC is on a magnetic tape and
is sequenced by time of arrival. Each logical
record of input represents information that
would be found in an input region after an
input trap. Two times are associated with
each input; first is the time the record should
start to enter the input area (called T A, for
"Time of Arrival"), and the second is the
time the interrupt should be given (TT for
"Time of Trap"). In addition, each record
also has a control word which gives the number of words and the DCC sub channel of the
ostensible transmission. All times are referenced to launch, thus a zero T A is for the
launch vehicle still on the pad.
SIC's clock maintains a descrete estimate
of continuous real-:time by updating itself by
a constant t after each trap.

To initiate the traps the DCC's we use have
a simulation switch which when "on" transmits
a pulse every millisecond which under program control can be used to cause a trap.
Prior to getting a DCC a special device was
attached to aDSU of the 709 which could cause
traps at variable intervals the smallest being
5 milliseconds.
In using the clock there are two variables;
the actual number of machine cycles between
traps and the value of t assigned to represent
the interval. ASSigning t a value greater than
the actual time between pulses in effect simulates a computer that has less computing
speed than the one being used as the total
number of machine cycles in a simulated time
period would be less than the number in a
real period and visa versa. This is a very
useful feature. It permits simulation of Bermuda's 709 and Goddard's 7090 andGoddard's
7090 on the Space Center's 709. It also has
been used to test the capacity of the system
by increasing t until failures occurred.
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It should be noted by anyone planning to
use a SIC type program that the smaller the
interval between traps the more accurate the
simulation of real-time, howe v e r, since
smaller increments require more passes
through SIC the longer the simulation run
will take.
In our version of SIC it was desirable to
start runs not necessarily at the beginning of
the input tape and also to vary the value assigned to t. To do this, the time to start the
run and the value assigned to t are put in the
storage entry keys at the start of a run. The
option to change the t during a run has been
added to some versions of SIC.
There are two returns from SIC when it is
entered by a clock trap. If no input/output
traps require Simulation, the return is to the
point in the operational program from whence
the clock;trap occurred, however, if a trap is
required,' it is simulated as having occurred

at the same point in the operational program
as the clock trap to SIC.
SIC has an interrupt table which determines whether a trap is required. This table
has an entry for each subchannel of DCC
(only DCC traps are simulated in this version
of SIC) and the value of the entry is the time
for the next trap. If no traps are set up the
value is set to the maximum. Input traps are
set up in the table from the time of trap associated with each input record. Output traps
are set up when the instruction to produce
output is simulated (this is discussed later).
The interrupt table is interrogated with every
trap to SIC and if a time is found that is less
than or equal to the present estimate of time
(and the DCC is enabled and not inhibited and
the subchannel activated) a trap is simulated
and the time to trap for that subchannel set
to the maximum. Only one trap can be simulated at a time (same as in the real case) thus
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if one trap is found, the rest of the table is not
interrogated. If more traps are waiting they

will occur only after the operational program
has processed the first one and enabled the
computer. If SIC does not do this in time, the
next message will be in the input region. With
present versions of SIC this fact is not noted
(as indeed, it would not be noted in the realtime case), however, in the generalized version shown in the flow diagrams a path is provided for special operations if this happens.
There are three instructions that control
the trap features of the DeC device. The instructions and their functions are:
1. ENB A, T = Enable per contents of A, T.
This allows traps to occur
over the I/O channels of the
709(0) specified by the
mask in A, T. The DeC is
considered one of the I/O
channels of the 709(0)
computer.

2. PSLF B, T = Allows inputs or outputs
(depending upon the DeC
sub channel) to occur and
permits the DeC to trap
if it is enabled. The mask
in B, T contains a bit for
each of the 32 subchannels. If the bit in position
i is 1, subchannel i is activated, if zero, deactivated. No traps can occur
unless the DeC itself is
enabled and the subchannel activated.

3. ReT

= Restore

c h ann e 1 trapthis res tor e s the trap
conditions to what they
were prior to the last trap.
The instruction, by itself,
does not refer to a new
enabling mask.
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When simulating, these instructions are
not obeyed directly. To avoid confusion in
going from the simulated to the unsimulated
case, the operational program has in place
of the actual trap control instruction an
execute XEC A, T-where A, T refers to a
table. If simulating, the table contains a store
location and trap, 8TR B, T, C while in the
real case the table contains the ENB, PSLF,
or RCT. The STR gives control to the section of SIC used for simulating the trap controlling instructions, the B, T locates the
ENB, or PSLF mask and the "C" is a code
used to define which of the three instructions
is wanted.
Since entry to this section of the program
is arbitrary with respect to SIC's clock the
return is the same way. Thus, for timing
purposes the maximum gain or loss of computing capacity is less than one time interval
with the sum of the gain and lo~s "expected"
to be zero.

If reenabling (ENB or RCT) after a trap
it is possible a second trap could occur immediately. Thus, if the DCC was inhibited
at the time the instruction is given, a search
of the interrupt table is needed. In the flow
charts for the generalized version this is
accomplished by letting the next SIC trap
occur almost if not immediately after the
return from this section of SIC. In older
versions, a trnasfer directly to the clock updating, trap searching part of SIC was made.
In the older versions the net effect is to steal
a part of a cycle from the operational program, however, in the general case, one-half
cycle is added so that again the expected gain
or loss is zero.
Since SIC is maintaining the estimate of
time it is possible to "suspend" normal calculations by stopping SIC's clock and during
this period perform whatever debugging operations such as "cores" or "dumps" as desired
then restart the program at the point of
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suspension. This is accomplished by two SIC
routines which stop and restart the clock.
Two macros were made for the calling sequences and these are used to sandwich all
debug sequences in the operational program.
This feature is one of the most powerful and
well used tools for debugging. Routines are
presently being written which will make SIC
input from log tapes of actual runs so that it
will be possible to replay actual shots and
make use of this feature.
Real-Time Simulation
The simulation up to this point has been in
a quasi - real-time environment which has only
involved the Project Mercury computers. The
next logical step is to now use a simulation
system which does in fact operate in realtime and includes varying amounts of equipment in the data link. The output displays
being part of this data link may then be driven
by the computers to test the real-time output
capabilities and to serve as a training exercise for the flight controller personnel at
Cape Canaveral.
For the launch portion of the real-time
simulation a special tape drive known as the
B ...Simulator has been developed (Figure 4).
This drive which is located at Cape Canaveral
uses magnetic tapes generated at Goddard as
the data source. The data from the B-Simulator is played over the transmission lines to
the data receivers at Goddard and then into
the DCC's attached to the computers.
The B-Simulator tapes are specially prepared by a program which uses as inputs a
sorted, high-speed data tape produced by
Shred and Sort, the Atlas-Guidance Computer
cards and a set of flight flag cards. This data
is read into the IBM 7090 computer and written on tape at a density of 200 bits per inch.
Each data source is written on a separate
track, serially down the tape. A data bit is
represented on the tape by two bits. These
bits are six bit positions apart, so that when
the tape is read on the B-Simulator at 60
inches per second these bits will cause a
pulse duration of one-half millisecond. This
pulse is the data form which is transmitted
to Goddard as the simulation data.
An interesting problem presented by the
generation of B-Simulator tapes was that
since they run in real-time they may not have
any data gaps. To prevent data gaps the full
length is written as one continuous record.

This is done by starting the tape and then
having the computer prepare the data faster
then it can be written. Four data blocks are
used and while one is being written another
is being filled. Tl)e block being prepared is
always two ahead of the block being written,
and these blocks are rotated as each successive block is completed.
The data used in aB-Simulator run can be
identical with that used in a SIC run. If it is
the same data then the results should be the
same. This is not always the case, however,
since now we have added to the system the
errors caused by the transmission lines and
the data receivers. The number and magnitude
of these errors are of great interest since we
can get a true feel for what to expect on a live
launch. With this information, modification
can be made to the operational programs so
that errors of this nature will not prevent the
proper functioning of the computing system.
A system similar to and using the B-Simulator was also developed for real-time testing of the Bermuda computer system (Figure 5). In this system a Bermuda SIC input
tape is read into the IBM 7090 and a tape
similar to the Goddard B-Simulator tape is
produced. This tape, however, only has data
representing the two Bermuda radars. This
tape is then transported to Cape Canaveral
and played on the B-Simulator. However,
instead of the data being transmitted to
Goddard it is rerecorded on another tape
drive known as the A-Simulator (Figure 5).
The A-Simulator tape is recorded in the same
format as data received by the Bermuda radar
data receivers. The A-Simulator tape is then
sent to Bermuda where it is played at the data
receivers so that real data appears to be on
the lines. This data may then be presented
to the Bermuda Computer for real-time simulation runs.
The objective of a Mercury flight is to
orbit the spacecraft and return it to earth.
The real-time simulation must therefore consist of orbital and re-entry data as well as
launch data. The orbit and re-entry data normally arrives at the computer via teletype
lines from the remote sites around the world.
To simulate the teletype data a special program was written for the CDC 160 computer
which reads an unsorted, low-speed Shred
output tape and punches teletype paper tapes.
Each paper tape represents the data that is
received from a given site for a given pass
over the site. The paper tapes are then
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transported to the remote sites and on proper
time cue are transmitted in sequence over
the teletype lines to the computers. The data
then appears in the computer as actual teletype transmissions with the effect of equipment failures applied. Since this orbital and
re-entry data was generated from a Shred
output tape, it also may be identical to that
used in a SIC run. And the different results
between the two runs may be analyzed to
determine the effect of the equipment upon
the final computer outputs.

A very important feature of this real-time
simulation system is its use as a training
tool. There are many people who, during an
actual mission, will have to make quick decisions based upon the computed output data.
These decisions affect the safety of the astronaut and must, therefore, be based upon long
experience with the system. To supply this
experience many simulated runs are made
with many different sets of data. These runs
present to the flight controllers all the situations which they might see during a mission.
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In this way they know what to expect and learn
what actions should be taken. These runs can
be made over and over again without the use
of missiles so that expensive errors can be
avoided and erroneous decisions corrected.
Simulation runs consisting of a complete
three-orbit mission have been made. The
high-speed launch data was supplied by; the
B-Simulator, and the low-speed orbit and( reentry data was supplied by paper tapes from

sites around the wor ld. The complete mission
takes almost 5 hours. During that time, all the
remote sites were using their equipment and
all the displays at Cape Canaveral, which are
driven by the computer, were in operation.
The flight controllers performed their tasks
as did all the communications personnel involved. The only difference between this test
and an actual Mercury flight was that a launch
vehicle/spacecraft never left the launch pad.

D. Proiect Mercury Launch Monitor Subsystem (LMSS)
R. D. Peavey and J. E. Hamlin
International Business Machines Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Washington, D. C.
I. Introduction to LMSS

exemplifies the functional aspects at each
location included therein from an equipment
standpoint.
The purpose of this paper is to briefly
present the functional and data flow aspects
with as little operational programming detail
as possible to enable a coherent understanding of the LMSS.

The LMSS is an integral part of the WorldWide Tracking and Ground Instrumentation
Network. Logically, the world-wide network
consists of:
1. An array of radar and telemetry stations, strategically located geographically, to track and report successively
on the Mercury spacecraft position
during Orbit and Re-entry.
2. A smaller, more localized, complex of
radar and telemetry stations to monitor and report the launch trajectory
achieved by the spacecraft missile
assembly.
3. Several computational subsystems to
process the reports obtained via 1 and
2 above.
4. A world-wide communications network
to tie 1, 2, and 3 together, both on a
teletypewriter data flow and narrative
voice basis.
An idea of the magnitude of this effort may
be obtained by reference to Figure 1. From
this figure, and from the rest to follow, it
becomes obvious that the NASA-Goddard
Space Flight Center is the hub of this communications networks. However, it must be
pointed out that the decision-making functions
of the Mercury flights are located at the Mercury Control Center.
The portion of this overall complex that
represents the Launch Monitor Sybsystem is
shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 emphasizes the Systems aspect
of the LMSS while Figure 3 broadly

II. Launch to Insertion
During this portion of the flight, several
hi-speed dataflow paths are established from
various sources in the Atlantic Missile Range
(AMR) to and from the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), including those for the purpose
of local displays at GSFC. The return path
of hi-speed data flow from GSFC to the Mercury Control Center (MCC) contains computed
quantities to drive the displays and plotboards
at MCC as required for decision-making
pUrposes.
A. Broadly, these simultaneous data flow
paths are: ( Figure 2 and 3)
1. a. The output of the Atlas Guidance
Computing System, interleaved
with telemetry and discrete event
information to the GSFC for processing and subsequent output back
to the MCC plotboards, digital
displays, wall map, and Data
Quality Monitoring equipment.
b. Selected outputs from the Atlas
Guidance Computing System to be
sent directly to certain of the displays and plotboards at the MCC.
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2. a. The output of the Impact Predictor (IP) Computing System interleaved with telemetry and discrete event information to the
GSFC for proceSSing and subsequent output back to the MCC
plotboards, digital displays, wall
map, and Data Quality Monitoring
equipment.
b. The raw radar tracking information from the AMR sites may be
processed in lieu of the IP output
over the same hi - speed circuits
to GSFC and thence as before,
computed for display quantities
for transmission back to the Mercury Control Center.
To accomplish the above, during the Launch
phase, unique and special configurations of
equipment are required-operating at relatively high speed and in real-time. Special

consideration was given to the reliability of
the LMSS which resulted in a duplexed system configuration and redundant equipment
as well as back up data sources.
B. Detailed Data Flow and Functional Aspects of Equipment (Figure 4)
As indicated in A.1.a and A.2.a, source
information from each of two separate computing systems is combined with common
telemetry (TIE) and discrete event information and sent to GSFC for proceSSing.
The TIE buffer processes Binary Coded
Decimal clock in for mat ion (Spacecraft
Elapsed Time and Retrofire mechanism setting) plus discrete event information (Liftoff
through Retro rockets fired) cyclically each
74 milliseconds in a serial mode to the Atlas
Guidance and IP Buffers respectively. In
addition, the parallel 24 bit output of the Atlas
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Guidance Computer and the parallel 36 bit
output of the IP Computer are transferred in
microseconds to their respective buffers. At
each of these two buffers, serial message
units are arranged as outputs. These consist
of successive Position and Velocity Vectors
describing the trajectory, plus discrete TIE
information indicating the phase of the mission and whether certain other events such
as BECO, SECO, etc. have occurred. The
T IE portion also contains the CET and Retrofire mechanism settings. These buffers are
independent of each other and operate in a
shuttle mode. That is, while the TIE portion
of a message is being transmitted towards
GSFC, the high speed transfer ~f data from
the respective Computing Complex is being
effected. Subsequently, while the Trajectory
portion of the data is being transmitted, the
T IE data is being stored for retransmission.
Duplexed output transmission is accomplished
at the rate of 1000 bits per second from each
buffer by transmitters over 3KC (nominal)
voice circuits to GSFC.
For the Atlas Guidance Buffer a complete
message consists of 384 bits composed of
two 192 bit subframes. Because the subframes contain different information and consequently must be processed differently at
GSFC, each subframe is identified. The
nominal rate for repeating the complete message frame is once each 500 milliseconds.
In addition, the Atlas Guidance Buffer processes information serially at a 1000 bits per
second rate to a receiver and associated 128
bit receiving register located in the MCC.
This process is repeated each 500 milliseconds. The inputs to this unit are converted
into parallel DC levels and presented by functional grouping to the Switch Unit for further
distribution to the Digital-to-Analog Converters (DIA's) associated with Plotboards I,
II, III, and the Flight Dynamic Officer's Console (FDO). As will be discussed in more
detail later, the Switch Unit routes sources
of data being fed to the various display facilities at the MCC under remote switch control
of the Data Quality Monitor Console. Several
factors have been utilized to insure reliability
of data transmission. These are: the use of
check sums associated with the Atlas Guidance and IP Computer data, the use of parity
bits in the TIE data format, plus redundancy
of bit positions for certain critical discrete
events. In addition, the duplexing and separate geographical routing of hi-speed

transmitting lines between Cape Canaveral
and GSFC in Maryland was accomplished.
Also, comparable messages are time offset,
one from the other, on each of the duplexed
lines to insure that ,loss of data due to transmission difficulties is minimized. The transmission link from Cape Canaveral to GSFC
is about 1000 miles, which results in an apprOXimate 10 millisecond delay in transmission.
The IP Buffer processes information to
GSFC in exactly the same manner as the Atlas
Guidance Buffe r, operating on a different time
cycle of about 400 milliseconds, using the
same safeguards as above with respect to
reliability. In addition, however, there is the
possibility that due to malfunction or loss of
output from the IP Complex, it may be desirable to utilize raw radar returns directly. In
this case, during the transient switching time
from IP Computer output to "raw radar messages" composed of range, azimuth, and elevation, the Buffer output would become 0' s
interspersed with 1 's at specific locations in
the serial data chain to indicate to the GSFC
computers that faulty data was being received.
The raw radar format and transmission
method is similar to the preceding, with the
added distinction of identifying the radar
source in addition to the data subframe.
All high speed information arriving at
GSFC (refer to Figure 5) enters a two distinct
and complete duplexed mM 7090 computing
systems. The specific entry is accomplished
via individual hi-speed receivers operating
from each of the 4 hi-speed lines into the
duplexed real-time input-output units called
Data Communications Channels (IBM 7281DCC's). The function of the hi-speed receiver
is to convert the serial data transmission
into parallel digital impulses, at the same
time resynchronizing the data to eliminate
the time shift and converting the data into
appropriate parallel 16 bit words for presentation to the two hi - speed input subchannels
within the DCC. These 16 bit words are composed of two 8 bit groups representing a
duplexed output from each of the two buffers
located at Cape Canaveral. In the event that
one 8 bit group does not arrive, within certain tolerances, concurrent with the other 8
bit group, logic circuitry enables the leading
receiver to transfer its 8 bit group into the
computer and inhibit the other.
The DCC enables its respective IBM 7090
Computing System to accept asynchronous
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data in real-time via independent subchannels
from a diverse number of sources. These
subchannels are designed to accommodate
arbitrary message formats and store realtime received data in a~signed sections of the
Computer's memory with minimal interference to the operating program. Associated
with each of the GSFC DCC' s are the following inputs: 2 hi-speed 16 bit parallel input
subchannels; 16 subchannels, of a 5 bit
parallel low speed input subchannel for operation with the remote sites via teletype (TTY)
link; and one 5 bit parallel low speed subchannel for local TTY paper tape entry.
The clock subchannels make available: a
one minute interrupt, a half seco.nd program
interrupt, a binary counter continuously incremented at 8.33 milliseconds intervals,
and an interval timer binary counter operating at the same increments. In addition, the
DCC has certain output capabilities as follows:
three 5 bit parallel output subchannels having
the ability to address individually each of 8
terminal TTY output devices for processing
slow speed acquisition messages via the
world-wide communications network to the
remote radar and telemetry tracking stations;
2 serial output hi-speed sub channels to present, at 1000 bits per second, display data to
the MCC; one sense output subchannel under
program control, locally and to operate indicator lights which denote certain status
information.
The Mercury operational program, as discussed in detail elsewhere in this volume,
processes the hi-speed launch data utilizing
either the Atlas Guidance, IP Computer Complex or Raw Radar as its prime source. In
any case, local as well as MCC data is computed and made available. The outputs of the
duplexed computer complexes are continuously monitored by means of the Output Status
Console, local Plotboards, and on-line Printouts. Inasmuch as it is not the purpose of
this paper to discuss the programming aspects
of the Mercury system, we shall confine ourselves to generalities as to what is displayed
and where.
Output Status Console
This console provides a set of indicators
permitting the Console operator to judge the
progress of each computer's output. The
console also contains the necessary controls
to permit selection of the computer output

desired via the output Switch Unit. In addition, the Output Status Console contains relay
switching to effect functional interchange of
the local Plotboards and their associated
D/A's.
Plotboards
There are two X-Y plotters at GSFC, each
driven by a D/ A converter. Information
plotted during launch consists of the Flight
Path Angle versus Velocity Ratio and during
orbit, longitude versus latitude of present
position. A monitoring person stationed at
each observes the plotted values to form a
judgment of computer output quality. Each
monitor reports his observations to the Output Status Console Operator.
Each duplexed 7090 operates upon all input
data so that in the event of malfunction of one
portion of a computer complex, the other can
be switched under control of the Output Status
Console Monitor to provide all output data.
Function plots of Flight Path Angle versus
Velocity Ratio leave either computer via one
of the hi-speed output subchannels of the DCC
(in serial fashion) and are converted to analog
Signals by the respective D/A converter for
presentation to its associated Plotboard. The
other hi-speed output subchannel is processing digital informalion serially at high speed
to the common input of the 4 Data Transmitters. A complete message consisting of Odd
and Even frames of data (408 bits per frame)
is transmitted at the rate of 1000 bits per
second, each second during Launch and each
two seconds during Abort, five times a minute
during Orbit and ten times a minute during
Re-entry. This information is transmitted
over four s p e cia I e qua liz ed, separately
routed, telephone circuits to Cape Canaveral.
The data on each of the 4 lines is identical
although deliberately offset in time. It should
be noted also that the format for all messages
sent from GSFC is constant for all phases of
the miSSion, the only difference being the
repetition rate and the contents, whose variation can be explained by the fact that certain
information is useful in one flight Phase, but
not another.
All data from GSFC is received in the data
selection room, MCC at Cape Canaveral
(refer to Figure 4). Each of the four Data
Receivers at the MCC is connected to one of
these lines. (['he receivers remove the time
differentials and convert the transmitted data
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into d-c le~ls suitable for the operation of
the digital equipment and displays. The output of three of the receivers is connected to
duplexed comparator and receiving register
units. The comparator unit dynamically compares the bits of the three receivers (bit by
bit) and accepts as valid any two that agree.
The validated bits are then converted from
serial to parallel form, suitable for distribution by the switching system to the proper
displays. A secondary function of the comparator is to make a comparison of the validated bit with each receiver output (bit by bit)
pulsing a meter associated with each receiver
when a discrepancy is noted and, in addition,
actuating an alarm whenever the error rates
exceed a specified level. (It should be noted
that any 3 of the 4 data receivers are readily
selected for operational use.)
The Receiving Register contains 408 bits
for conversion purposes and has a storage
register capacity of 579 bits to store the output for alternate frames of data.
The Switch Unit is the device, under control of the Data Quality Monitor (DQM) and
Console that routes information to the proper
displays and p lot boa r d s during different
phases of the flight. It should be noted, however, that certain displays and plotboards are
unaffected by switch action. Specifically this
unit:
a. Accepts the duplexed outputs of the
Comparator-Receiving Registers and
under switch control from the DQM
console, selects one set of outputs to
feed all digital displays, the DIA converters for the wall map display, Plotboard IV, and the DQM, as well as the
relays which select the Atlas Guidance
Computer source via GSFC or the IP
Computer source via GSFC for Plotboards I, II and III.
b. Selects under switch control from the
DQM, Atlas Guidance or GSFC Computer source data to feed the GO-NO GO
recommendation indicator on the FDO
console and the DIA converters for
Plotboards I and II.
c. Selects under switch control from the
DQM console, Atlas Guidance or GSFC
Computer data to feed the DI A converter
for Plotboard III.
Inasmuch as the DQM and Console plays
an important part in the selection of data
sources during different phases of the flight,
it behooves us to take a quick look at its

functions and capabilities. As we have seen,
certain of the data displayed at MCC during
the launch phase may be produced by several
alternate means: The Atlas Guidance Computer; the GSFC Computer with Atlas Guidance data, IP Computer data, or raw radar
data as source. The Data Selection Supervisor determines which of these means will
be used to present the data displayed. The
DQM assists him by enabling rapid visual
comparison of two variable quantities as
produced from each of the sources. These
variable quantities are the deviation from the
velocity ratio and the deviation of the flight
path angle from nominal values. These quantities are displayed on the strip chart associated with the DQM and updated each 1/2
second. The DQM console is an adjunct to
the DQM and is use9. for monitoring certain
display quality indications as well as providing the specific switch action for source data
selection by the Data Selection Supervisor.
Briefly, 4 data quality signals are displayed
indicating reliability of data generated by the
Atlas Guidance Computer. In addition, four
status signals indicate sources of data currently being transmitted to other displays
throughout the MCC. Also, of course, the
necessary control signals must be developed
to accomplish the switching function previously outlined.
Specifically, the Atlas Guidance Computer
output is functioning as follows when indicators are lighted:
1st indicator - Computer integrating rates
of change to obtain range,
azimuth and elevation.
2nd indicator - Computer differentiating
range, azimuth and elevation to obtain rates of
change.
3rd indicator - Computer differentiating
track data to obtain lateral
rates only.
4th indicator - Computer is not receiving
sufficient data to generate
guidance commands.
The switch control on the DQM console, in
addition to determining data sources as previously discussed, also initiates signals to
the GSFC computers as follows:
A signal is sent back via the TIE transmitting buffer indicating whether the GSFC
computers are to use Atlas Guidance or IP
Computer data as the prime source for deriving display quantities.
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A signal is used to indicate to the GSFC
computer s via the T /E transmitting buffer
what flight phase the mission has achieved.
Assuming that the proper switching has
taken place, the following ground rules as
outlined in Figure 7 are observed with respect
to data sources and the various digital displays and plotboards.
All Digital Displays at the MCC as follows,
although not considered specifically a part of
the LMSS, are driven by the GSFC Computing
Complex:
Flight Dynamics Officers Console (FDO),
Retrofire Controllers Con sol e, Recovery
Status Monitor Console, Wall Digital Display, Wall Map, and Capsule Communications Console.
The Launch Vehicle Telemetry Monitor
displays BECO (Booster Engine Cutoff) and
SECO (Sustainer Engine Cutoff) as received
directly from Booster Telemetry.
III. Insertion to Orbit and Re-Entry
During the period following insertion,
radar data will be received at GSFC via TTY
transmissions from Bermuda, Grand Canary,
Muchea, Woomera, Hawaii, Point Arguello,
White Sands, Eglin, Guaymas, and Corpus
Christi, and telemetry data will be received
from all these sites and from Kano, Zanzibar,
Canton Island, Atlantic Ship and Indian Ocean
Ship. Although all the above stations and information to GSFC Computing Complex, only
the 709 Computer Complex at Bermuda and
associated data flow are considered part of
the LMSS. In the following paragraphs this
complex and its communication with GSFC
will be briefly discussed:
A. Bermuda Computing and Data Flow
Complex (Refer to Figure 6)
The Bermuda Mercury station is a combination Radar, Telemetry, Control Center and
Computing Site. The Bermuda station is
strategically located relative to the orbital
insertion point during a mission and should
have excellent radar and command control.
Consequently, this site is able and has responsibility to make a final GO-NO GO decision as an operational backup for the function
of the MCC at Cape Canaveral.
At Bermuda, Radar data is acquired via
two precision radars, an FPS-16 (C Band)
and a Verlort (S band). An anolog to digital

converter, associated with each radar, produces Range, Azimuth, and Elevation information in parallel binary form from the Verlort,
and serial binary form from the FPS-16.
Digital to TTY converters and transmitting
equipment place the data in the appropriate
format for transmission to GSFC. A choice
of prime sources is made (FPS-16 or Verlort)
by the Ground Communication Coordinator at
Bermuda. Normally, the Verlort would acquire the spacecraft first and be so selected.
However, due to its greater accuracy, as soon
as the FPS-16 receives valid data, it becomes
the prime source and will remain so until it
no longer receives valid data, at which point
reversion will be made back to the Verlort.
In any case, the radar source not selected
has its data stored on paper tape for later
transmission after each pass. Data selection
(radar source) is handled logically in the same
manner with. respect to hi-speed computer
input at Bermuda.
The binary digital data from each of these
radars is presented to a transmitter whose
output is a 1000 bits/second and thence are
received in the computer complex by hi-speed
receivers which reconvert the serial information back to parallel binary digital data
and present it, 8 bits ~t a time (from each
radar), into a 16 bit hi-speed input subchannel of the DCC at Bermuda. Synchronization
of the bit-by-bit transfer from the individual
hi-speed transmitters is accomplished by
pulsing from an on-site time standard synchronized to WWV. The rate of transfer from
the radars to the DCC is 10 frames per second.
The DCC at Bermuda is similar to those
at GSFC. The major difference consists of a
T /E Buffer input subchannel which accepts
data in 8 bit parallel words at the rate of one
word per sequence scan under program control. As at GSFC, there is one paper tape
input and three subchannels for real-time
reference. Three subchannels ha v e been
allocated to handle output data, including a
Sense Output Subchannel furnishing data to an
Output Status Console, a TTY output subchannel which sends data to a TTY distributor,
and a hi-speed output subchannel for sending
data to a receiving register, which in turn,
operates into a D/A converter and thence to
a plotboard. Additionally this receiving register provides for a parallel readout to the
Control Center Digital Displays.
The operational programs for the Bermuda
709 Computer are under control of a Monitor
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SOURCE DATA
PLOTBOARD #1
Launch-Velocity ratio versus Flight
Path Angle
Abort-Velocity versus height above
-spherical earth
Orbit & Re-entry-same as abort
PLOTBOARD

Launch

Abort, Orbit & Re-entry

Atlas Guidance Complex
or
GSFC Complex
a. Atlas Guidance Source
b. Impact Predictor Source
c. Raw Radar

GSFC Complex

Atlas Guidance Complex
or
GSFC Complex
a. Atlas Guidance Source
b. Impact Predictor Source
c. Raw Radar

GSFC Complex

Atlas Guidance Complex

GSFC Complex

Atlas Guidance Complex
or
GSFC Complex
a. Atlas Guidance Source
b. Impact Predictor
Source
c. Raw Radar

GSFC Complex

:fI:2

Launch-Horiz. distance versus
height above oblate earth
Abort-Horiz. distance versus Flight
---path Angle deviation
Re-entry-Elapsed time versus
height
Orbit-Elapsed time versus height
\spherical earth)
PLOTBOARD #3
Launch-Elapsed time versus velocity, Time to go versus velocity
deviation
Elapsed time versus acceleration (TIM) Time to go versus
height of insertion
Orbit-Elapsed time versus perigee
longitude
Elapsed time versus orbit eccentricity

--or

PLOTBOARD #4
Launch-Longitude versus Latitude
(impact point)
Longitude versus Latitude for IP
of retrofire in 30 seconds
Longitude versus Latitude for IP
of retrofire using maximum delay
Abort-Longitude versus Latitude
(impact pOint)
Longitude versus Latitude
(present position)
Orbit-Longitude versus Latitude for
---yP of retrofire in 30 sec.
Longitude versus Latitude (present position)
Re-entry-Longitude versus Latitude
(impact point)
Longitude versus Latitude (present position)
IP

= impact point
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Program which was written specifically for
Bermuda's role in the Mercury mission. By
sampling the information provided via the
Telemetry input subchannel, the Monitor Program follows the status of the mission, controls Input and Output data processing and by
flight progress status temporarily transfers
control to the proper subroutine for necessary
computations. Prior to SECO + 10 seconds,
the computer uses a modified least squares
method for curve fitting for output to local
displays. After this time, a short arc determination is utilized until the spacecraft is
out of range. By means of the hi-speed output
subchannel, the following display quantities
are provided locally:
Bermuda Plotboard (Control Center)
Launch

Velocity ratio versus Flight Path
Angle
Longitude versus Latitude (impact point-immediate retrofire)
Abort
Longitude versus Latitude (im(after
pact point)
retrofire) Longitude versus Latitude (present position)
Digital Displays on the Bermuda Flight
DynamiCS Officers Console are: altitude
above oblate earth, flight path angle, time to
retrofire, Velocity ratio, ICTRC -incremental
changeto achieve proper retrofire (Computer

recommended), GMTRC -GMT for retrofire
computed, ECTRC-Elapsed capsule time for
retrofire-computed, Recovery area, and the
Computed GO-NO GO recommendation.
In addition to the local dis pia y s, the
Bermuda Computer sends via its TTY subchannel, smoothed composite values of Range,
Azimuth and Elevation to the GSFC Computer
Complex.
All double radar sites operate in the manner descri.bed before in ultimately sending
data to GSFC. Single radar sites begin transmission of data as soon as valid "on track"
contact is made with the capsule and continue
until such contact is lost. Generally speaking with regard to TTY communication facilities to GSFC, there are at least two separate
geographic routings for transmission reliability. In addition to the raw radar information, telemetry summary information is also
transmitted to GSFC where an extract of
particular data relative to the time parameters of CET and Retrofire Mechanism setting
is entered to the Computers via the Paper
Tape input subchannel of the DCC.
During orbit, radar acquisition messages
are processed and repeatedly updated prior
to spacecraft arrival into the radar zone of
each succeeding site. These messages, containing radar antenna pointing information
are received at the site by a TTY receiver
and presented to the Radar Acquisition Aid
Operator.

A S!IMULATION MODEL FOR DATA SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Leon Gainen
The Rand Corporation
Dayton, Ohio
SUMMARY

The author asserts that designing a data system to support management objectives is, at present, no more than a highly specialized art.
This paper then develops the thesis that data system designers can bring
their profession closer to a predictive science. Only by adapting for
data system analysis purpose analytical tools which make possible
prediction and quantification of data system behavior within the management system structure can this be done.
This paper discusses one such tool, a generalized data system model,
and describes a technique of simulating dynamic system operation with
such a model in order to provide the data system designer insights on
the behavior to expect from the data system as it would operate. Some
of the benefits possible through such simulation are explored. The paper
concludes that the major use for the present of this analytical technique
is to test the feasibility of a data system design before acquisition of
actual hardware.

worthy of serious study because of the great
potential inherent in present and promised
data processing hardware to shape the management system objectives and, therefore, to
enhance the concepts of management. It is
also a nontrivial fact of life that data processing elements, e.g., data generators, communications devices, computers, are the most
costly segments of the modern, complex management systems. Thus, it behooves a data
system designer to consider the tradeoffs
between contribution and cost for each data
processing element in any proposed management information system.
The technique of system simulation has
proven invaluable for research and system
analyses in many technical fields but has
largely been ignored by data system designers. Yet, every data system design proposed
to management is in the nature of an hypothesis, since we cannot claim to have studied
data system design theory sufficiently to have

I. Introduction

The main object of this paper is to promote
the use of simulation techniques for the analysis of data systems that have been designed
for management information processing. I
will describe our research goals at The RAND
Corporation for the development of an allmachine data system analysis model designed
for this purpose. Before doing so, I shall
present some views on the necessity for employing more objective analytical tools to
improve the quality of data system design,
and indeed, to bring our profession closer to
a science.
A data system designer tries to optimize
the use of data processing techniques and
equipment as tools of a management system.
Accordingly, one must recognize that optimizing the methods and means of information
flow is not the objective of the management
system. Nevertheless, this subject area is
79
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established incontravertable laws in this field.
Even when data system design is expertly
done, present techniques cannot in any quantitative way assure the "best" system has
been achieved, or even that a system will
operate as reasonably as· can be expected
under the time and dollar constraints imposed
by management. How can data system designer s prove the merit of their assertions if they
are often based on visionary concepts, hypothetical equipment, or revolutionary departures from standard procedures? Indeed, in
the light of present disenchantment by some
managements with their data processing systems' one may ask if data system designers
can prove even the feasibility of their handiwork.
I contend that data systems can be modeled
to sufficient detail to allow investigation of
Significant data system design parameters,
and that dynamic system operation can be
simulated. Data system performance studied
through simulation can provide insight on system behavior long before actual hardware
acquisition. In this way, modification in system design can be made before it becomes too
late to make a change. If data systems are
to be adequately analyzed before being cast in
hardware, then it would appear that simulation
of system operation is required in order to
weigh properly how well the uncertainties and
the variabilities that usually under lie system
design parameters have been accounted for.
Furthermore, as long as proven analytical
tools are available, data system designers
cannot continue to rely on the ipse dixit approach for solving their theoretical problems.
Hopefully, our research will determine how
well simulation can improve data system
design.
II. The Data System
Let me first describe the data system we
are considering for representation in our
model. The data system is the set of hardware and human resources plus the procedures defined that either generate, record,
communicate, process, store or report data
and information to prescribed management
system entities in a prescribed form and
format. Figure 1 is a schematic of a generalized data system, with each of the above
functions symbolized by a particular geometric shape. It is not necessary for each of
these functions explicitly to occur in the

operation of a data system as, for example,
when data are generated, recorded, and communicated simultaneously to the proceSSing
and storage function. For convenience, the
first process is the one represented in the
schematic of Figure 1.
III. The Problem of Data System Design
In general the problem of data system design is to create a system which optimally
uses the resources selected to do the assigned
job. This is not a problem, as stated, except
that constraints exist to limit the freedom of
choice and utilization of candidate resources.
Generally speaking, the major constraints
are limitation in the number of dollars and
the level of skills which can be applied to
effecting the desired solution. Data system
restrictions also may be imposed by management system objectives. Finally, even if
given the freedom to create the best data system possible, there are theunderlyinguncertainties in the design parameters with which
we usually deal. (See Figure 2.)
A balanced set of data system elements
would provide an ideal solution to the data
system designer's problem. This means that
each system function is provided just the
correct types and proper mixes of resources
to satisfy each function's requirement for
data manipulation. But isn't it true that the
stochastic nature of data generation, random
equipment failures, and differing data system
responsiveness required by various management system sub-functions all mit i gat e
against achieving the desired balance in the
data system? Thus, to arrive at a data system design which approaches a balanced system requires study of the system giving due
consideration to the effect of these factors
on the operation of the system.
IV. Structure and Operation of the Data System Model
The structure of the simulation model
proposed in this paper for data system analysis is simply illustrated in Figure 3. From
this figure it is seen that all the functions of
a data proceSSing system are considered.
Each of these must be impliCitly or explicitly
considered in the data system design, and,
therefore, is represented in order that one
can evaluate its effect on total system performance and its contribution to system costs.
These functions are:
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SCHEMATIC OF A DATA SYSTEM
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Figure 1. Schematic of a Data System
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Figure 2.

The Data System Design Problem
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Figure 3. Functions of a Data System

(1) Data generation
(2) Data recording
(3) Communication
(4) Processing and Storage
(5) Reporting
(6) Report Presentation.
Our model is intended to be general enough
for one easily to compare various data system proposals for a given management system. Before analysis, however, comes design.
Use of our model requires that a management
system be studied in sufficient depth for an
information set to be described and a resource allocation made in terms of people
and/or equipment required for each data system function. USing the same known (or
anticipated) rates of data generation, computation, information growth that led to the design of the data system, and the specifications
of the human or hardware resources, each
data processing function is simulated. When
the complete data system cycle is run through
the simulation, or when the number of cycles
required for analysis is completed, one can
assess the effectiveness of each data system
segment as part of the whole data proceSSing

system, provided that a severe data system
has not been exposed during the
simulated operation. Costs of a system can
be weighed against management system effectiveness for each alternative configuration
of data system design. This is done by re'peating the analysis using alternative data
system design statements. If these alternatives are only in hardware specifications,
these new values are the only change required
in model input. If an alternative system
structure is specified as a change in data flow,
the reanalysis is a little more complex.
bottleneck~~

~:~When such bottlenecks appear to the analyst
to be m.erely in the number or the quantity of
hardware, then (cost constraints allowing) a
solution to the design problem is obvious,
i.e., get more or better hardware. This solutionassumes that the policies of system operation either are not responsible for the
bottlenecking, or they cannot be relaxed.
Reanalysis of the system operation would
be required with any new hardware as signment in order to insure that the bunching in
the data flow had not been passed on to the
data system segments which follow.
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equipment data transfer rates. For example,

Simulation Control

if a tape-to-card device is not backlogged and

The basic control of all events occurring
in the simulation of system activity is geared
to a master clock which counts the passing
intervals of time during the simulation. A
management system may include more than a
single function. Since the Significance of
time may vary from one management system
function to another, e.g., 15 minutes for inventory control, one-half day for finance, the
least Significant interval (LSI) of all the functions included in the simulation determines
the intervals which the master clock uses in
stepping through time.
The model examines all data system events
and all equipment Simulated, at least implicitly, every least significant time interval of
each simulated day t s operation. These events
include the types and amounts of data input
to each data system function, either originating from the function or as a necessary step
to another data system function. Demands
for equipment are converted from the data
input statement, given in terms of message
form, frequency and size, to the basic unit of
measurement, the LSI, using the given

DATA
0

a data workload of less than one LSI of tapeto-card time is demanded at the beginning of
an interval, a scheduled job will be considered
completed and no backlog for this equipment
is carried forward to the next time interval.
Simulated Functions
Data Generation. The locations at which
system data are generated often represent an
important consideration in the design of an
information flow system. Thus, the management functions for which data are gathered
and the system locations at which they originate are variables in the data system model.
Since in many management systems data
generate at one location for many functions,
such situations shall be anticipated within the
data system model.
The characteristics of generated data that
must be described to the model by the system
designed for each function-location pairing
are those which the data system designer must
know in order to prescribe a data system
structure. These are listed in Figure 4.

CHARACTERISTICS

MESSAGE SIZE
CJ

c:J

CHARACTERS
UNITS

0

MESSAGE FREQUENCY

0

MESSAGE FORM

0

REPORTS REQUIRING MESSAGE DATA

0

DATA SYSTEM ROUTES
Figure 4. Data Characteristics
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RESOURCE

CHARACTERISTICS

o DATA TRANSFER RATES
o CAPACITY LIMITATION
o ERROR FUNCTION
o UNUSUAL FEATURES
Figure 5. Resource Characteristics

A table of resources, characterized as in
Figure 5, for each data generation station,
e.g., personnel, equipment, prescribed by the
deSigner includes their data transfer rates
and makes possible within the simulation a
conversion of data characteristics to simulated workload units, expressed as a number
of least significant intervals. In addition, we
allow an error function associated with each
station in order to simulate resource malfunction, e.g., equipment downtime.
Data processing starts with data generation. For any management system function
for which the present interval is a Significant
time interval we determine the amount and
type of activity data generated at each location. This activity can be either predetermined for each internal or generated stochastically, depending on how the "message
frequency" statement is presented to the
model. This yields completely described
message groups for each significant functionlocation pair at every significant time interval of every function. The conversion to LSI
units is the next model action. Then, a delay
is computed, dependent on the resources assigned and available at each location, describing both the time to generate the message
groups and the time to transfer these data
from each location to the next data system
operation, as prescribed by the "data system
routes" statement.

Data Recording. Normally, only those
generated data are recorded which are to
become part of the requirement for information in the management system being simulated. Recording is defined as arranging data
in a form and format required for communication to the proceSSing and storage function
of the data system by whatever means prescribed by the data system designer.
The number of recording devices, their
locations with respect to the next proceSSing
step, and the types of recording devices are
:variables of data system design. Data handling rates for each deVice, and the error
function assumed for each method of recording are inputs to this model segment~:~. Certain ground rules, i.e., policies, will be required to permit allocation of resources to
workload when queues form. Previously generated data routed to the recording function
are assumed to have arrived in a single batch
to recording stations. Each LSI, the requirement for recording is matched against the
availability of the recording device-type that
is specified for each message group within
~:~n a very sophisticated model it would be

necessary to assign a failure function for
each type of recording device. This error
generating function can indicate errors that
are either discovered or not during recording process.
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the "data system routes for messages" statement.
By computing an appropriate delay, we
simulate the number of intervals required to
record messages. Using specified policies,
allocation to each available device is made.
Devices are committed at the beginning of
each least significant interval, so that backlogs are either present or not at each device
at the next interval. Again, as in the Data
Generation function, the number of intervals
required to present recorded data to the next
data system step is computed for each message group. This delay is simulated before
these message groups are allowed to arrive
at the data system function which is planned
to be their next destination.
Communication. The similarity between
the Communication and the Data Recording
portions of the model is obvious. Messages
arriving and equipment available are treated
identically. All functions are included as
part of the model in order to allow for analyses of alternative data systems designs
which postulate various mixes of resources
within these functions.
Processing and Storage. Activity at a
processing center is usually well defined in
any management information system which
controls some important commercial or
military function. Data systems designers
concentrate almost entirely on this aspect of
the data system. Equipment for each processing run is usually scheduled; as a minimum, a sequence of runs is stipulated, and
an equipment assignment for each run can be
determined fairly accurately.
The data system model would require as
input a list of all devices used in the processing center, both on-line and peripherally,
plus the schedule for each device either predetermined or implied by a required sequence
of operations. Certain important processing
hardware parameters are required model
input, such as numbers, data transfer rates,
and data densities of input andoutput devices,
and the amount, type and operating rates of
directly addressable storage. Finally, we
require a description of the input-output and
computing over lap capability of the processor,
or any unusual feature that affects processing and storage.
Programming parameters, hopefully, can
be considered also. These can be stated as
estimates of data and instruction storage

requirements for programs, and are related to
the decision level of the processing required.
The problem as presented to this section
of the model is as follows: data are arriving
from the generation, recording, and/or communication functions of the data system for
storage and processing. These data must be:
1. Stored for later use, e.g., three runs
hence, the next day, or weekly cycle.
2. Stored for recall during the next run,
i.e., with no setup time required.
3. Immediately processed.
4. Combinations of 1, 2, and 3.
This much about the data and the processing cycle are usually known after preliminary
system design: the equipment needed to process the data, the desired product, the required
steps of processing, the capacity limitations
to storage, and the sets of data needed to
effect the end result of processing the data.
Simulation of the processing and storage
activity of the data system will include the
assignment of message groups to pre-processing periphery equipment, to the main
processing steps, and to the reporting function in accordance with the scheduling rules
that are system design facts input to the
model. The amount of time each machine run
requires each piece of equipment in theprocessing list is computed. This is determined
from the size, number, and types of message
groups arriving for processing, the equipments' rates of processing, and the error
function associated with each piece of hardware in the system.
Equipment bottlenecks in the processing
and storage function will be recorded for
post-modeling system analysis. Length of
slack periods and useful operation will be
measured for each equipment. The cost for
each equipment can be computed for use in
analyzing the effectiveness of the data processing and storage function of the management information system.
Reporting; Report Presentation. For those
reports required by system managers which
are not direct products of the processing step,
the report form and format produced and the
operation of equipment proposed can be simulated in much the same manner as in the
data recording function. In this way the contribution of specialized data reporting equipment as part of the overall data system equipment mix can be measured and costed.
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v.

Use of the Model

For' what purpose might a data system
analysis model be used? Feasibility testing
of a proposed management information system design under anticipated operational and
environmental conditions is, for the present,
the most likely candidate. The fact that total
management system optimization may not be
possible ought not limit the model's application. Used early enough in the design stage
of a management information system, a
feasibility test made possible by use of a
simulation model can indicate the way to
avoid serious data processing system imbalances before the final commitment for hardware has been made. On the other hand, if
the die is cast and a management system is
already implemented, simulating data system
growth factors can anticipate future data system requirements. Sounder decisions on the
type of additional resources to be required,
and when these must be on hand can be made
on confident predictions of how and where the
system will be deficient. We know too little
now about complex information system behavior to reject the present objective of a
data system analysis model, feasibility testing, limited as it may seem, as an insufficient
payoff for our research. On the contrary, we
feel that we will achieve the means of better
understanding data system in t era c t ion s
through this research.
VI. Measures of Effectiveness
Repeated feasibility testing, with various
data processing system configurations assumed as model inputs, provides a means of
selecting a particular data processing system
design as the best of a set of possible alternatives, provided a measure of effectiveness
for data processing systems can be agreed
upon. Any means of comparison, even though
not guaranteeing optimization, provides a
basis for system designers, early in system
design, to quantify appraisals of a management system's effectiveness, which at present
can be no more than pure judgment. Confidence to restructure a data system design
can be provided by such quantification of
analytical processes through the simulation
procedure outlined in this paper. We could
hope for optimal systems designs were we
able to agree on what we mean by data system
effectiveness.

It ought not be difficult for data system
analysts to agree on the measures of effectiveness that are most important in systems
design. It ought not, but it is. We can readily
agree that the ability of a system to meet the
specified program is extremely important;
but whether excess capacity versus system
cost, or system cost for work accomplished,
or additional system cost to perform the next
required increment of system mission is the
significant measure of effectiveness of aparticular data system configuration is certainly
not an accepted standard. One might avoid
this problem by saying that management
makes the ultimate decision and this is a
policy matter beyond the realm of data processing expertness. Be that as it may, with
the use of the data system analysis model we
can assess the feasibility of a system to perform the mission for which it is designed,
and concurrently (1) list the unused capacity
within each data system function, (2) cost out
the operation under standard contractual
procedures (e.g., purchases are in integral
units of equipment, rental is on complete or
partial shift basis), and (3) with the above
data assess, preferably with further simulation, the information system's capability to
take on additional functions. Since the measures indicated in (1) and (2) above will be outputs of the simulation for all the data processing resources in the system, requirement
for additional resources necessary to perform any increased workload can be pinpointed
to those functions of the information system
which appear most likely to need bolstering.

W. Conclusion

In conclusion, I submit that the research
goals outlined in this paper appear ambitious.
Yet, one can hope that the process of study
itself will enrich our comprehension of the
data system design process.
I have no doubt that in time analytical tools
will provide data system designers capability
to measure, to quantify, and to predict the
behavior of important characteristics of the
data system. I have no doubt that one day
simulation will routinelybe a part of the data
system design process. We believe that our
research may contribute to the early recognition of the value of data system simulation
as one tool to enhance the profession of data
system design.

A GENERAL PURPOSE SYSTEMS SIMULATION PROGRAM
Geoffrey Gordon
International Business Machines
Advanced Systems Development Division
White Plains, N. Y.
1. INTRODUCTION

difficult to foresee all eventualities, and,
even if it were possible, it would present a
formidable task to incorporate all the possible changes within one program.
The process of initiating a simulation
study involves two major tasks. First, a
model of the system to be studied must be
constructed and then a program that embodies the logic and action of the model must
be produced. If some formal method of describing models through a well-defined language can be established, then it is possible
that the process of producing a simulation
can be made more automatic. A single program could then be written to accept any
logical statement made within the language
and the problem of initiating a simulation is
reduced to finding a description of the system
to be simulated within the language. Such a
program would be general purpose in the
sense that it would simulate any system that
can be described within the language.
The use of block diagrams as a method of
describing systems is well established, and
it forms a natural choice on which to base
the input language for such a general purpose program. An earlier paper [1], of which
the present writer was a part author, described a program, based on the use of sequence diagrams, that was initially designed
for studying problems in the design of telephone switching systems. The work carried
out then indicated that programs based on
block diagram language could be applied more
widely. The main purposes of this paper are
to describe such a program that has been

Recent years have seen a very rapid
growth in the use of digital computers for
simulation work, particularly in the field of
system studies. The need for such simulation has been generated by the ever-increasing
complexity of systems that are being designed, while the speed and capacity of modern
digital computers have provided the means
by which to expand simulation efforts. The
amount of simulation and the complexity of
the studies that are being conducted have
presented several difficulties in organizing
the use of simulation.
An immediate difficulty that arises at the
beginning of a simulation project is to provide an adequate description of the system
to be studied. The description can be no
more detailed than the current information
available to the engineers or analysts studying the system, but, at the same time, it
must be sufficiently complete to form the
basis of a computer program. Further difficulties are created by the fact that there
are often many design variations to be studied, and the information on which the simulation is based usually changes rapidly. It becomes very important to be able to reduce
the amount of effort required to produce a
working simulation program and to minimize
the amount of time spent introducing changes
in the simulation to follow systems alterations. Simulation programs for particular
studies are, of course, written with as much
flexibility as possible, but it is extremely
87
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developed from this early work and applied
successfully to the study of a large number
of different systems and also to summarize
some of the experience gained with the program.
The program that is to be described is
written for the IBM 704, 709 and 7090 Data
Processing Systems in versions suitable for
either 8,000 or 32,000 word memory computers. To make use of the program the
system to be simulated must be described in
terms of a block diagram drawn in the manner that is detailed in this paper. No knowledge of the computer operation is assumed.
The user need only know the rules by which
models are to ,be constructed.
The simulation allows the user to study
the logical structure of the system, to follow
the flow of traffic through the system and to
observe the effects of blocking caused either
by the need to time-share parts of the system or by limiting the capacity of parts of
the system. Outputs of the program give information on:
• The amount of traffic that flows through
the complete system or parts of the
system.
• The average time and the distribution of
time for traffic to pass through the complete system or between selected points
of the system.
• The extent to which elements of the system are loaded.
• The maximum and the average queue
lengths occurring at various parts of the
system.
Statistical variations can be introduced in
the simulation, and arrangements are made
to sample the state of the system at various
points of time. The effect of assigning levels
of priority to units of traffic can be studied.
It is also possible to simulate the effects of
peak loads by varying the load on the system
with time or by varying speeds of operation
with load.
The following Section 2 describes the
principles upon which the program is based.
Section 3 describes the basic block types
used by the program. Section 4 describes
the operation of the program and its outputs.
Some worked examples are given in Section 5
and a final Section 6 discusses some of the
experience gained with the program.

2. PRINCIPLES OF THE PROGRAM
2.1 System Block Diagrams
Block diagrams are a widely used
method of describing the structure of systems. They consist of a series of Blocks
each describing some step in the action of
the system. Lines joining the blocks indicate
the flow of traffic through the system or describe the sequence of events to be carried
out. Alternative courses of action that arise
in the system are represented by having
more than one line leaving a block and one
block may have several lines entering it to
represent the fact that this block is a common step in two or more sequences of events.
The choice of paths where an alternative is
offered, may be a statistical event or it may
be a logical choice depending upon the state
of the system at the time of choice.
The units of traffic that the system
operates upon depend upon the system. They
might be messages in a communication system, electrical pulses in a digital circuit,
work items in a production line or any number of other factors. For convenience, the
units upon which the system operates in this
program will be described as Transactions.
Although a block diagram is a commonly used means of describing systems,
the manner in which a system is described
in normal block diagrams depends upon the
system and the person describing the system.
For the purpose of this program, certain
conventions have been established for constructing block diagrams and a number of
block types have been defined, each having
properties that correspond to some basic
action that can be expected to occur in a
system. The program requires that the system to be simulated be described in terms
of these block types in a manner that is consistent with the conventions. A total of 25
block types is allowed by the program. Each
is distinguished by a name which is descriptive of its action and most of them have been
given a distinctive symbol for representation
in a system block diagrams.
Every block introduced into the simulation must be given a number called a Block
Number to identify it in the program. There
is an upper limit on the total number of blocks
that may be used in the simulation. In the
standard deck assembled for 32,000 word
memory the limit is 2047 and in the case of
the 8,000 word version the limit is 511.
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Information about each block of the
diagram describing a system is punched in a
single card. The deck of all block cards together with certain control and data cards
form a problem deck which constitutes the
input to the simulation program.
2.2 Block Times
The program operates by creating
transactions and effectively moving them
from block to block of the simulation model
in a manner similar to the way in which the
units of traffic they represent progress in
the real system. Each such movement is an
event that is due to occur at some point in
time.
The program maintains a record of
Clock Time and the Block Departure Times
at which these events are due to occur and
the simulation proceeds by carrying out the
events in their correct time sequence. Where
transactions are blocked and cannot move at
the time they should, the program moves them
as soon as the blocking conditions change.
The program does not simulate the
system at each successive interval of time,
instead, it updates the clock time to the next
time at which an event is to occur. The controlling factor in the amount of computing
time used by the program is, therefore, the
number of events to be simulated and not the
length of real system time over which the
simulation is being made.
All times in the simulation are given
as integral numbers. The unit of time represented by a unit change of clock time is to
be determined by the program user.
When a transaction enters a block,
the program assigns to it a Block Time that
determines the period for which the transaction will stay at that block before attempting to leave. The block time represents the
time that is required in the system for the
action the block simulates. This action time
is not always well-defined. The block time
is therefore arranged so that it can vary in
a random fashion. For each block there are
specified a Mean and a Spread. When a transaction enters a block, a block time is computed by choosing at random, an integral
number between the limits of the mean plus
and minus the spread. The spread may be 0,
making the block time a constant; the mean
may also be 0, making the block time always O.

2.3 Block Successors
With the exception of blocks that remove transactions from the system, all blocks
must have at least one successor, referred
to as Next Block 1. For most block types
there can be an alternative successor, Next
Block 2. The number of times that anyone
block may appear as the successor to other
blocks, either as next block 1 or 2 is unrestricted.
Except in the case of the Branch block,
which is described in Section 3, no block has
more than two exits provided as alternatives.
It is always poSSible, however, to place blocks
with zero block times in cascade, forming
networks that provide any number of alternatives.
Whenever a choice between alternative paths is to be made at a block, a number,
called the Selection Factor, is given at that
block to indicate the manner in which the
choice is to be made. The selection factor
is denoted by the letter S. Where only one
exit is specified at a block the value of S is
taken to be O.
When S has a value greater than 0 but
less than 1, the probability of a transaction
going to next block 1 is 1 - S; the probability
of going to next block 2 is S.
When S has the value 1, the transaction will always attempt to go to next block 1.
If, however, this path is blocked, the transaction will attempt to go to next block 2. In
this way, the program is able to divert the
transactions to an alternative course of
events when it finds that one section of the
system is busy.
2.4 Equipment
The system to be simulated will usually include certain components that operate
upon the transactions or are engaged by the
transactions during the course of their progress. Allowance is made in the program for
such components by introducing the concept
of Items of Equipment. Certain block types
are concerned with describing the interactions between the transactions and the items
of equipment.
Many items of equipment can only
handle one transaction at a time and a distinction is made between this type of equipment and the type of equipment that can have
multiple occupancy. Equipment of the first
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type which can be used by only one transaction at a time is usually referred to as timeshared equipment. Equipment of the second
kind is referred to as space-shared equipment. Allowance is made in the program for
both these types of equipment. Time-shared
items of equipment are called Facilities and
space-shared items of equipment are called
Stores.
The relationships between the items
of equipment of the simulation and the components of the system vary from one study to
another and, indeed, may vary within one
study. For example, in simulating a system
that includes a computer as one of its components, one study might regard the computer as a single item of equipment. Another
study may require more detail and the major
components of the computer-such as the
memory, the various registers, the inputoutput devices, etc.-might need to be defined
as separate items of equipment each with a
characteristic capacity. In another example
there might be a communication link with
several channels connecting two points. One
study might treat the link as a single store
with capac ity equal to the number of lines.
Another study, in which the performance of
the individual channels is of importance,
might treat each channel as a separate facility.
The ability of one transaction to block
another by controlling a facility can be used
to introduce control into a model. Frequently ~
facilities that have no particular correspondence to a component of the system are introduced into the simulation model to act as
logical control elements. If, for example,
there are two or more parts of a system
which are such that only one part may be in
use at a time, entrance to anyone part can
be made contingent upon seizing a facility
that will then block off the other parts.
Similarly, there are many occasions
on which a store in the simulation does not
correspond to an actual component of the
system being simulated. Instead, the store
is introduced as a control element to limit
the number of transactions that can enter a
section of the block diagram.
In particular a store can, if desired,
be arranged to have a unit capacity, in which
case it restricts access to some part of the
diagram to a single transaction. There is an
important distinction between control exercised in this way by a unit capacity store and
a faCility. The program does not keep

record of which particular transaction enters
a store. It is possible therefore, to fill the
store with one transaction and to empty it
with another transaction. This provides a
form of control different from that exercised
by a facility where the same transaction that
seized a facility must release it.
2.5 Parameters and Functions
It is possible to assign to any transaction a number referred to as a Parameter,
which can be used for several purposes. A
major use of parameters is in connection
with the functions that are described later.
These functions can be used to allow a parameter to control the time that the transaction to which it is assigned spends at a block.
At other points of th~ simulation, the parameter can be used as a weighing factor in controlling equipment and in gathering statistic s.
The program allows for the inclusion
of a number of Functions each of which is
expressed as a table of numbers. These
functions can be used for two purposes; to
modify block times and to act as a source
for parameters. The manner in which functions are expressed is illustrated in Figure 1.
If a function is to be used to modify a block
time, the fact is indicated by referring to the
number of the function on the card describing
the block. The same function may be referred to by any number of blocks. A function does not give block times directly. Instead, the program computes a block time
from the mean and spread at the block and
scales the result with the function value.
Block times can be modified in four
different ways, or modes, by using a different
quantity as independent variable to the function.

Figure 1. Ar rangement of Functions.
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(a) By using parameters as input variables a transaction can control its
own block time. This mode allows
the program to make processing depend upon such factors as message
length, number of items in an order,
etc., by attaching these meanings to
the parameters assigned to transactions.
(b) The function can provide a random
distribution of block times that is
more specific than the rectangular
distribution derived from a mean and
spread. The distribution may be the
summary of some known data relating to the system or it may be an approximation to some theoretical relationship.
(c) By using clock time as an independent
variable, block times can be made a
function of clock time. One use of
this mode is to be able to vary the
load on the system with respect to
time. This is done by applying the
function to those blocks creating
transactions; the block times of these
blocks control the rate at which transactions are introduced into the system.
(d) By using the number of transactions
currently in a particular store as independent variable, block times can
be made to depend upon the number
of transactions in a system or some
part of the system, and so reflect the
effect of system loading on operation
times.
The use of a function for assigning
parameters to a transaction is called for at
the Assign block type that is described in the
next section. The value produced from the
function becomes the parameter directly.
The function being used for assigning parameters can, if desired, be used in any of the
four modes that have been described. This
includes the parameter mode so that, if desired, the existing parameter on a transaction can be used to reassign the parameter
on the same transaction.
2.6 Priorities
Frequently two or more transactions
maybe directed to take over an item of equipmentat the same instant. They may have arrived at that point simultaneously or they
may have been waiting for the use of some

item of equipment that has just become
available.
Under these conditions it is possible
to assign priorities to blocks that will determine the order in which the transactions
will advance. A total of four levels of priority
can be assigned, including the normal level
in which no specific mention is made of
priority.
Every transaction assumes the priority level of the block which it is currently
occupying. When two or more transactions
are competing for an item of equipment, the
program will give precedence to the transactions coming from the block of highest
priority.
3. BLOCK TYPES
3.1 Entering and RemOVing Transactions
Six of the block types are concerned
with entering and removing transactions from
the simulation. These are illustrated in
Figure 2. Originate and Generate blocks are
both used to create new transactions and
enter them into the simulation. At the beginning of the program run an initial transaction is createdat every Originate and Generate block. New transactions are created
and entered independently as the simulation
proceeds. As each transaction is created, a
block departure time for the transaction is
computed. The means at these blocks therefore control the rate at which these blocks
create transactions.
In the case of Originate blocks a new
transaction is c r~ated when clock time
reaches the block departure time of the preceding transaction irrespective of whether
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Figure 2. Entering and Removing
Transactions.
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the preceding transaction leaves the block.
A Generate block is identical with an Originate block except that when a transaction
attempting to leave a Generate block is
blocked, further creation of transactions is
held up. An Originate block is used, therefore, where the Uow of transactions is not
under direct control of the system as might
happen, for example, with automobile traffic
in a road system. A Generate block is used
where the system can stop and start the flow
of transactions; for example, a computer
system calling for records from a tape.
Split blocks are concerned with creating copies of transactions that are already
in the system. When a transaction enters a
Split block, an exact duplicate of the transaction is created and sent to next block number 2 while the original leaves via next block 1.
All details of the original transaction are
copied in the duplicate. If desired, both can
go to the same block by making next blocks 1
and 2 the same. There is no restriction on
the number of times a transaction can be
split so that, by cascading Split blocks, any
number of copies can be created.
Call blocks are used to enter transactions from a prepared tape. If desired,
this tape may have been produced in a previous simulation run by using the Write block,
described below.
Terminate blocks are used to remove
transactions from the simulation. In addition
Write blocks may remove transactions. The
primary purpose of the Write block, however, is to make a record on tape of each
transaction entering the block. These records may be used for data analysis or they
may be entered into a later simulation at a
Call block. Having written a record, there
is a choice of whether the transaction is destroyed or passed on to another block.
3.2 Advancing and Marking Transactions
Six of the block types are concerned
solely with advancing transactions or marking transactions in a specific manner. These
block types are illustrated in Figure 3.
Advance blocks represent the simplest
type of block action in the program. Their
principal use is to represent some step in
the system that requires a period of time but
does not involve an item of equipment. Since
Advance blocks accept all transactions that
want to enter, they cannot cause blocking.

They are frequently employed, therefore, as
buffers at the output of other block types that
use equipment.
A Branch type block is the same as
an Advance type block except that the successor may be selected from n blocks, where
n is any number between 2 and 127 inclusive.
The blocks between which the selection is to
be made must be numbered consecutively.
The lowest numbered block is referred to as
though it were next block 1 and the highest
number block is referred to as though it
were next block 2.
The selection factor at a Branch block
can only be 0 or 1. When the selection factor
is 0 the choice of exit from the block is made
on a statistical basis. The probability of
choosing any exit is assumed to be the same
as choosing any other. When the selection
factor is 1, the program will attempt to send
a transaction that is due to leave by way of
the lowest numbered exit. If this is blocked,
the program will try the next highest and so on.
There are many situations where it
is desirable to have· a section of the block
diagram made a common segment shared by
transactions from different parts of the system. To achieve this, it must be possible
for transactions to enter into the common
segment from a number of points and, at the
end of the common segment, to return to different points according to the original point
of entry.
A Tag block has associated with it a
number referred to as the tag. Whena transaction enters a Tag block, a record of the tag
is entered into the transaction. The block is
otherwise the same as an Advance block. The
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Figure 3. Advancing and "Marking
Transactions.
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tag is used to note the pOint to which a transaction should be returned before sending the
transaction into a common segment of the
system.
The tag is entered into the transaction by adding into a field set aside for the
tag that is initially set to zero. Consequently,
if a transaction is sent through more than
one Tag block before reaching a Transfer
block, the sum of all the tags will appear in
the field. In this way it is possible to carry
out the function of multiple tagging.
Transfer blocks are used to send a
transaction to a block whose number has been
recorded in the transaction itself by Tag
blocks. Since the destination of the transaction is predetermined, Transfer blocks do
not make reference to a next block 1 or 2;
nor do they have a selection factor.
A Mark type block records in the
transaction the clock time at which it entered
the Mark block. This is used for the purposes of gathering statistics.
An Assign block is used to attach a
parameter to a transaction. The program
se~ects the parameter from a function referred to by the block. The function can be
employed in any of the four modes described
in Section 2.5.
3.3 Engaging Facilities
Six block types, illustrated in Figure 4,
are concerned with allowing transactions to
control the use of facilities. Since facilities
are defined as time-shared items of equipment, only one transaction can have control
of a fac ility at a time. There can be many
blocks at which control of the facilities is
taken over indicating different points at which
the facility is required. The particular
facility associated with a block is indicated
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Figure 4.

Engaging Facilities.

on the card des9ribing the block and is shown
on the block diagram by entering its number
in the flag attached to the symbol for the
block.
A Hold block allows a transaction to
take over control of a facility as the transaction enters the block. The transaction
gives up control of the facility when it leaves
the Hold block.
A Sieze block allows a transaction to
take over control of a facility as the transaction enters the block. The transaction
does not give up control when it leaves the
Seize block.
A Release block causes a transaction
that has gained control of a facility at a Seize
block to give up control as it enters the block.
Between the points of seizing and releasing
the facility, blocks can be inserted to represent the sequence of events the transaction
will go through while it has control. A transaction that has gained control of a facility
will deny use of the facility to all other transactions attempting to enter a Hold or S~ize
block until it relinquishes control. Two other
block types are specifically designed to allow
a transaction to interrupt a transaction that·
has gained control of a facility at a Hold or
Seize block.
An Interrupt block allows a-transaction to take over control of a facility as the
transaction enters the block, even if the facility was controlled by a transaction at a Hold
blockor hadbeen taken over at a Seize block.
The interrupting transaction gives up control
of the facility when it leaves the Interrupt
block.
A Preempt block is the same as an
Interrupt block except that control of the
.facility is not given up at the time the transaction leaves the block.
A Return block causes a transaction
that has gained control of a fac ility at a Preempt block to give up control as it enters the
block.
The Interrupt and the Preempt blocks
allow a transaction to take over control of a
facility whether or not it means interrupting
another transaction. When an interruption
is necessary, control is always passed back
to the transaction that was interrupted. A
transaction that has been interrupted remains
frozen at whatever block it was situated at
the time of interruption and, when it gets
back control of the facility, it continues to
remain in the block for a time equal to the
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res idue of the time it was due to stay at the
time of interruption.
It is not possible to interrupt a transaction that has gained control of a fac ility by
entering an Interrupt or Preempt block even
though that transaction may have gained control without actually effecting an interruption.
A transaction attempting such an interruption
must wait until the first interruption is completed and it will then take over before control is passed back to any transaction that
may have been interrupted.
3.4 Occupying stores
Three block types, illustrated in Figure 5, are concerned with transactions occupying stores. Each such block is associated
with a store, which is indicated in the flag
attached to tl).e block diagram signal. The
capacity of the store is defined on a separate
card at th,e'time of starting the simulation.
The same "store may be referred to by more
than one block allowing the store to be employed at different parts of the system.
A Store block allows a transaction to
take up storage space when the transaction
enters the block. The space is given up when
the transaction leaves the block.
An Enter block allows a transaction
to take up storage space when the transaction
enters the block but the space is not returned
when the transaction leaves the block.
Whenever there is insufficient storage capac ity, transactions will be stopped
from entering the Store or Enter blocks until
capacity does become available.
Each block type associated with a
store can operate in one of three modes,
which control the amount of storage space
that is taken up or returned. In the normal
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3.5 Gathering Statistics
Two block types, illustrated in Figure 6, are specifically designed for the purpose of gathering certain statistics from the
simulation.
Transactions will on occasion become
blocked because equipment is busy or the
transactions may require that the equipment
be in a particular state before they advance.
In such cases, queues can build up at blocks
not involving the use of equipment. There is
no limit on the size of the queues other than
an overall limit that applies to the totalnumber of transactions in the entire system.
A Queue block causes the program to
compute the average number and the maximum number of transactions that are kept
waiting in the Queue block. No statistics are
kept on queues occurring at any other block
type.
There is one queue associated with
each Queue block. It is indicated on the card
describing the block and it is numbered in
the flag attached to the Queue block symbol.
The same queue may be associated with more
than one Queue block.
Tabulate blocks are used to derive
two types of statistics on transactions moving
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Figure 5.

mode the amount of storage space involved
is a single unit. In a parameter mode the
amount of storage space is equal to the size
of the parameter (including the possibility of
a zero). In a total mode all available storage is taken up or returned. The mode of
operation can be chosen separately at each
block concerned with a particular store.
The principal purpose of the total
mode is to enable stores to be used as counters
controlling loops. The blocks can set or
empty a counter and the number of loops can
be counted by repeatedly entering or leaving
the store. Gate blocks, which will be described later can be used to check when a
store is completely filled or emptied.

Occupying Stores.
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through the system and compile tables of the
statistics. In a Transit Time mode the program compares the time at which a transaction enters the Tabulate block with the mark
time entered in the transaction. The difference is entered in the table so that the table
maintains a distribution of the time taken' by
transactions to progress from the Mark to
the Tabulate point. In an Interarrival Time
mode the time at which a transaction enters
the Tabulate block is compared with the time
at which the previous transaction entered the
Tabulate block. The difference in these
times is entered in the table.
Associated with each Tabulate block
there is a table which is identified by number and is indicated in the flag attached to
the block diagram symbol for a Tabulate
block. More than one Tabulate block can
refer to the same table, in which case a
common total is maintained.
Tables can also be used to derive
statistics without being associated with a
Tabulate block., At regular intervals of time,
which can be selected, tables can be arranged
to collect statistics on the rate of arrival of
transactions at any block by tabulating how
many transactions arrived in each interval
or they can give the distribution of occupancy
, in a store or queue by tabulating the number
in the store or queue at the end of each interval.
3.6 Control of Transaction Flow
The ability of a transaction to advance
can be made to depend upon whether it is
able to engage an item of equipment and, as
has been pointed out previously, items of
equipment are often introduced for the sole
purpose of providing control of the movement
of transactions. Some decisions in the control of the system may depend upon whether
an item of equipment is available without requiring that the transaction engage the equipment. Other decisions may require that an
item of equipment is not available before a
transaction can advance or may require some
correlation between the movement of transactions. Decisions of these types can be introduced by the block types illustrated in
Figure 7.
A Gate block has associated with it an
item of equipment that may be either a facility or a store. When a transaction tries to
enter a Gate block, the program will decide
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Controlling Trans action Flow.

whether to allow the transaction to advance
into the Gate block according to the status of
the equipment. Several conditions may be
set for the program to test. In the case of a
facility, the test is to see whether the facility
is busy or free. In the case of a store the
test is to see whether the store is full, not
full, empty, or not empty. Whichever condition is tested, the Gate block can be arranged
to either allow or not allow an advance into
the Gate block when the condition being tested
is met.
Ways of testing multiple conditions
are illustrated in Figure 8. By associating
a Branch block with a group of Gate blocks a
transaction is allowed to advance if anyone
of several conditions is satisfied. An arrangement of stringing Gate blocks in series
allows a transaction to advance if, and only
if, all conditions are met simultaneously.
Another type of decision that frequently arises occurs when two or more concurrent sequences of events are required to
be completed before proceeding to another
phase of the system operation. A typical example of such a situation would be a manufacturing process where several parts are
made concurrently but all parts must be
completed before assembly can proceed.
The Split block that has been described allows for the creation of extra transactions at
some point of a system, simulating the initiation of such concurrent sequences of events.
A Match block arranges that two
transactions resulting from the same original
transaction through splitting are synchronized
at a later pOint. One Match block is paired
with a second Match block, referred to as
the conjugate block, by entering the number
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Any One Condition True
Figure 8.

All Condi tions True

Use of Gate Blocks to Test Multiple Conditions.

of the second block as its next block 2. If
desired, a Match block may be its own conjugate.
When a transaction enters a Match
block, a search is made to see if another
transaction with the same transaction number is waiting at the conjugate Match block.
If not, the transaction is indefinitely delayed
at the Match block. When a match is found
at the conjugate, both transactions continue
to advance in a normal manner. There is no
restriction on the number of times any given
transaction may be matched if the appropriate number of ,copies have been created by
splitting.
4. OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM
4.1 Program Input
To use the program a deck of punched
cards must be prepared to describe the problem and give instructions on controlling the
simulation run. This problem deck is the
input data to the simulation program. The
principal part of the deck is made up of one
Block card for each block in the simulation.
In addition there is one card for each store,

one card for each table associated with the
simulation and two cards for every function
that is used.
A 'Storage card identifies a store and
specifies its capacity. A Table card identifies a table and gives the tabulation intervals
associated with the tabulation. There are 16
equally spaced intervals and the table card
gives the lower limit and the increment between intervals. The two Function cards
identify the function by number and give the
mode in which the function is to operate. One
card gives eight values of the independent
value and the other gives the value of the
function at these eight values of the independent variable.
Arrangements can be made to print
certain outputs during a run. These outputs,
referred to as Snaps, are described later.
Snaps are made when the number of terminations reach certain values indicated by a
Snap card.
When the program is started, the program will create an initial transaction at
every Originate and Generate block. If deSired, the simulation can be initialized with
transaction at other blocks by using an
Initialize card at these blocks. The card
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identifies a block and indicates the number
of initial transactions that are to be entered
at that point.
The program begins by loading input
cards until it reaches a Start card at which
pOint it commences the simulation. There
must be one start card, therefore, for each
program run and it must be the last card of
a problem deck; the order of loading the deck
is otherwise irrelevant. The start card must
also carry information about the length of
the simulation run. It does this either by
specifying the number of terminations to be
accumulated or by specifying the amount of
time before the program ends.
The start card indicates one of three
modes in which to begin simulation. The
first mode is for initiating a new simulation
run, at the end of which an output is produced. By following the first start card with
another start card, set to a restart mode,
the simulation can be continued from where
it was stopped. The restart can simply continue the simulation run, or it can be arranged that the clock is set back to zero and
a fresh start is made in gathering statistics.
Before restarting it is possible, if desired,
to modify blocks or add blocks by inserting
block cards between the start cards.
In addition to restarting a problem,
it is possible to run two or more separate
problems with only one loading of the program. This is achieved by placing one problem deck behind the other so that at the end
of one problem, the program reads the next
problem into the computer. When this is
done a Job card, which carries a title for the
problem, must be placed at the beginning of
the second problem deck to clear out the
preceding problem.
All cards may be listed as part of the
program output and Remark cards may be
inserted at any point to annotate the deck.
4.2 Program Outputs
During the running of the program
two types of snaps may be written on tape
for printing. One gives information about
individual transactions as they terminate,
the other gives information about all transactions in the system at a particular point.
These snaps may also be printed on -line to
show the progress of the simulation run.
At the end of the simulation run a
series of outputs ar~ written on an output

tape. If they are not required, most of these
outputs can be suppressed. The clock time
at the end of the run is given together with a
count of how many times each block has been
entered by transactions. For every facility
there is information about the fraction of
time it was in use and for every store there
is information about the average utilization
of the store. Figures showing the maximum
and the average queue lengths at the Queue
blocks are then shown.
A series of tables giving the statistics that were requested either by entering
Tabulate blocks or Table cards will then be
printed. Depending upon the selection made
on the cards, the tables give the distribution
of transit times for transactions to cover
sections of the system, the distribution of
interarrival times at specified points, the
rate of arrivat at specifiedpoints or the distribution of the occupancy of any stores or
queues.
5. PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES
5.1 A Disc File Problem
As an example of how the program is
used, consider the following problem. A
computer is generating messages which, for
their processing, require that a record be
read from a disc file. Access to the disc
file is by way of a half-duplex communication
channel (Le., a channel that is used for input
and output). At the file, there are four actuators each servicing one disc. An actuator
can only search for one record at a time.
The computer forms separate queues of
messages requiring access to each of the
actuators. It is assumed that the distribution
of requests over the four actuators is random
with an even distribution.
When a message reaches the head of
its queue, the record address is examined
and the actuator is positioned over the correct track. This takes an average time of
120 milliseconds with a spread of 80 milliseconds. The discs rotate once every 50
milliseconds so that after positioning the
actuator, there will be a delay of from 0 to 50
milliseconds before the record appears under
the reading heads. If the communication
channel is available at that instant, the record
will be read into the computer. If the channel is not available then the actuator must
wait for one full revolution of the discs and
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try again. It keeps trying until the record is
read. The channel is used for 5 milliseconds
to transmit the record into the computer and,
upon arrival, some processing which varies
in time between 5 and 15 milliseconds, is
carried out. Processing for 10 percent of
the messages is completed at this point and
they are removed from the computer. The
bulk of the messages, however, require that
a new record be written back in the disc file
before the message is completed.
During all this time in which a rec0rd is being located, read into the computer,
processed and possibly written back, the actuator is being held. Only when the message
finally leaves the system can another message make use of the same actuator. Each
actuator, however, is operating independently
of the others except for the fact that they must
all share the same communication channel.
A block diagram for this problem is
shown in Figures 9 and 10. Transactions are
created at an Originate block to represent
the messages. They enter store 1 which
represents the computer memory. Two factors that are to be derived from the study
are the lengths of queue involved in waiting
for actuators and the distribution of time
from the origination of messages to the time
an actuator is set up for the message record.
Transactions are, therefore, marked and,
after being split into four streams at a Branch
block, they are entered into queues waiting
for access to an arm.
Upon leaving a Queue block a transaction seizes an actuator and the transaction
will not release the actuator until its processing is completed. In this example, a unit
of clock time will represent 1 millisecond.
The mean used at the Seize blocks is 120 and
the Spread is 80. The block time will therefore represent the lengths of time taken to
position the actuator.
The sequence of events from this
point on is the same for all transactions,
except that, upon completion of their processing, they will be releasing different numbered actuators. Each of the four streams
is, therefore, tagged and then entered into a
common stream. First a tabulation is made
to give statistics on the distribution of time
between creation of a transaction and the
time at which the system has positioned an
actuator for the corresponding record.
The mean at the Tabulate block is 25
and the spread is also 25. The time spent at

this block is therefore between 0 and 50 and
this represents the waiting period for the
record to come under the reading heads after
the actuator has been positioned. If the communication channel, which is represented
here by facility number 5, is available at the
time the transaction leaves the Tabulate
block, the transaction will occupy the channel. If not, the transaction must wait 50
milliseconds, and try again. To simulate
this, it is arranged that upon leaving the
Tabulate block the transactions enter an
Advance block that has a selection factor of
1.0. Next block 10f this block is a Holdblock
with facility 5. Next block 2 is another Advance block with a Mean of 50 and a Spread
of O. When the transaction leaves the Tabulate block it will move forward into the Hold
block if the channel is available at that instant. Otherwise, it will enter the alternative Advance block, wait for 50 milliseconds
and try again. It will keep retrying in this
manner until it succeeds in gaining access to
the channel.
A transaction occupies the channel
for 5 milliseconds and thenpasses to another
Hold block using facility 6, which represents
the computer. An Advance block is inserted
between these two Hold blocks so that the
channel is freed at the end of transmission
even if the computer is busy processing at
that time.
The Hold block, that gives a computing time of 10 ± 5 milliseconds and which
has a selection factor of 0.1, splits the processed transactions into two streams. One
stream represents the 10 percent of transactions that complete their processing at
this point. The bulkof the transactions, however, leave by way of exit 1 to move into a
string of blocks which write a record, back
into the file. The procedure used for getting
access to the channel is the same as that
used for reading out the record. Since the
communication channel in this example is to
be used for input and output, the same facility appears at the read and write points. A
transaction, whichever stream is followed,
arrives at a Transfer block which directs it
to a block for releasing an actuator. Transactions then leave the computer memory and
are removed from the system.
Figures 11 and 12 show the input and
outputs obtained on one run of the program.
In this run messages were generated at the
rate of one every 100 milliseconds with a
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spread of 100 and the program ran until 500
transactions were processed.
This example is only given for purposes of illustration. The system arrangement and the figures used are not necessarily
representative of any particular system or
items of equipment. Th~ example, however,
does indicate how systems can be simulated
and it should be apparent how the problem
can be modified to simulate the effect of deSign changes.
For example, the effect of having separate communication channels for input and
output to the file can be arranged by using
different facilities at blocks 19 and 24. The
effect of having more thanone channel available can be arranged by using a store instead
of a facility to represent the communication
channels. Increasing the number of actuators
that service the file can be allowed for by

inserting extra streams at the branch block.
By adding extra Seize and Release blocks it
would be easy to simulate a system in which
the actuator is not tied up while one record
is processed but is released after reading
and is seized again for writing, and so on.
5.2 A Manufacturing Problem
A second example is shown in Figure 13 to illustrate some of the methods by
which control over the flow of transactions
is exercised. The example represents a
Simple manufacturing process in which one
job at a time is processed. The job requires
that three parts be made and these are made
concurrently. When all parts are ready, they
are assembled and the next job is started.
Referring to Figure 13, the Generate
block creates a transaction which immediately
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seizes facility 1. The facility is not released
until the job is ready for assembly, thus preventing more than one transaction from entering at a time. A network of Split blocks
creates four copies of the transaction, three

of these represent the parts to be manufactured and they go to Advance blocks simulating the manufacturing processes. The fourth
transaction sets a counter by entering a store
of capacity three in a total mode. It then
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waits at a Match block for the processed
parts to arrive.
As each part arrives, a Match is effected. The transaction representing the
part removes the count of 1 from the store
and is then destroyed. The control transaction uses a Gate to check whether the store
is empty. If not, it returns to wait for another
Match until finally all parts arrive and the
transaction representing the completed parts
passes through the Gate to be assembled and
release the system for the next job.
If the system to be simulated allowed
more than one job to be in the system at a
time, facility number 1 would be removed
and the checking of the parts would need to
be carried out by a string of three Match
blocks rather than by a loop around a single
Match block.
6. APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
The program has been extensively used
for some time in a variety of applications. It
has proved to be particularly useful in problems involved in the analysis and design of
data processing, telecommunications and
switching systems and the combinations of
such systems that arise in the real-time use
of computers. It has also been employed for
construction models of various manufacturing and business systems while the logical
ability of the program has been sufficient to
handle problems in the design and operation
of control circuits and to programming
problems.
The program has been very successful in
meeting its main objective of providing a
means by which systems analysts and engineers can get simulations going quickly and
easily. With very little formal training they
are able to understand the basic actions of
the problem and can interpret the actions of
the system they are studying in terms of the
program language.
Inevitably, through being general purpose,
the program involves compromises and it
seldom meets exactly the requirements of
anyone user. The particular block types
that have been selected represent the accumulated experience of many users. They do
not cover all possible actions but an extremely

wide range of system concepts have been
simulated by combinations of blocks. Experience has shown that the rather limited language provided by the program has not been
a significant restriction on the users; instead
it has tended to clarify the description of
system concepts and has improved the communication of ideas among the people engaged
in a system study.
A feature of the program that has been
particularly appreciated is the ease with
which changes in the simulation model can be
made. This has ensured that help from simulation has been available at all stages of a
system deSign. In particular it becomes a
simple matter to expand the simulation detail
as more information becomes available or,
conversely, to reduce sections of the model
that have already been examined in detail to
a few simple blocks or functions.
The ability to run a succession of jobs
with one loading of the program makes it
easy to maintain simulation service for a
group of people. The running time of the
program depends greatly upon the model and
the amount of congestion in the system. The
principal factor controlling computing time
is the time required. to transfer a transaction
from one block to another. On an IBM 7090
such transfers take an average of about 0.8
microseconds each.
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USE OF A COMBINED ANALOG-DIGITAL SYSTEM FOR
RE-ENTRY VEHICLE FLIGHT SIMULATION
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SUMMARY
Simulation of the re-entry phase of space flight for a vehicle on a
satellite or lunar mission is being done at General Dynamics/Astronautics on its combined analog-digital system. Vehicle dynamics are
simulated in real time on a large general-purpose analog computer,
while an on-board digital guidance computer is simulated by digital
program on a high- speed digital computer. An unusual feature of the
closed loop operation is the facility for breaking the loop and inserting
a pilot with manual over-ride capabilities. Problems of computer system control, check-out procedures, synchronization, sources of error,
and results of the simulation are presented.

Introduction

entailed a hookup with another digital computer' namely a Remington Rand 1103. At
that time a closed loop operation was used
to simulate the flight of a radio-guided Atlas
missile. The purpose was to determ~ne if
the design could proceed with the relatively
high frequency, low accuracy dynamiCS of the
missile treated as de-coupled from the relatively low frequency, high accuracy guidance
computations. The simulation verified this
fact. Shortly thereafter the computing facilities were moved to a new location, and preparations were made to connect the Addaverter
with an IBM 704. New terminal equipment
had to be developed, and various delays resulted. Meanwhile successful flight tests on
the Atlas missile reduced the urgency for
such an elaborate simulation, and interest in
the closed loop was no longer so intense. A
number of interesting open loop applications
were developed with the Addaverter conversion equipment, and were conducted first

Real-time flight simulation of space vehicles presents special challenges to computing technology, in either man-piloted or
automatically controlled space flights.
At
General Dynamics/Astronautics, the problem
is being solved through the joint use of an
Electronic Associates general purpose analog
computer and an IBM 7090 digital computer.
These are linked together by a device called
an Addaverter, made by Epsco, Inc. This
combination analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog converter is operated under digital
computer program control. The complete
closed loop operation, on the other hand, is
under the control of the analog computer operator.
The present project is part of a continuing
program of combined simulation development
at General Dynamics/Astronautics [1-4].
The first use of the Addaverter in 1956
105
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with the 704, and then with its successor,
the 7090.
Recently the need for a good combined
simulation has become apparent in connection with various space programs, and this
paper is intended to report on the efforts
that have been made in this direction. It
covers the general outline of a re-entry simulation, and some of the problems associated
with it.
Description of the Problem
One of the most critical phases of manned
space flight is the re-entry into the earth's
atmosphere. In the span of a few hazardous
moments, the vehicle must be safely slowed
to near sonic velocity. It must be held within
a narrow return "corridor," avoiding burn-up
in too steep an approach, and rebound in too
shallow an approach. Although there are
many other interesting phases of a manned
space journey, our attention here will be
confined to the re-entry.
A primary purpose in our combined-simulation is to evaluate a proposed on-board
digital guidance computer. This is simulated
by a digital program on the 7090 digital computer. The dynamic equations of motion are
solved in real-time on the analog computer.
Values of problem variables are transmitted
periodically to the 7090. The guidance program makes up-dated trajectory predictions,
and then correction Signals are transmitted
back to the analog-Simulated auto-pilot. The
magnitude of the entire calculation is such as
to preclude an all-digital solution in realtime. In addition to this limitation, introduction of a man into the loop leads very
naturally to the use of analog computer simulation, since cockpit displays and controls
generally entail analog signals. On the other
hand, a digital guidance computer which is
not available as hardware can best be simulated with a digital program. Therefore a
combined analog-digital simulation is the
only feasible method of attack.
The Simplified model for the flight dynamics entails 4 degrees of freedom for the
re-entry vehicle. There are two coordinates
for the motion of the center of mass in the
orbital plane, and two angular coordinates
about the center of mass. One of these angles
is simply the flight path angle, or angle by
which the line of motion dips below the local
horizon. The other angle is the roll angle,

which in the Simplified case takes on quantized values of zero or 180
Since the simplified model assumes afixed angle of attack
for the aerodynamic shape, the two possible
roll values merely indicate whether the lift
force on the vehicle is upward or downward.
The simulation takes into account the effects
of aerodynamiC forces for altitudes ranging
from 60 or 80 miles down to about 10 miles.
The Newtonian force s acting on the vehicle
consist therefore of gravity, lift, and drag.
Later phases of the study will extend to
the full 6 degrees of freedom. Cross-range
forces are conSidered, and a third coordinate
assigned to center of mass motion. A sidewise yaw angle comes into play, and the roll
angle is now treated as continuous. This
leads to an interesting maneuver known as
roll modulation, wherein the vehicle may be
made to spiral about a desired ideal trajectory. All possible motions of the vehicle are
taken into account in this general case.
0

•

Description of the Combined
Analog-Digital System
A block diagram of the complete system
is shown in Figure 1. Four consoles of Electronic Associates analog computing equipment are used. There are around 100 operational amplifiers, used either as integrators
or summers. Then there are several dozen
pieces of non-linear equipment, such as
multipliers, resolvers, function generators,
etc. The analog computer simulates the
flight through an atmosphere of varying density, with provision for mid-course corrections by use of attitude control rockets. Automatic control equipment associated with
these rockets is included in the simulation.
Multi-channel recording equipment is used
to present the problem variables as continuous functions of time.
The Addaverter has the capability of transmitting 15 channels of analog-to-digital data,
and 10 channels of digital-to-analog data.
Each data word carries 18 bits, which is half
of a 7090 word. There are 17 numerical bits
and a sign bit. The most Significant bit corresponds to 50 volts of analog voltage, while
the least Significant is around 800 microvolts. Actually the last 5 bits at least are
continuously submerged in noise, and 12 bits·
of information are the most to be expected
under the best conditions. The assigned
coding of voltage permits the operation of
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Block Diagram for Combined Simulation System.

the analog computer over the usual +100 to
-100 volt range.
There is a basic cycle of four operations
in the Addaverter: sample, read, write, and
present. (1) Sample causes the analog voltages to be converted to digital values, and
stored to await reading into the digital computer. The conversion is effected in less
than 140 microseconds, and for usual analog
rates of change, may be considered instantaneous. (2) Read causes data to be transmitted through an input-output channel and
stored in speCified location in the 7090.
(3) Write causes data to be transmitted from
the 7090 through an input-output channel, and
stored in a buffer in the Addaverter, to await
presenting to the analog computer. (4) Present causes digital values to be converted to
analog voltages, and made immediately available to the analog computer.
This cycle of four commands requires
less than 400 microseconds. Usually digital
computations are performed in the 7090

between steps (2) and (3). In the event of
negligible computation time, it is evident
that the system could operate at a 2.5 kilocycle rate. The four commands are sent to
the Addaverter by appropriate binary -coded
signals on some additional sense lines which
are connected from the 7090 to the Addaverter. These 10 sense lines also permit
other coded signals for control purposes to
the analog computer and other external devices. There are 10 more sense lines running to the 7090, which may be used f~r control in that direction. Usually the Addaverter
is under program control in the 7090, via the
sense output lines from the 7090. However,
the Addaverter may also be controlled by
other external sources, as will be discussed
later.
In Figure 2 is given a typical set of instructions for control of the Addaverter in a
subroutine in a 7090 program. This may be
of interest to anyone who is conversant with
7090 coding and the role of the "Direct Data
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Present Addaverter code.

oscillator control.

Typical 7090 Program for Addaverter Control.

Device." No attempt will be made here to
explain this in detail.
The total role of the 7090 in the combined
analog-digital system will be covered more
extensively in the next section entitled "control logic." At this point it is desired only
to make a few remarks about the guidance
calculation progra~. The guidance prediction
scheme requires as input about 10 quantities,

such as velocity, altitude, time, flight path
angle, etc. It takes these values as initial
conditions, and projects ahead in time through
the "survival" phase. If continuation on the
current trajectory would lead to intolerable
"g" stresses on the astronaut, then a correction in roll angle is assigned, and transmitted to the Addaverter for digital-to-analog
conversion. For the Simplified planar orbit,
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this is the only signal which is developed.
For the more general 3-dimensional solution, several corrective commands are sent,
and correspondingly several digital-to-analog
channels are utilized.
The evaluation of the guidance scheme
calls for examining (a) various numerical
integration formulas (b) various time intervals in the use of these formulas, and
(c) varying degrees of complexity in the dynamic model for the trajectory prediction.
The principal criterion for success is that
the time lag between receipt of the analog
values and the return of the corrective signals be satisfactorily short. A later phase
of the test may also include whetber the pilot
can respond adequately to the corrective
signals.
Control Logic
A flow chart showing control features for
the entire operation is given in Figure 3.
Once the digital program has been loaded,
the operation is under the control of the analog operator. This is indicated schematically by the circles on the right side of the
figure. The analog computer actually has
three modes, (1) initial condition, (2) hold,
and (3) operate. For purposes of our discussion we need consider only hold and operate.
When the analog computer is switched
from hold to operate, a pulse generator is
triggered on. This generator has a repetition rate corresponding to the desired rate
of executing the guidance computation. If
computations can be performed faster than
needed, there results some dead time after
each computation, during which the digital
computer is inoperative. Since it is desirable to know the actual time consumed in
execution, a clock is read at the beginning
and end of each computation.
The controlling command from the pulse
generator is a voltage change which energizes the 7090 start relay. Thereupon the
clock is read, and a Signal sent to the analog
console turning off the ready light. Then the
compute bit is tested. This bit will have
been turned on when the analog computer
was switched from hold to operate. Since
the test on the compute bit is positive, the
digital computer enters the main subroutine.
Analog voltages are sampled and read into
the 7090, the guidance computations are

performed, and the guidance correction values
are written back into the Addaverter, and
presented to the analog computer. This completes the main subroutine. Then a signal is
sent to the analog console, turning on the
ready light. Finally the clock is read, and
the 7090 stops.
As long as the analog computer is in operate, the pulse generator is still running, and
the compute bit is on. Hence at the next
pulse from the generator, the 7090 is started
again and the process is repeated. When the
analog is switched back to hold, then the
computations, both analog and digital, are
suspended. At this point several courses of
action are available to the operator: (1) Obtain a print-out or dump from the 7090.
(This may be desired whether the run has
been a success or not.) (2) Set up a new
case. (3) End the run and get off the 7090.
(4) Make some special program revision at
the digital console. Each of these alternatives is assigned a particular code. As shown
in the figure, the first three are under control of switches on the analog console; the
fourth may be set in at the digital console.
A test on any of these alternatives may be
initiated by a manually operated command
signal at the analog console. This by-passes
the pulse generator, and provides a single
start signal to the 7090. From there, the
sequence of tests and associated subroutines
are as shown in the figure. Since the analog
computer is at this point in the hold mode,
or possibly the initial condition mode, the
compute bit is not on. Therefore the test on
the compute bit is negative, and the usual
computing subroutine is not entered.
The choice of placing the entire operation
under the control of the analog operator
rather than under complete digital program
control is a very practical one. The analog
operator, sometimes in the role of the pilot,
watches n u mer 0 u s continuous recordings
during the run. He is in the best pOSition to
render a judgment on what the next step
should be. The ready light informs him
when the 7090 is no longer in execution, but
is standing by for his next command. ThiS,
and other features, have been designed to
facilitate the operation in his hands, and to
assure positive control of the computing
system at all times. In addition, he is in
telephone contact with the 7090 programmeroperator, in the event of malfunction or need
for special digital console procedures. In a
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well-rehearsed run, the decision-making
time is only a small fraction of the entire
running time.
Check-Out Procedures
Economic considerations dictate that highest priority be given to efficient use of the
7090 time. Therefore it is necessary to
check out the system as completely as possible prior to connection to the 7090. For
this purpose, a device called a 7090 "simulator," for Addaverter control, has been
built. It has the capability of duplicating the
sample, read, write, and present signals
which are usually sent from the 7090 under
program control. This cycle can be processed at the fastest possible rate, or it can
be paced at a slower rate under control of an
external oscillator. Sampled data can be
read out of the A-to-D path and back in to
the D-to-A path, as if in the customary write
mode. But of course this is a straight data
transfer, and no arithmetic is involved.
The simulator is used in the normal daily
check-out of the Addaverter. A symmetrical
tri'angular wave form is sampled and read
around through the system. The output is
displayed on a recorder, and also the difference between input and output. These two
displays permit examination for bit drop-out
in the A-to-D conversion, and for extent of
the noise level, respectively.
When the combined analog-digital system
is to be checked out, the analog computer is
given a check with static voltages. The
Addaverter, with simulator, is then placed
on line, and the analog switched to operate.
Analog data is sampled and returned back to
the analog, thereby affording verification of
continuity and of proper functioning of the
Addaverter. At the earliest opportunity after
this, assuming the 7090 is "up," the full combined simulation run is started.
Synchronization Considerations
In general it is impossible to accomplish
exact synchronization in the starting of an
analog computer and a digital computer.
This is because of the variance in the dropout times in the hold relays of the analog
computer, which may amount to several
milliseconds. In some problems, particularly where the sampling cycle is very fast,
synchronization may be critical. In such

cases, it may be necessary to build an appropriate delay on one side or the other, in
order to optimize the synchronization. Fortunately, in the re-entry simulation, it is not
necessary at all to attempt this. This is because there is no clearcut pOint during the
re-entry into the atmosphere at which the
first guidance correction must be made.
Therefore the analog computation may be
commenced at a sufficiently high altitude so
that the vehicle is in free fall without aerodynamiC forces. As the atmospheric forces
come into play, the digital guidance may be
switched on at some arbitrary point. It is
apparent that synchronization is unimportant
for the assumed model.
Sources of Error in the System
The combined simulation system is a
form of sampled-data system. Such systems
are subject to errors inherent in the basic
sampling process, as well as to noise and
bias in the conversion system. It is well
known that the sample and hold process exerts a destabilizing influence on a computational procedure. In.the case of simple linear systems, analysis may be conducted by
the use of z-transform theory and by difference equations. Work of this type has been
done with an auxiliary sampled-data simulator and the Addaverter at Space Technology
Laboratories by Shumate [5]. InvestigatiOIi's
of a similar nature have been conducted at
our own laboratory using analog computer
integrators, the Addaverter, and either of
two methods of clOSing the loop. The first
utilized the 7090 control signal simulator
mentioned previously, and the second used
the 7090 itself. In the latter case, experimentation was done with predictive interpolation formulas to compensate for transport delay. A simple non-linear system has
also been studied. The case considered is
the pair of second order non-linear differential equations which describe the polar coordinate motion of a satellite in an eccentric
orbit. The results of these studies will be
published in a subsequent paper.
The present re-entry simulation system
is a very special form of a sampled-data
system. Since the guidance prediction computing time occupies several seconds, it is
far longer than the time consumed by the
sample-read-write-present cycle. Since the
analog voltages are scaled to provide a signal
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to noise ratio of 100 or 1000 to 1, the error
contribution of the sampling and data conversion processes is clearly several orders
of magnitude smaller than that inherent' in
the delayed prediction scheme. Accordingly
the simulation is useful primarily for checking out the stability of such a guidance method.
Provided the process of "hunting" or oscillation about an ideal trajectory does not entail deviations greater than several percent,
the feasibility of the technique during the
high deceleration survival phase may be
considered proven. Final landing maneuvers
may of course be expected to be carried' out
with greater accuracy.
Results
In Figure 4 is shown a typical set of traces
for a flight, ranging in altitude from about 80
miles down to 40 miles. This particular run
was terminated shortly after the g-stress
passed its maximum, for by this point it had
been shown that the guidance system was
capable of controlling g-stress within allowed limits. A very substantial reduction
in velocity is seen during the peak g period.
This high deceleration is primarily in the
tangential direction, as verified by the record
of the flight path angle. Initially this angle
dips about 50 below the local horizon, and
flattens out to about zero near the end of this
run. The bi - polar roll command is seen in
the bottom trace.
Since the details of the vehicle motion
would be of more interest to the rocket technologist, . it is our purpose here to indicate
only enough of the results to make them appear plausible. 'Ifhe simulation is regarded
as very successflil. Later phases of it will
incorporate integr+ated displays and control
devices which will test certain aspects of a
space pilot's capability to over-ride the automatic equipment, and guide the mission safely
on his own. In conclUSion, it is felt that
combined simulatipn represents not merely

an excellent tool for studies of this type, but
actually a very necessary tool.
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Introduction

Data-Link

The inherent limitations of the analog
computer and the digital computer when each
is used exclusively give rise to the need for
combined analog-digital t e c h n i que s. The
analog computer, which is ideally suited for
dynamic calculations, is at a distinct disadvantage where logical decisions are required,
or where demands on accuracy and resolution
are stringent. In contrast, digital calculations maintain the required accuracy but can
be very time consuming. This is a particular
burden when many runs are needed for a
statistical analysis of a system.
The calculation of missile trajectories,
including missile dynamics, is an area which
has been particularly troublesome. The need
for high resolution when relatively small,
accurate miss distances are sought, prohibits an all-analog simulation. On the other
hand the cost of an all-digital simulation
can be excessive because of the amount of
computer time required to calculate the
missile dynamics. The need for a new computing technique is therefore clearly indicated.
A typical missile intercept problem has
been simulated using all-analog, all-digital,
and combined analog-digital techniques. The
results of the hybrid method illustrate the
advantages of this type of simulation. This
paper will discuss the analog-digital computer system which was employed, the hybrid
technique involved, and a comparison of this
method with the all-digital and all-analog
simulation.

In Figure 1 is shown a block diagram of
the Data- Link system used to interconnect
an IBM 704 digital computer with a Reeves
analog computer (REAC). The system consists of five analog-to-digital (A-to-D) converters, five digital-to-analog (D-to-A) converters, and the n e c e s s a r y control and
terminal equipment. It is readily expandable
to fifteen channels in either direction. Transistorized circuitry is used throughout with
the exception of the cathode followers in the
terminal equipment specified by the IBM
input-output requirements. The A-to-D converters generate a 12 bit (11 bits plus sign)
binary word representing an input voltage in
the range of ± 100 volts at a maximum rate of
5 thousand conversions per second. Analog
voltages are sampled simultaneously and
then read into the IBM 704 sequentially by
means of the A-to-D buffer register. In the
digital-to-analog direction, the digital words
are written sequentially into D-to-A registers, converted to analog voltages, and applied in parallel to the REAC.
The control equipment consists of the
logical circuits required to operate the system. Included in this equipment are the channel select counter and a clock pulse generator. The counter selects the channel through
which the IBM 704 can supply or receive information. It automatically steps to consecutively numbered channels with each IBM 704
Copy instruction, or may be "jammed" to a
specific channel upon appropriate command
from the IBM 704. The latter may only be
114
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Figure 1. Data- Link System.

accomplished if the IBM 704 has Write Selected the Data- Link. The clock pulse generator, whose rate may be varied from 0.1
cps to 1 KC, is used to initiate a transfer of
information between the analog and the digital

computer. Analog to digital conversions are
triggered by this clock or, in the case of
asynchronous operation, by the IBM 704.
In addition to the control equipment terminal equipment is required to make the
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outputs and inputs of the computer link compatible with the IBM 704.' In particular, it
translates the IBM 704 logic levels into the
computer link logic levels as well as the reverse procedure. Also included in the system is what is known as IBM terminology as
a "Real Time Package." This is actually an
accessory piece of IBM hardware which provides the necessary connections to the 36
input-output buses and sense inputs and outputs of the IBM 704. Two sense inputs are
utilized in the computer link. One indicates
whether the REAC is in the "Operate" or
"Reset" mode. The second is an overload
Signal generated when one of the A-to-D
converters has an input exceeding ± 100 volts.
One of the sense outputs is used to complement the state of the REAC; that is send it
into "Operate" or "Reset." Another is used
to cause analog-to-digital conversion and, if
the REAC is in operate, simultaneously cause
digital-to-analog conversion. A third causes
digital-to-analog conversion exclusively.
Ordinarily 17 of the 36 input-output buses
of the IBM 704 are utilized by the link. As
shown in Figure 2 these correspond to the 11
information bits (bit positions 25-35), sign
(bit position 5), channel address (bit position
1-4), and what is called an "inhibit" bit (bit
position 5). Since the channel counter may
be "jammed" to a specific channel only when
the IBM 704 executes a "writing" sequence
with the appropriate channel addressed, the
need for this "inhibit" bit arises. In order
to select a specific channel for "reading" it
is necessary, therefore, to first "write" into
the next lower channel so that the counter
will be in the correct position at the end of
the Copy instruction. Transfer of erroneous
information (which would be all zeros) to
D-A storage is prevented in this "pseudowriting" sequence by the inhibit bit. This
slightly inefficient method of channel selection for "reading" can be eliminated when an
IBM 7090 is used. In this case the additional
sense outputs can be used for channel selection prior to either "reading" or "writing."
The same 5 digital-to-analog channels
used to transfer information in the "Operate"
mode may be used to put initial conditions
on the analog integrators while the REAC is
in "Reset." Figure 3 shows a Simplified
block diagram of a digital-to-analog channel
and a typical REAC integrator. The initial
condition (I.C.) input is only effective while
the computer is in "Reset." When it is in
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Figure 2. Input-Output Bus Locations
Utilized by Data- Link

"Operate," the integrator integrates the voltage at the input terminal. DeSignating the
input to the integrator at time t = 0 the
"initial input," it is possible for the initial
conditions to be present on the outputs of the
digital-to-analog converters, and for the
"initial inputs" to be simultaneously present
as a digital number in the buffer register.
When a Signal from the IBM 704 commands
the REAC to go into "Operate" the X and Y
relays start dropping out. Relay X is slower
in falling out than relay Y. There is a finite
length of time, therefore, where the input to
the I. C. capacitor and input to the amplifier
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are both disconnected. It is during this period
that the "initial inputs" are automatically
transferred from the buffer registers to the
digital to analog converters where they are
converted to voltages. When relay contact Y 1
has closed the computer is in "Operate," and
the "initial inputs" will start being integrated
from the initial condition value. Obviously it
is not necessary for the output of the D-to-A
converters to go to the I. C. and input jacks
of the same integrator but may be routed

to the inputs of any other amplifier as
well.
Missile Intercept Simulation
Figure 4 illustrates the geometry for the
terminal phase of a missile intercept problem in two dimensions. The velocity of the
missile and target are deSignated by VM and
VT respectively, and the range is designated
by R. All the angles are defined by the
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geometry. By equating the velocity components normal to the line of sight we obtain,

Rw = -

VM sin

(J

+ VT sin 0,

(1)

and obtain similarly for the velocities transverse to the line of sight,

- R = VM cos

(J

+ VT cos

o.

(2)

(5)

where the capital Greek letters are the Laplace transforms of variables designated by
the respective lower case letters, and N is a
parameter of the guidance system. For simplicity, the missile transfer function is assumed to be of second order and of the form,

From the geometry considerations we also
have the angular equations,

(6)

(3)

where K is a gain constant, ~ the relative
damping ratio of the missile, and w n the
natural frequency of the missile.
To include the effects of "g" limiting, the
command signal to the missile is limited to
wM • With this constraint Eq. (5) is rewritten
in the time domain giving,

O=W-Y+7T,
(J

= e - w.

(4)

The angle ee not shown in Figure 4 is defined as the control surface angle of the missile. For proportional guidance and a second
order lag in the missile control system

T2jj e + 2Te e + Be = N

w*,

(7)
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where

w> Wy
~ when -w < OJ < ~
-Wy when w< -w,..
Wy

{

when

(8)

and Eq. (6) is rewritten.
(9)

The equation of target motion is the final
equation needed to completely define the
problem with the exception of initial conditions. It is assumed in this problem that y
is constant.
A basic difficulty with an all-analog solution to this intercept problem is the scaling.
Range R is chosen to be initially 50,000 feet.
Resolution on the order of ±2 feet is desired.
To account for the entire variation of R requires solving for R/500 which corresponds
to 100 volts for R equal to 50,000 feet. When
R is equal to 2 feet, R/500 is 4 millivolts
which is well below the probable noise level
and practical operation of the analog computer. A second variable which presents a
scaling problem is W, the rate of change of
the line of sight angle. Initially, when R is
large,
is small. However, when R approaches zero,
approaches a large value.
This does not offer any particular problem
in the guidance equation loop since this signal is limited due to the "g" limiting of the
missile. On the other hand the true is required to compute the kinematics of the problem. Until the missile travels to within a
few hundred feet of the target, an all-analog
solution is possible. The solution could be
obtained to that point in real time. However,
the last part of the simulation would have to
be run as a separate stage with new scaling
to obtain sufficient resolution on Rand w.
There is no basic computing difficulty to
an all-digital simulation. The disadvantage
of this method lies in the relatively longer
amount of computing time required for each
solution. The to~l elapsed time is a function of the integration interval used which in
turn depends on the accuracy requirements.
A 0.025 second time interval, which is sufficient for the dynamics of the problem can
be used until the missile is within about 100

w

w

w

feet of the target. A time interval of 0.001
second is necessary from then on due to the
±2 feet resolution requirement. The digital
solution, when obtained in this manner consumes about 6-1/2 minutes of IBM 704 time.
This is roughly 8 times real time. Ifa parametric study or statistical analysis of the
system is required, the total digital computer time becomes excessive.
The difficulties encountered in the allanalog solution are overcome in the combined
analog-digital method by allowing the digital
computer, with its eight Significant figures to
handle the kinematic and guidance equations
and, in particular, to solve for Rand w. The
analog computer is then programmed to compute the higher frequency, lower accuracy
portion of the problem represented by the
missile dynamics. Thusthe equations solved
on the REAC are,

e

-~

= NW* _ 20 c
T2

c

(10)

T 2'

T

and
••.
K Wn2(Jc
(J =

2tS

-

Wn

(J--

2(J

Wn

,

(11)

while the equations solved in the IBM 704
are,
'Y

= 'Yo + yt,

(12)

W = _ (Vy sin a) + (VT sin 0)
R

R

-It = Vy cos a
o

=

a

=(J

W -

'Y +

+ VT cos 0,

(14)
(15 )

1T

(16)

- W

wy when W

w*=

(13)

>

w when -wy <
-wy when w <

Wy
W

< wy (17)

-w y •

A block diagram of the combined analogdigital solution-is shown in Figure 5. The
digital and analog computations are carried
out as shown until the range decreases to
350 feet. At that time, the digital computer
is used exclusively for the remainder of the
run.
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Block Diagram for Combined Analog-Digital Solution.

The flow chart for the digital program is
shown in Figure 6. The entire solution is
under the control of the IBM 704. After writ~ng the initial condition 80 and initial input
8 0 , it transfers the REAC to "Operate." A
clock controlled sampling rate was previously
chosen based on dynamic considerations. The
IBM 704 is put in the Read Select mode and
the variable 8, which upon arrival of the first
clock pulse has previously been sampled
from the REAC and digitized, is then read
into storage. This will be a fixed point number but is converted to floating point to facilitate all floating point arithmetic in the IBM
704. If no overloads have occurred, Eqs. (12)
through (17) are then calculated. This is
followed by a test on it to determine whether
it is positive. An affirmative answer indicates a miss and the run would then be terminated. If R is negative a test is made on
R to determine if the missile is within 350
feet of the target. If it is not, R, w*, and w
are converted to fixed point numbers and the
mM 704 then goes into the Write Select mode.
The command signal in the form of the limited
w* is sent to the REAC along with R, and w
for plotting purposes. The mM 704 then
awaits the next clock pulse before going to
the Read Select mode, and the cycle repeats
until the missile comes within 350 feet of the

target. When this occurs the IBM 704, in
tJ, 8c and 8c •
addition to reading 8, r;eads
The REAC is sent into "Reset," and the IBM
704 solves the remainder of the run using
the previously sampled five variables as
initial conditions.

e,

Analysis of Combined Analog-Digital Results
The combined analog-digital solution is
obtained in approximately real time with a
resolution of ±2 feet. Real time for tbe problem is 50 seconds while the combined simulation requires 60 seconds. The ten second
difference arises due to the all-digital calculation of the last few hundred feet.
A sampling interval of 30 milliseconds
corresponded to about 200 samples per cycle
for the highest frequency present in the simulation (the natural frequency of the missile).
The resulting curves for this run as shown in
Figure 7a indicate a negligible deviation from
the all-digital and all-analog solutions. The
digital print-out of the last portion of the
combined simulation revealed that the missile came within 21 feet of the target as compared to 17 feet in the all-digital solution.
At sampling rates of 20 per cycle, the
deviation from the all-digital run becomes
noticeable as shown in Figure 7b. In this

~
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case the time delay due to sampling, for
which no attempt at compensation has been
made, is taking effect. In particular, the
guidance command signal w* is delayed .3
second. When a simple extrapolation technique is applied on w* the variation from the
all-digital solution is reduced considerably
as shown in Figure 7b. The switch-over to
the all-digital portion of the combined analogdigital simulation occurs when the range
reaches approximately 180 feet. The final
range in this case is 19 feet.
The dynamic equations being solved by
the analog computer require no nonlinear
elements and the equations being solved by
the digital computer have parameters which
do not vary rapidly. These facts coupled
with the knowledge that a sampling range of
20 per cycle with extrapolation is sufficient,
indicate the feasibility' of running the problem
in one-tenth of real time. The combined
analog-digital solution then results in a time
improvement of about 65 to lover the alldigital solution.

Conclusions
The missile intercept simulation with its
associated scaling and expensive computer
time problems exemplifies only one area
where a combined analog-digital technique is
useful. Computer controlled systems that are
presently envisioned for future aircraft, misSiles, and other space vehicles will require the
handling of discrete and continuous information. Hybrid computation is the logical choice
for the simulation of these inherently hybrid
systems. Since an analog-digital computer
link is by nature a sampled-data device it is
a valuable tool for research in sampling
theory. Stability studies and error analyses
are planned using the hardware to simulate
the sampled data-system under investigation.
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ABSTRACT
CONTRANS is a computer simulation of a physiologically-oriented
reasoning and problem- solving model. The model employs several
layers of semi-random nets to recognize and associate sensory patterns, a screen-like memory and representation medium, and several
motor functions enabling the nets to control scanning of the memory.
Meaningful as semblie s of data are created and manipulated by the model
which then utilize s them to modify its own ability to handle future data.
Data and heuristic principles accumulate as stored results of past
experience. Two kinds of logical operations are employed; one to explore the data rapidly to evaluate tentative strategies and solutions, the
other to proceed by demonstrable intermediate steps, creating progressive intermediate goals.

adaptation of logical systems and heuristic
methods to psychological findings. The objective which is particularly sought in CONTRANS is the integration of logical systems
and heuristic methods with the function and
organization of physiologically-oriented neural models.
The work reported here is a computer
simulation of a reasoning and problemsolving CONTRANS model modified by the
substitution of computer matching procedures for the cognitive functions of semirandom nets. It is planned next to simulate
the neural networks themselves. Later work
will involve the simulation of highly inductive

Introduction
CONTRANS is designed to contribute to
the implementation of a general plan for
gaining insight into human intelligence. This
plan is related to work by Hebb [1], Rosenblatt [21 Uttley [3], and others on the design
of randomly connective network models for
learned perception and on the non-physiological modeling of thought processes in the
heuristic programming work of Minsky [4),
McCarthy [5], andNewell, Simon, and Shaw [6].
The strategy involves the application of physiological findings to the construction of
random-net and other brain models, and the

*The author was a student in "Introduction to High-Speed Digital Computation," an ACM sponsored high- school course conducted by G. G. Heller of IBM to whom he is most grateful for
encouragement and guidance. He is also greatly in debt to J. M. Farrar, Jr., also of IBM, for
his kind and patient assistance and review. Appreciation must also be expressed for the constructive editorial criticism of H. E. Tompkins of NIH.
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methods of hypothesis formation and testing
as applied to the model, will attempt to remove constraints on the form of input data,
and may deal with special applications.
The model for CONTRANS includes, along
with recognition networks based on the perceptual models of Hebb and Rosenblatt, a
medium for representing intact assemblies
and statements of data, which, when focused
upon, are available as input to the sensory
units of the entire net. This provision was
suggested by the discoveries of "experiential
memory" by the clinical neurophysiologists,
Penfield and Roberts [7]. Also, the random
nets of Hebb and Rosenblatt are modified
substantially to permit the recognition of
conceptualized expressions (instead of statistically describable stimuli) and to form
"cell assemblies" for association of different
expressions on a temporary basis and after
one exposure to the stimuli.
The operational aspects of the system, as
simulated in the present work, may be described in input-output terms. Input data
statements consist of two expressions, each
within a set of parentheses, one of which expressions must include a relationship, such
as "implies," "equals," "includes," "hits,"
"is hit by," etc. An expression within a set
of parentheses may be a simple substantive
or may itself consist of two expressions of a
form similar to that of the entire data statement but capable of using such additional relationships as "divided by," "or," "near,"
etc. There is no limitation on the number of
possible relationships within relationships.
Statements defining the nature of the desired conclusion may be formed in the same
manner as data statements, except that their
imperative character must be noted. Such
goal statements, along with heuristic statements and general principles, may be stated
with one or more semantically undefined
terms (which the program will define by position or relationship).
Output consists of a series of statements
which obey the same rules, are deducible
from the input statements, and are relevant
to the general problem-solving strategy.
These culminate in a statement meeting the
requirements for the conclusion.
Two different methods are used in conjunction to obtain this result. One method
operates primarily by making substitutions
between various components of different input statements, thus creating intermediate

statements which may be acted on in the
same manner; new sub-goals are continually
generated in this mode of operation. In order
to give direction to this process, a companion
method is employed which (due to chains of
associations within the simulated net) can
evaluate tentative strategies and tentative
solutions without resorting to demonstrable
intermediate steps.
CONTRANS is capable of benefitting from
any heuristic or logical system whose principles can be stated according to the rules
for input statements. For example, the
"transformational" method of linguistic synthesis is particularly applicable. However,
the system by itself is incapable of solving
problems unless provided with at least the
same data and principles an uninformed
human would need (e.g., for mathematical
problems, and transposition laws of algebra).
On the other hand, past data and conclusions
of all sorts can remain in memory; thus each
new problem might be seen in the light of
past experience and its solution might provide help in organizing future experience.
Related Work
CONTRANS is related to a number of
other programs for the mechanization of
nervous function and thought processes. Some
of these models represent the learning process ~nvolved in neural discrimination and
perception. Among the dynamiC models whose
learned perception possibilities have been
tested in this manner -with varying resultsare D. O. Hebb's cell assembly theory [1] as
simulated by N. Rochester, et al [8 ], F. Rosenblatt's perceptrons [2], and A. M. Uttley's
conditional probability machines [3].
All three of these models of the learning
of discrimination and perception rely on the
variation of the response patterns of neurons
(partial models of nerve cells) in accordance
with statistical probabilities rather than upon
a specified predetermined structure of fixed
connections such as would be involved in a
system entirely grounded in symbolic logic.
Indeed, in models of this kind, connections between individual components (e.g.,
neurons) are usually assumed to be randomly
distributed, hence the generic designation of
this type of model as "random nets." Learning is visualized in these models as involving the attainment of differentiated powers of
transmission (or "amplification," "weight,"
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etc.} by pathways, as a function of past experience. Thus, in Uttley's system, the amplification factor of a pathway between two
nodes is directly proportional to the probability that when one of the nodes is excited
the other will become excited too; and this
probability is induced from the past history
of simultaneous and separate firings of the
two nodes.
The ran d 0 m -n e t, biologically -oriented
models have several advantages over conventional digital methods of pattern recognition. Due to the simultaneous use of many
parallel pathways, recognition is accomplished instantaneously and with a low logical depth as contrasted with the many sequential steps which must be taken in pattern
analysis by digital techniques. Also, successful performance of a given perception is
not greatly dependent upon anyone component. In addition, some random-net models,
such as the class C' perceptron of Rosenblatt, are capable of spontaneous selforganization without any interference from
the experimenter. These a d van tag e s of
random-net models generally have been used
to discriminate among and to classify statistically describable objects, notably geometrical figures. It should be noted, however,
that some of these advantages are possessed
by the modelsbut not by their computer simulations. Because of the parallel nature of
the models, simulation on a sequentially
oriented computer is rather awkward and
time-consuming.
Another, quite different, approach to the
mechanization of nervous processes, has
been developed in the field of "artificial
intelligence" or "heuristic programming. 'f
Here the aim is simulation of human thought
processes rather than the simulation of a
model for neural action. Particular emphasis is given to the formation and evaluation
of problem-solving strategies. Examples of
research along this line are found in the work
of Minsky [4]; of McCarthy [5]; of Newell,
Simon and Shaw [6]; and of Hovland and
Hunt [9].
Thus, we have in one approach a number
of biologically-oriented neural models which
usually have been applied only to learned
perception problems, and in another approach
a number of heuristic models which attempt
more general mathematical and linguistic
problem -solving and reasoning tasks without
being based on specific neural models.

The author's objective has been to find
some medium to integrate these two types of
approaches so that the simulation of thought
processes (particularly, reasoning, problem
solving, and linguistic synthesis) could proceed directly from the simulation of biologically-oriented models of neural networks.
Interestingly, several workers in these fields
have made statements which might be considered to indicate the potential value of an
integrated approach. M. Minsky [10] has remarked that lack of parallel processing is
a hindrance in heuristic work. Likewise,
Y. Bar-Hillel [11] has written that the work
of the Yngve-Chomsky group in mechanical
translation probably will have to delve into
learning automata before its theoretical basis
can advance much further. On the other
side, it was F. Rosenblatt, who, in a discussion with the author on the possible extension of perceptron techniques to new problem
areas, first directed him to the work of the
"heuristic programmers."
The key to one possible method of integration was provided by neurological experiment. The neurologists W. Penfield and
L. Roberts electrically stimulated certain
cortical areas of conscious patients undergoing brain surgery [7]. In some cases, the
electrode stimulation brought forth a sequence of memories. In fact, the patients
claimed that their visions were so vivid and
complete that they were reliving rather than
merely remembering the sequence of experiences, and that they again perceived everything of which they had taken notice in the
Qriginal experiences.
Whether or not the last point is completely
valid, certain empirical conclusions seem to
be indicated by these results. There must be
some form of memory (of currently unknown
embodiment) which is capable of being controlled by the electrical activity of the networks, and whose entries are in such a form
as to become available, on being called up,
to the entire "consciousness," i.e., available
as input to the receiving elements of an entire network. For example, a revolving tape
containing a series of images and moving in
front of a matrix of sensory units would be a
memory system capable of re-presenting experiences in such an intact manner. The
learned weighting of neural pathways, while
making possible the re-cognition of a stimulus, would usually not make possible its
re-creation, as seemingly required by the
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experimental evidence. Penfield and Roberts
call the phenomenon they discovered "experiential memory." As mentioned before, nothing definite is known about its biological embodiment. It might be neural or even embodied
in extra-neural electric fields. Because a
screen, upon which images are projected,
revolving before a set of sensory elements
represents an analogy to this memory, we
shall hereafter refer to this class of phenomena as a "screen-memory."
The suitable combination of a "screenmemory" and appropriate network recognition models allows us not only to recognize
structures of data, as with the firing of a
single neuron, but also to make records of
such data in its original integral form, and
through this to create and manipulate new
meaningful assemblies of data.
Concepts Embodied in CONTRANS
It is necessary to distinguish between the
conceptual model which serves as a basis
for the simulations and the simulations themselves. The model is a conception of certain
components indirectly abstracted from neurological evidence, together with some hypothesized relationships among these components. The simulations are com put e r
representations of the behavior of this model.
The conceptual model which is simulated
in CONTRANS is composed of random-net
associational networks, a "screen-memory"
as defined in the preceding section, and certain motor functions which allow events in
the net to manipulate the memory and entries upon it. The "screen-memory," in all
early Simulations, will serve both input and
storage functions, Le., a computer storage
address assigned as part of this memory may
store either newly introduced data or some
entry associated with a previous problem.
In the present work-which is Phase I of
a series of simulation projects-the cognitive
and associative capabilities of the networks
are replaced by computer matching and listmaking procedures. The networks themselves will be simulated in Phase II, work
proj ected for the future.
It is not known how the "experiential
memory" is interrelated with the action of
human nerve networks. The prescribed
"motor functions" in CONTRANS represent
some of the possible forms this relationship
might take. One motor function stops scanning

of the memory when certain neurons are
stimulated. Another causes substitutions of
entries from one location to another when,
under certain conditions, the same neurons
are excited by the stimuli at both locations.
The above elements work together to perform the basic, recur sively used logical
algorithm of the system. This process is
primarily a mechanization of syllogistic
reasoning. The process may be illustrated
by a highly simplified example. If one of the
statements in memory is to the effect that A
implies B, and we want to deduce further implications about A from this, we focus on B
and find a statement, such as B implies C.
The networks learn to associate A with B
and B with C so that when C is focused on,
the neuron representing B is excited, in turn
exciting the neuron representing A. This
causes C to be transferred to a position opposite A, replacing B, forming the expression (A)(C).
Similar processes are used on a somewhat more sophisticated level to substitute
small components into long expressions and
to modify en~ire statements without changing
their meaning.
If this substitution process were the only
problem-solving technique a va i I a b I e, the
CONTRANS rea~oning process would simply
be an exhaustive search for possible substitutions as represented by the dotted lines on
Figure 1.
- In order to form a short-cut through such
an inelegant and uneconomical procedure,
several built-in heuristics are included to
organize the reasoning search. The whole
process is motivated by a statement, written
in much the same manner as other CONTRANS statements, as to what sort of a conclusion is desired.
In the problem-solving process we start
with a data statement, one of whose components is identical to one of the components
of the goal statement. The associated part
of the data sentence then becomes a subgoal. The system then concerns itself only
with other statements that contain this same
sub-goal.
As substitutions are performed, new intermediate goals are formed in succession
to replace the original sub-goal and, hopefully, to lead closer to the required relationship with the other sub-goals. As each syllogism is performed, the new intermediate
statement formed is printed as output. The
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SYLLOGISTIC CHAIN PROCESSES
Each node is a statement.
Each line is a syllogism by which the
lower node is derived from the upper node.

®

is the final desired conclusion.

A dashed line represents a syllogism permitted
by exhaustive search and substitution procedures.
A solid line represents a step permitted by
CONTRANS procedures.
Figure 1

sequence of intermediate statements is analogous to the sequence of intermediate deductions in a geometric proof.
While this method provides some direction
to the process by eliminating consideration
of obviously unrelated statements, alone it
would allow the search to select, and continue
in, directions which take it away from rather
than toward the answer. For example, let B
be a sub-goal. Let us assume that B can be
replaced by any of C1 , C2 , C3 , ••• , Cn. Each
C expression can in turn be replaced by
another set of expressions. Perhaps, only
C4 leads along the chain to the final goal.
However, without some additional heuristic,
the process would have to start at C, and
explore all the possibilities branching from
C 1 , and all the possibilities branching from
these possibilities, and so on until dead ends
are reached. Then the process would have
to start over again at C2 •
We could have avoided this gigantic search
if the system had known at an early stage

that the choice of C4 would take it towards
the answer. In more general terms, it would
seem that in order to go with any directness
tpward a solution, the system would have to
know enough beforehand about the solution to
avoid taking wrong turns that would lose it
amid irrelevant alternatives. See Figure 2.
CONTRANS meets this problem with a
second built-in heuristic-a method for directly or "intuitively" (i.e., without demonstrable intermediate steps) assessing whether
a given substitution will take the process
down the right path or down a blind alley.
This process operates by scanning over the
field of data and forming associations entirely
within the neural network, rather than making substitutions on the screen memory.
Some of the Simpler logic involved in this
method is demonstrated by the example below.
Let us assume statements to the effect that
(1) A is B, (2) B is C, (3) B is D, (4) C is E,
and (5) D is G. Let us assume that the statement A is G satisfies the goal statement (the
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B

A SAMPLE SYLLOGISTIC CHAIN PROBLEM
A line such as /// indicates further. branching
not depicted.
Otherwise, notation is as indicated in Fig. I
and in the text.
Figure 2

general form of the answer}. Obviously the
relation, A is G, is implied by the statements
as they now stand. Random nets scanning
over this series could learn to associate A
with B, B with D, etc., until neurons representing A is G are stimulated, signalling the
sufficiency of the data. If, however, we combine statements (I) and (2) and substitute C
for B in (I) (a step which takes us in a wrong
direction) we get (I) A is C, (2) B is C,
(3) B is D, (4) C is E, and (5) D is G.
In this case A is G is not implied, the
correct neurons will not fire, and the substitution must be undone. If we now go on to
substitute D for B in (1) the network scan
will give the go-ahead and we will proceed
down the correct path.
The method allows us to make mistaken
moves such as substituting C for B. However, it corrects all such moves before they
can lead to further mistakes, e.g., it does
not allow us to go on and substitute E for C.
Thus the "intuitive" aspect of CONTRANS
allows us to make tentative false starts but
not to wander down blind alleys. The contrast between the extent of the black and
dotted lines on Figure 1 demonstrates the

extent to which the built-in heuristics of
CONTRANS limit a typical search.
This aspect of CONTRANS might be considered akin to feedback concepts and Ashby f s
homeostat [12], [13] in particular. The latter
operates bylthe weakly constrained generation of information and then by the more
highly specific selection of that information.
In CONTRANS, information generation is
initially constrained by the requirement of
performing correct syllogisms only and by
the system of intermediate goals. Information thus generated is then selectively evaluated by the "intuitive" check to keep the system as close as possible to the direct path
toward the deisred state.
Another feature of CONTRANS is that the
intermediate and final conclusions formed in
one reasoning experience can accumulate on
the "screen-memory" to aid in organizing
future experience. In this way, the effectiveness of the system would tend to grow.
Input used with a CONTRANS system takes
the form of slightly modified English sentences as described later on. Goal statements and output are written in the same
form. The model is capable of benefitting
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from any heuristic or grammatical principle
that can be written according to these minimal rules. Particularly applicable are transformational statements, rules defining a
transformation of an expression of a certain
class, such as would leave unchanged the informational content of that expression.
Of course, it is possible that no solution
may be implied by any of the data or past
experience available. The "intuitive check"
process is used at the outset to determine
whether or not this is the case.
The experimenter, when dealing with an
inexperienced CONTRANS simulation, must
provide as much data for problem solving as
a logically competent but unknowledgeable
human being would need. When dealing with
a somewhat experienced simulation, i.e., one
that has accumulated useful data and conclusions from previous attempts to solve related problems, the experimenter must gauge
the extent of that experience before deciding
how much data will be necessary, if he wants
to be absolutely sure of getting an answer.
This is analogous to the process of a teacher
deciding how much information he must provide along with a test question in order to
make it a fair one for his pupils.
While the CONTRANS model itself requires hardly any particular rules of syntax,
in order that consistent results be obtained,
consistent syntax must be used. For example, it makes no difference to CONTRANS
whether statements with transitive relationships are written with their meaning proceeding from left to right or vice versa.
However, incorrect implications will be drawn
unless all transitive statements are written
one way or another. Transformational statements may be included with other input to aid
the handling of syntax. For example, a statement might be included to the effect that a
substantive S followed by a transitive verb
is equivalent to S alone. This would aid in
the formation of transitive substitution chains.
Because of the flexibility of CONTRANS,
the behavioral complexity of the system is
primarily a function of the complexity of its
experience rather than the complexity of its
initial design. For this reason, after a certain amount of experience a CONTRANS
simulation would take on the seeming unpredictability of human behavior, unless close
watch were kept historically on all the input
statements and their possible interactions
within the system.

To summarize, the model is a combination of "screen-memory" for storage of intact assemblies of data, "neurodynamic" nets
to recognize and associate entries, and motor
functions which, stimulated by excitation of
certain neurons in the nets, control scanning
of the "screen-memory" and cause substitutions to be made between various entries of
that memory.
In the model, these components work together to perform syllogisms-the nets forming associations between various parts of
selected statements found on the screen
memory, and the motor functions, triggered
by the nets, causing substitutions to be made
between appropriate parts of these statements. This basic process is controlled by
a succession of intermediate goals which are
in turn selected through a "rapid-scan" use
of the model. Except for a few rules, input
requirements are flexible and externally introduced heuristics may be used. The model,
motivated by a goal statement, analyzes the
data statements and outputs a series of intermediate conclUSions, followed by a final
conclUSion, the answer.
Some Troublesome DeSignations
When dealing with the mechanization of
intelligent processes, it is all too easy, unfortunately, to give false impreSSions of accomplishment. The most obvious and classic
example was the widespread public use of
the term "electronic brain" in connection
with high-speed computers. Similar-but
more SUbtle-misconceptions can occur readily in regard to the use of computers to simulate various neuro-behavioral models. In
particular, there is always the question of
how much the success of a particular mechanization really implies about the true functional organization of the nervous system.
At present, the question arises: Is CONTRANS, with its component cell assembly
nets, really a "brain-model"? The author
believes that CONTRANS is not a close model
of the nervous system Since, because of the
complexity involved, it has not been possible
to fit the characteristics of the components
to many of the experimentally discovered
parameters of neurophysiology; Since, because of lack of evidence, several straightforward but unverified assumptions had to be
made about the relationship of the networks
to the "screen-memory"; and Since, because
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of almost total lack of evidence, no biological
embodiment has been hypothesized for the
"screen-memory. "
CONTRANS would seem, however, to be
more than another variety of artificial intelligence; if not an actual brain model, it is,
nevertheless, physiologically oriented since
its component neuro-dynamic nets represent
a type of function which, in view of current
evidence, seems typical of the nervous system and since the "screen-memory" feature
is inferred directly from experimental findings. The first simulations explore a method
of organization for brain models. In this
sense, CONTRANS is a model for brain
models. The logic of the general system is
such that, as more accurate perceptual
models are derived, they could be fitted into
the larger system, and CONTRANS could
approach brain-model status.
The Phase I Simulation
The present work, Phase I, simulates the
CONTRANS model with computer matching
and list-making procedures replacing the
cognitive and associative functions of the
neural nets. The general procedure of the
simulation is outlined below and represented
in flow diagram form in Figure 3.
Input to the system is in the form of English sentences modified according to several
simple rules. Parentheses are included to
indicate the extent of relationships. For
sheer convenience, a limit is imposed on the
depth of parentheses within parentheses, but
a method is indicated for adding additional
depth, by the use of satellite statements resembling subordinate clauses.
Also for programming convenience, single
letters are agreed to stand for words, and
for phrases and clauses when it appears to
be unessential for those phrases and clauses
to be broken down any further.
A goal statement is presented along with
data and heuristic statements; it is written
in the same fashion as other CONTRANS sentences. As explained previously, the use of
CONTRANS does not imply any particular
grammatical syntax, but the syntax used
should be consistent.
Output statements have the same characteristics as input statements. Output consists
of a series of intermediate statements culminating in a final answer. In keeping with the
cumulative nature of the "screen-memory,"

output statements are punched onto cards to
be entered with future input (as well as printed
out).
Once data is entered into core memory,
the CONTRANS program analyzes each statement into individual parentheses. The program then finds a place to start its reasoning
process by searching for a data statement
that contains an element of the goal statement. The associated part of the data statement then becomes a sub-goal. For instance,
if side 2 of statement 5 is found to be equivalent, by matching, to a side of the goal statement, then side 1 of statement 5 becomes a
sub-goal. (A side is one of the two prime
divisions of a statement, somewhat analogous
to a subject or predicate in conventional
grammer; in a CONTRANS statement it is
the contents of one of the two principal sets
of parentheses.) The program then searches
for elements of the sub-goal in other statements. If one of these elements is found, a
tentative substitution is made and control is
transferred to a program which simulates
the "intuitive check" method.
In simplified terms, the method operates
by going over the data to form lists of associated expressions. If, at the end of this
process, both sides of the goal statement are
found in the same list, then the tentative substitution is made permanent, the modified
statement is punched and printed out as an
intermediate conclusion, and the process
begins again with a new sub-goal.
If, at the end of the process, the condition
is not met, the substitution is undone and the
search for elements of the sub-goal begins
again. This type of operation is done recurSively until the final answer is derived.
In this manner the program, motivated by
goal statements, accepts data and heuristic
statements in modified but comprehensible
English, and draws from them a series of
implications relevant to, and culminating in,
a final answer.
As of this writing the program for Phase I
is undergoing debugging. The program is
written in FORTRAN for the IBM 709.
Future Phases
In Phase II, scheduled for the Fall and
Winter of 1961, a class of cell-assembly
neural net models will be simulated and their
learned recognition and association properties will be substituted for the computer
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matching and list-making processes used in
Phase I.
It should be noted that the neurodynamic
nets, with their many parallel processes,
are capable of recognizing stimuli without
the many consecutive logical steps taken in
sequential digital recognition or matching
techniques. Thus, a physical embodiment of
the full CONTRANS model would be a step
toward combining the perceptive speed of a
perceptron-type network with the flexibility
and logical power of heuristic programming.
However, since Simulating a parallel operating network on a serially operating computer
is a rather awkward process, the advantages
of connective nets will not be reflected in
actual running time.
The design of neurodynamic networks for
CONTRANS presents several special problems. These problems arise from the fact
that, while most neural net simulations are
concerned with the discrimination of statistically describable stimuli such as geometrical figures, CONTRANS is concerned with
the recognition and manipulation of symbol
chains, expressions which are already conceptualized.
It will be assumed that geometrically
perceiving networks, such as the perceptrons
of Rosenblatt, are capable of recognizing
letters and of representing different characters by the firing of different neurons. It
will be assumed that the output of these neurons will be the input to the CONTRANS nets
for the recognition and association of words,
phrases, and clauses. It is primarily the
latter networks that Phase II will be concerned with.
These networks, un 1 ike most similar
models, will be required to associate expressions after only one learning trial, and
to recognize expressions on the basis of the
order of their constituent symbols in time.
The first requirement may be met by the
selection of an appropriate expression for
the growth of the amplification value of a
particular interneural pathway as a function
of excitation and reinforcement.
For example:
Let V be an amplification scale.
Let 0 < Vo < 1
Let N i stand for one neuron and N j for
another.
Let an output Pi from Ni imply an input
V 1..J (P.)toN.
1
J
Let T be a time at which N fires.

Then
p.

V.·
lJ

t +l

= V..

lJ t

J

+ -p.

t

~t

(1- Vo ) - Vii t - l (1- Yo)

This is a simple but satisfactory equation
for the weight of the pathway leading from
N i to N j. As simulated by FORTRAN programs for the mM 1620 (with Vo equalling
0.2 and 0.4), Vi j rises sharply toward 1 with
the first simulatneous firing of N i and N.
and then tends asymptotically towards 1 with
additional simultaneous excitations. With a
firing of Ni without N j ' Vi j decreases sharply
toward zero and tends asymptotically toward
zero with further such firings. Thus this
growth function allows sharp-almost "yesno"-learning in one trial. Such a sharply
reacting growth function would play havoc
with the statistical sophistication of a geometrical perceptron. However, this equation
would be quite suitable for the one trial association of two abstractions or identified
symbols.
The second requirement, for recognition
of order in time, will be met through the
provision of reverberatory networks and
neurons representing intermediate parts of
words, such as syllables, and intermediate
parts of sentences, such as phrases.
In the future, it should be possible to make
more of a serious attempt at deSigning CONTRANS random nets that better fit the characteristics of the nervous system without
changing the logic of the system as a whole.
In Phase III, CONTRANS will be used in
the formation and testing of inductive hypotheses, and will thus attempt to make generalizations from separate occurrences.
-It is hoped that, in Phase IV, constraints
on the form of input sentences, particularly
in regard to the use of parentheses, will be
removed. An attempt will be made to divide
"screen-memory" into temporary or permanent cumulative segments to reduce unnecessary scanning time.
In addition, there are possibilities for
special applications and special embodiments.
In final form, and in special-purpose embodiment, the system would accept ordinary
sentences as instructions and data, would
process them (perhaps in a not easily predictable manner) with the benefit of accumulated data and conclusions and, due to its
parallel form, would in general, operate with
much greater speed then its computer simulations.
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DIGITAL-TO-VOICE CONVERSION
Evan L. Ragland
Motorola, Inc.
Military Electronics Division
Chicago, Illinois
to man. As the use of data proceSSing and
data communication systems expand there are
numerous instances where voice communications to the man operator or monitor from
systems of automatic assistance or control
are imperative.

INTRODUCTION
For the past two years Motorola has maintained a program to study and develop
digital-to-voice conversion techniques. This
program has examined the needs for digitalto-voice conversion and has, through feasibility experiments, studied some of the
promiSing techniques. This paper reports on
this work.
This report considers the entire subject
of digital-to-voice from the basic need to the
ultimate application. Particular emphasis
is placed on possible technological solutions
and on experimentation to determine the feasibility of these approaches.
The problem statement presents the basic
needs and technological problems associated
with digital-to-voice conversion. Several
possible solutions are examined in the consideration of this problem. From these solutions a system operation is described and
schematically outlined. A series of feasibility
experiments, performed in the laboratory
directed toward establishing the nec essary
background for development effort, are reported. The results of these experiments
are covered in detail. Finally, some future
applications of ultimate development equipment are discussed.

Economic
Generally, these needs are accompanied
by a requirement for an inexpensive method
for conversion of digital data to voice since
and in most instances, the need arises in a
system of control or centralized information
storage where outputs to many human communicators are required. Therefore, it is
important that the approach for conversion
of the digital information to voice be inherently
inexpensive.
Application

PROBLEM STATMENT

The nature of information to be transmitted in such systems varies widely. Therefore, it is important that the system for conversion not constrain the machine to some
limited group of messages. Unless several
constraints are placed upon the variation of
communciation a general purpose capability
must be considered. Flexibility must be such
that the machine can basically communicate
any given instruction or.information sequence.

General

Human

The increasing digital environment in
which man must coexist creates a basic need
for improved communications
from machine
I

The human communicators must not be
inconvenienced or disturbed by the form of
the messages. It must be as closedto human
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speech and human conversational delivery as
is possible. Therefore, it is important to
have imperceptible delays between the vocalization of words and the words vocalized in a
non-synthetic manner.
Physical
The conversion equipment, in many cases,
must meet the requirements of light weight
and compact size. Therefore, it is important
that the techniques employed for conversion
require little space, weight or power.
Technical
The black box digital-to-voice converter
must operate with any digital data communication or processing system. It must not
constrain, because of its own limitations,
either the coding or format of these systems.
It must not require that the system store
messages forms or structures. Essentially,
the converter should be able to accept any
code input and translate this to vocal information form. It should be capable of buffering lengthy messages and translating these
at the vocalization rate for the human communicator. This can be accomplished in
several different ways.
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
There are two prinCipal avenues of approach to the construction of audible, intelligent English word forms from digital information. These are:

1-synthetic reproduction from tones and
2 - vocabulary look up.
The latter of these methods has been the
principal study and subject of experimentation in the work reported. Vocabulary look
up was selected since it seemed to offer the
general purpose capability for message transmission within the bounds of the operational,
physical, human, economic and technical requirements of application.
It can be shown statistically that within
the bounds of the English language the general
purpose message capability can be accommodated by a limited vocabulary. For example, consider the chart of Figure 1. The
entire English language consists of some
600,000 words. The frequency of usage of
these words varies dramatically. The average human vocabulary is about 15,000 words.
Of these, 50 comprise approximately 50% of
normal conversation and correspondence.
This usage remains remarkably stable, even
when highly specialized technical papers are
the subject of account. One thousand words
will accommodate over 80% of normal usage.
With a 1000-word vocabulary it is possible
to express most ideas or informational sequences. It therefore seems reasonable to
assume a vocabulary of several thousand
words could provide machines a conversational capability.
It has been concluded that a 1 to 5000 word
vocabulary provides a communications capability from which substantial advantages in
machine to man communications can be

AVERAGE CHARACTER- FORM WORD....... 256,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO WORDS
ENGLISH LANGUAGE .....................................................................600,000 WORDS
AVERAGE WORD- FORM ................................................................ 64,000 WORDS
AVERAGE VOCABULARY ................................................................ 15,000 WORDS
80%

USAGE ............................................................................................ 1,000 WORDS

50%

USAGE ......................................................................... :........................ 50 WORDS
Figure 1. Vocabulary Statistics
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derived. The objective of this study has been
to examine methods of storing and retrieving
vocabularies of from 1 to 5000 audible English
language words. The storage retrieval system should be a self -contained unit and should
meet the general operational requirements
stated previously.
One encounters a number of physical and
technical problems in considering the storage
of audio information. For example,the average time required for a spoken word is less
than three quarters of a second, but many
frequently used words require up to one sec0nd for reproduction. Therefore, it is necessary to accommodate variable reproduction
time for vocabulary words to meet this random requirement. Also, it is necessary to
find a means for high-density packing of information. Consider, for example, that the
average word requires 0.6 second for vocalization and that it may contain up to 3000
pieces of information per second. If 5000
words are to be stored, the capacity for storing must be 5000 x .6 x 3000 bits of information-or 9,000,000 bits-a substantial memory
requirement. There is available, however,
another important characteristic in vocabulary storage. It can be fixed storage. It need
not be changeable or erasable. Therefore,
photographic storage is open to consideration.
In storing large vocabularies it is necessary to develop appropriate access ti~e which

permits both the imperceptible access of
words and the scanning of words at audible
rates.
This problem of scanning is illustrated by
Figure 2. The essential requirement present
is for some method for translation of informati on time base from the high-speed scan
requirements of the digital system to the
low-speed vocalization rate. The time for
scan is determined by the permissible time
for look up and size of vocabulary. Time for
read out is determined by the vocalization
time required for a word and varies from a
fraction of a second to as long as one second.
Considering the basic problem in Figure 2
and the operational requirements for the converter, it is possible to suggest three attracti ve solutions. First, it would be possible to
mask a cathode-ray tube with the audio information and scan a digital field, directly as so ciated with this audio information, to look up
words in the memory store. Such a system
is illustrated in Figure 3A. By changing the
rate of scan of the electron beam between the
digital and voice fields, the time base for the
informationread out can be effectively translated.
Another method of look up would beto have
a moving photographic storage conSisting of
two fields. Look up of the digital field would
be accompiished photographically and information would be strobed from the moving

RECORD

DIGITAL
ACCESS
SCAN

AUDIO SCAN
Figure 2. Scan Schematic
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AUDIO FIELD

DIGITAL FIELD
Figure 3A. Cathode Ray Tube Converter

audio record field by a short duration light
strobe. There are two possible applications
for this method as far as read out is concerned. Read out could be accomplished by
a moving electron beam across the electrostatic image on a vidicon screen. Read out
could also be accomplished by detecting the
discharge pattern created by the strobed
records on the surface of a memory photoconductor. These two methods are illustrated in Figures 3B and 3C. Of the three
approaches illustrated, the approach using a
moving photographic storage and a moving
electrostatic image has been selected for the
principal study to date. This method was
selected because it could be readily implemented with simple laboratory apparatus and
because it would not have the inherent requirement for high power supply and component stability required by the all electronic
cathode-ray scanning approach.
System Explanation
The application of the selected solution is
illustrated in Figure 4. This schematic
organizes a buffer memory for s tor i n g
digitally-encoded messages, an optical system for scanning a digital field, a coincident
system for selecting from an audio record

field one of the audio records and an electrostatic system for reproducing the selected
audio record from an electrostatic image.
To describe the operation of the deVice,
consider that a digital message is received
and stored on the magnetic band of the rotating drum. The first word of this digital message, which consists in the example of 11
bits, is shifted into the shift register by
standard digital circuit techniques. When this
word is in place in the register, the system
compares the permutations of its stored value
and the continuously changing permutation of
the digital field. This is accomplished by a
standard comparator circuit and a parallel
I1-bitphotoconductive detector. With parity,
the comparator provides an output which
triggers a short-duration strobe light. This
short-duration light pulse exists only long
enough to project the image of one word in the
audio record field onto the moving photoconductive surface. The digital and audio fields
are spatially related so the look up of the
digital word in effect selects the audio word.
The moving photoconductive surface has been
charged to a uniform potential by a charge
station. The incidence of light on the surface
causes discharge in the pattern of the image.
This discharge pattern is detected by an electrostatic pick-up, amplified and vocalized.
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OUTPUT
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DIGITAL FIELD

STROBE LIGHT

Figure 3B. Vidicon Converter
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AUDIO FIELD

ROTATING
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;;
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Figure 3C. Photoconductor Converter
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AUDIO
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Figure 4. Digital-to- Voice Converter Functional Diagram

At the conclusion of the read out, it is possible to shift the subsequent digital word from
buffer storage and to project it in electrostatic image form for immediate reproduction. Since it is possible to strobe information from photographic storage in times as
short as two microseconds, the look-up time
for even a large vocabulary of 1000 to 5000
words is imperceptible to the listener. Of
course, it would be possible for the look-up
time to be extended by taking advantage of the
time for vocalization of the previous word.
In some applications this is practical while
in others it would require the communicating
digital system to remain on line during vocalization. Therefore, it is important to have
available the capability for high-speed look-up
that is imperceptible to a listener between
words.
Feasibility Experiments
The approach described incorporates a
number of techniques which are well known
and standard. These are techniques such as

buffer memory, digital switching, etc. There
are techniques required in the converter approach that are not as well known and deserved
laboratory experimentation and consideration
particular ly in light of their conjunctive application. These were:
1. high-speed strobing
2. photoconductive imaging
3. electrostatic detection
4. system optics
5. methods for recording
It was decided that a test apparatus would be
developed which would typically represent
these techniques. This apparatus would provide a source for data and feasibility experimentation.
The schematic for this apparatus is illustrated in Figure 5. To shorten the length
required for the optical system, a system was
constructed in which the path was reflected
through three mirrors. A strobe light was
mounted in this optical system so that its high
intensity flash, through a mask placed in the
light path, could be focussed just before the
lens. This system projected the image on a
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Figure 5. Feasibility Apparatus Schematic

moving turntable. The turntable, rather than
a drum, was used because such a table was
readily available and possessed good stable
dimensional and dynamic characteristics. An
ionic charge station was constructed and a
mount was developed that permitted a manipulation of various types of experimental
pick-up devices. Figures 6A and 6B show the
laboratory apparatus d eve lop e d for this
purpose.
The problem of strobing is one of developing sufficient light intensity to create the necessary photoconductivity in the material in a
short time span. The immediate objective of
the early experiments was to determine
whether or not millisecond light flashes would
be reasonable. Later experiments moved
into the microsecond region for the duration
of light flashes. A General Electric type
FT-230 hydrogen strobe light has been used
in these latter experiments. This lamp requires 2000 volts and generates light pulses
as short as 2 microseconds duration.

Photoconductive imaging on the surface of
the moving turntable has been a subject of
some study. From the work by Dutton, at the
'Pniversity of Rochester, and others, it was
known that the grain of deposited amorphous
selenium coatings, such as used in standard
xerographic processes, had been measured
to micron dimensions so this was not aprincipal point for investigation. The image problems studied were the response of the material to the short duration light flashes and the
degradation of the image due to field dispersion and surface conduction. These experiments have been conducted by two methods.
These are: electrostatic probing of the charge
patterns and charged particle dusting of the
selenium plates.
Electrostatic detection presents some
serious problems. This is an area in which
there has been only a limited amount of work
and although H. W. Katz and others report in
their text the fundamental types of probes
which have been technically developed, the
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Figure 6A. Feasibility Apparatus,
Optical Section

Figure 6B. Feasibility Apparatus,
Pick- Up Section

development of a high resolution electrostatic
probe still has not been accomplished. Very
little has been done to improve upon the
probes discussed. The probe used in the laboratory device is illustrated in Figure 7. The
resolving capability has been observed to be
as expected, from 3 to 6 times the spacing of
the probe to the plate.
System optics might not be considered
critical; however, the ultimate requirement
for the converter to be compact demands that
the optical storage be small. This will require high magnification ratios between storage and detection. Of course, this is related
to the resolution of the detector, and with
better detectors this problem becomes less
critical. It was anticipated, however, in
beginning the experiments that audible tracks
as narrow as 10 mills would be required in
the system and that the frequency recording
capabilities of these records and the transmission of the optical system should be at
least 1 kc/inch of length. Various track diameters and widths have been tested by the
program. Optical records of the dimensions
des c rib e d have been successfully made.
Severe problems of registration have been
encountered with multiple record vocabulary
composition. Currenteffort is being directed
toward new techniques to solve these registry
problems.
Two methods are available for photographic recording of audio. These are: (1)
density and (2) variable area. In density recording, the density of the photographic image
is used to indicate the level of audio. In

variable area r e cor din g, the integrated
area of the sound track for a given resolving
segment is used to indicate the audio. For
proper evaluation of the photosensitive process, it was necessary to test both methods.
For this purpose, and because the sound
tracks due to the nature of the test apparatus
were circular, it was necessary to build a
photographic recording apparatus. This is
illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. Both density
and variable area records were made and
tested.
Results
The experiments have definitely demonstrated the feasibility of the approach selected
for digital-to-voice conversion. Good, intelligent audio words have been reproduced by
the apparatus. The normal characteristics,
which are measured in audio, indicate that the
performance of this system from the audible
standpoint is acceptable. For example, the
frequency response is 20 to 1500 cps at 15
inches per second. The signal-to-voice ratio
is 15 to 20 db.
Experiments show that adequate light can
be obtained from the high-speed strobe to
create useful images when the pulse duration
of the strobe is as short as 2 microseconds.
The particular strobe light used was not the
highest intensity light source a va i I a b I e.
Higher intensity strobes having different electrode materials can be constructed.
The photoconductive imaging was found to
be more than adequate for the purposes of
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audio reproduction. The image patterns
varied in intensity from field strengths at the
surface of the material near 600 volts to
strengths of less than 100 volts. The methods of measuring introduced some error in
these figures, but no difficulty was encountered due to poor image definition caused by
the photoconductive material. Considerable
difficulty was encountered from loss of image
due to surface conductivity on occasions of
high atmospheric humidity.
The electrostatic detection has presented
a considerable problem. The basic limitation
of the electrostatic detection probes plus the
problems created by the micro-dimensions
necessary for separating and shielding have
yielded less than satisfactory results. It is
anticipated that improvements in method of
detection and specifically the incorporation
of a push-pull or positive-negative system of
reproduction will overcome some of these
problems. It is important that the signal-tonoise ratio of the system be increased. It is

also highly desirable to increase the resolving capability of the detector to permit the
use of smaller photoconductive plates. This
performance has led to the serious consideration of the use of a vidicon tube rather than
a moving plate for storage.
The optics of the system, while relatively
crude, have proven entirely adequate for the
purposes of the experiment. It is not anticipated that any difficulties would be encountered in developing an optical system for a
prototype converter.
Audio Records
Both the density and variable area records
have been reproduced successfully. Because
of the exposure characteristic of the photoconductive material, variable area recording
has been selected. This characteristic is
represented in Figure 10. With variable density, it would be necessary to operate on the
linear region of this curve. With variable
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area, it is possible to operate in saturation.
This broader operating region has led to the
better performance and stability of variable
area records and is the reason for their
selection.
Figure 11 illustrates the variable area
recording of the word, "Motorola." A single
variable area track (outer) andpush-pull dual
variable area track (inner) are shown. At
this writing, no conclusive data has been
gathered to show advantages of dual vs single
tracks.
This effort continues with further laboratory tests and e x per i men t s. Currently,
signal-to-noise ratio is a problem of concern
with the original apparatus. In an effort to

improve this, a positive-negative sound track
is being used as a source for differential
audio signals. It is expected that the ability
of the differential system to rej ect common
mode noise and the increase in 6 db of signal
strength should improve the signal-to-noise
ratio by a factor of 20 db.
APPLICATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION
The work to date has produced results
sufficiently satisfactory to permit the consideration of various applications of digitalto-voice conversion. Several such applications have been considered in detail. These
are principally associated with systems where
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Figure 10. Photoconductive .Material Characteristics

large data processors are used in the control
or in the information organization for manual
systems of operation. For example, in the
air traffic control system there are three
clear instances where voice conversion from
digital information is desirable. These are:
(1) flight plan production, (2) clearance information messages and (3) weather data transmissions from flight service stations. In the
now developing weather system for the Air
Force and FAA there is another good opportunity for application of digital-to-voice conversion. In this system, it is anticipated that

approximately 90% of information dissemination will be over the telephone to callers
who have dialed in to request up-to-date
weather information. The machine will have
this information available in its stores and
can, using the voice converter, communicate
directly to the caller over the telephone circuit. The reduction in requirements for
operator handling of calls as a result of the
application of the digital-to-voice converter
is dramatic in this instance.
These applications, as it happens, are all
concerned with go v ern men t or military
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systems. This does not mean, however, that
there are not in the future numerous commercial applications for voice converters.
For example, banks, traffic control, automatic inventory control and other systems of
data processing are currently expanding in
commercial application. All offer the basic
characteristics necessary to create need for
digital-to-voice.

This continuing program is under way in
the Motorola laboratories. It is anticipated
that the solutions for the major problems
will be developed within the next few years.
For this reason attention is now being directed
toward the application of digital-to-voice
converters. Perhaps within the next few
years the application of these converters will
be commonplace.

CONCLUSION
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a CRAM unit the cards hang from 8 rods
which may be turned in such a way as to cause
one, and only one, of the cards to be released.
Two gating rods at the side of the cards insure proper selection and release.
When the card is released it is allowed to
fall freely until it reaches a rotating drum to
which it is pulled by means of a vacuum, and
the card is rapidly accelerated to the surface
speed of the drum, 400 inches per second.
Shortly after attaining this speed, the leading
edge of the card reaches the read-write heads.
While passing the heads, a portion of the
card is pulled away from the drum by a combination of removing the vacuum from the
drum and creating a vacuum at the head, insuring good head contact. Once each portion
of the card has passed the heads it is brought
back into contact with the drum. The write
head is encountered first, with the read head
1/2" behind. The read head, besides its normal function of reading, is also used to perform an immediate check after writing.
After reading or writing the card may remain on the drum, to be recirculated past the
heads on the next revolution, or it may be
released and returned to the magazine. The
release mechanism consists of a simple gate
which in one position does not affect the card
but allows it to remain on the drum; in the
other position it peels the card from the drum'
and directs it back to the magazine.

The National Cash Register Company's
Card Random Access Memory (CRAM) is a
unique device which provides for the first
time a single practical unit for both random
and sequential processing. This flexibility,
when applied to the actual requirements of
data processing installations, permits the use
of powerful techniques resulting in highly
efficient operations. In order to understand
how this is achieved it will be necessary to
have a knowledge of the basic CRAM mechanism and of the relationship of the CRAM to
theNCR C-315 Data Processing System (Section A). Use of the CRAM in general application areas will then be discussed (Section B),
and finally a brief description will be given
of the programming packages developed for
CRAM (Section C).
A. CRAM AND THE 315
1. The Cram Mechanism
The CRAM is illustrated in Figure 1 and
an interior schematic view is shown in Figure 2. The basic data storage medium of the
CRAM is a 0.005-inch, oxide-coated, Mylar
Card, 14" long by 3-1/4" wide (Figure 3).
Each card has a set of binary coded notches
at one end, which permits the automatic selection, at random, of anyone of 256 cards
from the CRAM magazine. When loaded into
147
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Figure 1

The return to the magazine is accomplished by allowing centrifugal force to provide the momentum which sends the card
through the raceway and into the magazine.
Then the loader plate pushes the card back
onto the rods where it is once again available
for selection. The sequence of the cards on
the rods is, of course, inconsequential, since
the selection of a card is independent of its
position in the magazine.
2. Data, Format, and Timing
There are 56 channels across each card
divided into 7 data tracks of 8 bit channels
each. A single track, which may be read or
written each time a card passes the heads,
consists of 6 information bits, a clock bit and
an odd parity bit. Information is recorded at
a density of 250 bits per linear inch which,

Figure 2

when coupled with the card rate of 400" per
second, gives a transfer rate of 100,000
six-bit characters per second. Blocks, in
lengths of up to 3100 characters, may be
written in each of the seven tracks, with the
block length in one channel having no bearing
on the block lengths of other channels. Each
block has a longitudinal parity character
recorded following the last data characters.
Reading or recording of blocks must start
at the beginning of the track. Electronic
switching allows random selection of any of
the seven tracks.
From the time a card is selected until it
reaches the heads is approximately 200 ms.
The rotation time of the drum is 46 ms. Since
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While a CRAM is in use, the cards are kept
separated from each other, and spread evenly
along the rods, by air jets. When the hinged
faceplate and loader plate are swung aside,
the jets are automatically turned off and the
deck of cards hanging on the rods may be
compressed by hand.
A cartridge, consisting of three sides and
/ a bottom, is then hung on a horizontal guide
bar, fastened to ,the front of the CRAM cabinet. The cartridge is swung onto the magazine, so that the cards hang inside it. One
side of the cartridge is movable and springloaded; when released, it further compresses
the deck, with sufficient force so that the
cards are held securely at any attitude. The
cartridge is then slid to the right, along the
guide bar, until the cards are off the rods,
and the cartridge is remov from the guide
bar. For loading the card& into the CRAM
magazine, the procedure is the exact inverse.
A dust-proof cover is provided, for shelf
storage of the cartridges.
With this extremely fast and Simple process, it is practical to maintain very large
files with a minimum of C RAM units.

3'4"

Figure 3

each card contains 7 times 3100 or 21,700
characters, it follows that once a card is on
the drum, this much information is available
to the processor with an average access time
of 23 ms. As there are 21,700 characters
per card and 256 cards in a magazine the
total capacity of each CRAM unit is 5,555,200
alphanumeric characters or 8,332,500 numeric digits or any proportional combination.
Extending this number by the 16 CRAM units
which may be tied to a C-315 at one time,
each system can have available to it more
than 88 million alphanumeric characters of
information with a maximum access time to
any of it of 200 ms.
In addition to this capacity for on-line information there is a fundamental difference
between CRAM and contempory random
access devices. That is, the ability to change
magazines in no more time than it takes to
change a reel of tape.

Three photocells provide the prime source
of control of the CRAM mechanism. The first
photocell, PE 1, is located at the entrance to
the loader mechanism to detect the leading
and trailing edge of the card. Upon detection
of the leading edge, the loader plate opens to
receive the card. Upon detection of the trailing edge, the loader plate, with suitable delay,
is actuated to return the card to the magazine.
PE2 precedes the write head by 0.8 inches,
and PE 3 is halfway between the write and
read heads. The leading edge of the card,
detected at PE 2, indicates completion of the
"dropping" phase of card selection, and also
transmits the demand-interrupt signal to the
processor. When the card reaches PE 3,
this terminates the "Ready" state of the
CRAM, as it is now too late to initiate a read
or a write at the beginning of a track. Sequence interlocks at PE 2 and 3 also control
operation of the release gate, to prevent any
ambiguity as to which card is being released.
4. Relation to the C-315
The photocells in the CRAM unit are
combined with the interrupt and branching
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features of the C-315 to provide maximum
utilization of both processor and CRAM time.
First, the instruction which causes one of up
to 16 CRAM units to be selected and one of
the 256 cards on that unit to be released, is
separated from the instructions which initiate
reading and writing on one of the seven channels of the selected card. This separation
allows the processor to cause a card to be
dropped and then, during the 200 ms. that it
takes for the card to reach the area of the
read-write heads, continue with other program steps among which maybe instructions
to select cards on other CRAM units.
When the leading edge of a selected card
gets within about 2 ms. of the write head it
passes photocell #2 and may cause the processor program to be interrupted by Demand
Signal from the CRAM. Whether or not the
interruption actually takes place is controlled
by the unit Demand flag provided in each
CRAM unit and by the Demand permit flag
located in the processor. Both these flags,
which are program controlled, must have
been set in order for the program to be interrupted. When the program branches due
to the interruption, the address of the next
command in the program which would have
been executed had the interruption not occurred, is stored in a link register. Here it is
easily accessible for use in returning to the
main routine after the interruption routine
has been executed.
It is of course possible that the processor
program, as organized by the programmer,
will not respond to the demand in time to read
or write at the beginning of a card track. In
such cases, PE 3 will cause an indicator to
be set so that, if a read or write instruction
should be issued, the data transfer will not
take place until the card is again in position
to read or write.
By using these interrupt features several
CRAMs may be used simultaneously without
programmer confUSion, and with maximum
time sharing.
Additional control in the CRAM unit allows
the next card to be'selected while the present
card is still on the drum. This instruction
causes a card to start dropping, but allows
one more read or write on the present card,
before it is automatically returned to the
magazine. Safeguards are provided to insure
that the read or write command will actually
be performed on the present card.

An alternative mode of the selection command' on the other hand, locks out all reading and writing until the next card has reached
the drum.
Selection of another card is inhibited while
a previous card is still dropping to the drum.
In such case the CRAM unit is considered to
be "busy" and the processor will take a "busy"
branch.
One interesting feature results from the
fact that the card occupies only about 2/3 of
the drum circumference. This allows 15 ms.
for computation, between reading a track and
recording the updated version of that track.
In 15 ms., the processor can execute 250-300
instructions. Thus each read, update, and
write often requires only two drum-revolutions, including computation time, and still
leaves 15 ms. for other proceSSing before
acceSSing this card again.
This description of the relationship between the CRAM and the C-315 would not be
complete if it did not include several of the
other instrUctions, safeguards, and checks
available to the system. For example, a card
which is on the drum may be released by instructions, or if this CRAM unit is not accessed for 750 ms. the card will automatically
be returned to the magazine. A read head
follows the write head so that odd parity on
each character and longitudinal parity on each
track may be checked while reading, or immediately after writing. An error discovered
during either of these operations will cause
the processor to branch so that proper action
may be taken by the CRAM executive program.
All control areas which require hardware
control have been adequately covered in the
315-CRAM system. These will work with the
PAckaged CRAM Executive (see Section C) to
insure correct and efficient utilization of
CRAM.
B. THE APPLICATION OF CRAM
Specifications alone cannot adequately
portray the facts about any computer configuration. This is especially true if such a configuration involves new concepts. This section will explain how the 315-CRAM System
copes with widely dissimilar applications.
Instead of Singling out any particular application (although specific instances will be cited)
the capabilities of CRAM will be discussed in
two generalized areas: 1) file updating and
2) sorting. For clarity, analogies will be
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drawn with tape systems and current random
access systems so as to underscore certain
efficiencies, economies, and flexibilities of
the 315-CRAMSystem. All performance figures will be compared with a 315-tape system.
The prime factor in determining final performance of data processing systems is the
organization and basic efficiency of the sec0ndary storage devices. Usually the type of
device chosen for secondary storage (tapes,
disc, drum, or cards) determines the applications areas for which it is best suited. Information storage requirements may change
completely from one application (or one part
of an application) to another. The information
storage flexibility of the CRAM and its attendant efficiency are its greatest assets. A
single CRAM unit combines the abilities of
contemporary random access devices and
magnetic tape handlers. The flexibility of
CRAM makes it possibleto have a single type
of secondary storage peripheral which economically satisfies all data processing requirements. To exemplify CRAM's flexibility,
its use for file updating will be outlined.
1. File Updating
The general file updating process considered here will be that which is standard for
typical business data processing. A Mast~r
Historical File must be posted and updated
for each transaction which has been input into
the system. Three basic techniques of updating may be used efficiently in 315 installations, vis., Random, Serial Selective and
Serial Copy. Most data processing problems,
however, do not require clear cut versions
of any of these. The CRAM permits the use
of techniques which skillfully blend these
methods into an optimally efficient system.
a. Random Access (Figure 4)
The CRAM provides the 315 with anexceptional random access memory. Maximum
access time of 200 milliseconds, a reaccess
time of 15 ms, the ability to store 5,555,200
characters on each CRAM unit,and the 315's
potential of controlling 16 such units each
with independent access, all attest to this
statement. The ability to change CRAM
memory cartridges in apprOximately 30 sec0nds make CRAM unique for a device of its
capabilities. This makes it possible to segment storage allocations in such a manner

Figure 4

that information pertinent to separate random
access jobs can be loaded as required.
In order for other known random access
systems to accomplish the same function,
information must be unloaded to another storage medium, e.g., tapes or cards. Since this
technique unnecessarily burdens the system
the alternative approach is usually taken of
providing enough storage capacity for all jobs
which will use the memory. The prevailing
concept of "immobile information" therefore
turns out to be an expensive restriction which
is obviated by the CRAM file replaceability
concept.
It should be noted that this concept not only
provides for efficient utilization of secondary
storage capacity, but also provides for
back-up should one of the units become inoperative. The cartridge on that unit can easily
be removed and mounted on a spare unit, thus
making the data once again available to the
system with a minimum of down time.
For random file proceSSing, commonly
used addressing methods are employed to
select a CRAM unit, drop a card and then
read a track. These methods include the use
of d ire c tor i e s, direct add res sin g, or
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calculated addresses. When the appropriate
track is read it is scanned by the program
for the proper logical record. Storage overflow methods are incorporated if the record
being sought or written could not be stored
on the selected track. Methods of address
selection and storage overflow control are
conventional and will not be described here.
The appropriate track of the selected card
is available for reading 200 ms. after the card
has been called. This track is read in 31 ms.
As was explained earlier, the card remains
rotating on the drum and 15 ms. elapse before
the card can again be read or written upon.
During this 15 ms. the record in the track
can be found by program and in most cases
updated (the 315 is a fast computer with an
average command execution time of 50 u sec).
The card can then be written on in 31 ms.
during its next revolution. If for any reason
the updating takes over 15 ms., the recording
of the updated record can be performed on
subsequent revolutions since the card remains
on the drum effectively until released or until
another card is dropped. This procedure
applies as well to the case where a second
track of the same card must be read as in the
case of storage overflow. During the writing
of the updated track, a second card may be
accessed and dropped on the same unit. When
cards are being dropped simultaneously on
separate units, the program is advised by
interrupt when a card is ready to be read or
written.
The net time to randomly update a file
stored on one CRAM is approximately 4
transactions per second. When the file is
stored on multiple CRAMs and cards dropped
simultaneously, this speed approaches 13
transactions every second.
b. Serial Selective Updating (Figure 5)
The serial selective file updating technique
is actually a modification of the random updating technique. As in random processing,
track directories, as well as storage overflow methods, are employed to facilitate record addressing. In this method, the entire
Master File is sequenced and stored over one
or several CRAM cartridges. Transactions
are sorted into Master File sequence and
posting to active cards and active tracks takes
place selectively, i.e., those cards and tracks
which are not affected by transactions are
left undisturbed; those cards and tracks which

Figure 5

are affected are read, updated in memory,
and recorded over the old information.
This method, while requiring batch proceSSing, has two definite advantages over random processes. The number of cards which
must be dropped and the number of tracks
which must be read and written is never more
then the number of cards and tracks which
must be updated. Secondly, the entire Master
File need not be available to the computer at
one time. As the file is being processed
serially, a single CRAM unit (or two if alternation is desired) is sufficient regardless of
the magnitude of the file. The first cartridge
of the file is mounted, updated, and replaced
by a second and so on through the file.
For low activity files, this method of updating provides the most efficient utilization
of CRAM. For instance, if the average number of active records is one per card, the 315
to match this performance would require
tapes which operate effectively at 236,000
characters per second with no start and stop
time. Even for a moderately high activity
averaging one transaction per track (typically
a track contains 5 to 15 logical records), the
effective 315 tape rate would have to be 77,000
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characters per second. With current stop
start times and assuming blocking similar to
CRAM, 315 tapes (which are generally similar to other tape systems) would need to
operate at over 100 kc to achieve such an
effective rate. The net updating time per
transaction (one to a track) using this serial
selective CRAM method of updating and employing a single CRAM is 12 transactions per
second.
In practice it is often found that the very
low activity files are by their nature quite
extensive. This leads to the problem of on
one hand requiring a random access devised
to achieve fast processing and on the other
hand requiring mass storage devices such as
tapes to inexpensively store the files. However, random access devices are uneconomical in storing data and tapes are inefficient
in processing low activity files.
The serial selecting updating method in
conjunction with the CRAM's fast access and
interchangeable file concept provides an efficient solution to the problem.
c. Serial Copy Updating
The CRAM unit can also be used exactly
like an ordinary magnetic tape handler. Each
cartridge can be considered a tape reel storing 1792 blocks (tracks of cards) each of
which stores up to 3100 alphanumeric characters or 4650 numeric digits. All CRAM
tracks are then considered sequentially in
this method. Master Files can be organized
for conventional Father-Son (Copy) updating.
In this method the file is sequenced, as are
all transactions which must be posted against
the file. The old (Yesterday's) Master File
is read, all active records updated and a completely current New Master File written. In
such a method of file updating, all tracks of
all cards on the Old Master File must be read
while all tracks (as updated) of all cards are
written on the New Master File. Usually this
method employs two CRAMs (an old and new)
or four if cartridge change time is to be
shared. With such a method, those files which
lend themselves best to Magnetic Tape File
Processing can be handled at least as efficiently with CRAMs. All the features of retaining yesterday's files for emergencies, the
handling of high activity files where records
are being added, deleted, and changed in size
are retained with CRAM, identically as with
tapes.

The efficiency of such a system is outstanding. Using but one read in and one writeout memory area, the time to copy a single
CRAM card is approximately 1 second. An
effective t ran sf e r rate of approximately
42,000 characters per second is achieved.
This would require a 50 kc tape unit to duplicate. Using a two buffer input and a two buffer
output area, most drop access and drum
access times can be eliminated. While processing information in buffer 2, the interrupt
is set to advise the read and write macros
when the appropriate card is in position to
read or write buffer 1. No time is lost in accessing the card and an effective rate of up
to 100,000 characters per second can be
achieved.
One particular use of this method is in the
Demand Deposit Accounting application for
banks. The characteristics of a checking
account file are high activity, and constantly
changing record sizes. These requirements
are satisfied by such a Father-Son updating
technique with CRAM.
Added Considerations of CRAM file Processing
i. Control
Although the random or Serial Selective method may be used for a given application, the need for periodic sequential processing is ever present. Such activities as
insertion of new records, deletion of old,
creation of rescue \ files or file dumps all
require sequential file access. These activities on conventional random access devices
are expensive, time consuming, and often require that additional non - homogeneous equipment such as tape units be included in the
system. The CRAM, on the other hand, cannot only execute these periodic operations
efficiently, but can actually create sequential
expanding files, such as transaction files,
while doing random proceSSing. This ability
plus the discreet nature of the CRAM file
permitting direct access to the affected portion of the file greatly facilitates reconstruction and the maintenance of audit trails.
Such blending of several techniques but
always using the same peripheral CRAM provides high efficiency with safety without increasing the peripheral requirements of an
installation.
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ii. Absence of Rewind
Whenever the CRAM is being used in
a magnetic tape fashion there is one major
feature of CRAM which cannot be overlooked.
Rewind is completely eliminated. Time between jobs is appreciably reduced. On completion of a run, CRAM can be changed immediately whereas tapes are required to be
rewound. Many applications require multitape reel or multi-cartridge files. In tape
systems the lack of an alternate handler involves the loss of both reel rewind as well
as reel changing ~imes. Since only cartridge
change time is involved in CRAM systems,
the requirement for alternate C RAM. units is
less severe.
iii. Multi File Cartridge
Not only do multiple CRAM cartridges
make up a single file but each cartridge can
also be used to store multiple small files.
For instance, cards 2-70 can store
the Program File, cards 71-130 a Transaction File, 131-200 an Output File, and 201255 a temporary working file (Figure 6).
Searching and in most cases recording

restrictions on magnetic tape make such
multi file tape reels very difficult and cumbersome to work with at best. The importance
of being able to organize file data in this
manner is readily apparent. Applications
using such small files usually require more
time between runs to accomplish tape set ups
than they do for processing. Much of this set
up time can be eliminated by properly pooling multi files on one or two CRAM cartridges.
In many applications several tape
processing runs may be combined into a single
CRAM run because of the availability of all
necessary files at one time. With CRAM
such consolidation can become natural with
proper information organization.
Fewer CRAM units are required to do
a particular job. A typical example isNCR's
own COBOL translator which requires a
minimum of six tape handlers. Using the
exact same system organization but allowing
each CRAM to be segmented into multi files,
COBOL will require but two CRAM's for
translation (with a speed increase over our
315 tape system). With some loss of efficiency, COBOL will later be coded to run on
one CRAM.
d. Summary
For file updating the 315 CRAM System
offers a versatility of file organization. Any
one of three normally acceptable file methods
can be employed with high efficiency and all
on the same unit. Numerous advantages are
possible with CRAM over older peripherals,
all of which were designed with but a single
method of file maintenance in mind.
2. Sorting

Figure 6

Besides file updating another major data
processing operation is sorting. Sorting capabilities are, and should be a major test of
equipment. Even on a randomly posted file,
the sorting of output and of various oth,er
auxiliary files is of prime importance. The
sorting capabilities of the CRAM are exceptional. Methods outlined here are straightforward. The basic concept is to divide the
CRAM or CRAMs into four logical files. Sorting is then accomplished exactly as if a four
tape sort were being performed. Much of the
logic of the 315-tape sort generator is carried over directly to a 315-CRAM sort generator which will produce programs USing 1,
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2, or 4 CRAMs. The following table indicates
the effectiveness of CRAMs versus tapes.
Time required to sort 30,000 records on
a 20,000 character 315 with various peripherals:
40 Character 80 Character
Records
Records
4 Tape Units
(40 kc)
17.0 min.
29.1 min.
1 CRAM
22.7 min.
40.3 min.
2 CRAM
12.2 min.
19.5 min.
4 CRAM
10.1 min.
14.2 min.
Note that while a single CRAM is somewhat slower than a tape sort, 2 CRAMs are
more effective and a 4 CRAM sort is even
more effective. In the method employed,
internal sort times are identical for tape or
CRAM. Tape times, however, are decreased
by 43% and 66% respectively for 2 or 4 CRAM
sorts.
Such savings are achieved by the CRAM's
capabilities of sharing card drop and transferring information at very high rates. In
addition, the CRAM is not encumbered with
start-stop and rewind times as are tapes.
As well as e m p loy i n g straightforward
techniques in the CRAM sort generator, more
advanced methods can be devised to make full
use of the CRAM's capabilities. One of these
techniques takes advantage of the CRAM's
ability to handle each track as a separate
logical tape. Byusing a combination of block
sorting techniques and then conventional
merging techniques, the number of passes
through the data to be sorted is reduced. This,
of course, reduces the total sorting time from
those figures mentioned above.
For the basic needs of data processing
applications, the unique features of the CRAM
proved exceptional in all studies. Not only
is basic efficiency, with flexibility of approach, inherent in CRAM but the wide range
of small CRAM-315 to large CRAM-315 systems allows National to enter a wide scope of
application areas with one computer. Systems
employing as few as one CRAM and as many
as sixteen are valid and efficient (depending
on the job). Increased capabilities are readily
achieved as CRAM units and memory modules
are added to a smaller CRAM-315 System.
The hardware capabilities of the CRAM
ha ve been outlined as have many of its general
uses. However, the CRAM picture would not
be complete without also describing the software programs provided with the system.

C. PROGRAMMING WITH CRAM
All NCR tape systems (304 tape, 315 tape)
have from early conception been designed to
work with supervisory routines. These routines, termed STEP (Standard Tape Executive
Program) have handled all tape contingencies,
end of tape procedures, labeling, and job to
job executive functions. These programs
have been used very successfully in the field.
A similar CRAM control program termed
PACE (PAckaged Cram Executive) has been
coded and will be used by all programs which
intend to manipulate CRAM. This\s a supervisory routine which will be stored in a fixed
memory location at all times. All CRAM
reads, writes, drops or other more advanced
input-output functions will be accomplished
by macros, which are coded to work with and
facilitate PACE control. PACE is designed
to simplify all CRAM programming, to provide all necessary system checks and control,
and to retain intact the entire flexibility of
CRAM. This executive supervisory program
has three functions: 1) CRAM proceSSing
control, 2) File label checking and semiautomatic file storage allocation, and 3) Program to program executive functions.
1. CRAM ProceSSing Control
CRAM uses a magnetic reading and recording technique very similar to magnetic
tape and therefore, like tape, requires certain error controls. These include making
multiple attempts to read or write when temporary dropouts occur or bypassing the flaw
should the dropouts prove permanent.
Unlike tapes, the CRAM is subject to other
operator and pro g ram mer contingencies
which require close supervision and control.
Among these are the possibility that an operator may erroneously change a CRAM cartridge or that a program might attempt to
read or write on a card when no card or the
wrong card was on the CRAM drum.
Throughout PACE the philosophy has been
to handle as much error control as is reasonably possible with a high degree of automaticity. The programmer merely codes his
appropriate Drop, Read, Write or other
macro instructions. During assembly time
automatic linking to and from PACE is set up
to enable PACE to completely supervise and
control these instructions during object program runningtime. This insures that almost
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all possible CRAM difficulties that could be
caused by a careless operator or programmer
are handled properly.
To implement PACE every new CRAM
cartridge introduced is first set up completely
by a standard service routine. Set up occurs
but once in the life of a cartridge. The first
two cards first eight characters of every
track of every card are reserved for PAC E
control. The first two cards are used to store
file labels, PACE overlays, and to logically
replace flawed tracks. The first eight characters of each track store card number and a
cartridge serial number.
Control is exeucted in the following manner. Any read or write errors cause reexecution. A repeated write failure (probably
a flawed area) causes this track to be saved
on one of the first two CRAM cards reserved
for the PAC E system. Reading of such a
track is controlled by PACE so that the programmer never need be aware of such
occurrence.
All card drops are checked for proper
card number. This insures proper selection
both by CRAM and by the programmer. Any
attempt to read or write on the wrong card
or a non-dropped card causes the PACE system to reselect the proper card without disrupting the program. Any excessive difficulties are reported to the operator on the 315
console. All card drops are also checked for
proper cartridge serial number, thus insuring
against file mounting errors.
2. File Label Checking and Semi-Automatic
File Storage Allocation
As with tape reels, each cartridge has a
recorded file label for every file stored on
the cartridge. These labels contain file name,
cartridge sequence number, data recorded,
obsolete date, and information as to what
cards are used to store the file.
Before writing a new output file, the programmer can designate two modes of storage allocation: fixed or automatic. In the
fixed mode, the actual cards upon which the
file is to be written are named. All file
labels on the cartridge are checked to verify
that only obsolete cards will be recorded
upon. A new file label is created for this file
and processing started. In automatic mode,
all file labels are scanned to determine a
contiguous group of obsoleted cards. These
cards are then allocated for that particular

file. A label is created and processing commenced. On filling any particular area, PACE
will scan for more available space on the
same cartridge before executing an End of
Cartridge procedure.
Before reading an input file, all file labels
are checked for appropriate Name and Date.
When found, the card numbers bounding this
file (first and last) are stored for macro and
programmer access. Processing continues
thru the file to completion or till this cartridge is exhausted for this file. In the latter
case, an End of Cartridge procedure is
initiated.
The End of Cartridge procedure either
alternates CRAM units or demands a change
of cartridge, depending on the number of units
allocated to this file. Cartridge sequence
number is augmented, a memory dump executed if desired, and the file initiated, as
outlined above, for the new cartridge.
3. Program to Program Executive Functions
Programs are set up and maintained on
CRAM by the CRAM Librarian. Programs
may be stored on a separate CRAM Program
Cartridge or as a program-file on a CRAM
Cartridge which is also being used for vari0us data file functions. When a program is
completed, PACE locates the next program
to be executed (provided that it is stored on
a cartridge currently mounted on a CRAM),
loads the program, accomplishes all necessary dating functions, and initiates execution
of this program. Overlay Macros will locate
and call in any desired program overlays
during the running of this program. Because
of the random capabilities of CRAM, its use
for overlay storage is efficient and economic.
4. Basic Features of the Packaged CRAM
Executive
This executive program is a fixed program
which is automatically included with all CRAM
programs by the 315 Assembler or by COBOL.
The basic control portions of the program
are in memory in the same location at all
times. Familiarity with PAC E is achieved
by programmers, operators, and servicemen.
The basic program utilizes only 1800 characters. File Opening, label checking, end of
cartridge logic and Run to Run Supervisor
are all stored as an overlay on CRAM. No
315 memory is required for permanent
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storage of these programs. A portion of
memory is saved on a reserved CRAM track,
the overlay is read into this memory area,
the required PACE functions are performed,
and memory is restored. Throughout all
PACE operations, required operator messages are typed out. These are kept brief
but clear. Likewise, the ability to override
certain functions is available though excessive use of these overrides is naturally discouraged.
~

extensions have been made for the 315 NEAT
COBAL to handle such methods of processing.
Besides COBOL, Neat Compiler, PACE,
CRAM Sort Generators, and CRAM librarian,
a set of CRAM utility programs for CRAM
prints, copying, and manipulating of stored
information will also be available.
The availability of a software package will
simplify CRAM programming and enable one
to realize all the flexibility and efficiency
inherent in this new and unique piece of hardware.

5. CRAM Macros
D. CONCLUSION
Presently there are approximately ten
CRAM macros. These include the basic read,
write, and drop card macros. Macros are
always used for these functions rather than
machine instructions to insure proper PACE
control. More sophisticated mac ros. are also
available. The NEXT IN and NEXT OUT
macros perform logical record read and
write. These make extensive use of the many
315 index registers for record advancing.
They are designed to handle straight tapelike files (fixed or variable records) with
single or multiple input and output areas.
The multiple buffer, as mentioned earlier,
results in much more efficient input and output. Another set of macros SEEK, ADVANCE,
and RELEASE will be used for random and
for serial selective methods of updating and
are being expanded to handle several standard random access addressing schemes automatically as part of the macro. COBOL

The CRAM is a powerful and unique data
processing tool. It makes an ideal bulk mem0ry device for small, medium, or large data
processing problems. Its versatility of information storage allows it to be used in a
manner best suitedfor a wide scope of different applications. It has definite advantages
for both minimal or maximum jobs.
It can be used as both a random and a serial
access memory. Its power is coupled with
the ability to change cartridges in no more
time than is required to change a tape reel;
no rewind of a CRAM cartridge is necessary
and the price of a CRAM unit is comparable
to that of a high performance tape unit.
CRAM is here to stay and represents a definite advance in the critical area of peripherals. CRAM offers a general purpose file
device for a general purpose computer.

THE LOGIC DESIGN OF THE FC-4100
DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEM
W. A. Helbig, A. Schwartz, C. S. Warren,
W. E. Woods, and H. S. Zieper
Radio Corporation of America
Data Systems Division
Van Nuys, California
SUMMARY
The Fe - 4100 is a parallel binary cOITlputer with a thirty-bit word
length. It operates at a 1.0 ITlC clock rate and perforITls approxiITlately
50,000 operations per second. The internal ITleITlory capacity is 4,096,
8,192, or 16,384 words of randoITl-access core storage with an access
tiITle of 1.3 ITlicroseconds. The entire data proces sor, with core meITlory, contains less than 3,000 transistors. A special feature of the COITlputer is a prograITl interrupt systeITl: up to sixteen independent prograITls
can be executed on a pre-as signed priority basis. Each prograITl is provided with its own set of six index registers and its own program counter. Other feastures include: a special repeat ITlode for controlling
SITlall, iterative loops without the usual branch instructions; relative
addres sing; half-word ITlultiply and divide instructions for faster operation at reduced precision; and a norITlalize instruction to facilitate
floating-point operations.

INTRODUCTION

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Historically, efforts to reduce the cost of
computing systems have resulted in a morethan-proportional reduction in performance.
Furthermore, these efforts have led to the
imposition of many programming constraints
which reduce ability and increase operating
costs.
The purpose of this paper is to describe
a militarized data-processing system, the
FC-4100, in which high-speed components,
coupled with an advance in machine organization efficiency, have yielded high performance at low cost without sacrificing flexibility,
versatility, or simpliCity of programming.

The primary design obj ecti ve of the FC4100was to build a "small" computer. The
package size selected as target permitted no
more than 3,000 transistors in the central
computer. The secondary design obj ecti ve
was to retain, within the size constraint, the
versatility and flexibility of large-scale dataprocessing systems. Important considerations in meeting these objectives were:
• Random access memory for ease of
programming.
• Minimization of programming constraints and "housekeeping" problems.
• Unspecialized instruction repertoire.
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The entire machine centers around a 30bit data transfer bus. Associated with the
bus are three full-word registers, a 30-bit
parallel adder, and three half-word registers.
The "R", "G" and "A" full-word registers
supply inputs to, and receive outputs from,
the adder ("8") network. The "A" register
also retains instruction results and provides
shifting and complementing capability. The
"R" register doubles as the core-memory
regeneration register. The "8" network not
only generates algebraic sums, but also supplies an exclusive-or function for logical
operations.

•
•

Efficient input-output system.
Simplicity of maintenance and operation.
• Efficient utilization of logic elements
thru time sharing.
• 30 - bit word length.
MACHINE ORGANIZATION
Inspection of the block diagram of the
Fe -4100 (Figure 1) will help to illustrate the
degree to which the design objectives have
been achieved. A combination of time-shared
registers and bus organization was employed
to minimize the number of registers and the
number of transfer paths among them.
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Storage for the operation control bits of
the instruction word is provided by the halfword "I" register. Core-memory addressing is supplied from the half-word ilL" register. An additional half-word register, "P",
was added to the design when detailed investigation showed that improved performance
would be achieved with a net decrease in
logic hardware. The "P" regisJer receives
the adder output during program-counter
advance, index-register decrement, and
address modification operations. "P" and
"L" also are used together as a full-word
multiplier -quotient register.
Thus, in the FC-4100 system, no unique
area of logic is assigned for the artihmetic
unit, index registers, program counter, etc.
For example, investigation has shown that
the most efficient utilization of hardware is
achieved by having the index registers and
program counter stored in the core memory.
Thus, it was economically feasible to have a
large number of index registers, enhancing
programming versatility.
PRIORITY PROGRAM INTERRUPT
SYSTEM
The program interrupt feature of the FC4100 data-processing system represents a
novel approach to the problem of coupling
peripheral equipment (such as tape stations,
line printers, etc.) as well as other computers
to a central data processing system. The
earliest technique used to implement inputoutput functions in computers was a completely programmed approach. The programmer was responsible for scheduling data
transfers between the system and external
devices, and for checking to determine the
status of the transfers. This approach is
quite attractive when used with low-speed
peripheral devices because it requires very
little hardware.
A major increase in system speed is obtained when a "multiplexed-exchange" system is added to the data processor. Such a
system contains additional data registers,
address registers, and control logic. Once a
given channel is initialized, blocks of data
are handled automatically without disturbing
the system program. Higher operating speeds
are obtained at a significant increase in hardware. Unfortunately, the system program is
still required to make periodic checks in order

to determine whether data has entered the
system.
The primary purpose of the priority program interrupt system is to eliminate the
need for program -controlled scheduling and
status-testing of input-output transfers. The
priority interrupt feature can be used as an
adjunct to programmed input-output and/or
multiplexed exchange systems. However, it
should be noted that the program simplification which the interrupt feature effects permits the use of the programmed input-output
technique with peripheral equipment whose
speed might otherwise require the more complex multiplexed-exchange hardware.
The FC -4100 incorporates a priority program interrupt feature which permits response to 14 randomly arriving channel
"demand" signals. The memory may be considered as divided into two functional sections:
order space and executive space. Order space
is available to the programmer in the normal
manner for storage of instructions and/or
data. Up to sixteen independent or interdependent programs may be stored in this area.
Associated with each program in the order
space are eight sequential locations in the
executive space consisting of one location for
program counter storage, six locations for
index register storage and one work space.
Each program is assigned a priority identification number and an associated indicator
flag. Each flag may be set either under program control or on command of a peripheral
device. However, each flag may be reset
only by an instruction in its own program.
During the execution of each instruction, the
complete set of indicator flags is examined
to determine which flag set has the highest
priority. If this flag is that of the currently
active program, the program proceeds without interruption. Otherwise, the system
enters the program interrupt mode of operation.
Since the program counter index registers
and overflow indicator are stored in memory,
only two actions must be taken to implement
this mode. First, the program counter associated with the interrupting program is retrieved from its assigned executive space
location. This is an automatic system procedure. Second, if the interrupting program
contains an instruction which changes the
content of the accumulator (A) register, it
must first preserve, in its own work space,
the accumulator content left there by the
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interrupted program. Such a program must
later retrieve the contents of this work space
and place it in the accumulator register.
As an illustration of the operation of the
program interruption system, consider that
a program having a priority identification
number of B is currently active. Assume that
one of the instructions in this program activates the higher priority Flag 3. For purposes of discussion, this instruction is designated lB. During the final timing steps of IB,
the program counter is modified, as required,
to the value NB and is replaced in the core
storage. The interrupt control logic is interrogated; the interrupt is sensed. The program counter o~ Program 3 is retrieved from
its executive space location. The next instruction to be executed by the system is located at an address specified by the new program counter. In accordance with established
programming constraints, and assuming that
this program modifies the accumulator, an
early instruction in this program stores the
content of the accumulator register, A8 , in
the work space of Program 3. At the conclusion of each instruction in Program 3, the
interrupt control logic is interrogated to determine whether an interrupt is to occur. If
a higher active priority flag is detected, the
system will enter the interrupt mode again.
Assuming that no higher priority flag is set,
Program 3 continues to operate, checking the
interrupt control logic at the conclusion of
each instruction. During the execution of
Program 3, it is quite possible for a number
of lower priority flags to be set, either by
external devices or by instructions within
this program. These lower priority flags do
not interrupt Program 3. Before the conclusion of Program 3, the As word is retrieved
from the work space of Program 3 and is
placed in the accumulator register. The final
instruction of this program resets the priority
3 flag.
Interrogation of the interrupt control logic
now indicates that a change in programs is
required and the system enters the interrupt
mode. Suppose that priority 6 is now the
highest flag set and that this program will
also modify the accumulator. As indicated
before, after retrieval of the program counter content associated with Program 6, an
ear ly instruction stores the content of the
accumulator register (As) in the Program 6
work space. Program 6 now operates until
the final instruction of Program 6 resets its

priority flag. Near the end of Program 6, A8
is again placed in the accumulator.
This process of transferring A8 from the
accumulator to a given program work space
and back to the accumulator continues until
the system priority level returns to number
B. At this point, A8 is in the accumulator,
and the program counter for Program B is
retrieved. The next instruction executed is
NB, and Program B continues as if nothing
had happened.
The top priority program is permanently
preassigned to the function of analyzing overflow alarm conditions; its flag is set only by
arithmetic overflows not anticipated by the
program in which they occur. Next in the
priority sequence are executive control routines, followed by the necessary input-output
routines and the main programs. The lowest
priority program is ordinarily a self-check
routine, and is automatically activated whenever the main program is awaiting the arrival
of new data.
Assignment of relative priority between
the various data interchange programs should
be based on the allowable waiting time between
data transfers. A program for handling the
transfer of data between the computer and
peripheral equipment is generally short-often
a single instruction. For direct transfer to
or from memory, the input-output routines
normally do not disturb the accumulator.
Once data has been transferred to the memory, the lower priority programs are called
on to process the new information. Because
the various input-output and data-handling
programs have different priority levels, the
programmer need not perform periodic tests
for the arrival of data. The program interrupt system aut 0 mat i call y activates the
proper program to process new data which
has been transferred into the memory by
other programs.
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE
The complete repertoire of the FC -4100
is shown in the appendix.
The instruction word (see Figure 2) is
divided into an operation half-word and an
address half-word.
The operation, tag, and address bits are
typical of a standard single address instruction format, and specify the major action to
be taken by the system. Significant variations
of the major action are controlled by the C,
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29

Definition

Bits
0-5

The operation to be performed (such as ADD, MULTIPLY, etc.)

6-8

The conditional branch digit (C), indicating the branch condition test

9-11

The relative destination digit (D), associated with C, determining the
extent of the automatic loop

12-14

The tag digit (T) specifying one of six index registers or the program
counter to be used for modifying the base address in the instruction

15

The suicide bit (S) controlling the resetting of the "active" program's
priority flag

16-29

The memory base address for most instructions
Figure 2. Instruction Word Format

D and S bits which form a secondary instruction used for automatic loop control and priority interrupt flag control. The S bit controls
the reset of the priority flag for a given program. When this flag is reset, the program
becomes dormant until its services are required by another program or by an external
device.
The C and D bits normally are used to control the branching of the program. Either
the accumulator, overflow indicator, or an
index register may be tested (see tabulation'
following) .
For example an "add" instruction not
only accomplishes an arithmetic operation,
but also may replace the normal branch instruction required in conventional machines
to control small loops.
If the test conditions speCified by the C
bits are not met, the program advances to
the next sequential instruction. When the
test conditions are met, the program jumps
back the number of instructions specified by
the D bits. Using the TST, SKP, and JMP
instructions, the memory or accumulator
may be tested individually or compared with
each other to control branching.

TIMING
Each instruction in the FC -4100 is executed by a suitable sequence of "microoperations," each of which is capable of resetting a register or transferring data to' or
from the bus, etc. Each occurrence of each
micro-operation is generated by the intersection of the operation control bits with the
master time grid described below.
The execution time of each instruction is
di vided into a number (two to nineteen) of
cycles. Each cycle is subdivided into 4, 6,
or 8 one-microsecond "slots." The five types
of cycles which may exist in the machine
are:
(1) A 6-slot cycle to retrieve the instruction word from memory.
(2) A 6-slot cycle, if necessary, to retrieve an index register and compute
the effective address of the instruction.
(3) A 6 -slot cycle, if necessary, to retrieve the operand and, in most cases,
execute the required operation.
(4) Cycles as required to cOlnplete the
operation.
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Interpretation

C Digit

o

DO NOT jump back D instructions; reset overflow flag if D = 1, 3, 5, or 7

1

Jump back D instructions if the specified index register not equal to zero
and decrement said index register by 1

2

DO NOT jump back D instructions; decrement speCified index register by 1

3

Jump back D instructions if accumulator register greater than or equal to
zero

4

Jump back D instructions if accumulator register greater than zero

5

Jump back D instructions if accumulator register non-zero

6

Jump back D instructions if accumulator register equal to zero

7

Jump back D instructions if accumulator register less than zero

(5) A 6-s10t cycle to update the program
counter and check the program priority control. (Should this interrogation result in an interrupt, one additional cycle is required to retrieve
the new program counter.)
In those cycles which use the memory, the
address is placed in the L register duringthe
first time slot and a read'command is issued.
The second time slot is executed and the system waits for a "read complete" signal before
proceedingto the third and fourth slots. During the fourth slot, data is stabilized in the
R register and a "write" command is issued.
The write process is completed during the
fifth and sixth slots. Because of the limited
number of registers ,available, implementation of each instruction requires sophisticated
manipulations of partial results during each
cycle.
A typical illustration is the action required
to modify the content of the program counter.
(During this cycle, the A register must remain inviolate in order to preserve the result
of the previous instruction. The L register
is used to address the memory and cannot be
disturbed during the read/write cycle. Therefore, only the P, R, and G registers and the
adder logic are available to perform the required modification, which is made during the
last execution status level of the instruction.
Furthermore, the R register content may be
changed only during the third and fourth
slots) .

Slot 1:
The address of the memory location which
contains the program counter contents is
transferred to the L register and a memory
read cycle is started. Simultaneously, the
branch control is set if the conditions
specified by the operation and C bits are
met.
Slot 2:
The content of the program counter associated with the current instruction is retrieved from memory, and transferred to
the R register. The G register is set with
the proper increment or decrement as determined by the C and D digits of the operation bits.
Slot 3:
The internal overflow indicator is tested
and may be reset. The modified value of
the program counter is transferred from
the adder to the P register.
Slot 4:
The new value of the program counter
along with the state of the inferred overflow indicator is transferred to the R
register.
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Slot 5:

LOGIC IMPLEMENTATION

The priority interrupt flags are examined
to determine the highest set priority. The
internal overflow indicator and the I register are reset.

·"The building block of the FC-4100 is a
NOR gate-a diode-coupled, diode-biased,
grounded-emitter amplifier, coupling the
advantages of high fan-in, high fan-out, and
restandardization of Signal levels. Use of
this type of gate results in noise-free operation and Simplicity of maintenance.
High fan-out is achieved, with moderate
power drain, through the use of silicon diodes
as a non-linear base resistor. The high storage of these "stabistor" diodes and the polarity of the logic diodes provide compensation for transistor charge storage effects.
The gate output is clamped to speed the output signal-level transitions and to provide a
uniform signal level throughout the system.
The signa} delay through an AND/OR pair of
these NOR gates is less than 100 nanoseconds.
A typical register stage (see Figure 3)
uses only 4 gates: two for the flip-flop, and
two for transmitting to, and receiving from,
the central bus. The 30-bit parallel adder,
which generates both full sum and modulotwo sum in less than 0.4 microsecond, use
less than 8 gates per bit. (Detailed discussion
of the adder design is beyond the scope of this
paper.)

Slot 6:
If no higher priority flag is set, the next

cycle retrieves an instruction from the
location specified by the modified program
counter. The internal overflow indicator
is set to contain the same data as the most
significant bit of the R register.
If a higher set priority flag is detected in
Slots 4 and 5, this cycle is repeated with the
following modifications:
Slot 1:
The memory location addressed is that of
the program counter associated with the
interrupting program. No branch action
is taken.
Slot 2:
The content of program counter associated
with the interrupting program is retrieved
from memory.
Slot 3:
No change.
Slot 4:

CONCLUSION
The equipment required to implement the
FC -4100 system has been minimized through
, . - - - - - - - - - - - - RECEIVE CONTROL

The R register content is not disturbed.
Slot 5:
, - - - - - REGISTER REST

No change.
Slot 6:
No change. If a higher priority is set, the
modified set of actions is repeated as
many times as required.
Because of the general nature of the control
timing grid and the way the various microcontrol Signals are mechanized, significant
variations of the normally implemented instructions may be incorporated in the system
at negligible cost. Tailoring of the system to
a specific need is thus simple and feasible.

, - - - - - TRANSMIT CONTROL

L-------------~------BUS

Figure 3.

Typical Register Stage
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the use of memory locations for index registers and program counters, time-sharing
of registers for several functions, and the use
of a common bus to interconnect the registers.
A program interrupt system was also provided
to minimize the amount of equipment required
to implement the input/output function.

Program bookkeeping has been minimized
through the use of a repeat mode for automatic control of small iterative program
loops.
The FC -4100, therefore, represents an
integrated solution of the system design
goals.

APPENDIX: INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE OF THE FC-4100
Operation

OP
Code

Description

Execution Time
(Microseconds)

Indexable

PMA
PAM
PMB*
PBM*
PMO
PIM
PSW
PZM
PZA

61
41
67
47
63
43
57
45
73

Put Memory in Accumulator
Put Accumulator in Memory
Put Memory in Index
Put Index in Memory
Put Memory to Output
Put Input in Memory
Swap Memory and Accumulator
Put Zero in Memory
Put Zero in Accumulator

19.2
19.2
25.6
25.6
25.2
19.2
21.2
19.2
12.8

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

LAN
LAR
LIO
LIR
LEO
LER
LIM

34
35
32
33
36
37
53

Logic
Logic
Logic
Logic
Logic
Logic
Logic

19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ADD
ADR
ADM
AMR
SBT
SBR
SBM
SMR
MPY
MPH
DVD
DVH
JMP
TST
SKP
LSH
LCI
SFT
FLS
DBN
HLT

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
22
23
24
25
72
77
76
01
03
05
71
65
00

Add
Add, Replace
Add Magnitude
Add Magnitude, Replace
Subtract
Subtract, Replace
Subtract Magnitude
Subtract Magnitude, Replace
Multiply
Half Word Multiply
Divide
Half Word Divide
Jump
Test
Skip
Logic Shift
Logic Circulate
Shift (Algebraic)
Flag Set
Decrement Index
Halt

19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.2
137.2
77.2
133.2
77.2
12.8
19.2
19.2
**
**
**
12.8
19.2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

"And" to Accumulator
"And," Replace
"Inclusive or" to Accumulator
"Inclusive or," Replace
"Exclusive or" to Accumulator
"Exclusive or," Replace
"Inclusive or" to Memory

*Tag specifies Index Register affected
**Execution time of shift instructions =

14.8 + 2n (n odd)
12.8 + 2n (n even; shift left)
16.8 + 2n (n even; shift right)

--

A VERSATILE MAN-MACHINE
COMMUNICATION, CONSOLE
P. B. Lazovicl?, J. C. Trost, A. W. Reicl?ovd
Radio Corporation oj America
Astro-Electronics Division
Princeton, Neu: Jersey
R. S. Green
Auerbach Corporatioll
Philadelphia, Pa.
SUMMARY
This paper describes a unique ITlan-coITlputer cOITlITlunication and
buffering device which ITleets the need for English-language forITlulations
of business, industrial and scientific probleITls. The console allows
individuals not trained in ITlachine language to use a cOITlputer directly.
Translation and ITlachine-language editing are cOITlpletely controlled by
the console. The tiITle differential between a ITlan's actions and a COITlputer's responses are autoITlatically buffered. The console can be used
in a wide variety of inforITlation- retrieval and data-proce s sing applications. It was developed by RCA for the Office of As sistant Chief of Staff
for Intelligence (OAC SI), headquarte r s, DepartITlent of the ArITlY, under
Contract No. DA49-083 OSA-2338.

and time buffering. RCA is now in the process of evaluating this prototype for the purpose of making more specialized consoles for
the ACSI-MATIC system. In addition, many
other programmed applications have been
successfully tested on PAC, which demonstrate the generality of the original concept.
Figure 1 shows the operating position of
PAC, and Figure 2 the overall console. The
console proper contains a CRT display circuit, a core memory, the operator panels,
various control circuits, and power supplies.
The soft-copy (CRT) display uses a 21"
tonotron (storage/display) tube. Careful design has provided an extremely legible display although the number and bulk of the circuits is minimized.
The actual controls and indicators on PAC
are functional devices only in terms of the

INTRODUCTION
It became obvious during the development
of the AC SI - MA TIC system that no adequate
communication and buffering console existed
which would meet the requirements of untrained, non-computer oriented personnel
who would have to deal with a complex dataprocessing system. Accordingly RCA undertook to develop an experimental prototype of
such a console for the purpose of testing and
evaluating different communication and buffering schemes. The prototype was to have
great versatility so that many types of console operation could easily be simulated. The
resulting console, called PAC for Prototype
Analyst Console, has itself proven to be a
powerful and interesting solution to the problem of providing man-machine communication
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DISPLAY

Figure 1. Operating Position of Prototype Analyst Console (PAC)

operator performance for any particular application. The actual function of each control
depends upon the computer programming and
the restrictions the user wishes to place on
the operator. It therefore involves no change
whatever in the PAC circuits to completely
change the types of console modes and operator identification requirements. The INTERRoGATE switch, for example, could just
as simply be labelled INTEGRATE, or the
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION indication could
be changed to BUSINESS AFFILIT ATION. The
only change required would be in the labelling

of the indicators and in the type of program
read onto a magnetic tape associated with the
console.
This tape is called the format tape, and it
contains the form of all allowable inputs to
the computer. These forms are written on
the format tape as soon as computer programs
are established to process them. Each format
contains both the machine designations required to indicate the program to the computer
and a statement, in written English, which
indicates the format to the console operator.
When the operator selects a particular format,
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Figure 2. Overall View of Prototype Analyst Console (PAC)

the PAC reads the entire format into its internal core memory and then displays the
written statement on the CRT. It then indicates the type of parameter which the operator must insert to compose an allowable
message.
The operator inserts his parameters in
the format by operating a standard typewriter
keyboard. He types the parameter in English
and it is displayed, beside the format statement, on the CRT. Each parameter is also
read into a composing core memory, where
it is grouped with the appropriate machine
language items from the format.
When the operator verifies the last required item in the message, the PAC reads
the data out of the composing memory and
sends it to the paper-tape punch. The punch
control then edits the message, removing all
data except the header indicating the program,
an operator ID, the characters used to separate items, and the operator's parameters.
When the message has been punched on
tape, the PAC signals the computer that a
message is available. The computer may
then read the message at its leisure, placing
an answer on the magnetic operator tape.

The answer may be retrieved by the operator
from this operator tape just as simply as he
selected the format.
Messages on the operator tape are preceded by a three-character header which indicates the operator and the question answered. When the PAC locates the desired
item on the tape, it reads it into its core
memory and then displays the first page on
the CRT, roughly the same as a standard
typewritten page. The operator then has his
choice of printing that page and displaying the
next, erasing that page and displaying the next,
or printing the entire message. He has identical options for each page displayed.
Security requirements for the PAC are
met by providing each operator with an identification card upon which is encoded an ID
number. When taking his position at the console the operator must set the control panel
ID switches to his number and then insert
his card. If the encoded number and the number selected do not agree, a security alarm
sounds and the PAC is inoperative until
attended by a security officer.
The machine inputs to and outputs from
the PAC are s tan dar d computer words
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comprising seven digits in parallel. Since the
PAC is only a communications device, it may
be used for any system uSing similar word
construction. The only basic change involved
would be toplace the new formats on the format tape. In addition, relatively straightforward circuit changes can be made in PAC to
enable operation with any number of digit
computer words.
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Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram
. of the circuits and components of PAC. The
Master Sequencing Control and Nine Operating
Routines blocks contain the most important
functions from the standpoint of understanding PAC's theory of operation. A brief description is given here of the remainder of
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the blocks shown in Figure 3, and the next
section describes PAC's operating controls
through the Master Sequencing Control block.
The Operator Manual Controls, located on
the front of PAC (Figure 1), include the card
reader, seven ten-digit switches, and a series
of indicator switches. The card reader provides an introduction between the operator
and the computer, including an identification
(ID) number, the operator's security clearance, his particular area of interest or specialization, etc. The seven ten-digit switches
indicate the MONTH , DAY and YEAR, the
operator ID, and any other routine information desired. The indicator switches are
both indicators and switches which determine
the various modes of operation of the console.
A typewriter keyboard is provided on the
console similar to a conventional typewriter,
including a space bar and a carriage return.
A verify character is added to this keyboard.
When the operator is required to supply information, the indicator lamp above the keyboard is lighted; after typing the requested
information which is displayed on the visual
CRT display character by character, the
operator verifies that he has not made a mistake in typing in his information by pressing
the verify character.
The numbers in the lower right hand corners of the remainder of the blocks in Figure
3 indicate the physical bay in which they are
located within PAC.
BAY 1
The Core Memory is used to facilitate
message composition and enable printing one
page of data while displaying another. It is
therefore divided into two separate storage
units, a composing and a format section each
with 2,048 characters, the maximum number
of characters per page. The Computer Drive
accepts the data output of the Paper-Tape
Reader and Control, and ensures that the data
is exactly matched to the requirements of the
particular computer with which PAC is being
used.
BAY 2
The Keyboard Register translates the
Typewriter Keyboard data into digital character codes required for the Information
Register and the Comparator and Comparator Register. The In for mat ion Register

accepts and routes all data. A combination
of gates at the input of the Information Register reads the incoming 7 -bit codes into a
storage register of 7 flip-flops, which control
gates that apply datapulses to the Core Memory, the Comparator and Comparator Register, the Paper-Tape Punch and Control,
the CRT Display, the Print Control, or combinations of these circuits, depending upon
the operation required. An arrangement of
gates also checks for odd parity, which, if
not present, stop operation and light the
RESTART indicator. The Comparator and
Com par i son Register stores the threecharacter codes used by PAC to search for
parameters on the format, prior to comparison with the characters read from tape. If
they do not compare, a signal is sent to the
Memory Addressing and Control to clear the
memory and prevent further read-in. The
Memory Addressing and Control controls the
read-in and read-out of Core Memory data,
adding or extracting the data from the required
positions in the core matrix. Fixed Data
Readout upon command pulses the Stepping
Switch to read the operator identification data
through the Information Register.
BAYS 3 AND 4
The CRT Display circuits, which consists
of the CRT and the circuits which actually
write the data on the screen, accepts the 7-bit
character codes from the Information Register. The inner face of the CRT is divided
into independent areas by a fine mesh, and
PAC divides the usable portion of the mesh
into 4000 separate scanning areas, each a
5 by 7 matrix of 35 "dots." The 7 -bit characters applied to the CRT Display circuits
are decoded by an array of AND gates, each
causing a specific series of OR gates to be
activated, with each OR gate corresponding
to a dot on the matrix, according to the particular character being written. As the CRT
beam scans a particular area, the activated
OR gates cause their associated portion of
the screen to brighten, which allow a variety
of characters to be presented on the face of
the screen. The number of characters written
per line is counted, and when the number
reaches 80, the trace automatically moves
back to the beginning of the next line. After
an individual matrix has been scanned, the
trace moves to the next matrix position.
When the space signal is received, no gates
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are activated and nothing is written. When a
carriage return is decoded, the appropriate
gate drives the trace to begin the next line.
BAY 7
Bay 7 contains the Master Sequencing Control which is the control logic for the overall operation of PAC, described below. The
logic for the Nine Operating Routines is also
contained in this bay.
BAY 8
The Tape Control located in Bay 8 is the
interface between the computer and the Format and Operator Tape Stations. Both of
these tape stations can be located with the
computer system. The Tape Control upon
command switches the output of the appropriate tape to the Information Register, driving the tape forward in search of the information or of the end-tape symbol or until a stop
command is given. At end-tape symbol the
Tape Control automatically rewinds the tape
and searches again. If the end -tape symbol
is read a second time, the Tape Control stops
the tape and lights the REQUEST NOT ON
TAPE indicator. Status signals are provided
to indicate whether or not the computer is
using the tape. The Print Control controls
the hard-copyprinting device used_ with PAC.
Upon command from the Master Sequencing
Control (when one of the print switches is
operated), the Print Control activates the
printer and provides the pulses which operate
the keys. Upon command from the Master
Sequencing Control, the Paper-Tape Punch
and Control edits and translates the output of
the Information Register into voltage levels
capable of driving the Paper-Tape Punch.
The Paper-Tape Reader contains the circuits
which read the punched-paper tape to develop
data signals for transmission to the computer.
A counter associated with this reader counts
the number of messages punched. When the
computer senses a signal indicating that there
is a message on the p~per tape, it applies an
enabling signal to the Paper-Tape Reader
which starts the transport mechanism and
reads the entire message from the tape into
the Computer Drive circuit. As each message is read, a count is subtracted from the
message counter. The Light Signal Register
accepts the status and alarm indications from
the computer and translates them into signals
for lighting the appropriate indicators.

BAY 9
The Special ID Decoding circuit is a set
of relays which are operated or released in
accordance with the settings of the control
panel digital switches and the information
read by the card reader. This provides the
fixed data through the Stepping Switch for
transmission with the input messages. This
circuit also checks the operator identification
number against the number set on the ID
switch, and if it agrees, it closes a path which
enables the power to be applied to the control
panel. The Stepping Switch is a rotary switch
which samples the output of the relay circuits
in the Special ID Decoding circuit. It is dri ven
by the Fixed Data Readout through a series
of 11 positions for the purpose of reading out
the information. The Switch Control translates the operation of switches into electronic
signals for dri ving the Master Sequencing
Control. The Light Signal Register Decoding
controls the lighting of the indicators on the
Panel Display.
OPERATING CONTROL
When the operator depresses any of the
input mode switches (in the case of PAC
utilized with the ACSI-MATIC system these
modes are INTerrogation, ORDER to change
files, HYPothesis, and NEW MESSAGE input,
marked with the capital letters on switches
on the front of PAC), it closes a relay in the
Switch Control which pulses the Master Sequencing Control. This places the machine
in the particular mode deSignated. It should
be understood that the modes are arbitrarily
defined by the programming of the computer
for any particular application of PAC. The
different formats available for any particular
mode are given 3-character ITEM Codes, and
if the analyst knows the format he is going to
use, he depresses the ITEM switch on the
front panel and types in the ITEM code on the
keyboard. This immediately displays the
format on the CRT for his use. If he does not
know the ITEM code, the operator presses the
INDEX switch, and a list of all of the formats
available to him for any particular mode of
operation is displayed on the CRT for his
reference. He can note the ITEM code of the
desired format and then proceed to press the
ITEM switch as before for selection of any
particular format.
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Figure 4 indicates a typical format for an
INTerrogation mode with the parameters
which might be typed in by an operator for a
personnel information retrieval application
of PAC. The < symbol is the start message
symbol, and the > symbol is the end message
symbol. The
symbol is the item separator.
The first line indicates interrogation item
number (A06) , and the identification of the
operator (2386100635). Next is the actual
format for the operator to use, with the unknown parameters in parentheses. The first
parameter which the operator must insert is
displayed on the next line, and he types and
verifies the word MANAGERS, which represents that he desires information about
MANAGERS. After he has typed in his first
parameter and verified it, the secondparameter appears on the CRT, namely PLANT
DESIGNATION. He then types and verifies
WEST COAST CENTRAL. The final line
provides him with a means of identifying his
interrogation, requesting an INDEX after he
has typed and verified the PLANT DESIGNATION. The operator enters 15 as his index
for the particular interrogation. The index
will be used as a search parameter when the
operator wishes to inspect the computer
response. This allows batching of inputs at
his discretion.
After the operator has composed his message(s), PAC forwards the data to the papertape station for punching and storage on tape
until the computer can read the information.
After the computer has read the information
and processed it, it writes its responses onto
the Operator Tape and lights the Operator
Indicator on the display panel indicating that
it has some information for the operator.
The operator can select the INSPECTOUTPUT mode to observe the computer response. This gives the operator an option of
viewing the information on the CRT, or of

+

< A06

printing the first page and viewing the rest,
or of printing the entire response from
the computer.
The storage persistence
of the CRT is such that each page will
remain legible for a maximum of about 10
minutes.
The actual logic of PAC which performs
the above operations through the Master Sequencing Control is by means of the following
nine operating routines: 1) Set-Up, 2) Tape
Search,3) Load Memory From Tape, 4) Display Memory, 5) Read Fixed Control, 6) Ro-'
tate Format Memory, 7) Load From Keyboard,
8) Correct Mistake, and 9) Print or Punch.
The block diagram Figure 3 indicates where
these routines are applied throughout the circuits of PAC by broad arrowheads. Generally,
each of these operating routines can be briefly
characterized as follows:
1) The Set-Up routine is the sequence by
which the operator informs PAC of the item
requested, loading the Comparator with the
search parameters, either automatically when
the INDEX is requested, or manually when the
operator types the ITEM.
2) The Tape Search routine controls the
comparator and tape circuits to find the
message identified by the 3 -character header
which is loaded in the Comparator.
3) The Load Memory From Tape routine
controls the insertion of data into PAC Core
Memory from either the format or Operator
Tape.
4) The Display Memory routine enables
displaying the computer responses or redisplaying the input information after a character or parameter has been erased if it is
desired. This allows the operator to make a
mistake in composition and to correct it.
5) The Read Fixed Control routine controls the reading of the operator identification and other fixed data from the Stepping
Switch into the C ore Memory.

+2386100635 +

HOW MANY (PERSONNEL CATEGORY) AT (PLANT DESIGNATION)
(PERSONNEL CATEGORY) MANAGERS

+

(PLANT DESIGNATION) WEST COAST CENTRAL
(INDEX) 15

+

+>

Figure 4. Typical Format for Personnel Information
Retrieval Application of PAC
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6) The Rotate Format Memory (Into Assembly Memory) routine controls the reading
of the format message into the composing
half of the Core Memory from the format
half.
7) The Load From Keyboard routine controIs the operation of the key board and the
storage and display of information inserted
via the keyboard.
8) The Correct Mistake routine reads
zeros into Core Memory to replace either
the last character typed, or all characters
following the last parameter category. It is
controlled by the ERASE CHAR or ERASE
PAR switches.
9) The Print or Punch routine controls the
reading of information out of Core Memory
for duplication on a hard -copy printer or on
the paper-tape punch.

being entered into the computer and taking
important time from processing. It presents
a calm atmosphere for operation remote from
the actual computer installation if desired,
and it can operate simultaneous with other
similar devices at the same or other locations. PAC is an invaluable tool both from
the standpoint of developing the final operational console to be used in the ACSI-MATIC
system, and of demonstrating the potentialities of a computer to specialists whose interest is not in computer problems and jargon,
but in realistic results.
Acknowledgement is given here to Joseph
E. Karroll for considerable technical contributions to PAC, and to Robert E. Mueller and
Leon Rosenberg for their assistance in the
preparation of this paper.
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DATAVIEW, A GENERAL PURPOSE DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
R. L. Kuehn
Ford Motor Company
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beach, California
During the past decade significant progress
has been made with automatic, high-volume
processing of data. Management and command systems have undertaken to exploit this
ability of machine computation, correlation,
storage, and retrieval; as a result, the number of computer-centered complexes is increasing daily. Where it is feasible to design
or program into the equipment all the decisions which attend a process, as for an onstream oil refinery, only the simplest form
of status indicators need be provided. In
contrast, the evaluation of a missile development program or the determination of the
order of battle, which produce complex patterns of alternatives, must ultimately depend
upon human decisions. The computer excels
in the province of deductive logic, but man is
still clearly the master in the province of
inductive reasoning. Man, however, must
understand before he reasons. A data processing system may ingest and digest information at inconceivably high rates, but when
the machine delivers the results of its omnivorous appetite to man, a communications
problem immediately develops. The solution
of the problem lies in the field of data displays. Even the earliest and simplest of
computing machines were required to generate an output suitable for human assimilation. Printing devices are common to nearly
every system; thus, alphanumeric or syntactical outputs may be obtained. These, however, are not adequate for many conditions
today. We are encountering more and more
requirements for automatic processing and
display of situation analogs.
A typical information system is the military map. Positions, distances, and directions

are closely analogous to their actual counterparts. Understandable symbolic and color
coding methods further enhance the presentation. In a military as well as in many other
environments, the situation may be time
variant; it may be most satisfactorily perceived in analog form. The characteristics
of a display configuration are often restrictive to accommodate a specific set of requirements. In general, however, a useful
display system must:
1. operate with any data processor.
2. provide both large and individual sized
viewing screens.
3. maintain its own storage off-line to the
computer.
4. respond with reasonable rapidity.
5. provide color and symbolic coded outputs as well as alphanumeric characters.
6. possess a high order of visual resolution and g e 0 met ric (p 0 sit ion a I )
accuracy.
7. be of adequate brightness for comfortable viewing under ambient, light condjtions.
8. be ableto produce any symbol designation without redesign or rewiring of
equipment.
9. be of reasonable physical size.
10. be independently operable in the event
of breakdown of electronic elements.
The DATA VIEW system arose from the
specific, yet broad demands of a concept for
electronic processing and display of tactical
information. All but the first of the characteristics listed above are prominent in the
Army Tactical Operations Central (ARTOC)
displays. This s y s t e m, be a r in g the
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nomenclature AN/MSQ-19, has been developed under the cognizance of the U. S.
Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. The
complete system consists of data processing,
display, and communications equipment and
procedures. Inputs to the system are messages pertaining to tactical friendly and
enemy situations. Operationally, the system
evaluates, analyzes, correlates, and displays
information for the commander, assisting
him toward the rapid, accurate formulation
of plans and decisions.
The basic concept is diagrammed in Figure 1. A symbol generator may be a part of
the configuration, or the central processor
could be programmed to perform symbolic
construction. Graphical or syntactical information is received by the display generator
which produces, off-line, one or more photographic slides. The latter are delivered
pneumatically to the console and large screen
displays within which the slides are stored
for local retrieval and veiwing.

<

SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM

DATAVIEW DISPLAY SYSTEM

Figure 1. Diagram, Dataview
Display Syste:m

BASIC CONCEPTS
Before examining the individual equipment
elements, it may be of value to describe some
of the basic concepts of DATAVIEW. The
system is based, first, upon the philosophy of
photo-optical quality and permanence, and,
second, upon the doctrine of central image

generation with localized random access
storage. A number of distinct advantages
accrue from the concepts. Since an individual display device contains a complete record
in graphical format of the most current information, as well as any special or historic
data which may be of interest, loss of important electronic elements does not seriously
disable the operator. Photo-optical techniques are superior in the realm of additive
super-position, color rendition, brightness,
resolution, geometric precision and largescreen capability. Furthermore, there is no
requirement for electronic storage and high
speed iteration in order to provide refreshed
displays or to avoid flicker.
To implement the preceding rationale, a
slide of the type illustrated in Figure 2 is
utilized. There are two parts in the assembly: the image-bearing film material and the
steel blade to which the film is bonded. On
one edge of the blade are 30 teeth which are
selectively removed for coding ... Clearance
holes are provided in the steel so that registration may be accomplished by means of a
pair of film sprocket holes. The film used is
Kalfax, a photolytic, daylight-handling emulsion manufactured by the Kal var Corporation.
Kalfax positives, or bright-line images, are
obtained by contact printing with a silver
halide negative which produces any number
of prints from a single data message.
A few words are in order with regard to
the silver halide-Kalfax relationship in the
system. Conventional photographic emulsions
are highly sensitive since, at the time of exposure, the large silver halide granules
present substantial capture cross-sectional
areas to the incident photons. A high probability exists, therefore, of capturing the one
or few photons that may be required, even
though not many are present. This condition
implies low light levels, and hence high sensiti vity. Each developed silver granule now
absorbs a large amount of light to produce a
dense optical image. The Kalfax emulsion,
on the other hand, consists of a photolytic
compound which yields volatile products, and
which is dispersed in a polymeric vehicle.
Two photons, at least, are required for each
photosensitive molecule which is considerably
smaller than the corresponding silver granules. The latent image results from internal
stresses caused by partial volatilization of
the compound. Upon subsequent exposure to
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Figure 2. Dataview Slide Showing Teeth and Mounted Film

elevated temperatures, the polymer relaxes
and an ordered reorientation and recrystallization occurs corresponding to the pattern of
the original stresses. These latter portions
of the polymer scatter light to produce the
desired visual image. Kalfax emulsions have
a spectral sensitivity curve lying in the range
of 350 to 440 millimicrons with a peak at 380
millimicrons. Minimum exposure of 1.6 watt
sec/cm 2 followed by thermal development of
0.5 cal/cm 2 results in a density of 0.5 above
background. Conventional, or silver halide,
film emulsions possess the requisite orders
of sensitivities and spectral range as well as
high resolution, which allows a high quality
record to be made from CRT screens. Since
more than one copy of a given message may
be desired for several display devices, it is
convenient to produce prints from the initial
negative. Kalfax may be rapidly exposed and

developed without the use of chemicals. Thus,
it ~erves as an ideal copy medium.
The local slide storage inherent in the
DATA VIEW system must provide a means to
obtain information which is current and which
may not be found in any given display device.
Currency may be maintained by immediate
or routine updating of those slide files
affected. A number of input equipments (which
are beyond the scope of this paper) can be
used to direct any available data to a requesting console or large screen display.
The description of the primary elements
in the system will serve to illustrate further
how the basic concepts have been implemented.
DISPLAY GENERATOR
The Display Generator produces and distributes finished slides. A block diagram of
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the essential functions is shown in Figure 3.
Signal input is serial binary, with 8 bits per
word to conform with Army FIELDAT A format. Four words define completely anyone
unique deflection position of the cathode ray
tube spot, its luminance level, size, and other
requisite data.
Since the electron beam in the CRT is positioned by quadrature fields, eleven bits locate a desired point in X and eleven bits in
Y. A set of shift registers accumulate positional information to be converted to analog
deflection currents. An absolute accuracy
and stability of one half of one location coordinate is achieved by eliminating driving
amplifiers for the CRT deflection coils.
Digital to analog conversion is accomplished
at power levels commensurate with deflection requirements.
A minimum redundancy form of scanning
is utilized. Location coo r din ate s are

specified at intervals which vary in accordance with the number of points necessary to
adequately define a given line or curve. These
points are integrated in the deflection circuits
to produce smooth, continuous lines. Every
data point is traversed only once in any given
message, being immediately recorded by the
camera assembly as it occurs. Where discontinuities necessarily exist in the image
lines, the electron beam is held cut-off, or
blanked. The latter is the normal condition
of the CRT; unblanking instructions serving
to illuminate the screen when required.
Since the data rate is constant and the
inter-coordinate distances differ to suit the
fine line structure, a varying spot velocity
results. Super-imposed on the latter is the
non-linear velocity attributable to the integration circuits which must achieve better
than 99.9% of final value during the intercoordinate interval. Compensatory intensity

,Figure 3. Diagram, Display Generator
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modulation is provided to offset both of the
latter effects.
A focused spot, in the center of the CRT
screen employed, measures approximately
0.001 inch. For this dimension, it does not
seem advisable to obtain measurements by
the shrinking raster method. As a first estimate, direct microscopic examination with a
calibrated reticle has been very successful
and correlates well with more refined techniques. By recording a number of line segments on film, it is possible to obtain microdensitometric curves rep res e n tin g the
cross-sectional energy distribution in the
excited phosphor. Line width is then defined
by the half amplitude pOints. Critical focus
is a non-linear function of deflection angle.
In order to preserve optimum definition,
therefore, dynamiC focus is provided.
Variable line widths may be generated as
required by the data formats for emphasis
or other reasons. Ideally, the energy in the
electron beam cross-section would be rectangularly distributed. The actual distribution is approximately Gaussion. Defocusing
to achieve wider lines would result in a loss
of edge definition due to more gradual sloping
of the distribution skirts. Instead, a high
frequency circular motion is superimposed
on the electron beam to effect a Lissajous
pattern of predetermined amplitude. The resultant helical structure is so fine that it is
not resolvable.
When all the ihformation intended for one
slide has been t ran s mit ted, an end-ofmessage character actuates the slide process controls. The exposed negative film
frame is advanced to a two-frame buffer
loop, and a ready-to-receive signal is returned to the computer. Film is advanced
through the developing chamber as long as
exposed frames remain in the loop. Upon
entering the chamber the exposed frame is
cut away from the loop.
Negative processing takes place by injecting, sequentially, relatively small amounts
of developer, fixer, and wash. One fluid displaces another by capillary action. A total
fluid volume of approximately 11 cc is required to achieve optimum image quality.
The chemicals used for each frame are completely exhausted, and are drained off as
waste. A jet of hot air removes the wash
solution and dries the negative. The entire
cycle requires between six and eight seconds,
depending on the desired results. Full

development and fixing is obtained in approximately two seconds.
The developed negative consists of three
major dark line image areas. First is the
data which will appear on the display screens.
Lying just below this (and parallel to the long,
or horizontal, axis) is an alphanumeric code
for visual identification which has been also
written by the cathode ray tube. Below the
visual code is a series of 40 identifying light
and dark areas used for machine reading.
The latter are sensed photoelectrically in the
final negative station which immediately
follows the capillary developing chamber.
Two conditions are established in accordance
with the dot code: first is the number of
positi ve slides to be made and their destination; and second is the setting of a notching
mechanism. A pre - mounted unexposed Kalfax
slide is fed from a magazine into contact,
with the negative, emulsion to emulsion. Exposure is accomplished by a pulsed xenon
arc; then a heated platen is brought into contact with the Kalfax film base to develop the
latent image. Two slides per second are thus
produced until the programmed quantity is
reached. As the positives are made, teeth
are notched or removed from the metal carrier to conform with the information contained
in the photoelectric reader dots. Thus, each
slide also carries a mechanical code denoting
its identity. Finally, the negative is purged
and the entire process is repeated for subsequent messages.
SLIDE DISTRIBUTION
Housed within the display generator is a
slide distribution module shown in Figure 4.
In reality, it serves two generators which
occupy a single cabinet, and up to twelvedisplay devices may be served by a pair of generators. One generator may be onor off-line
as required. When a slide has been made, it
is delivered to the distribution module and
falls past a series of twelve deflecting gates.
The latter are pre-set at the time the negative is examined photoelectrically. Each of
the twelve gates is served by a pneumatic
tube leading to an indi vidual console or large
screen display. Each gate also has a local
storage bin. A given slide is deflected into
a tube or a bin depending on the preprogrammed condition of that channel. Upon
being deflected, the slide is sensed and the
gate is re- set so that the next slide may
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feasible. The pneumatic tubing is a plastic
extrusion which may be formed into tWists,
bends, and compound shapes, to accommodate every conceivable installation requirement. Convenient lengths of tubing are held
together by clamps which serve both for
mechanical support and for air seal.
DISPLAY UNITS

Figure 4. Slide Distribution Module With
Dataview Slide in Chute

proceed to the next intended channel. After
the last scheduled slide is in place, air pressure is applied to the pneumatic tubes by
means of a manifold. Delivery may also be
scheduled for one specific channel or for any
specific group of channels.
When the Kalfax is bonded to the steel
carrier blade, a "propelling" flap is allowed
to extend beyond the image area. Air pressure lifts the flap, partially sealing the tube
as shown in Figure 5. Thus, an effective
piston is created which causes the slide to
move with the air stream. Velocities of 50
feet per second have been achieved, and velocities of 100 feet per second are clearly

Functionally, the console display and the
large screen display are identical; both devices can therefore be described simultaneously except for certain obvious differences
in implementation. A ,block diagram of the
display units appears as Figure 6.
A slide delivered to a console or a large
screen display may contain tabulated information, syntactical information, or data referenced geographically to a map or other
appropriate background. In any case, the
recorded image consists of bright lines with
a substantially black surround. Additive
superposition of several overlays is thus
feasible. Five optical apertures are provided.
One of these projects the map or other background which may be in full color.
A single source of illumination is intercepted along two mutually perpendicular axes.
The console lamp is a 450 watt xenon arc.
The illuminant possesses a number of distinct
advantages over incandescent sources. These
are listed below.
1. Spectral energy dis t r i bu t ion very
closely approaches that of the sun, thus
improving color rendition.
2. Lamp life is over 1000 hours compared
to perhaps 25 to 50 hours.
3. Lamp failure appears as a gradual reduction in luminous output rather than
an abrupt blackout.
4. Luminous efficiency is considerably
higher.
5. Optical efficiency, due to the small arc
Size, is substantially greater.
Color. separation for additive superposition is obtained by dichroic mirrors rather
than by absorption filters. Losses are thereby
minimized. Four mirrors are arranged so that
white a.l!~ nominal red, yellow, and blue light
beams are--obtalned~- The band~passcharac
teristics of the mirrors are selected so that
the xenon arc spectral distribution is divided
into segments of equal photopic brightness.
Each projected light beam may be changed in
intensity at the control panel to suit individual
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Figure 5. Slide in Pneumatic Tube Showing Erected Propelling Flap
BL.OCK DIAGRAM

DATAVI&W DISPLAY UNITS

Figure 6. Diagram, Display Units

preference or the nature of the data. It is
interesting to note that choice of color for
any given format may be forced by the slide
code,or may be determinedby the operator's
preference.
Those channels not in use may be dimmed
to black. Three discrete colors, plus white,
are directly available. However, by proper
programming of the data messages, seven
colors may be obtained through add it i v e
superposition.

The slides, which are deliveredpneumatically tothe display unit, enter a magnetic receiver. A manual insertion device is also a
part of the receiver. Prior to being loaded into
the main magazine or stack, the slide is interrogated by mechanical reading of the notched
tooth code. One of several actions ensues:
1. If the arriving slide is a first issue of
a given category, it is entered into the
main stack.
2. If the slide is an updated version of a
slide already in storage, the latter is
purged and the new version is loaded
into the main stack.
3. If the slide is a "special request" or is
a type not normally stored by a given
display unit, it is loaded into a small
special storage bin; its presence is indicated on the control panel.
The slides are stacked between permanent
magnets as shown in Figure 7. Self-alignment
takes place in the magnetic field regardless
of the number of slides present, up to the
maximum capacity. No basic limitation in
size exists, but to stay within over-all equipment limitations, the console display has been
designed for approximately 1000 DATA VIEW
slides and the large screen display for 2000
slides.
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To achieve the high orders of total resolution
encountered in many maps and aerial photographs, 70 mm film is used instead of the
DATAVIEW 35 mm size. Overlays andassociated maps are coded to prevent improper
pairing.
System distortions and _indJ~idual registration errors may contribute to an incorrect
position being displayed in an overlay situation analog. The percent error may be
defined as:
E = 100 ad

w

a

Figure 7. Partial View, Console Slide
Storage and Transfer Mechanisms

Access for retrieval is essentially a random process, and is based on the keysort
principle. Activating the desired decimal
code at the control panel causes a series of
corresponding keybars to be extended along
the entire stack length. That slide which has
been appropriately notched is free to move
by one tooth pitch; all others are locked in
place. The requested slide can then be withdrawn from the stack regardless of its position and without searching. Once extracted,
the slide is picked up by a transfer mechanism which carries it to the intended projector aperture. The entire retrieval action
takes less than three seconds. When it is
necessary to remove a slide from the files,
either automatically or on manual command,
it is transferred by the same action into the
purge bin. The bin is emptied periodically,
and its contents disposed of as required. A
complete class of slides may be purged simultaneously if necessary.
Maps or other reference backgrounds are
stored and handled in a similar manner, but
in separate stacks. The capacity of background slide stacks is approximately 100
slides in the case of the console, and 750
slides in the case of the large screen display.

d is the straight line distance between any
image point, as displayed, and the theoretical,
reference, or intended pOSition for the point;
W is the display width. There are a number
of individual sources which contribute to the
error E. These may be assumed to be random, independent, and normally distributed.
Under these conditions, an over-all three
sigma value for E is 0.6% applied to a large
number of DATA VIEW systems.
Due to the nature of the system, related
adjacent image pOints which lie within a given
character or symbol are mutually registered
within 0.05% of the maximum symbol dimension. Figure 8 illustrates a typical map and
multiple overlay situation displayed on a
console screen.
SERVO-CONTROLLED POINTER

Provision has been made for a dial telephone module on all display units. When communicating with one another, operators of
display devices may have occasion to discuss
a situation analog of mutual lnt'erest. They
will often find it necessa~y ~t.o point out the
specific area in question ~on one or more remote displays. To accomplish this a servocontrolled reticle may be positioned anywhere
on those display screens which are in telephonic contact.
Two frequency modulated carriers in the
300 to 400 cycle region convey a joystick position signal over existing telephone lines.
The carriers-are purposely made audible, but
kept at levels which will not impair intelligibility of the telephone conversation. Raising
the joystick from the retracted pOSition
actuates the reticle movement. A lockout
feature prevents any other joystick from enabling the deflection servos. Rate of response
is high; there is no lag associated with reasonable human manipulation of the joystick.
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Figure S. Full Situation Analog Display on Console Screen

The pointer system on a display device
may also be used for local briefings when a
connection with remote units is not required.
This is particular ly valuable when a group of
people in a single location are examining a
complex presentation on a large screen,
display.
LARGE SCREEN DISPLAY
In terms of the proj ection angle and design
of the viewing screen, the large display is
unique. Due to severe limitations imposed by
the ARTOC environment, the proj ector must
be very close to the screen, and the screen
must be very large. The screen measures
7 x 9.3 feet. In addition, the physical conditions indicate the desirability of rear projection. Even a cursory inspection of the applicable laws of optics reveals that the screen

illuminance is seriously reduced for offnormal rays.
Ordinarily, non-uniform brightness in a
projected image is caused by the directive
properties of the screen. In the case of wide
angle projection, the non-uniformity problem
is compounded by the so-called "cos 4 -law"
having greater effect on the incident illumination. The screen illuminance at a given
angle from the proj ection axis is proportional
to the fourth power of the cosine of that angle.
Since the projection angle on the diagonal is
90 0 , it would appear that the corner illuminance would be 25% of that in the center of the
screen.
The cos4 -law applies, however, to an extended light source possessing a Lambert
radiation characteristic, and imaged by an
Abbe Sine Condition condenser. An isotropic
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point source, to which the xenon arc is closely
equivalent can be imaged by a specially designed condenser in such a way that the light
distribution in the slide aperture compensates
forthe cos 4 -law. Thus, the projector-screen
design has been integrated to achieve a high
degree of uniformity in over-all brightness.
Despite the 90° diagonal projection angle,
focus and distortion are immeasurably different from the center to the corners of the
screen. Of the available luminous flux emitted
by the lamp, better than 30% reaches the
screen compared to 5 or 6% ordinarilyexpected.
CONCLUSION
The DATAVIEW display system has been
described in terms of generalized basic concepts and selected technological details. It
has not been possible to explore methods of
application to any extent; these methods are
best revealed by a closer examination of the

equipment itself. Nor has any mention been
made of the computer programming which
has been developed and implemented to take
advantage of the system flexibilities. The
necessarily brief overview presented here
may, however, serve to acquaint those interested with the elements of at least one display solution to command and control problems.
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A COMPUTER FOR DIRECT EXECUTION OF
ALGORITHMIC LANGUAGES
James P. Anderson
Burroughs .Corporation
Paoli, Pennsylvania

The machine outlined in this paper represents another of a recent series of efforts to
make computers more easy to use [3]. The
major problem which has been addressed is
that of programming. It is hoped that the
machine described will become a forerunner
of a class of computers for which problems
are so readily programmed, that programmers can begin to view problems again, rather
than details of machine organization and
operation.
Although this paper stems from work in
the general area indicated in the title,
ALGOL '60 was chosen as the basis for the
machine because of the well-defined syntax
it offers as a guide in structuring similar
machines for other algorithmic languages[ 4].

INTRODUCTION
The so-called general-purpose computer
is, in a sense, an incomplete design for any
given problem. The program is the device
which renders the hardware of such a machine
a special-purpose computer for a particular
problem. In a loose sense, then, programming can be considered a form of machine
logical design for specific problems, but at a
higher level of abstraction than that generally
considered in logical design. This loose
equivalence between program and computer
has long been recognized by some [1] but
exploitation of the relationship has apparently
received little impetus, except in a trivial
way. Practical benefits of this equivalence
have, thus far, been limited to such things as
index registers for automatic order modification, built-in floating-point operations, and
the like. The justification for implementing
such features as additional hardware usually
stems, at present, from an inordinately long
run time for a particular function, or from
excessive difficulty in performing the operations programmatically.

OUTLINE OF ALGOL '60 FEATURES
ALGOL '60 contains, as separate entities,
statements of several forms, each statement
representing an abstraction of a computational
form. These statements include declarations
usually associated with the definition of data
in a program, as well as those associated
with the definition of subroutines (procedures). The imperative statements of the
language can be considered to be of two
classes. One class includes the assignment
statements and procedure calls which are the
computational instructions of ALGOL. All
other imperative statements constitute a second class which can be characterized as

One area yet to be exploited by machine
designers is, in fact, that of programming
itself. Justification for doing so abounds,
with high-priced, high-speed machines frequently employed up to two-thirds of total
operating time in the nonproductlv-e- tasks of
compilation and debugging [2].
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control statements (conditional statements,
go-to statements, for: statements, compound
statements, dummy statements) used to direct
or mark the path of computation, to define
loops, and to determine the scope of other
control statements.
ALGOL, like many other algorithmic languages, is based upon the sequential execution of a series of statements or statement
groups. The flow of control is normally from
one statement to another. This sequencing
through the statements of an ALGOL program
is interrupted when encountering: a) a conditional statement, where the evaluation of a
Boolean expression causes a new sequence
to be initiated, b) an unconditional transfer
of control (go-to statement), and c) iterated
statements, where the range of the iterated
variable is defined in the structure of the
program statements that follow. It is evident,
then, that the ALGOL structure abstracts the
control form of "general-purpose" computers. It differs in that the "instructions" of

ALGOL (assignment statements) may be arbitrarily complex to the extent of being entire
programs (procedures), and the name of a
procedure or function for obtaining a data
value may be used in any expression where
that data is required.
CONTROL STRUCTURE
The reference language provides syntactic
rules for joining different elements of the
language to make meaningful statements.
These same rules permit the recognition of
syntactic elements of statements and the assignment of meaning (through execution of the
appropriate operations) to the syntactic elements.
In addition to abstracting more conventional coding structures, ALGOL '60 is
recursive. That is, any of the control statements may appear nested within others or
themselves to an arbitrary depth. As an
example,

If if (Boolean expression) then r else s then

begin
for i: = 1 step 1 until n do
begin
(assignment or procedure statement)
end
(assignment or procedure statement);
end else (statement);
illustrates the recursive use of a conditional
statement and a compound statement. The
control for sequencing ALGOL statements
must reflect the recursive structure of the
language.
A pushdown list, or current control-state
stack, can be used to keep track of the current control state, or statement type, effectively recording the structure of a program.
A stack is a first-in, last-out device. When
data is to be placed in a stack, all previous
data is pushed down one position, and the new
data entered into the top of the stack. Data
is obtained destructively from a stack; data
removed is erased, and all previous data is
pushed up one position. The entries into this

stack, which can be considered "states" of the
program, determine the interpretatiol). (in
terms of control) of subsequent program
symbols.
The sequence of delimiters in an ALGOL
program establishes control states corresponding to the type of control or computational statement involved. In some cases (for
example, for statements) subcontrol states
are established. The handling of iteration
and conditional statements can be accomplished by manipulating only the top of the
current control-state stack and the next
sequential control operator or separator from
the program. In a similar manner, the control
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necessary for assignment and procedural
statements can also be obtained.
Syntactic recognition of elements can be
illustrated in matrix form, indicating, for a
given current control state, the action to be
taken by the machine upon encountering each
of the symbols of the program. Figures 1
through 4 are matrices indicating the control
states in the machine. The rows of the matrices correspond to the current control
state, while the columns correspond to the

various delimiters and identifiers that can
occur in a program. In each of the figures,
only those delimiters that are important to
the states in question are shown. The occur:rence of delimiters other than those shown
in either undefined or an error condition. The
control state names are roughly suggestive
of their corresponding control functions.
The following notation is used for the control sequences in the recognition and control
matrix and subsequent sections:

Enter
(control state name)

Push down the control-state stack, and record
the control state named in the top of the stack;
establish the control state named upon completion of the sequence.

Replace with
(control state name)

Record the control state named in the top of the
stack; establish the control state named.

READ

Obtain the next program symbol.

REPEAT

Push up the control-state stack, and establish the
new control state of the control state uncovered;
execute the control operation specified by the new
state and the old program symbol.

EXPRESSION CONTROL
In general, actual computation is carried
out in the EXPN state. In this state, two additional stacks are used, in order to execute
expressions with due regard for the precedence of the operators. This precedence is
necessary to resolve apparent ambiguities in
expressions where parentheses are omitted.
If the operators are ordered as follows:

Next
program
symbol

<.

Next
program
symbol
Next
program
symbol

.>

Top of
operator
stack
Top of
operator
stack
Top of
operator
stack

Thenotations .>, <., and:!: are read "greater
precedence," "lower pre c e den c e," and
"equal precedence." REPEAT, terminating the sequence for <., is similar to' the

then there are essentially three control sequences to be handled. The sequences are
based upon the contents of the top of an operator stack, and the next operator obtained
from the program [5], [6], [7]. All identifiers,
regardless of the state of the operator stack,
are entered in the operand stack.
The control sequences based upon the
relative precedence of the next program symbol (operator) and the operator in the top of
the operator stack are as follows:
Enter in operand stack; READ; execute the
instruction in top of operator stack using
operand(s) in top of operand stack; REPEAT
Execute instruction in top of operator stack
using operand(s) in top of operand stack; replace top of operator stack with new symbol;
READ
Enter in operator stack; READ

REPEAT used in the control sequences. REPEAT here means "raise the operator stack,
and determine the next control sequence upon
the basis of the new operator in the operator

\
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SYMBOL

BEGIN

END

STEP

WHILE

00

UNTIL

.,

.-.-

I

STATE

(ALL
OTHER
DELIMITERS)

replace FS5
enter FSI
save symbol
counter
enter EXPN

FORST

READ
save symbol
counter
replace FS2
enter FS4

FS1

READ

FS2

save symbol
counter
replace FS6
enter FS4

save symbol
counter
replace FS4

READ

READ

reset symbol
counter
replace FS6
enter FS4

add step
value
enter FS3
enter EXPN

READ

READ

reset symbol
counter
enter EXPN

READ

duphcate last
ldentlfier
stored
save symbol
counter
enter EXPN

READ
(step value
llm.t
reached)
replace FS7

READ

READ

(step value
liImt not
reached)
replace ST

llmitnot
reached)
replace FS4

READ

READ

... _--------- --(step value

FS3

FS4

(step value
11m.t
reached)
replace FS7

READ

READ

READ

READ

replace ST

READ

READ

READ

READ
reset symb~l
counter
enter EXPN

FS5

reset symbol
counter
enter EXPN

READ

READ

reset symbol
counter
enter FSI
enter EXPN

READ
(precedmg
EXPN true)
replace FS4

READ

-------

FS6

(precedmg
EXPN false)
replace FS7

READ

FS7

count sklp
counter
up by I

READ

count SkiP
counter
down by
If zero,

1f slup
counter zero"

REPEAT
else READ

REPEAT
else READ

Figure 1. Iteration Control

stack and the program symbol previously
found. tt The EXPN state is left (via a REp EAT) whenever one of the delimiters in
Figures 1 through 4 is encountered.
MACHINE LANGUAGE
The machine language is based upon the
specification for ALGOL '60. Programs are
strings of symbols drawn from a 2048character alphabet making up declarations
and statements imbedded in the ALGOL control structure. In general, the attempt has
been to implement the major computational
aspects of the language without unduly complicating the control. The following is a
partial list of the deviations from the ALGOL
reference language:

a) No own declarations
b) No arithmetic expressions as actual
parameters
c) Omission of comment from programs
d) Omission of. strings as data elements
e) Limited use of designational expressions.
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND
ELEMENTS
The major elements of the system shown
in Figure 5 are a program memory, a value
memory, an arithmetic unit (with associated
arithmetic registers), three stack memories
used for interpretation and control, and an
address table. The arithmetic unit and value
memory are much like those in conventional
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expresslOn
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record type
appropriate
READ
compute array
storage
REP-EAT

compute
another
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of array
REPEAT

AS4

place m
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stack
READ

RS

replace ASl
enter AS2
READ

asslgn next
avallable
locatlOn to
ldentIf,er
m top of
ldentIfier
stack,
record type
appropnate
READ

place m
,dentif,er
stack
READ

REPEAT

REPEAT

SW1

SW3

[

place m
,dentif,er
stack
READ

record
ldentlfier
m ldentlfler
stack as
control word
READ

asslgn locatlOn
of switch
table to
ldentIfier
m top of
ldentifier
stack
enter SW3
READ

REPEAT

Figure 2. Declaration Control

processors. The three stacks are used for
control and temporary storage of the operand
names (identifiers) and operators, for proper
execution of expressions.
The program memory stores the individual
symbols of a program, one to a word, or
sy Hable. One bit is used to specify to the
machine whether a syllable is an identifier
or a delimiter. Associated with the program
memory is a symbol counter (SC). The symbol counter, which corresponds to a program
counter in a conventional machine, addresses
successive symbols of the program in the
program memory, and places these symbols
in a staticizing register, or window register
(W). There, the type of symbol is determined,
and, depending upon the control state, is

entered into the appropriate stack. The two
auxiliary registers (IVR and RVR) are used
in iteration.
One of three stack memories (C), with its
associated stack pointer (K), records the current control state. The control delimiters of
the program cause generation of the appropriate control state. This state, entered into
stack memory C, then determines a new control regime. The other two stack memories
(0 and A), with their associated stack pOinters
(S and H), record arithmetic operators and
identifiers, respectively.
The address table is a mechanism for
relating the identifiers (names) of data with
the locations in the value memory where the
values are stored. The entries in the address
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NEXT
SYMBOL
END

THEN

IF

ELSE

,

•

STATE
(preceding
EXPN true)
replace ST3
enter ST
READ

CONS

-- -- - -- -

(preceding
EXPN false)
replace STl
READ

count skip
counter
up by 1
READ

(if skip

counter is
zero)
replace ST2
READ

--------(if not)
count skip
counter
down by 1

ST1

--------(if skip

counter is
now zero)
replace ST2
READ

ST3

REPEAT

replace FS7
READ

REPEAT

Figure 3. Conditional Statement Control

table are of two parts: a level part and an
address part. The level part is used to differentiate between identical identifiers occurring in different blocks (levels) in an
ALGOL program, and to assist in re-establishment of the correct level when an unconditional transfer of control to a higher level
block occurs. The address part is the location in the value memory of the data corresponding to a particualr identifer. The
identifiers correspond one-to-one with the
positions of the address table. Associated
with the address table is the address table
register (ATR). The transfer of data from
the value memory to the arithmetic registers
occurs by placing the address part in the
memory address register (M).

The words of the value memory contain
the values corresponding to identifiers in the
program. Either a uniform representation of
integer and real values similar to that found
in the Burroughs B5000 system, or an integer
floating-point tag on each data word is required, since the operators do not differentiate
between integer and real values. Two counters (p and Q) are used with the value memory to record the extent of data and to file
control words. Data storage starts at the low
end of memory and runs toward the high end,
as shown in Figure 5. In addition to arithmetic variables, the value memory is used to
store control words that are, in the main,
declared variables, the identifier of which
has been used again in a lower level block of
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Figure 4. As sigmnent and Block Structure Control

the program. Contro~ words are recorded
starting at the high end of memory, and are
;run toward the low end.
The arithmetic unit proper is conventional,
except, perhaps, that the speCification of
arithmetic type is carried in the data word
rather than in the instruction. The arithmetic
registers (T and U) are the accumulator and
extension register as well as the top two positions of an arithmetic stack.
OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM
Declarations
Declarations encountered in the program
are executed to reserve space in the value
memory corresponding to the identifiers used.
The sequence upon encountering real, integer,
or Boolean declarations causes the location
in the value memory assigned to that identifier to be recorded in the address table in
the. position corresponding to the identifier
named. An array declaration causes a block
of storage corresponding to that identifier to
be reserved by advanCing the data storage
counter (P) by the amount indicated by the
bound pair list.
The old value of the address table is recorded as a control word in the value mem0ry if any identifiers have been used at a

higher level before the new storage position
is recorded.
For example, an integer declaration of the
form
integer a ; ...
has the following control effect:
1. Upon encountering integer in the program, cause a fill switch to be set and
the RS state to be entered.
2. Upon encountering the identifier a in the
window register (W),
a. (H) + 1 --+ H increase the A stack
list pOinter by one
enter W into the A stack
b. (W) --+ H*
3. Upon encountering the semicolon,
a. (P) + 1 --+ P advance P counter
b. (H*) --+ ATR A stack --+ address
table register
c. (H) - 1 --+ H reduce A stack pointer
by one
d. if (ATR*(L» if address table posi~ cp,
tion has been used, do
e and f; else go to g
e. (Q) - 1 --+ Q advance Q counter
f. (ATR*)--+
record previous address table entries
Q*
control word
g. (P) (f) (L)
record P and L in ad--+ ATR*
dress table
set type mark (integer,
h. type mark
--+ p*
real) in data word
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PROGRAM
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-----------

CONTROL WORDS
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STACK
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TIMING

a

STACK
COUNTERS

CONTROL

Figure 5. Computer System Diagram

In these expressions, the asterisk is read as
"addressed by," such that H* means the location (in the A stack) addressed by the contents
of H. The symbol ( ) means ''the contents of,"
such that (A) is read as "the contents of A,"
and (A*) is read as "the contents of the location addressed by A." The symbol (±) means
that the adjacent words are concatenated, or
merged into a single word.
In a manner similar to the above, other
declarations are executed to reserve storage
and to retain the previous identifier in the
address table.

designational expressions, and the like, describe the computations to be performed.
The computations represented by these syntactic forms are executed in the EXPN state.
In this state, the identifiers enter the A stack,
and the operators enter the 0 stack. The sequence of execution is determined by the precedence of the arithmetic and logical operators.
For example, an assignment statement of
the form

Arithmetic and Boolean Expressions

is executed via the following sequences
(where W, again, is the identifier encountered
in the window register):

Arithmetic and Boo lea n expressions,
occurring ina s s i g n men t statements,

C: = a + b;
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STATE

Control Sequence

Comment

C

.-

EXPN
EXPN
ST

a
+
b

EXPN
EXPN
EXPN
EXPN

(H) + 1 -+ H, (W) -+ H*, READ
(K) - 1 -+ K
(K) + 1 -+ K, <ASG> -+ K*, (K) + 1 -+ K,
<EXPN> -+ K*, READ
(H) + 1 -+ H, (W) -+ H*, READ
(S) + 1 -+ S, (W) -+ S*, READ
(H) + 1 -+ H, (W) -+ H*, READ
(H*) -+ ATR, (H) - 1 -+ H, (ATR*) -+ m,
(m*) -+ T, TFF = 1, (P) + 1 -+ P,
(U) -+ P*, (T) -+ u, (H*) -+ ATR, (H) 1 -+ H, (ATR*) -+ m, (m*) -+ T, (EXECUTE
T Op[S] U) -+ U, TFF = </J,(S) - 1-+ S,
REPEAT
(H*) -+ ATR, (H) - 1 -+ H, (ATR*) -+ m,
(T) -+ m*, (P*) -+ T, (P) - 1-+ P,
TFF = 1, (S) - 1 -+ S, READ

symbol -+ A stack
REPEAT
ENTR ASG, ENTER,
EXPN,READ
symbol-+ A stack
operator -+ A stack
symbol -+ A stack
EXECUTE
a+b

.-

ASSIGN

Iterated Statements
Iterated statements are controlled by
statements of the form
for <variable> := <Iteration list> do.
Thescope of the running variable is determined by the structure of the subsequent
statements. The two auxiliary registers (IVR
and RVR) hold the appropriate place in the
iteration list of the for statement. When the
scope of the running variable is terminated,
the symbol counter is set to the appropriate
value (contained in IVR or RVR) to obtain the
next element of the iteration list. The process continues until the end of the list is
reached, at which time the statement to which
the running variable applies is skipped over.
Conditional Statements
In a like manner, conditional statements
are executed. The CONS state is recorded in
the C stack, and the EXPN state is then
entered to evaluate the Boolean expression.
Upon termination of the evaluation, the truth
or falsity of the expression is determined in
the CONS state, and the appropriate state is
entered to execute either the true statement(s)
or the false statement(s). In either case,
provision is made for skipping over the alternate statement.
Procedures
The procedural form of ALGOL '60 is an
abstraction of subroutine structure, and differs substantially from ordinary machine

change state
assign (A + B) to C

subroutines in that itpermits recursive calls
on subroutines. This provision implies a
mechanism for aSSigning storage at run time.
Such a mechanism exists in this machine
inasmuch as the execution of variable declarations reserves storage for each variable,
when encountered. The PRO state merely
records in the address table the position of
the procedure in the program memory and
skips over the body of the procedure. Execution of the procedure causes a change of
level, a recording of the return point, and
entry of the program memory location of the
procedure in the symbol counter. The specifiers and variables for the procedure are
executed, previously used labels being filed
in the value memory as control words. Procedures declared within procedures are handled in a similar manner.
RELATION OF MACHINE STRUCTURE TO
ALGORITHMIC LANGUAGES
Several features of this machine have
generality beyond ALGOL '60. These features
can be identified in relation to characteristics of the language. The control stack is a
device for recording the static structure of a
program as a series of states which determine the interpretation of subsequent symboIs of the program. This device takes advantage of the sequentiality of computation
processes. Such a structural device is inadequate, of itself, for representing control
of parallel computational processes, a subj ect
that has become of increasing interest recently. Any language form that provides
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indicators for parallel processes may be handled by multiple arithmetic and control units
in a manner similar to that employed in the
Burroughs B5000 computer system.
The address table feature of fhe machine
is a direct analogue of the tag tables maintained in an algebraic translator. In this
version of the machine, the address table is
a limited form of associative memory. To
provide the feature of variable-l_~ngth identifiers, a link-list memory would suffice, but
at some sacrifice in efficiency.
The A and 0 stacks for identifiers and
operands are another analogue borrowed
from the construction of compilers. These
stacks are necessary because of the precedence attached to various operators. Without
the A and 0 stacks, some kind of pre-execution translation would be necessary for the
machine.
For similar languages, somewhat different
recognition logic may result, but the structure of the machine would remain essentially
the same.

concepts and abstractions for a particular
problem class, their efficient implementation
can be a useful design goal when conSidering
a new machine.
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EDDYCARD MEMORY -A SEMIPERMANENT STORAGE
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SUMMARY
A high-speed semi-permanent memory us ing closed-loop conductors
as coupling media is des cribed. Sens e wire detects eddy currents in the
closed-loop, which are induced by the drive current. Closed-loops on the
Eddycard are cut out by a punch to store the information ZERO. Complete loops represent the information ONE.
After the discussion of basic fundamental results, 1024 word 45 bit
experimental Eddycardmemory system is introduced. It works at a read
cycle time of 100 millimicros econds in wide environmental conditions.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with a high-speed semipermanent memory "Eddy card "-a card on
which conductors, carrying eddy currents,
are placed according to the information to be
stored.
The Eddycard memory is similar to the
Unifluxor in prinCiple that both make use of
eddy currents as coupling media of the drive
wire and the sense wire. However, in stead
of a conductor slug in the Unifluxor, a closedloop is used in the Eddycard. This fact makes
it possible to analyze the behavior of eddy
currents easily and to store the information
by only cutting out a small portion of the
closed-loop.

It is already well known that a memory,
or storage, is one of the important parts in
electronic digital computers.
The memory can store both the numbers
to be processed and the instructions which
run the computer automatically. But the
faster the computing speed becomes, the
greater the necessity to minimize the access
time of memories. Using thin magnetic films
or tunnel diodes as memory elements, this
problem has been partly solved, but they are
mostly expensive and memory capacities in
bits are generally so limited that full swing
use of high speed memory is still not realized.
Recently, several papers concerning the
permanent memory, or read-only memory,
were introduced [1-5]. Although it is impossible fo change the stored information so
quickly, the permanent memory is a powerful
solution to shorten an access time of the
memory.

The behavior of this closed-loop conductor
is discussed both in principle and example.
In this paper, the results of experiments on
a large-sized conductor are described in detail, i.e., the effects of a conductor size in reference to the distance between paired wires,
the output levels against the displacement of
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the conductor from the normal position and
etc. are introduced.
In the remainder, this paper describes an
experimental Eddycard memory. with a capacity of 1,024 words each having 45 bits,
from which the information can be read in
each 100 mp.sec.
The operator of the card punches a small
hole in the close-loops on the Eddycard according to the program, and lays the card
upon the Eddycard panel. A cover is prepared to fix the Eddycard firmly at the right
position so that each closed-loop conductor
is placed just upon the intersection of the
drive wire and the sense wire.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

SENSE

T T

(A) with

The principle of the Eddycard memory was
accidentally discovered. At first, one of the
authors was examining a semi-permanent
memory using thin magnetic films electroplated upon each conductor. During the measurement of output signal waveforms against
the thickness of a thin magnetic film, the
contribution of a conducting device to the
sense wire was discovered. After several
experiments, the configuration shown in Figure l(A) was considered to be reasonable and
started analysis and deSigning an experimental Eddycard memory system of 1,024
words.
Although the Eddycard is similar to the
Unifluxor in principle that both make use of
eddy currents as coupling devices between
drive wires and sense wires, the conductor
configuration in this paper makes the theoretical calculations easy and makes it possible
to write the information electromechanically.
The first experimental configuration is
shown in Figure 2, and consists of a closed
parallel drive wire crossed by an orthogonal
sense wire and a conducting film. Without a
conductor, as shown in Figure 3, there is no
interlinkage of magnetic flux between two
orthogonal wires. But if a conductor as shown
in Figure 2(A) , is placed at the intersection
of the wires, eddy currents will occur in the
conductor film and begin Circulating as shown
in Figure 2(A). These eddy currents will then
induce an output voltage in the sense wire.
Time relations of these waveforms are shown
in Figure 4. Figure 5, shows a small scale
model of the semi-permanent storage primarilyexperimented.

a closed-looP

conductor film

SLOT

(B) sample of slotted
closed-loop

Figure 1. Configuration of Eddycard Memory

As the second step of the research, the
distribution of eddy currents in a conductor
film was surveyed. Since the mathematical
analysis was so complicated and it seemed
to be unnecessary for direct application of
the phenomena to the eddycard memory, we
prepared large-sized copper films for experiments, each having a square hole of different
sizes in the center. Against the sizes of hole
the output signal levels were observed, because it was thought that the output signal
deviation caused by the hole would roughly
indicate the contribution of the eddy currents
flowing in the same area of the complete
conductor. The relation of the sense wire
outputs and the hole size is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6, shows the fact that 'most of the
eddy currents are concentrated to the peripheral parts of the conductor and the remainder
contributes little or nothing toward carrying
the eddy currents. Thus the closed-Iooptype
was accepted for the final configuration of
the Eddycard conductor.
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Write-in of the information was originally
done by chemical method. Using an epoxy
glass card on which square conductors were
etched, an operator painted water-proof wax
on the spots where the conductor film should
be placed, and submerged the card in nitric
acid solution for a moment and wasted out
the unnecessary conductors. But this chemical processing took a long time and it was
dangerous for an unexperienced person to
process the card.
To punch out a conductor together with the
base was considered as an alternate method
of chemical processing. However, it was felt
that the mechanical strength of the punched
card would be very poor as the packing density
increased, i.e., the space ratio of the conductors to the remainder of the card increased. If the information ZERO was to be
stored all over the card, the strength would

be extremely poor, especially for a thin card
which shows excellent punch characteristics.
Then the method was considered to write the
information ZERO using as small a punched
area as possible.
The closed-loop conductor, meets this
problem. If the closed-loop is cut out by
means of punch, there will be no Circulating
eddy currents, and consequently the information ZERO can be stored by a small punched
slot at the limited portion of the loop.
Figure l(B) and Figure 2(B) show samples
of slotted conductor. In the conductor in Figure 2(B), eddy currents are still flowing. But
no major eddy currents flow in the closedloop conductor shown in Figure l(B), though
there may be minor local eddy currents which
will not induce Significant output in the sense
wire.
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Simple Equivalent Circuit
If a closed-loop conductor is used as cou-

pling means, a simple equivalent circuit,
shown in Figure 7, can be obtained. The circuit consists of a driver coil Lv and Eddycard closed-loop circuit in which an inductance L2 and a resistor R2 exist, and a sense
coil L 3' Between L 1 and L 2 there exists a
mutual inductance M 12' and _between L2 and
L 3 a mutual inductance M 23 exists.
INPU T CURR

II

-

DRIVE R
COIL

L

I

)

CURRENT
R2

L2

)
OUT PUT

e)

~

"2)

EooYCARo
CLOSED LOOP

L)

SENSE COIL

Figure 7. Simple Equivalent Circuit of
Eddycard Memory

If an input current i 1 is fed to the driver
coil Lb the eddy-current i 2, expressed in
Eq. (1), will flow in the Eddycard Loop.
(1)
di2
.
di1
L2 dt + R212 = M12 dt . . . . . .

And the sense coil output voltage e 3 ,
induced across L 3' will be
e3

= ~3 ~~2

•••••••••

(2)

On the other hand, if we assume that an
alternating current with an angular frequency
of wand an amplitude of i 1 is supplied to the
drive coil, the output voltage e 3 is obtained
as

e3

WM

M

.

23
= R 2 +12JW
. L 11
2

. . . . . . (3)

Eq. (3) shows that for R2 « wL 2 e 3 increases in a c cor dan c e with wand for
R 2 »w L 2 e 3 is proportional to the square of
w. To examine this feature, the tendency of
the output was calculated by Eq. (3) and compared with the observed results in Figure 8.
A comparison between the output level determined experimentally and theoretically shows
a good agreement in the lower frequency
region. The peak in the experimental output
is supposed to be caused by the increase of a
loop resistance due to the skin effect.
The experimental results in Figure 8 were
obtained with the 1024 word Eddycard memory
system, applying an oscillator output. Output
decrease in the high frequency region is not
due to the Fesponse of sense amplifier.
Closed-Loop Conductor Including
Circuit Elements
If a capacitor is included in the closedloop, oscillatory currents will flow in the
loop. This experiment was carried out with
a large model in which a capacitor was connected in series. Though damping time varied
by the time constant of loop circuits, 2 -10
microseconds were easily obtained.
The results promise that signal-to-noise
ratio will be improved if a capacitor included
Eddycard is used, because the temporary
storage of energy in the closed-loop will distinguish the coupling noise which ends soon
after the termination of driver current.
One of other fundamental experiments was
on a diode included loop. The diode inhibited
backward eddy currents which occurred when
the driver current ended. Using this type of
closed -loop, considerably short cycle time
was experimentally obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH LARGE
SIZE MODELS
Experiments were carried out with large
size conductors. Large conductors were
prepared to avoid errors which might arise
from gain fluctuation and limited frequency
response of the high gain amplifier and from
the unaccuracy in position by using a smaller
one. Two amperes of -50 m Jlsec pulse was
supplied from Rese 1200 Program Pulse
Generator to a large size driver wire which
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was made up of two parallel wires laid 8 cm
apart. The sense wire, composed of two WIres
with a distance of 8 cm, was also laid across
the driver wire. Output signals were measured by Tektronix 555 oscilloscope and a
vacuum tube volt meter.
Optimum Conductor Size Against
Wire Distance
In order to decide the optimum conductor
size for a certain distance between the paired
wires, output signal levels were observed by
changing the size of a complete conductor
square film. The results, plotted in Figure 9,
show that the output signal reaches its maximum value when the conductor size becomes
slightly larger than the intersection of the
driver and sense wires. The output signal
decreases quickly inside the wire and slowly
outside the wire. Although the results of
Figure 9 were obtained by pressuring a conducter upon the wires, the output signal

maximum point would be far beyond the edge
if the gap between conductor and wire plane

surface increased. This will be discussed
again in the following description.
Permissible Displacement
As described above, experiments revealed
that a conductor which just covered the intersection of drive and sense wires generated
the maximum output signal in the sense wire.
The authors, however, expected that such a
conductor would require a severe tolerance
of the conductor position to the wires. Thence
the relations of output signal and displacement
from the optimum position on the wire surface were measured with different size conductors, and compared in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Conductors were displaced along the
drive wire as well as the sense wire, but
there were no significant differences between
two cases.
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In Figure 10, the solid line represents
8.5 x 8.5 cm complete square copper film,
and the dashed line is for closed-loop type
copper film, whose outside is 8.5 x 8.5 cm
and inside is 7.5 x 7.5 cm. The figure shows
that the closed-loop type induces more output
at the right position, but the output decreases
faster than that of complete conductor as the
displacement increases.

If the permissible displacement is defined
as the distance at which the output signal
decreases to 3 db below the maximum value,
Table 1 will be obtained from the figures.
Values in parentheses are ratios of permissible displacement to conductor size in
percentage.

Results of another experiment using larger
conductors are shown in Figure 11. Measured samples were a 10.5 x 10.5 cm complete
conductor and a 10.5 x 10.5 cm outside 9.5 x
9.5 cm inside closed-loop conductor. If a
complete square conductor is used, Figure 11
shows that there exists a region within which
the displacement causes little output signal
decrease.
For a closed-loop type, the figure shows
the output signal increases as far as a certain
displacement where one side of the loop comes
just upon the wire.

~

Table 1. Permissible Displacements
Type

Complete
Square

Closed-Loop

85 x 85 mm

105 x 105 mm

10 mm
(12%)

18 mm
(17%)

6mm
(7%)

18 mm
(17%)

Output signal level also depends upon the
gap between the conductor and wire surface.
In Figure 12, the relations were plotted using
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three kinds of conductors. A large conductor
showed lesser gap effects, though its output
signal at the wire surface was lower than
that of smaller conductors.
1024 WORD EXPERIMENTAL EDDYCARD
MEMORY SYSTEM
General
Based upon the preliminary experiments,
an 1,024 word 45 bit memory system has been
constructed. The system employs linear
selection read out with a cycle time of 100
millimicroseconds. The block diagram of
the system is shown in Figure 13.
As shown In Figure 13, the system consists of four units. The selection core matrix
supplies a drive current to selected one of
256 words of each unit simultaneously, and
consequently outputs are obtained from four
units at the same time.
The strobe pulse is provided to improve
signal-to-noise ratio as well as to select the
wanted channel from four outputs'.

Memory Panel
A memory panel consists of 128 drive
wires and 45 orthogonal sense wires. Sense
wires are etched on a thin epoxy glass film,
with a thickness of 0.1 mm, cemented upon
the printed drive wire panel. The sense wires
of two panels are connected in series to compose a 256 word unit. The length of sense
wires per one amplifier is limited so that the
propagation delay in a sense wire may be
negligible compared with the access time.
Using eight panels, or four units, a memory
stack is constructed. Its dimensions are 27.5
by 63.5 by 33 centimeters excluding the selection core matrix.
A sponge cover is prepared to pressure
the Eddycard firmly upon the memory panel
surfac e. Positioning is determined by two
holes of the Eddycard.
Figure 14 shows a memory panel with a
cover removed and the Eddycards placed upon
it.
Eddycard
An experimental Eddycard was made of
27 em long, 3.3 cm wide and 0.4 mm thick
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Relative address numbers are also printed
at the left side of the conductor group, and in
the right side there are etched tabs on which
the operator can describe the absolute address
numbers and memos of the contents. On the
other side of the card, etched tabs are provided for the card number and program
identification.
Figure 15 shows the photograph of Eddycards, one is placed the conductor side up
and the other is placed the conductor side
down. Close-up view of the punched Eddycard
is shown in Figure 16. In Figure 16, closedloop conductors are cut by circular punched
holes. This configuration was accepted by
convenience.

Gap vs. Output Signal

Sense Amplifier
epoxy glass sheet upon which silver coated
copper conductors were etched. The card
contains 45 by 8 closed-loop conductors, 3 mm
square outside and 1.2 mm square inside, on
one side. Conductors are spaced 4 mm apart
from each other measured between the centers, but the marking spaces are provided to
separate the 45 bits of each word into nine
5-bit characters to assist the operator.

The sense amplifier for the Eddycard
memory consists of four differential amplifiers and a gate circuit. Differential amplifiers are used to reduce the noise due to the
capacitive coupling between drive and sense
wires. They linearly amplify the sense wire
outputs of their own from 1 millivolt level up
to approximately 0.2 volts. Transistor
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2SA244' s comprise a negative feedback amplifier with a gain of 46 db at middle frequencies, and the gain versus frequency curve
falls off by 3 db at 30 mc.
The outputs of the linear amplifiers are
then applied to the second stage, a gating circuit where 30 m J.,Lsec strobe pulse selects one
out of four amplifier outputs.
The strobing is also used to eliminate the
noise from near-by Eddycard loops. The eddy
currents in neighbouring Eddycard loops
induce the output to the sense wire, but of
opposite polarity. This effect reduces ONE
output to some extent and increases ZERO
output, or noise. Since ZERO output waveform, noise from near-by loops, is out of
phase compared with ONE wave-form, the
discrimination can be done by a time selection gate.

In Figure 17, (A), (B) and (C) show the
differential amplifier outputs of worst ONE,
worst ZERO and without a card, respectively.
The Waveforms in Figure 17 were viewed on
a Hewlett-Packard 185A sampling oscilloscope with a 187A preamplifier. The time
bases were 10 millimicroseconds per division, and the voltage axes were 100 millivolts
per division.
The gated signal will be then sent to the
corresponding information register which can
be switched its states in a few millimicroseconds.
Driver
A driver wire is driven by turning on a
corresponding driver and switch combination.
At the intersection of the selected driver line
and switch line, the diode conducts and
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Figure 14.

Photograph of Memory Panel with a Cover Removed

supplies a current pulse to the selected drive
wire via a coupling transformer. A coupling
transformer with a frequency response extending from 1 me to nearly 50 mc, is used
to reduce the capacitive coupling noise to the
sense wire.
The current driver delivers a 300 ma
pulse with a rise time of 20 mil sec and 50
m Ilsec wide. As shown in Figure 18, the
driver is comprised of four 2SC30 Si mesa
transistors connected in parallel at the last
stage. They are used base-grounded so that
the driver may be considered as a constant
current supply.
Eight additional transistors are required
in the circuit, four 2SC30's and two 2SA244's,
Ge mesa type, for amplification anda 2SA244
for an input emitter follower.
Experimental Results
The worst signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 was
obtained, the noise being mostly caused by inevitable unbalance of differential amplifiers.
Maximum propagation delay in the sense wire

was measured as 12 mllsec, so strobe gates
were actuated at the time 15 mllsec after the
leading edge of the drive current.
Measurement of permissible displacement
with actual Eddycard revealed that the sense
amplifier output decreased to one half of its
normal value, when the card was displaced
0.8 mmonthepanelsurfaceorgapped 0.5 mm
with the panel.
In order to minimize punched area, slot
has been recommended as the punch configuration. In this experiment, however, holes
were used because the card was sufficiently
strong.
FOR FASTER PERFORMANCE
For never-ending desire of faster cycle
time, experiments with single cell have
started to realize 50 mil sec read cycle time.
Experiments revealed that driver and sense
amplifier mainly limited the cycle time to
about 100 mil sec. Coupling nOise, time delay
and ringing in wires, delays in decoding circuits and registers were also hard troubles
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Figure 15.

Photograph of Eddycards

in experimental circuits for faster performance.
However, drive and sense circuit together
with decoders and registers will be improved
with a remarkable progress in semiconductor
devices, and time delay and ringing in wires
will be reduced by micromodule techniques
now being advanced. Then it can be concluded
that the Eddycard memory with 50 mflsec
cycle time will be constructed in years.
CONCLUSIONS
The Eddycard memory-a semipermanent
storage has been described. This memory
offers a number of advantages. The closedloop type conductor permits the use of a
simple equivalent circuit, thus giving considerable promise in various applications.
Smallpunch area on the card makes it possible to write the information with a high-speed
punch, which can be electrically connected
with other information sources.
An experimental Eddycard memory system with a capacity of 1,024 words 45 bits

each has been constructed after the fundamental researches. Results indicate that a
read cycle time of 100 millimicroseconds is
feasible.
Althoughproblems are left to increase the
packing density, because of its Simplicity ip.
basic principle, the Eddycard memory works
at high :repetition rates under wide environmental conditions.
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DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION: The User's View
Justin A. Perlman~:'
Hughes Aircraft Company
Culver City, California

Members of this group are faced with the
wide range of problems inherent in providing
scientific computing and business data proceSSing services to multi-plant research,
development, and manufacturing organizations. It has been enlightening to note the
similarity of data transmission needs present
in the group. These needs can be described
in four categories:
a. Load-sharing among major computer
centers (Le., centers with capacity equivalent
to one or more 7090s).
b. Data pick-up from remote test sites (or
from airborne tests). In some cases realtime processing and re-transmission of
results to the test site would be desirable.
c. Providing access for Plant A to a computer center at Location B. Plant A might
have a medium-scale, small-scale, or no
computer of its own.
d. Data pick-up from dispersed plants and
offices for processing and incorporation in
overall reports. The dispersed pOints might
be in the same locality as the processing
center, or possibly as much as several thousand miles away.
These needs have been listed in descending
order of volume and speed requirements. In
the aerospace industry, load sharing among
a company's computer centers (category "a",
above) can generate very large daily transmission volumes, in some cases on the order
of 50 reels of IBM low-density magnetic tape,
or more. There is usually a distinct economic

The state of the art in digital transmission
theory, technology, hardware, and use has
made rapid strides in the last two years.
Today the user can choose from among hardware available in several speed regimes
provided by a growing number of manufacturers. A user with an immediate requirement for data transmission can procure hardware which will pass data at his desired rate,
if he is willing to pay (in most cases) a
premium rental and accept minor difficulties
in use. In essence, brute force solutions and
some semi-sophisticated answers are here.
Users will have only themselves to blame if
the current propitious beginnings are not
greatly extended to provide transmi~sion
equipment more in consonance with their
practical requirements for greater capability and flexibility, at sharply teduced cost.
Toward the end of making user requifements known to suppliers, members of eight
major firms in the aerospace industry met
in July 1960 to establish an informal Data
Transmission Study Group. Objectives of
the group are exchange of knowledge, standardization of terminology, discussion of total
systems requirements, development of reasonably uniform requirements for equipment
and service, forecasting of long range needs,
and acting as a coordinating group for these
users with the common carriers and equipment manufacturers. Both data collection
and data transmission are covered by the
Study Group.

~:'Now General Manager, Modal Systems, Inc., La Jolla, California
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and/or intangible benefit obtainable from
rapid transmission.
The value of rapid transmission and
processing of test data to allow decisions to
be made while tests are in progress has
already been proven in the development of jet
engines and rocket motors. Depending on the
types of tests being conducted, and the sophistication of the instrumentation, fairly large
data loads can be generated for short periods
of time. The need for real-time transmission
and processing will probably increase in the
future when it becomes feasible to continuously monitor flight tests with a remotely
located multi-processing general purpose
computer and have the computer control the
test sequence according to test data received.
Category "c", providing access for Plant A
to a computer center at Location B, can
generate a medium or light load depending on
the size of Plant A, computer equipment installed at A, sophistication of its information
system, and the research and engineering
content of work accomplished at A. These
last two factors require some amplification.
Sophistication of the plant's (and the company' s) information system can be a maj or
determinant of the amount of processing
required both at the plant and at a separate
computer center. Generally speaking, brute
force information systems (which are frequently just computerized versions of manual
or tab systems) generate greater transmission and processing loads than sophisticated
systems which have been designed to take full
advantage of a computer's capabilities. In
part, this extra load is due to the need in a
brute force system to manipulate the full
detail of each transaction, rather than only
the changed information. Several companies
in the aerospace industry are now experimenting with pilot installations of large random
access information systems. These sophisticated systems should eventually reduce
both transmission and proceSSing loads.
The research and engineering content of
work accomplished at Plant A can influence
transmission load even if the plant has its
own medium-scale computer. Many technical
areas now being ventured into will require
computing and storage capability in excess of
what could normally be justified at Plant A.
Problems in magnetohydrodynamics are only
one example of work which might be more
suitably handled on a single large-scale computer within a multi-plant company. Although

J

transmission loads for these problems would
not be large, the ability to obtain solutions
quickly to facilitate rapid advancement of the
scientific investigation would be highly desirable.
Although the basic categories of transmission needs described above have been cast in
terms familiar to the aerospace industry,
similar needs exist or will soon exist in a
variety of other industrial and commercial
organizations. While these basic needs will
be present, the specifics of each case will
determine how much a high-speed, mediumspeed, or low-speed solution is worth, and
whether equipment exists to do the job.
This is the point at which user groups
such as the Data 'rransmission Study Group
in the aerospace industry can playa significant
part in helping focus the development of data
transmission techniques and e qui p men t
toward more flexible and more economic
solutions than those which are available
today. To do this, however, users must look
ahead with g rea t e r care to their future
requirements, try to establish a reasonable
degree of similarity in these requirements to
those of other users (where possible), and
then insist that suppliers either meet these
requirements or provide the desired flexibility and economy by alternate means.
This type action by users actually provides
several benefits to the suppliers of data
transmission equipment. Introduction of any
new product requires extensive (and expensive) market research, product planning, etc.
Typically, even after this is accomplished,
the manufacturer is faced with conflicting
statements of requirements by several of his
initial customers. Whether the manufacturer
decides to slant the product toward a single
customer or attempts to compromise the differences, the usual result is an initial product
of limited utility which cannot be priced
attractively due to its uncertain marketability.
Coordination and statement of reasonably
uniform requirements by a group of potential
users can help reduce the manufacturer's
development expense and his uncertainty as
to product design and marketability; this
should yield a more suitably designed device,
available to users sooner and at a more
desirable price. Moreover, the user will
normally receive another benefit: by reducing
the uncertainties and some of the risks in
entering the data transmission market, a
number of capable small companies may find
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it feasible to develop transmission devices,
thus providing users increased freedom of
selection.
Now, how does a user go about defining
his requirements and what are some of the
questions he must resolve?
First, he must be thoroughly familiar with
his total information system: as it exists
today, and as he plans it will evolve one year,
three years, and five years hence. While the
modes of processing and the general types of
processing equipment planned for use are
important, of equal importance are the types
of demands which will be placed on the system
and the timeliness with which they must be
met.
Second, he should define his current costs
of moving data from one location to another.
It would be well to state here that one of the
most effective and economic means of data
movement is still physical transfer by messenger, mail, or air freight. Large volumes
of data can be moved quickly, and there is no
problem as to the accuracy of the received
data. If higher speeds are required in a local
area, movement by helicopter or light plane
should be investigated along with transmission
by electrical means.
Third, actual or estimated volumes of data
currently requiring movement should be
recorded, together with projections of future
loads. It is important at this point to list the
medium, format, and coding of the data before
and after movement, and the time urgency of
each type.
A difficult fourth step is to try to assess
the tangible and intangible "opportunity" costs
of not moving the data, and of moving it at
saylOOO, 3000, 20,000, and 500,000 bits per
second. It is fairly simple to record the cost
of unutilized prime shift computer time at
one location vs. second shift time used elsewhere; it is quite difficult, though, to attribute
a cost to forcing a research scientist to wait
an extra day to receive problem solutions
from the computer. It is wise to attempt to
ascribe values to these factors, however.
Next, the actual equipment and operating
costs of various devices for phYSically moving
and electrically transmitting data should be
compared. Here the potential user will find
himself faced with a variety of alternatives,
each with different cost implications. For
example:
a. PhYSical movement vs. wire transmission vs. grouped channel (Telpak) vs. private

microwave transmission. Each of the electrical means has different costs associated
with different speeds of data transfer.
b. Present data medium (punched cards,
paper tape, magnetic tape, computer storage).
Depending on the medium, format, and coding
of the data to be transmitted, is it desirable
to convert to another medium, format, or
coding for transmission?
c. Serial vs. parallel transmission. This
can have a bearing on future expansibility of
the transmission system to handle different
data coding and different transmission speeds.
Signal-to-noise ratio and consequent error
rates in transmission may also be affected
by this choice.
d. Buffered vs. unbuffered transmission.
This choice can have a maj or effect on the
actual rate of data transfer vs. the nominal
rate of transmission.
e. Accuracy required of received data.
The instinctive requirement for 100% accuracy is usually costly, and frequently unnecessary. A realistic appraisal should be made
of the reliability required in the output. If
very high reliability is needed, is it sufficient
to be able to recognize and mark received
errors rather than correcting them during
the initial transmission? How can these
errors be corrected subsequently at low
cost?
f. If high accuracy is required at the time
of transmission, what type of error detecting error correcting code - automatic retransmission scheme is necessary? Higher orders
of error correcting means become increasingly expensive both in hardware, and in
t r an s m iss i on and checking of the noninformation bits.
g. Are synchronization or other noninformation bits required in one system to a
greater extent than in competitive systems?
h. Automatic monitoring and switching of
inoperative equipment sub-systems may be
expensive in terms of hardware but economic
in terms of system utilization.
i. Off-line vs. on-line operation of the
transmission system, and ease of change.
Programming d iff i c u 1 tie s and tie-up of
expensive computer installations can result
from a poor choice here.
j. In the case of grouped channel or
private microwave operation, availability of
bandwidth for other services: telephone,
teletype, computer inquiry, low and highspeed faCSimile, closed-circuit TV.
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This is merely a sampling of the factors
to be weighed in selecting the most suitable
data transmission system for a particular
application. Some general statements can be
made, however, as to user-desired features
of an ideal data transmission system.
The system should be capable of accepting
data via the medium, format, and coding in
which the data is currently recorded. Normally, the transmission equipment should not
require the user to make modifications to
his computer or peripheral hardware or to
develop "marriage boxes" between this hardware and the transmission system. Minor
modifications to the user's existing hardware
may be acceptable if made by the hardware
or the transmission system supplier. The
transmission system should come equipped
with a power supply or a plug-in means of
obtaining power from existing hardware.
Data transmission systems should be
readily adaptable to work with peripheral
hardware of several manufacturers rather
than merely that produced by the transmission
system supplier. Excessive duplication of
equipment should not be necessary here.
ConSidering the data terminal and transmission link portions of the system as separate entities, both should be modifiable over
time to suit a user's needs precisely. For
example: a company's first experience in
data transmission may involve sending data
from one location which has only paper tape
or card capability to another location for
proceSSing. Presumably, only low-speed
operation over a single wire pair would be
necessary. As the remote location grows,
volume would increase, making higher speed
tr a n s m iss ion necessary. A modularlydesigned flexible data terminal might allow

additional modules to be added to provide
transmission over several circuits.
As the remote plant grew further, at some
point magnetic tape capability might be added.
This would require changing some of the logic
and other cards (printed-circuit boards) in
our ideal data terminal. As volume increased,
a grouped-channel transmission link might
be required, possibly with a different error
correcting scheme, necessitating further
changes in the modular data terminal. If
volume subsequently grew still further, a
common carrier or private microwave link
might turn out to be most suitable and would
require adjustments in the terminal. Changes
in computer equipment, magnetic tape formats, etc. at the computer centers should be
just as easily accommodated.
Conversely, if due to improvements in the
information system (or a decline in business
levels) the transmission load decreased, this
ideal transmission system would be susceptible to orderly decreases in capability and cost.
Today, this fully flexible terminal and
transmission link do not exist. In the foreseeable future, flexibility over the speed
range of a thousand bits to several megabits
per second will probably remain an unrealized
ideal. Several suppliers are working on this
type of flexibility in more limited speed
ranges, however, and such equipment should
become available within the next three years.
The Data Transmission Study Group in the
aerospace industry would like to encourage
formation of other interested user groups to
help focus this development work toward
practical user needs. This can be an effective, inexpensive way to insure that your
needs are met in an advantageous and timely
manner.

TELE-PROCESSING* SYSTEMS
J. D. Shaver
International Business Machines Corporation
Data Systems Division
White Plains, New York

Data transmission's impact on information
processing has started a new evolution, perhaps, a revolution, and the next few years
will clearly show how it will enhance the
scientific operation of abusiness. Data transmission is not new; in fact, it is quite old by
today's measurements. In May of 1844, the
first data was transmitted over public telegraph by Samuel Morse. In June of 1876, at
the Philadelphia Centennial, the first words
were transmitted by public telephone. Both
mediums, telegraph and telephone, transmit
and receive information - data - and are
commonly accepted today as a way of life.
Yet the full implications of communications
in information processing are just beginning
to be realized.
Better ways of record keeping and ihformation handling are now foreseen. They will
be brought about by applying communications
to data and information handling tasks. ThiS,
in turn, will provide new systems concepts
for operational control of an enterprise.
Systems is an important word in this concept
of information handling. While hardware,
equipment, computers and even special black
boxes are important, the balanced system,
using those components, must be designed
and assembled to fulfill the needs of the user.
Both government and industry are placing
new demands on business machine suppliers.
As advances are made in the management
sciences, management is asking for, and will
receive, improved techniques to effectively
control their operations. No longer are
managers satisfied with making decisions
based upon historical records alone. They

face a dynamic competitive market place that
points to expanding output, reducing costs
and improving deliveries, as well as service.
Management demands that future information
handling systems include:
1. The entry of data into the system when
it first is generated,
2. The bridging of the time and distance
gap,
3. The direction and control of several
operations or the entire enterprise.
These requirements point to the need for
communication links that will make possible
on-line, in-line, operational control systems.
The common carriers have recognized this
need and are working with business machine
suppliers to this end. They offer a variety
of facilities and devices that may be used for
data transmission.
Data Transmission Equipment
Point-to-point data transmission equipment has been in use since World War II.
The first such equipment was off-line and
was used to convert punched card data into
five channel paper tape for data transmission.
At the receiving end, tape-to-card converting
equipment provided machine language for
input to the tabulating system. Next came
the transmission of cards on-line from pointto-point over land lines. This eqUipment has
been in use for the past seven years. It can
be used on a dial-up basis, as well as over
private telegraph or telephone networks.
Three more recent developments are
magnetic tape-to-magnetic tape transmission

*Trademark
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over telephone lines, either private or dialup, and high-speed telegraph lines, memoryto-memory type com m u n i cat ion between
computers, and remote tape control systems
which provide for computer control of data
transmission over eight telephone lines to
and/or from punched card equipment (including printers) and magnetic tape units.
The "TELE-PROCESSING" System
The above are the forerunners of "TELEPROCESSING" Systems which can best be
described as a combination of products, components, and communication links permitting
the processing of data at a location remote
from its point of origin. Generally, such
systems are designed to function as an inline on-line operation, processing data as it
originates and up-dating all records affected.
They are not, however, limited to in-line
operation since batch or scheduled type data
may also be handled. They are conSidered
to be operational control systems that provide
direction to an enterprise or control over
several major applications within an enterprise, by furnishing information where it is
needed, when it is needed, upon computer
control or operator intervention, over communication links. An airlines reservation
system is a good example of an operational
control system.
In such a system the data to be processed
may be:
1. Batched at a data originating terminal
for transmission to a data proceSSing
center at a pre-scheduled time.
2. Transmitted upon inquiry (on demand)
from a receiving terminal or the data
proceSSing center.
3. Transmitted immediately as the related
event occurs.
These aspects and the many other related
factors, including the configuration of the
system to be specified for a given application,
are items that must be identified and defined
in the case of each user's requirements. In
other wordS, these systems must be customized to user applications.
A "TELE-PROCESSING" System can be
generalized into four functional areas as
follows:
1. Processors
2. File Storage
3. Network Logic and Data Transmission
Control Devices
4. Terminals

The number and complexity of individual components varies for each "TELEPROCESSING" System. However, the functions of these components are required for
all such systems.
Processors - The "Processor" is the heart
of a "TELE-PROCESSING" System. It is a
general purpose computer able to perform
complex logical and arithmetic tasks and
monitor its own operations.
These basic functions must be extended to
include multiprocessing, multiprogramming,
priority assignment and control, queueing
protection and privacy of records, and multiple I/O channels.
File Storage - Because of the centralization of all records, "TELE-PROCESSING"
Systems characteristically demand a high
proportion of storage to processing.
For the same reasons, file operations
occur more frequently, and must be handled
without un n e c e s s a r y intervention by the
processo~. This requires rapid addressing,
rapid search, and priority control.
Consequently, "TELE-PROCESSING" file
storage must possess a degree of sophistication and capability for largely autonomous
operation that has not normally been associated with files.
It has become apparent that file storage
will become of at least equal importance to the
processor in future "TELE-PROCESSING"
Systems.
Network Logic a.J1.d Data Transmission
Control Devices - These include both the
equipment used to electrically interconnect
remote t e r min a I s with the transmission
facilities and the interface equipment between
the communication links and the proceSSing
center and file storage. These devices often
contain lim it e d log i c a I capability. For
example, they may engage indecision-making
such as line or terminal addreSSing. They
may provide for code conversion with error
detection and control. They may have buffers
for a character, word, or record and may
include a multiplexor with a speed exchange
allowing for several low speed incoming
channels to time share a higher speed communication channel.
Modulating-demodulating units generally
furnished by the common carrier provide the
interconnecting point between these devices
and the communication links.
Terminals - They are the means for entering data into and receiving data from the
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"TELE-PROCESSING" S Ys t em. Terminal
design and functional capability is a critical
consideration in any "TELE-PROCESSING"
System, as the quantity required is reflected
as a major cost item in the system. The
characteristics of terminals depend upon
operating requirements, t r a f f i c patterns,
res p 0 n s e requirements and compatibility
with transmission facilities. These devices
may be "job oriented"; that is, uniquely
designed to be in accord with their operating
environment. They may be operated by
people, or may be process-operated. They
may provide for data entry, by the means of
keys, or their own sensors. They may provide for display of data in record form,
audible signals, and mac h i n e languages,
according to system needs. Generally, these
terminals are paced to the rate of data entry,
or the rate of data acceptance.
The Total System - Figure 1 shows a
representative "TELE-PROCESSING" System, encompassing all of the above devices.
This representation is a simple one; "TELEPROCESSING" Systems will vary as to size
and complexity. The number of terminals
maybe a few or several thousand. The communication links will in general be provided
by the common carriers. Private microwave
networks may be required to meet specific
needs. A "TELE-PROCESSING" System is
system oriented; not hardware oriented. It
is a balanced system handling the defined
problem areas of a business in the best' possible way.
The Balanced "TELE-PROCESSING"
System
The basic fun c t ion s of the elements
required in a "TELE-PROCESSING" System
are known and the business machine suppliers have developed or are developing
equipment to meet these requirements. The
data proceSSing systems now being produced
are designed for easy adaptation to communication links. Random access devices
needed for "TELE-PROCESSING" Systems
are a v a i I a b I e and are being continually
improved.
Terminal and transmission control products are developing rapidly. The availability
of job-oriented terminals (i.e., banking and
air reservation), general purpose terminals,
and transmission control deVices, combined
with the new offerings and new devices

supplied by the common carriers provide a
response to the needs of industry and government.
The major problem now lies in the design
of a balanced system that will satisfy the
individual user. To provide a balanced
"TELE-PROCESSING" System, terminals,
communication links, and central processors
must be considered as a whole. The actual
hardware must be used to augment the total
system requirements. Every element of the
system must be considered and measured.
Such things as type of data, traffic flow,
computer programs, memory speed requirements, possible extensions, growth requirements, value of input/output speeds, human
operator conSideration, and a host of other
factors must be studied. Can the terminals
time share the communication links? Can
the central processor handle the queueing
functions and housekeeping functions? Should
any logic be placed at the terminal or the
multiplexor? Should small computers be
used as intermediate points communicating
with a central processor? These are the
types of questions that must be answered to
attain a balanced system, and some of the
procedures required before they can be
answered will now be discussed.
The DeSign Problem
A "TELE-PROCESSING" System provides
three baSic functions:
1. Communications
2. ProceSSing
3. Control
These three functions are provided by the
hardware of the system acting under logical
control dictated by the system interconnections and programs.
The prime problems of designing a "TELEPROCESSING" System lie in effecting a proper
balance of hardware and logical control to
meet the user's requirements. The system
must deploy its capabilities so that its overall capacity is properly shared by all concerned. The goal of the design is to see that
each element of the organization gets service
consistent with its needs and that a minimum
of the total system is in a "waitiog" role while
a given element is being served.
The user's needs can be summed up as
function at a required availability level within
a prOfitable cost picture. Since function and
availability are inherently inconsistent with
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cost, a proper balance must be sought on
these criteria.
The first step in design is to determine the
system requirements. This consists of the
study of operations to determine application
areas, the determination of the relative importance of the application areas, the gathering of the statistics of information flow in
each application area, the study of the methods
and procedures presently in use, and the
development of new methods and procedures
consistent with user acceptance and desired
systems performance.
The results of these efforts are then used
to produce the functional requirements for
the system. These functional requirements
include the quantitative and qualitative measurements which guide systems design and
establish performance criteria. It is important to note that these requirements and
criteria undergo frequent re-evaluation and
revision during systems design to assure that
a proper balance between function, availability
and cost is achieved. In view of this constant
need for reassessment, it is very important
that the original data gathering and reduction
be in a form that permits re-evaluation of the
source data.
Systems solutions satisfying these functional requirements must be evaluated to
determine the systems capability. At present,
the design itself is still a human process.
However, the magnitude and complexities of
the systems dealt with dictate the development and utilization of a constantly expanding
array of mathematical tools and techniques
for system evaluation. The build-and-discard
method of system design is simply inadniissible when dealing in systems of this size.
A basically sound design must be assured
before commitment to hardware. The mathematical tools discussed below make this
assurance possible.
Queueing Analysis - or waiting line analysis - is the mathematical method for solving
problems of organization and planning in the
face of a fluctuating demand for service. This
fluctuation may be due either to the lack of
control over demand, as in people arriving
at a subway turnstile, or the inability to
maintain a schedule as in the arrivals of
aircraft at an airport.
In either case the occurrence of long gaps
of time between arrivals of elements of
demand (e.g., people or planes) will result in
periods of idleness of the service facilities

(e.g., turnstiles or airports). This time is
lost forever and subsequent periods of short
intervals between arrivals result in the
formation of queues. Thus, even though the
service facility has excess service potential,
intermittent congestion will occur.
An example of the application of queueing
theory is in the design of storage SUb-systems.
It is possible to determine the required
number of disk files (and associated channels)
or drums (and associated channels) under
varying traffic conditions. It is also possible
to substitute the characteristics of various
types of storage equipment into the formulae.
In this way, the quantities of different types
of equipment required to do the job over the
life of the system as defined in the performance criteria established could be rapidly
and economically established. ThiS, in turn,
aids in the price-performance evaluation of
alternative sub-systems. The power of such
formulae is that they yield directly the amount
of equipment capability required to do the job
as a function of known parameters. The
impact of proposed operational changes,
changes in equipment speCifications and the
availability of new types of equipments necessitate the constant utilization of these techniques on a continuing basis for each system
under development.
Simulation - provides a means for the
evaluation of a system by the cut and try
examination of a mathematical model on a
large-scale computer.
Before construction of the simulator, it is
necessary that a functional model of the
system be formulated in the form of a group
of separate operating expressions.
The functional model must then be
expressed in machine language. Care must
be shown in the application of the simulation
program in order to keep machine running
time at a minimum while still building the
most powerful test model. The ease of model
modification is also a prime factor in this
choice.
Once the model has been created, testing
of system performance proceeds. Service
times are measured. Waiting times are
measured. Queue lengths are determined.
These and other system design parameters
are varied until the proper mix is established. This also provides the means for
assuring that the proper utilization is made
of the equipment capacity of the system. However, simulation techniques do not accomplish
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design. Their prime value lies in the ability
to simulate the total performance of a complex system, and to measure the specific
points of performance that the designer seeks
to evaluate.
Communications - In designing a "TELEPROCESSING" System, as much consideration must be given to the communication
system as is given to the data processing
elements of the system. They must work
together. Therefore, they must be properly
balanced in function, availability, and cost
throughout the design.
Communications fa c iii tie s used, or
projected for use, in data communications
must be characterized and their suitability
for inclusion in "TELE-PROCESSING" Systems determined. These facilities include
transmission channels and systems of all
kinds, switching systems and equipment,
modulation and de mod u I a t ion units, and
numerous minor equipments presently existing in the common carriers' plant.
Much work remains to be done, for
example, in determining how best to use
existing facilities for data communications.
The problems involved include developing
efficient methods of error control, techniques
of synchronizing sending and receiving terminals, and modulation techniques which
permit efficient utilization of channel bandwidth.
The communications network design is
dependent upon:
The traffic to be carried by the network,
specified as to origin and destination.
The response time of the network, the time
between the initiation of an action and
its completion, which can be as short
as a few seconds for airlines systems
or can be as long as an hour.
The required reliability and accuracy of
the system, which can range from the
absolute accuracy required by a banking system to the less rigid requirements of sending names and addresses
for an air line reservation system.
The cost of the over-all data transmission
network.
In planning a "TELE-PROCESSING" System, there can be no set technique. There
are many different and frequently unique
factors to be conSidered; hence various network layouts must be constructed and costed
before a solution is found. Once again simu1ation procedures are used as a tool for

obtaining a balanced (economics vs. efficiency) network layout.
"TELE-PROCESSING" S y s t e m Pro g ram min g - Programming of a "TELEPROCESSING" System is an integral part of
the over-all system design. Since it is possible to trade off performance of a given
function between equipment and programming,
it is necessary to do a thorough analysis of
the relative cost and performance alternatives
available. The system availability can be
either increased or reduced, depending upon
the nature of the programmed function and
the way it is applied. These complex interrelationships r e qui r e close coordination
between the programming system design and
all the other elements of system design.
One of the features of a "TELEPROCESSING" System is its ability to accept
demands for the execution of any of hundreds
of stored programs, schedule the execution
of these programs such that the components
of the system are used optimally, and return
the results to the originator of the demand.
Since the criteria for arranging an optimum
schedule varies from one application to
another, from one configuration of system
components to another, and, in a real time
system, from one instant to the next, these
functions can generally be handled more
flexibly by a program than by hardware.
(This control program has the responsibility
of keeping the "TELE-PROCESSING" System
operating at top efficiency. To fulfill this
responsibility, the program controls the operation of the communications system, allocates
core storage, supervises the transfer of data
to and from all auxiliary storage media,
handles error checking, communicates with
the operator, etc.
Only The Beginning
The above considerations indicate the complexity of design of a "TELE-PROCESSING"
System, yet this is a mere introduction to the
subject. Each area in the design process
must be fully explored for each system and
as these explorations expand into various
industry application areas, new techniques
using new technologies will evolve. Much
has been accomplished in this new field of
"TELE-PROCESSING" Systems, but the full
impact of data transmission on information
processing is yet to come. This is only the
beginning.
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will be limited to those factors associated
p rim a r i I Y with communications requirements.

On the East Coast a computer service
bureau is able to show a net savings of over
$9,000 per month by using high volume data
communications to link computer locations
separated by 70 miles.
A major airline has recently put into operation the first phases of what will be a computer controlled country-wide reservation
system. This is inventory control at its best.
In New Jersey a banking institution is
using a central computer to record and control the daily financial transactions andoperations of its main and branch offices. If
necessary the list could go on but the pOint
has been made.
We are seeing the beginnings of an era in
which centralized computer capabilities are
extended to wherever they are needed and at
the time they are needed. This extension is
made possible by electrical communications.
Computer applications like this have been
successful and are of value to the user,
because Systems Integration in its broadest
sense has been achieved. That is, the internal
operations of the business, the computer
functions and the communication system have
been welded into an effective and economical
operating unit. Systems integration like this
does not come easily; it is at best an arduous
task. But the rewards are well worth the
effort.
I would like to discuss some of the things
that we in the communications business feel
are the major, even critical, factors involved
in integrating communications with computers
or data processing systems. My remarks

Time Value
Certainly one of the first considerations
is whether or not communications are needed.
For purposes of this discussion let us consider only the field of electrical communications rather than the more general one of
information interchange by whatever the
means.
Electrical communications in a data
processing system are useful and economical
whenever there is sufficient time value associated with the rapid transfer of the information. There is no question that more information per unit of cost can be sent by the
U. S. mail than any other way, and if time is
not of the essence, this is the way to go. For
on the basis of cost per unit volume alone,
electrical communications can not compete
successfully with the mail service. However,
where special messenger service is involved
electrical communications are more economical over all but the shortest distances.
The importance attached to information
having considerable time value is demonstrated by the con tin u in g activity being
directed toward reduc ing the cost of random
access and stored program facilities in data
processing systems. Progress in this direction is opening up entirely new markets for
data processing machines and communication.
These are the markets having high volume,
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short message requirements such as stock
exchanges, credit bureaus, airline reservation systems, etc. with which many of you
are familiar, I am sure.
Each one of the applications mentioned at
the beginning, for example, are proving in
communications because the e sse n t i a 11 y
instantaneous transfer of information has
produced savings or additional revenues which
were not realizable without them.
Cost Factors
If we are going to investigate time value,
we must know something of the costs of communications for our data processing system.
Those of you who have had experinece in this
area know that comparing the costs of alternate ways of doing a job does not come easily
and it takes a lot of detailed effort. However,
perhaps we can offer some guide posts to
follow.
Initially, the most important factor to
determine is the volume of information that
must be transferred in terms of say characters or bits per day, or some other convenient
interval. It is easy to be led down the wrong
path on this. The fact that a computer will
read, write or process information at say
15,000 characters per second does not mean,
per se, that communications must operate at
that same speed. Very little significant work
has been done in determining the volumes
necessary to provide economical and effective
transfer of information in communicationcomputer complexes. Much more needs to
be done in this area and we recommend it for
your consideration.
A knowledge of the traffic pattern, the
length and time distributions of messages,
and the points of interconnection involved is
also necessary ifwe are to specify our communications properly. It is not just possible
to put too much emphasis on the value associated with such traffic pattern information.
The entire economic success of the computercommunications complex hinges on a knowledge of such factual information. Per haps the
best way to underline its importance is to say
that without it a satisfactory systems integration is quite unlikely to occur.
What communications are available, or
are likely to be available to meet the volume
and traffic needs? The Table shown as Fig. 1
lists communications services and facilities
that are readily available. Shown in tabular

form are three general categories, DATAPHONE~:c Service (using the regular telephone
network), DATA-PHONE Service with a
WATSt (Wide Area Telephone Service) access
line, and leased or Private Line facilities.
Under each category are shown characteristics that our experience indicates will generally make this facility most effective and
economical. The more characteristics that
are met under the one listing, the greater is
the likelihood that the requirement can be met
by that communications facility.
Figure 2 describes the approximate costs
associated with using the telephone network
via the DATA-PHONE Servicefor datatransmission. The circuit costs are based upon
regular long distance telephone charges. The
cost for the data set at the terminal depends
upon the particular application and speed
selected and varies between about $5 Imo.
and $100/mo.
Figure 3 describes the costs associated
with using the WATS (Wide Area Telephone
Servic e) line for data communications. This
service is essentially long distance service
on a flat rate basis. Costs are shown for
unlimited calling as well as on a total time
of usage basis.
The tabulation shown is for a medially
located WATS line. In some areas the costs
will be higher and some lower.
Leased or private line approximate costs
are shown on Fig. 4. While at best an over
simplified comparison, it does show that, on
a cost per message basis, the higher the
information transfer rate the lower the communications cost; if the higher transfer rate
can be maintained.
This brings us to the question of utilization
of leased or private line facilities. A systems
study of data communications must not neglect to consider the other requirements for
communications that exist between points in
a network. For an analysis of the traffic
pattern will probably show that the increased
load of data communications can be satisfied
on fewer additional circuits than if considered
separately. Also by providing arrangements

~:<DATA-PHONE

is a trademark of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
identifying Bell System equipment used in
this Bell System service.
tWA TS ia a trademark of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
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DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES TODAY
CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTION
REGULAR DIAL TELEPHONE
NETWORK

~DE

AREA TELEPHONE
SERVICE

(PRIVATE)
LEASED LIN E

A. LOW VOLUME OF DATA
MESSAGES

A. HIGH VOLUME OF DATA
MESSAGES

A. HIGH VOLUME OF DATA
MESSAGES

B. LARGE VARIETY OF
POINTS TO CONTACT

B. LARGE VARIETY OF POINTS
TO CONTACT

B. SMALL NUMBER OF
LOCATIONS TO CONTACT

C. POINTS OF CONTACT CONTINUALL Y CHANGING

C. POINTS OF CONTACT CONTINUALL Y CHANGING

C. POINTS OF CONTACT

D. STAND-BY OR EMERGENCY
SERVICE TO BACK UP
PRIVATE (LEASED) LINE

D. DATA SERV1CE IS
INCIDENT AL TO LARGE
VOLUME VOICE REQUIREMENT

D. CONTINUOUS INTERCHANGE
OF INFORMATION AMONG
MANY POINTS

E. AUXILIARY SERVICE TO
HIGH VOLUME (PRIVATE)
LEASED LINE

E. SPEED REQUIREMENTS CAN
BE MET WITH 1200 BITS
PER SEC. (2000 BITS/ SEC.) *

E. REQUI REMENTS CAN BE
MET WITH SPEED
UP TO 1200 BITS PER
SEC. (2400 BITS/SEC.)*
OR

REASONABLY FIXED

F. HIGH SPEEDS REQUIRED
UP TO 500,000 BITS/SEC.

F. REQUrREMENTS CAN BE MET
WITH SPEED UP TO 1200
BITS PER SEC.
(2000 BITS/SEC.) *
* AVAILABLE
1961-1962 PERIOD.

Figure 1

to make it possible to use existing communications facilities on an alternate basis with
data, utilization can be increased and the cost
per message minimized for all the services.
Figure 5 shows, conceptually, the effect of
poor utilization on costs. It also shows that
where data communication requirements are
small compared to others, they can frequently
be met on an incremental basis with existing
communication facilities at very low cost.
Reliability
The more short time value information
that is transmitted by a data communications

system the more important it is to have the
facilities available when they are needed.
(Error performance is discussed separately
below.) Experience to date has shown that in
general the down time of well designed and
conceived communications systems has been
less than the down time resulting from the
maintenance requirements of computer apparatus. In most cases there is little reason
to require standby communication facilities
unless operations are so critical that standby
computer equipment is also required.
The problem of determining whether or
not standby facilities are necessary is the
very s imp leone of assigning a value to
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DATA-PHONE SERVICE
APPROXIMATE*MESSAGE COST

1

$3.00

$2.00

APPROXIMATE
MESSAGE. COST
3 MIN.

$1.00

1 (ADD $5-$100 FOR OAT A-PHONE)
DATA.SET AT EACH END
* DOES NOT INCLUDE FED. TAX

o
1000
DISTANCE - MILES

2000

2500

Figure 2

continuity of service. To put it in more familiar terms, it is necessary to determine the
penalty that is paid for service interruption,
and how much should be spent to minimize
this possibility. In these terms it is a problem of insurance against risk. As we are
well aware, insurance does not guarantee
against the occurren\,;e of an event, it merely
minimizes the loss that can occur.
Realizing the need for a minimum of lost
time due to service interruptions, this is by
the way, not limited only to data serVices,
the Bell System has built in automatic apparatus in many of the long distance, high circuit

density communication routes. This equipment detects the onset of trouble and establishes an alarm condition. In many cases the
alarm condition causes standby facilities to
be automatically switched into the connection
in place of the section experiencing trouble.
The speed of this automatic switch is so fast
that it usually passes unnoticed even when it
occurs on a system carrying network television program material. On common user
communications systems this can be done
with a minimum 0 f "insurance premium"
because one standby system can be used to
protect several in constant use.
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DATA TRANSMISSION
WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
(Approximate Costs *)
(Add $S -lOO/MO for Data Set)
AREAS

CIRCUIT
TIME
I(a)

II

III

IV

V

UNLIMITED

$700

$900

$1200

$1400

$1500

$1950

30 HRS./MO.

$495

$607.50

$715

$775

$805

$962.50

20 HRS./MO.

$345

$422.50

$495

$535

$555

$667.50

15 HRS./MO.

$270

$330

$385

$415

$430

$520

VI(b)

(a) CONTI GUOUS STATES.

(b) CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.

* DOES NOT INCLUDE FED. TAX.
Figure 3

Error Performance
Communication facilities do cause errors
to occur in data transmission systems. The
same can be said to a more or less extent of
any component of a data handling or processing
system. A considerable amount of work has
been done to get a handle on the best way to
minimize the occurrence of error and its
effect. It has been fairly well established,
for example, that forward acting error correction, while quite interesting in concept,
is not justifiable on the basis of efficiency or
economy. The technique of block transmission' error detection and block retransmission has, however, on the other hand been
very successful. It is quite obvious that
where error control is required on communication facilities the detection and retransmission path will be followed. This
technique has made the systems man conscious of circuit efficiencies in terms of per
cent of retransmissions. At least one such

system transmitting in 100 character blocks
has experienced per cent retransmissions
well under one per cent.
It has been the practice for data processing
machine manufacturers to pro vi d e error
control for each processing, reading or writing fu n c t ion. When communications are
introduced, the question is often asked whether
or not the communications component should
have its own error control capabilities. This
certainly has been considered and in most
all cases the economics have been against
it. The simple reason is that the error control capabilities already built in the data
processing equipment at the terminals are
entirely capable of doing the job. It just does
not make sense to put duplicate capabilities
in tandem.
Where communications are not used "on
line" with say the computer or other data
processing or storage device separate error
control facilities may be necessary. In the
final analysiS the decision should be made on
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COST OF DATA COMMUNICATION
MILLION BITS PER BUCK
(Line and Terminating Equipment)
(Not Including TTY or Business Machine)

BITS/BUCK

COST
TO SEND
GONE WITH
THE WIND

100 SPEED TTY

0.4

$60.00

201 TYPE DATA-PHONE (2,000 bits sec.)

2.1

$11.00

TELPAK A (42,000 bits /sec.)

15.4

$ 1.50

TELPAK C (100,000 bits/sec.)

22.0

$ 1.10

TELPAK D (500,000 bits/sec.)

44.0

$ 0.55

MILLION

Assumes 100 miles circuit used 8 hrs. per day, 22 days per month.
Figure 4

the basis of the penalty or loss that occurs
as a result of the error and the cost that is
justifiable to minimize its occurrence.
Today the occurrence of error due to
human failings is in the order of 10 to 100 or
even more times more frequent than errors
due to communication facilities. Before
error control is specified for the communications link it is wise to consider the source of
the information and its eventual user.
The Bell System as well as the rest of the
telephone and communications industry is
well aware of the problems caused by errors
in data transmission. Considerable effort is
and has been under way to minimize disturbances which c au s e errors to occur.
Where such disturbances are of the manmade variety and controllable you should
expect to see continuing efforts to reduce
these to inSignificant numbers. For those
that are essentially uncontrollable we will
just have to live with or work around them.
Interfacing with Communications
Satisfactory interface is achieved when
there are known, agreed upon, controllable

and therefore usually fixed conditions at the
point of interconnection. Figure 6 shows the
interfacing arrangements which are used for
the variety of connections to communications
systems. One does not have to be exposed
very long to communications engineering
problems to appreciate the problems associated with standardizing an interface. These
come about very simply because there is just
no single type of communications system
available that can be economically justified to
fit every possible need. Sometimes the communication requirement can be met simply
by providing pairs of wires in a shielded
cable and some line amplifiers to maintain
good signal levels. Where a requirement may
exist for spanning a continent chances are a
microwave radio s y s t em is the answer.
Between these two lies an almost infinite
variety of possibilities.
Historically, communication systems have
been designed to accommodate the human
voice. Voice communication can be satisfactorily transmitted and recognized in bandwidths or c han n e 1 s about 3 kc or less in
bandwidth. Frequency multiplexing cable and
radio carrier systems are used which permit
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HIGH UTILIZATION BRINGS
DOWN UNIT COST
8 HR. DAY

8
7
6
LEASED LINE
COMMUNICATION

COST PER
DATA
MESSAGE

5
NO ALTERNATE USE

4

3
2

2

4
5
HOURS OF USAGE
DATA SERVICE

3

6

7

8

Figure 5

the simultaneous transmission of many such
voice channels over a single communication
system. In the frequency multiplexing technique it is convenient to handle the voice
bandwidth channels in discrete groupings,
and to translate them up and down in the
frequency spectrum together.
The frequency band in many multiplex
systems equivalent to that taken by 12 voice
channels is called a group. Five such groups
are also treated as a unit in some systems
and translated up and down in the frequency
spectrum together. These are called supergroups. Figure 7 shows diagrammatically
this arrangement. Communications made up

in this manner have a whole variety of bandwidths and, therefore, data volume capabilities. For example, a voice circuit can be
used to transmit up to say 2,000 bits per
second. It is quite feasible to make use of
the bandwidth normally taken up by say 12
voice channels, the group bandwidth, by
eliminating the channelizing for the 12 voice
circuits. We are working on terminal apparatus which will permit sending 40,000 bits
per second on such a channel. Similarly, the
entire frequency space of the super-group
can be made available by eliminating both the
voice and group channelizing facilities. There
is no reason why such a channel could not be
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used for as much as 100-200,000 bits per
second. As you might expect, this is what is
done to provide the wide band data terminal
facilities in the TELPAK~:~ service. Other
intermediate or even larger grouping are
also possible.
The interface requirement in using these
wider than voice bandwidth channels is to
provide the necessary devices, couplers or
terminals, to connect the data processor to
the communications. In pro v i din g such
arrangements, there are at least 12 different
multiplex systems in the Bell System that
may be used. The frequency assignments
are different for all 5 groups and each of 10
super-groups. This means that the same
computer or data processor on different circuits may require different communication
terminals. In fact~the same circuit may
require different terminals at each end.
There are also requirements to provide pilot

~:~TELPAK

is a trademark of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.

signals that operate automatic regulators,
and there are specific requirements on channel filter characteristics, signal levels and
frequencing stability. Add this to the fact
that the entire carrier multiplex terminal,
of which the wide band facility is only a small
part, may be more suitably located away from
the data processor it would seem most desirable that the cQupling device be an integral
part of the communications system. The
interface to the data processing machine
should then be designed to handle the data
and control signals in the natural mode of the
machine as far as possible.
The interface problem with the wide band,
high speed communication is one in which the
manufacturers of data processing machines
would be well advised to have their system
planning and circuit development people take
an active interest. In the early stages of
planning and circuit design it is frequently
quite a simple matter to adjust signal wave
shape, energy content and bandwidth requirements to make optimum use of communications facilities. After the system design has
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been frozen and equipment is coming off the
assembly line it is quite a shock to realize
that the u n i que shape of the data signal
requires a bandwidth twice what it might
have, had it been designed with communications requirements in mind.
We, a s communications suppliers, are
making available a line of simple but flexible
terminals that are designed to operate with
the types of channels we have. The interface
has been determined almost exclusively by
the requirements of the few data processing
systems requiring such communication facilities.
We expect that we will have to do some
custom engineering of this type for awhile.
The rapidly changing and uncertain nature
of this part of the business may make this
necessary. However, on a long term basis
we would like to work with manufacturers of
business e<jluipment and d a t a processing
machinery and other interested organizations
in a program directed toward standardization
of interface characteristics. Until this is
done the market for such high volume systems
will not be adequately exploited.
Where there is a need to interface at the
very lowest bandwidth capability, say voice,
the requirements for leased or private line
facilities are somewhat easier to meet. Most
of the problem relates to converting the
natural mode signal, or baseband as it is
frequently called, to signals suitable for
transmission over the voice type facilities.
Devices which perform this conversion as
well as provide various specialized control
features are available both as an integral
part of the communication s y s tern or as
adjuncts to the data processing equipment.
Where it is desired to use the regular
telephone network to dial up connections and
use them for data transmission the signal
conversion requirement is still extant but of
equal if not greater importance is the requirement to maintain proper control.
The telephone network is a large (at the
moment certainly the largest) decentralized,
special purpose computer. The telephone
instrument and its associated dialing mechanism initiate action w hi c h instructs the
computer to set up a connection. The computer does this in most cas e s for long
distance calls by using stored program techniques. The telephone instruments at each
end control the connection until one end or
the other terminates the call, that is, "hangs

up." Then the computer obliges by sequentially disconnecting all the links and making
them available for other connections.
The ways that this control are manifested
vary considerably and depend upon the type
of switching system used and the type of
transmission system available to transfer
the control information. These control or
signaling and supervision systems, as they
are sometimes called, are almost continuously being expanded, changed and improved.
When new features are introduced it is necessary that they be compatible with existing
arrangements, otherwise it is necessary to
replace the incompatible equipment on a
scheduled basis. In the DATA-PHONE Service signal conversion and all control operations are included in the interface equipment
provided.
Thus, it is possible to agree upon interface conditions which can be made independent
of changes in the communications network.
The DATA-PHONE data set permits continual
improvement in both the data processing and
communications arts without the need for
continual re-evaluation of the effect changes
in one will have on the other. In essence it
permits unheeded progress technically and
economically.
Capabilities of "Voice Grade" Circuits
for Data Transmission
Considerable information has been published about the electrical characteristics of
"voice grade" telephone connections. It has
been quite well demonstrated that connections
made for the satisfactory transmission of
voice signals do not have bandwidths of 3 kc.
As a matter of fact, the usable bandwidths
are considerably less in most cases. Just a
brief exposure to communication theory shows
that with reasonable signal-to-noise ratios
voice channels have considerably more information handling capacity than the 2,000 bitsl
sec., which at this time is the maximum speed
soon to be available on DATA-PHONE Service.
The hard practical facts of life, however,
demonstrate that nonlinearities in electronic
apparatus and the inefficiencies in the simpler
modulation and demodulation techniques make
today's practical economic limit in transmitting binary information somewhere about one
bit per cycle of bandwidth. In order to get
greater information carrying capacity with
existing techniques the cos t of terminal
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TERMINAL COST vs INFORMATION CAPACITY
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apparatus becomes increasingly prohibitive.
Figure 8 shows graphically how the relative
cost of terminal apparatus, modern devices,
increases with higher information transfer
rates at a fixed bandwidth for a binary data
signal.
Selection of Proper Communications
Facility for the Job
It is Systems responsibility to make' certain that the most satisfactory communications facility available is selected to meet the
requirements of the job at hand. Most satisfactory in terms of cost and performance.
It has been mistakenly accepted in some areas
that wire cable and carrier multiplex systems
are capable and useful only to handle voice

frequency bandwidths and that for anything
having wide band requirements microwave
radio is the only answer. We in the communications business must assume the responsibility for this impression. We just
haven't done the type of public education and
information job to get the facts where they
will do the most good. We will be and are
doing more to remedy this situation.
The facts are that wire cable properly
used is a very excellent transmission medium
for even the highest bandwidths over limited
distances. There are a number of computer
to computer transmission systems currently
in operation using wire cable in all or part of
circuits which operate in the range of 100400 thousand bits/sec. In most major cities
network television distribution of the 4.0 mc
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video signal is carried on shielded paired
cable.
Cable carrier systems have a variety of
bandwidths available, as has been described
previously. Microwave radio is a carrier
system having exceptional bandwidth capabilities and is very economical in proper
applications. We in the Bell System have
been using microwave for close to 20 years.
Most of our longest circuits are carried on
microwave radio systems. It is a mistake,
however, to assume that anyone type of
facility is best for the whole range of requirements. Not the least of the considerations
is cost.
Figure 9 shows in graphic form what our
experience indicates to be the areas in which

the various forms are most economical. Any
one application, of course, has to be evaluated
on its own particular requirements so Fig. 8
should only be used as a general guide rather
than a fixed rule.
Communications Capabilities to
Meet Future Requirements
On the whole the technical capabilities of
communications have kept pace with developments in other fields requiring their use.
Many of our current data systems problems
relate to the best way to use what is available rather than the need for new capabilities.
However, we see many requirements ahead
which will c hall eng e our ingenuity and
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resourcefulness. These requirements are
challenging because they must be met by a
variety of capabilities. We must have greater
capacity at reduced cost. For simple pointto -point applications we see no technical
limitation on speed. Transmission systems
can be made to work as fast as a computer.
There i s a transmission system in final
stages of development which can handle 1.5
million bits/sec. if required to do so. In
parallel operation, say for a 7 channel tape,
this system can handle 10 million bits/sec.
There is also a wave guide transmission
system in development which can handle over
200 million bits/sec. There is no question
that high transfer rates will continue to be
provided as required.
We think that it will be necessary to provide "dialed up" type of connections so that
the dialing period as well as the connection
set up time takes only a few seconds. This
will make real time computer operations for
short message traffic more attractive.
Varieties of speed capabilities must be
provided not only for digital information but
analog signals as well. One of the real problems in the use of high speed and thus wide band
communication systems is utilization. For
example, 400,000 bits/sec. equates to about 6
or 7 full length novels per minute. No matter
how you look at it that is a tremendous capacity to have 24 hours a day. It takes considerable effort to keep a circuit like that busy.
It should be possible to provide means' for
making available wid e r than voic e band
facilities on an as needed basis. Call it a
wide band switching capacity if you will. This
too is most satisfactorily accomplished on' a
common user basis. Today there is no technical reason why this can not be done. So far,
however, there hasn't been sufficient interest
expressed by enough probable users to make
it economically sound.

Time d i vis ion multiplex systems with
storage capabilities make excellent volume
concentration devices. They may well be used
in combination with high speed signaling and
switching to enhance the existing common
user network.
Electronic switching with its inherent
flexibility is reaching a reliability and cost
level where it will begin to be a serious competitor for the larger system applications.
Arrangements such as these are particularly
attractive where the requirements for other
means of communication can be added to the
data concentration and switching requirements. The economies of shared or alternate
use can not be ignored.
The extent to which these new arrangements and techniques will be applied and how
soon is quite unc ertain. It will depend in
large measure upon the progress made in
fully understanding the customers needs from
the systems standpoint.
In the data business today one frequently
runs into the comment that "if the cost were
only less what a tremendous market could be
serviced." And this is applied to computers
as well as communications.
As true as this may be it is still a fact
that it is not always possible to meet all
possible r e qui rem en t s at a satsifactory
price level. That good five-cent cigar, for
example, has managed to elude us despite
the historic need. And today it looks as
though we are farther away than ever from
it.
However, we as communicators expect and
intend to see to it that we are ready to serve
data communication customers just as we
serve other customers in other communication fields. This includes. doing all in our
power to make the required facilities available when and where they are required at a
reasonable price.

THE SATURN AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT SYSTEM
Joseph Heskin
Packard Bell Computer Corporation
Los Angeles, California
ABSTRACT
Space vehicles and missiles have become so complec it is almost
mandatory that they be te sted by automatic methods under computer
control for the following reasons:
(1) Increased reliability by eliminating human error and subjective
evaluations.
(2) It is almost impossible to test a complex system manually within
a practical period of time. Thus, manual methods for the checkout of complex systems produces excessive wear of critical
mechanical components.
(3) The quantity of data and the quantity of reliability analyse s
required to check out a complex system are impractical to obtain
by any means other than the u~e of a general purpose computer.
(4) The use of automatic equipment reduces the skills required of
most of the people involved in te sting, and reduce s the number
of man-hours required to perform a given test.
This article deals with the programming problems encountered in
automating the checkout procedures for the booster stage of the Saturn
vehicle. A brief technical description of the Saturn Automatic Checkout
System is given and a detailed solution of the programming problems is
discussed. In addition, pertinent conclusions are made regarding the
future of real time process control.

INTRODUCTION

modified. A more detailed analysis of this
problem is discussed in the reference. 1
Recently however, control problems are
arising that are beyond the capabilities of
these rather rigid systems. For example,
modern space vehicles that are designed for
manned space navigation present intricate

Generally, the computer utilized in a real
time process control system has been a special purpose stor ed program type with the
major emphasis on reliability since down
time in these systems is extremely expensive.
The control programs, with few exceptions,
have been hand-coded special purpose routines written under stringent reliability and
timing restrictions. Much time and effort
were justified for these ventures since the
programs, once de bu g g e d, were rarely

Programming for Proce s s Control," E. R.
Borgers, presented at the AlEE Joint Automatic Control Con fer en c e, Cambridge,
Mas sachusetts, September G-9, 1960.
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and involved checkout problems. In particular, automating the checkout procedures for
the booster stage 0 f the Saturn vehicle,
presented control problems that could not be
solved by existing techniques. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the system
and techniques designed to solve the Saturn
checkout problem.
A. THE SATURN BOOSTER CHECKOUT
PROBLEM
1. Booster Stage of The Saturn Vehicle
The booster stage of the Saturn vehicle
now in production for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration is a large
complex of electrical and mechanical gear.
The booster stage measuring approximately
21 feet in diameter and 80 feet in length, is
the first and largest stage of the initial twostage Saturn vehicle. This booster is roughly
equivalent to a grand total of 24,000 cubic feet
of some highly intricate equipment. Furthermore, the reliability requirements demand
an extremely thorough checkout from the
basic components through the subassembly
stages, to the final overall assembly.
Booster stage testing is divided into
seven areas of responsibility with an individual group in charge of each area: (1) R F
Systems, (2) Instrumentation and Telemetry,
(3) Guidance and Con t r 0 1, (4) Mechanical
Components and Systems, (5) Ground Support
Equipment, (6) Electrical Components and
Systems, and (7) Networks Performance.
(1) R F Systems: thistestareachecks
out the transponders, comma:nd
receivers, and radar be a con s
within the vehicle.
(2) Instrumentation and Telemetry: at
this test area measurement is made
of transducers, signal conditioning
equipment, s i g n a 1 distributors,
measurement power supplies, as
well as FM/FM, PM/FM/FM, and
SS/FDM/FM type modulation
schemes.
(3) Guidance and Control: the control
computer, stabilized platform, and
flight sequencer are functionally
tested in this area.
(4) Mechanical Components and Systems: hydraulic and pneumatic
systems are tested in this area.
The tests include leakage under

pressurization, functional tests,
and also, weight and moment of
in e r t i a determinations for the
booster.
(5) Electrical Components and Systems: cable networks, small subsystems, and components are
tested in this area.
(6) Ground Support Equipment: cable
networks, control panels, relay
modules, patchboards, and cables
are tested in this area.
(7) Networks Performance: this test
area covers the overall system.
2. Checkout Considerations
The checkout procedures for the booster
stage of the Saturn vehicle are being automated
through the use of a computer -controlled,
real time closed loop system. The automation
is being done by Packard Bell Computer for
the Quality Division at the Marshall Space
Flight Center, NASA. This is a multicomputer system which utilizes a highly advanced
approach towards problems of real time
control.
The tests are so numerous and complex
that manual checkout of the Saturn booster
requires full time effort of more than 100
men and takes approximately 8 months to
complete by conservative estimate. Byoverlapping schedules and increasing personnel
teams, the time period can be reduced somewhat, although, an extensive time period still
remains. It should not be assumed that the
automated system is being installed to reduce
the time required for checkout. In fact, the
automated systems will most likely result in
a 6 month checkout period; the reduction in
manpower will be minimal sin c e human
handling time for test set ups will be about
the same.
The lengthy equipment running time
involved in manual test procedures causes
intolerable wear and deterioration of critical
components. Thefailure of a $56 valve which
was worn out or damaged during a manual
test can result in the failure of a $20,000,000
vehicle. A valve failure of this type is not
likely to be induced by a computer-controlled
system because the test is made at millisecond
speed. Since automatic checkout produces
minimum wear and deterioration of system
components it is not only justified, but imperatiye, that such checkout be automated.
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Other advantages 0 b t a i ned from a
computer-controlled system are: (a) test
reliability, (b) flexibility through programming' (c) automatic d a t a acquisition and
retrieval, and (d) automatic mathematical
analyses and data manipulation.
(a) Test Reliability: Tests are
repeated in precisely the same
manner; marginal, inconsistent or
erroneous test settings cannot be
made by the computer whereas they
are frequently made by the human
operator.
(b) Program Flexibility. New concepts in system test, reflecting
technological advances in instrumentation, more complex systems,
or m 0 r e efficient methods for
evaluation of acquired data are easily accommodated in a computercontrolled system. Alteration of
the internally stored program, as
required, will accomplish this task
with little or no change in hardware
design.
(c) Automatic D a t a Acquisition and
Retrieval. Inherent in the system
is the automatic acquisition and
retrieval of data in a standard prescribed format. The desiredquantity of data is so great that it is
literally, impossible to handle it
without the aid of a computer.
(d) Automatic A n a 1y s e s and Data
Manipulation. The large quantities
of incoming raw data can be converted and stored during the test
period. 1m m e d i ate corrective
action can be taken if any test i~
out-of-limits. All stored data may
later be analyzed and reduced.
Major assembly testing requires the
use of the vehicle, on which only one group
(or at most, two groups) can work at one time.
However, the automatic checkout system must
be capable of testing the seven test areas
simultaneously or independently. This capability is provided by a multicomputer system.
Once the feasibility of simultaneous testing
was established, a n additional possibility
became apparent: the simultaneous testing
of two Saturn vehicle boosters with the same
multicomputer system.
Finally, the checkout system must cope
with the fact that no two vehicles will be
identical in all respects. Each will be an

improvement on its predecessor. This means
that test procedures are not constant and will
vary from vehicle to vehicle ..
B. THE SATURN AUTOMATIC
CHECKOUT SYSTEM

1. System Hardware Description
The overall system is under computer
control. Three general purpose computers,
expandable to 10, can communicate wit.h one
another by sharing common memory elements, under a master-slave structure (Figure 1). The master computer (MAC) can
communicate with each of the slave computers
(SLAC), and vice versa; however, SLACs cannot communicate with each other. The flow
of information proceeds unde r program
supervision and no special hardware is used
to monitor MAC -SLAC communication. Each
computer can communicate with anyone of
11 test stations, expandable to 32. Each
station contains the hardware necessary to
check out a: particular test area of the vehicle.
The hardware forms a closed loop system
that provides stimuli generation, ~itching,
and response retrieval all under cumputer
control. Only one station is accessible to a
computer at anyone time.
a. Stations
Each station contains, in addition
to the checkout equipment for that station, an
operator console, Flexowriter, and various
display lights. Up to eight small portable
remote indicators are also available where
necessary. An 0 per at 0 r may carry an
indicator as he makes manual adjustments on
board the vehicle, thus providing closed-loop
communication with the system. It displays,
under computer control, the piece of equipment that r e qui res adjustment and also
whether the adjustment is high, low, or within
limits. If the operator finds that he cannot
make the required adjustment, he may press
a termination button which indicates to the
computer that he wishes to go on to the next
piece of equipment.
A further advantage of multiple
stations, is that any station with an accompanying computer may be van-transported to
new sites for use. This is particularly desirable if the vehicle is fabricated at more than
one site.
b. The Central Station
One station is designated as the
central station and contains the computers,
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magnetic tape units, high-speed paper tape
reader,/high-speed paper tape punch, and two
Flexow'riters, one off line and one on line.
Three magnetic tape units, one for
programs and two for data, are connected to
the master computer. The number of units is
expandable to six, if desired. All magnetic
tape input/output is sent through the master
computer, thus relieving the SLAC s of this
chore. Large amounts of data are generated
as a result of the extremely thorough checkout which the vehicle undergoes. The aim is
to be able to trace the performance of any
component or subassembly through the tests
with d ate s, failures, manufacturer, etc.
Eventually, thorough statistical analysis may
be applied to improve system design. These
large amounts of data are captured on magnetic tape and sent to an outside data processing system for evaluation at a later date.
Blocks of output may be stacked up within
MAC, which connects to a memory extension
chassis that doubles the amount of memory
available in the master computer. If the output storage area is full, the programs in the
slave computers must wait until the stacked
output is processed.
c. Failsafe Provisions
If the master computer becomes
inoperative, a slave may be substituted by
manually switching the peripheral gear.
Program input and data output can be accomplished with the high-speed reader and punch
in the event that the tape handlers become
inoperative.
A slave computer may be taken out
of the system by manual switching and used
to run miscellaneous programs. In this manner, the computer can be used as a generalpurpose machine for scientific computation if
desired. The off-line Flexowriter is available for input/output in this instance. Thus,
an off -line computer doing low priority but
useful work can be considered as a spare
MAC or SLAC available in a few minutes.
2. Programming Requirements
When test procedures change from
vehicle to vehicle, it is imperative that new
machine language programs be generated
immediately to accommodate the new changes.
If these programs were coded by hand, the
process would require many months. As a
result, this problem was solved by the use of
a compiler which permits the rapid generation

of new or revised machine language programs.
In addition, the compiler permits test engineers' instead of professional programmers,
to generate these programs.
a. The Compiler
Automating varying test procedures creates the requirement for a language
in which these procedures are easily written
and a compiler that translates the resulting
statements in to machine language. The
advantages of a compiler are numerous and
well-known. In effect, the compiler automates
programming since lengthy hand-coding techniques are eliminated, coding errors are
greatly minimized, the compiler language is
not restricted to any particular machine, the
test engineer can understand the compiler
language quite easily, and compiler language
is mathematically precise and unambigous.
At this point, a brief description
of the physical operations involved in control
processing is necessary for an understanding
of the requirements that a compiler of this
type must ·satisfy (Figure 2).
Basically, a closed loop in real
time control systems functions as follows:
(1) Generalized digital-to-analog
converters serve as stimuli
generators. The d-a is activated by digital information
fro m the computer. Upon
receipt of the digital information, the d-a converter outputs
a corresponding analog signal
(a-c or d-c voltage, pneumatic
or hydraulic pressure, etc.) to
a switching matrix.
(2) An input switching matrix accepts the incoming analog signal and directs the signal to a
designated point on the unit
under test (UUT). The switching matrix in conjunction
with other hardware of the
closed loop system is under
computer control.
(3) An output switching matrix
accepts the analog response
from the UUT and transfers
this information to an analogto-d i g ita I converter which
serves as a response conditioner.
(4) The a-d converter converts
the analog response to a digital
equivalent and ret urn s the
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information to the computer
for processing.
In addition to these basic problems presented by a closed loop real time
control system, the Saturn Automatic Checkout System presented the usual communication problems between the hardware
and the computer. However, in the Saturn
Automatic Checkout System this communication problem is magnified because there
are n u mer 0 u s test stations performing
different tasks which must be coordinated
by the computer. Therefore, it was essential to develop a generalized comlnunication system applicable to all present and
future stations.

ADDRESS

COMMAND

Communication between the computer and a test station which contains checkout equipment is accomplished by a buffering
arrangement with one buffer at the computer
and one at the station. Under computer control, the station buffer is connected to the computer buffer. The station signals the computer
when it is free to accept information. At this
time it is possible for the computer to fill its
buffer with 22 bits of information (which constitute a computer word) that is automatically
transferred to the station buffer. The computer signals the station that it has initiated a
transfer of information which is then decoded
by a control unit at the station according to
the following format:

VALUE

(1) ADDRESS utilizes 7 bits to specify a device such as a stimuli generator, a
(2)

response conditioner, a switching matrix, etc.
COMMAND utilizes 3 bits to specify a primitive function which the specified
device is to perform. Three basic commands are provided:
(a) STORE. Under this command, the VALUE portion of the buffer word is sent
to the device specified by the ADDRESS.
(b) LOAD. This command causes the addressed device to send its information
to the buffer.
(c) EXECUTE. In this command, a device is activated or deactivated.

(3) VALUE utilizes 12 bits to indicate levels or ranges of stimuli, paths through

matrices, and on or off states for activating or deactivating various devices.
b.

SOL, the Compiler Language
SOL (Systems Oriented Language)
was devised for the Saturn Automatic Checkout System. SOL provides for data input/
output, arithmetic and Boolean computation,
the inclusion of machine language subroutines,
process control, and the necessary on-line
monitoring that is characteristic of this type
of operation.
With SOL, data can be displayed,
typed out, punched onto paper tape, or written
on magnetic tape. Data can be input by paper
tape, Flexowriter keyboard, or magnetic tape.
Sense switches at each station can be used to
direct the course of the checkout program.
A detailed description of the language would be too lengthy to be given here.
However, there are three SOL language
statements that deal directly with the station
hardware.

SET (X, V);
X, symbolically, designates a
physical device which may be
a stimuli generator, a response conditioner, a switching matrix, a timer, etc. V
may be a number or the words
"on, off." This statement is
used to set devices to desired
levels or ranges, and then to
activate or deactivate them.
(2) PATH (X, Y);
This causes a path to be closed
through a matrix which connects the points symbolically
designated by X and Y. The
matrix need not be named
explicitly since the compiler
always selects the right
path.

(1)
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(3) MEASURE (U, Z);
This causes the device U to
send the desired response to
the computer. The response
is the symbolic variable Z upon
which arithmetic computation
or limit testing can be done.
c. Station Tables
There is a table for each station
available to the compiler describing the
devices within that station. The tables contain symbolic identifiers referringto specific
devices, matrix connections, formats of incoming or outgoing data, and, generally, the
information necessary to the compiler for
proceSSing the hardware statements.
As stations change, or as new
stations are added to the system, the tables
are updated. Under this scheme, SOL can be
used in any situation for which the relevant
station tables can be filled out.
d. Monitoring Program Requests
A request for a program run from
a test station is initiated by pressing a request
button located at each station console. If a
SLAC is available, the operator may type in
the number of the program he desires which
is then read from magnetic tape into the slave.
The slave connects its buffer to the station
buffer and the program is run.
If no slave is available, requests
are stacked by MAC for later processing
under a priority system. Communication
between stations are carried on by Flexowriter. In addition, the executive program
in MAC logs requests, program start and
stop times, etc., at the central station Citnd
the test station, when applicable.
Six sense switches at each console
can be tested by the running program for ON,
OFF conditions. This allows the station
operator to monitor the programs. He can
also enter data on line via Flexowriter. In
addition, pressing the request button halts the
program and allows the operator to transfer
control to anyone of 62 different sections of
his program, or to terminate the program in
the event of station hardware failure.
The section locations must have
been declared in the source program. Whenever pOSSible, programs are segmented to
allow short sections to be run. In this way,
more stations have access to the computers
and long waiting times are reduced. Segmentation pOints must be declared by the
test engineer.

e.

Program Checkout
Since the compiled programs will
be used to drive expensive gear, it is imperative that they be debugged prior to their
actual use. Debugging must proceed at a
higher level than machine language which is
not understood by the program originator.
The procedure adopted is to compile in a special mode such that at run time
the obj ect program types out the information
that would normally be sent to the station
buffer. The information is typed at the station
Flexowriter in octal format. Responses are
simulated by typing in octal data. The remainder of the program is compiled in the normal
manner.
In this way the station operator can
simulate any hardware condition he wishes.
When he is satisfied that the program is performing as he intended, or at least that no
damage to the hardware will ensue, the
program is recompiled and placed on the
program tape with a special tape editor
program.
f. Checkout of Station Hardware
Controls at the station console
provide for disconnecting the test station
Flexowriter from the central station. In case
of computer station failure, the Flexowriter
can then be used to manually drive the station
hardware. Buffer words are entered by the
keyboard or punched tape one at a time in
octal form; the first character entered determines the first bit, and the remaining 7 characters determine the last 21 bits. Hardware
responses are displayed in lights at the console. This feature is useful for maintaining
and debugging the system hardware rather
than checking out the vehicle, although it could
be used for the latter purpose.
CONCLUSIONS
It is apparent that many of the problems
posed by the Saturn Automatic Checkout System were solved by the powerful combination
of a multiple computer array and SOL, the
compiler language.
However, the question arises: how far
have we gone towards the solution of all real
time process control problems?
Undoubtedly, the effort made today' by
Saturn programmers will appear crude by
future standards, but it is believed that we
have made a step in the right direction. The
reasons for this belief are twofold: (1) an
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expandable multicomputer approach provides
the highest degree of flexibility since it is a
completely general approach to all large real
time process control systems which require
parallel processing. I n addition, parallel
processes under this multicomputer scheme
can be monitored independently, and (2) the
language SOL, is a language which can be
expanded and used for any control system
situation that requires a computer powerful
enough to accommodate the compiler. However, in some cases, the compiler may not
produce coding e f f i c i en t enough to meet
stringent timi~g requirements. This problem
can be alleviat~d somewhat by resorting to a
hardware solution; that is, the use of special
timers and a good interrupt system.
In pioneering this Systems Oriented Language, it was discovered that there is a great

lack of uniformity in closed loop process
control hardware from various manufacturers. If future process control compilers are
to handle complex problems of even greater
magnitude, the need for hardware standardization becomes more imperative. Otherwise it will be impossible to write station
tables for all future hardware designs. Any
programmer who has attempted to coordinate
bcd, octal, straight binary, bi-quinary and
other bastard codes into one system, is well
aware of this need for standardization.
In conclusion, it is strongly recommended
that programmers work closely with the
design engineers during the early design
phases of a large automatic checkout system
to insure hardware standardization. In this
manner, a great many of the problems arising
from nonstandard units will be eliminated.

UINFORMATION HANDLING IN THE
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL COMPLEX"
T. J. Heckelman
R. H. Lazinski
Philco Corporation
Communications Systems Division
Fort Washington, Pa.
INTRODUCTION

System, DCA established the Defense Communications Control Complex. At the heart
of this Complex is the Defense National
Communications Control Center (DNCCC).
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the
Department of Defense and the Defense
Communications Agency. By maintaining
and displaying data on all DCS communications facilities, inc 1 u din g current status
information, the system supervisor at the
DNCCC has, at all times, a complete picture
of the state-of-readiness of the DCS and is
able to most effectively exert operational
control over the system to provide maximum
utilization of the available facilities.
Figure 2 shows the operation of the DCCC,
and illustrates how status information on the
DCS is made available to the system supervisor at the DNCCC. At each DC S station,
information is collected on the status of communications facilities and traffic at that
station. This includes outages of trunks,
channels, circuits, and facilities, reasons
for outage, users affected, temporary measures to restore service, etc. Traffic information includes the quantity, type, and precedence of traffic to each destination. This
status information is composed into preformatted teletype messages and sent to the
DNCCC through interim d a t a collection
centers (IDCC 'S) maintained by each military
service.

This paper describes methods of handling
information within the Defense Communications Control Complex (DCCC) and its control
center, the Defense National Communications
Control Center (DNCCC).
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
In May, 1960 the Department of Defense
established the D e fen s e Communications
Agency (DCA) to provide a centralized, single
management for the long-haul portions of the
DOD Communications Systems. These communications systems, including all Army,
Navy, and Air Force world-wide, long-haul
communications networks, were unified to
form the Defense Communications System
(DCS). The services continue to operate
these communications facilities under operational control of DCA. This system includes
all world-wide, long-haul, Government owned
and leasedpoint-to-point circuits, terminals,
control facilities and tributaries required by
the DOD to provide communications for command and control, operations, intelligence,
weather, logistics and administration.
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROL COMPLEX
In order to establish t his operational
control over the Defense Communications
241
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These messages are received at the
DNCCC, monitored, buffered in tape repeater
sets, and then read directly on-line into the
Philco 2000 Computer, where it updates the
data base. Part of this updated information
is then automatically displayed to the system
supervisor, with additional details available
when queries are asked using the supervisor's
console. This gives the supervisor a complete view of the actual status of the DCS,
and provides required information for control decisions. The control commands are
transmitted to the DCS stations by voice or
teletype lines. Information on the status of
the DCS is also made available to DCS users
through direct telephone lines.
In addition to the system supervisor, there
is also a network supervisor who is provided
with additional displays and information
regarding networks of special interest within
the DCS.
A block diagram showing the interconnection of equipment at the DNCCC is shown in

Figure 3. All on-line connections to the
Philco 2000 Computer are handled through
the Computer Access Device (CAD). Input to
the computer can be either the system status
data previously discussed or a query from a
supervisor's con sol e. Outputs may go
directly to displays on the main display
boards and consoles, or to high speed printers
associated with each console. To achieve a
clear understanding of the data flow in the
system, consideration will be given in turn to
each of the major data handling functions in
the following order:
(a) Status data input
(b) Display data output
(c) High Speed Printer Activation
(d) Query data input
(e) Computational Sub System
Thus, this paper follows the communications data received from the services and
the network data gathering centers through
the buffer storage to the CAD and thence to
the computer. The course of the digital
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information is then followed outward from
the computer to CAD and to the displays; at
which time a portion of the man-machine
interface will be discussed to illustrate how
the digital information derived from the computer is converted into display-activation
Signals which, through the displays, convey
the status of the DCS to the system supervisors. The discussion will include an
explanation of how gross and detailed information is presented by these displays so that
rapid comprehension of the system status is
immediately available for the making of
decisions.
The flow of a query initiated at a console
will then be traced through the digital system
to the CAD. Following this will be a discussion of data interchange across the inputoutput interface of the Philco 2000 Computer;
its internal configuration will be described.
Finally, the functional configuration of the
data processing subsystem at the DNCCC will
be described.
STATUS DATA INPUT
All DC S status information is transmitted
via teletype to one of the four data gathering
centers. From them, it is relayed to the
DNCCC through a facilities control.
These teletype formatted messages are
precoded at the point of origin as a message
which is both readable by man and suitable
for entrance directly into the Philco 2000
Computer. Each of the data gathering centers
relays the teletype messages in a bit-serial
teletype code to an associated tape repeater
RT set at the DNCCC. At the DNCCC, the
start and stop pulses are stripped and a 5,level edge-printed chadless tape is produced
in each RT set. This tape is fed into a tape
storage bin from whence it goes to a 200
words-per-minute tape reader. All four of
these RT-set tape readers can read the last
character punched. All four tape readers
are read in unison, each producing a parallel
6-bit character (5-bit code plus a strobe).
The information from 4 simultaneously read
tapes is combined to form a series of 24-bit
parallel words. Any tape having no data on
it causes the associated portion of the word
sent to the CAD to be represented by zeros.
Each 24 bit word is put into the CAD for
transfer into the computer. A block diagram
showing the path of this communications input
for DCS status data is shown in Figure 4.

DISPLAY DATA OUTPUT
The display data presented to the system
supervisors is in two forms:
1. Status display, as illustrated in Figure
5 by the Sy stem Status Board in the
center, the Traffic Status Board on the
left, and the Supervisor's Console in
the foreground.
2. Printed clear text or tabular information, available at the high speed printer
on the left of the console, or projected
white with a black background on the
Readout Board.
All of the Status Board and Console Display
Modules have computer controlled multicolor
capability. Alarm conditions are easily
recognized by their blinking red indication.
The system continues to display a newly
deteriorated condition by causing the associated indicators to continue in the blinking
state until the supervisor acknowledges their
presence.
The System Display Board, 8 by 15 feet,
is a geographical presentation of the world
upon which are super-imposed the locations
of all the DCS relay stations. Between these
locations, their inter-connections are shown
by lines representing trunk groups. Each
half of these lines has a different color capability, thus showing the condition of the communications link in both directions. The
appearance of a white halo around any location rectangle indicates that there is a station
at that location which has a serious traffic
backlog. Reference for detailed information
must then be made to the Traffic Status
Board, shown to the left in Figure 5. The
representation on this board conveys to the
system supervisor information as to the
communications capabilities of the various
stations comprising the DCS and the effectiveness of the communications between these
locations.
The Traffic Status Board is arranged to
correspond to the relative geographical locationfor all DCS reporting stations and shows
their traffic backlog condition for both High
and Low precedence messages. This display
board has the capability of, upon interrogation
at the console, displaying the traffic status
condition from any station to any of the
stations directly connected with/it. Each of
these modules has computer cOl,ltrolled multicolored capability to indicate status condition.
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Figure 4.

Communications to CAD Data Flow

The Console shown is used both as a
display and as system-status interrogation
point. It is a display in that it shows status
of the individual stations, their geographical
locations and their connectivity to other
stations in the DCS. The console also includes
a hard copy printer which produces alphanumeric answers to queries. It is an interrogation point in that each of the display
devices which shows station status is also a
button by which that station designation is
entered into the system as part of a query.
On the console there are two keyboards;
one for introducing fixed queries and controlling the displays and one for entering
variable format queries.
Other displays at the DNCCC which depict
status conditions of special networks are
similar to the system and traffic status boards
described. The console for the Network
supervisor has the same design as does the
system supervisor's console.
The Readout Board is used as a variable
format alphanumeric presentation which can
display even under bright ambient light

conditions, characters easily seen at 25 feet.
This display produces either tabular or clear
text answers to system supervisors' queries
entered at the consoles. The Readout image
is produc ed by a modified Anelex High Speed
Printer, the operation of which is described
below in the section entitled, "High Speed
Printers."
The way in which the displays and printers
are computer activated and the method for
entering queries into the computer are also
described below.
The functions of each of these displays, its
method of portraying information and its
relationship in establishing the interrogationdecisions man-system interface has been
described in greater detail in two other
papers (1,2).
CAD-TO-DISPLA Y DIGITAL
DATA FLOW
The 48 -bit parallel word generated by the
computer for updating displays or for printing answers to queries can take one of two
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configurations: One configuration results in
the generation of printed information on one
or more of the high speedprinters. The other
results in the updating of the display of status
information on the displays or consoles. The
composition of these words is illustrated in
Figure 6. A word which activates one or
more of the printers is composed of an
address code, 6 bits which indicate which high
speed printer(s) will print out the alphanumeric information contained in the rest of
the 48-bit word, and the remaining 42 bits of
the word, composed of 7 6-bit alphanumeric
code designations. See Figure 6a.
The type of word generated for the updating
of one of the display boards has the composition shown in Figure 6b. A 6-bit code indicates to which device the display data is
directed, Le., which of the display boards or
which of the console displays. One of the

12-bit codes addresses one of the modules of
that display. Two bits then designate the
color presentation of that module - green,
yellow, red, or blinking red. There are three
module addresses and three state indications
in each 48 -bit display word. A block diagram
of the digital system for routing and designation to module or printer is shown in Figure
7, "DNCCC Presentation Subsystem CAD-ToDisplay Block Diagram."
DISPLAY MODULE BINARY
ACTIVATION
As indicated above, each of the displays
is composed of modules. The modules are in
the form of:
1. Location indicators or sections of trunk
group lin e s on the System Status
Board.
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2. High or low precedence backlog indicators on the Traffic Status Board.
3. Stations or communication links on the
Special Network Boards or,
4. Station indicators on the consoles.
Each of these modules has four states of
operation. The module indicates status by
color, either green, yellow, red or blinking
red. An operational check is automatically
performed, in that, absence of color indicates
a malfunction. Each of these modules has a
continuous operating life of over 100 years,
and also has its own four - state memory. This
module memory will retain stored information even in the event of power failure. Thus,
once a module is addressed and has stored
two - digital bits which determine the module's
display state, it need not be addressed again

until that module is to change its display
state. The addressing of a display module
which has its own storage capability relieves
the computer and routing circuitry of the
burden of repetitious excitation which some
types of displays need to maintain a continuous non-flickering presentation.
HIGH SPEED PRINTER ACTIVATION
The DNCCC incorporates 4 high-speed
Anelexprinters. One 120-character per line,
900 lines per minute printer is driven directly
by the computer. Three 72-character per
line printers are used in the Presentation
Subsystem to furnish information to the system supervisors. One is mounted on each of
the two consoles, and one, a modified printer,
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DNCCC Presentation Subsystem CAD to Display Block Diagram

is part of the Readout Projection system.
Each of these printers has a rotating drum
which has rows of metal type parallel with
the axis of rotation. Each row contains 72type representations of one character. Rows
of the different alphanumeric characters are
distributed around the periphery of the drum.
This drum is so mounted that each row of
type passes adjacent to a length of inked ribbon, on the other side of which is a length of
paper. Situated behind the paper is a row of
72 magnetically-activated hammers. These
are so positioned that when activated, they
cause the paper to push the ribbon against a
type face in one of the columns of the continuously rotating drum. The striking of a
hammer is so rapid that a clear image of the
letter appears on the paper. To get a line of
printed information, it is thus necessary that
each of the 72 hammers strike as the proper
letter passes in front of it.
Rotating with the drum is a digitally
encoded wheel. On this wheel there is a
binary representation of each character on
the drum. Associated with each hammer is

a 6-bit storage register and a comparison
circuit. When the digital representation of a
character in a printer register is identical
with that on the encoded wheel, the hammer
is activated, causing the character to be
printed on the paper in the position associated
with that register.
Printer control-functions also appear as
6-bit codes. For economy and because of
human limitation, the printers of the presentation subsystem are not operated at 900
lines per minute. The character recognition
circuitry is time-shared, decreasing its
speed and thereby reducing the cost and
complexity.
To print a line on one of the printers,
words from the CAD, directed by the display
distributor, are read to the printers as a
serial stream of 6-bit parallel characters.
The printers commutate the characters and
put them in a proper comparison registers
so that the appropriate character is printed
in any given line position.
The Readout Board incorporates a projection system which rapidly produces, by
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which, when depressed, is connected to a
decimal-to-binary converter as is shown in
Figure 8. DepreSSing a pushbutton results
in a unique 8 -bit word being placed in 8 of the
positions of the 48-bit register associated
with that console when the console is operating in the console mode. As shown in Figure
9a, 4 pushbuttons can be depressed, each
contributing 8-bits to the 48-bit word which
will be sent to the CAD. Thefollowing 6-bits
of the word indicate the type of qq.ery being
asked, the next 6-bits dictate on which
printer(s) the answer to the query will be
printed. The last 4-bits of the 48-bit word
specify the originating console and in which
mode it is operating, either console or flexowriter. If the system supervisor wishes to
put in a variable format query, he must put
the console in the Flexo mode. The depression of the' jlexowriter keys results in the
storage, in the 48-bit register of the console,
of 7 alphanumeric characters as shown in
Figure 9b.
The symbols are simultaneou'sly printed
on the flexowriter so the supervisor has a

non-chemical means, a transparency of clear
text or tabular alphanumeric information.
This transparency is produced by a modified
Anelex printer at printer operating speeds,
similar to the ones described above. This
transparency is used in proj ecting an easily
readable image on a 7 x 7 ft. screen. The
image may be read at 25 feet in a room having
an ambient lighting of 25-foot lamberts,
standard office illumination.
Details of this display system are described in greater detail in another paper (2).
QUERY DATA INPUT
Queries can be asked by the system or net
supervisor by activation of buttons on the
appropriate console. Answers to queries
appear either on the printers, or, in some
cases, on the displays, as described below.
CONSOLE TO CAD DIGITAL DATA FLOW
Each of the station display indicators on
the System Supervisor console is a pushbutton,
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Console to CAD Words

record of his variable query input. Each
alphanumeric character has a unique 6-bit
designation. Two bits of the 48-bit word are
not used, the last four designate the originating console and the mode in which it is
operating.
The 48 -bit word accumulated in a console
register is sent 24-parallel bits at a time to
the CAD. In the event a query is initiated
from the netwrok and System consoles simultaneously, the query is not lost. One is given
priority to the CAD, causing the other to be
delayed only a few milliseconds.
DNCCC COMPUTATIONAL SUBSYSTEM
Up to this point, the discussion of the
digital and information flow in the Defense
Communications Control Complex has dealt
with the relationship of DCA to the associated
agencies, the services to be performed by

DCA, the monitoring of the DCS by the Defense
Communications Control Complex, the means
by which messages reach the DNCCC, the
conversion of communications information
and supervisor's queries to digital inputs for
the computer through the CAD, and finally the
method by which the computer operates the
displays and printers via the CAD. It is now
appropriate to discuss the computational subsystem which has been called the computer
in the preceding discussion, and also to
discuss its off-line capabilities. There will
be no attempt in this paper to discuss the
programming of this subsystem.
A block diagram of the DNCCC Computational Subsystem may be seen in Figure 10.
It is composed of:
(1) Computer Access Device (CAD)
(2) Magnetic Core Storage
(3) Arithmetic Section
(4) Program Section
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(5) Input-Output Processor
(6) Universal Buffer Controller
(7) Punch Card System
(8) High Speed Printer
(9) Nine magnetic tape units
Items (2), (3) and (4) as listed make up the
Central Computer.

The CAD arranges all input and output

3. Arithmetic Section
Data is processed in the arithmetic
section by arithmetic comparison, shifting,
and extracting operations. These arithmetical operations are performed in the adder
network. This network is extremely fast
since it contains no storage registers and
operates in parallel on all 48 bits of a word.
4. Program Section

data in 48-bitparallel words, this word length

being one which can conveniently be handled
by the Processing Subsystem.
2. Magnetic Core Storage
The Magnetic Core Storage is capable
of storing 8,192 words, each one 48 bits in
length. This unit contains in part a data
register and an address register. The
magnetic core storage is shared by central
computer, the input-output processor and the
CAD. This sharing interweaves the memoryaccess periods of the various units so that
none must wait more than a few microseconds
to use the memory. Therefore, with memory
sharing, the program runs almost continuously, without interruption by input -output
operations.

The central computer processes the
stored data in accordance with the program
instructions. The program section interprets
and executes the instructions.
5. Input-Output Processor
The input-output processor is the interconnecting and control link between the central
computer and 16 input-output channels. Each
of the channels couples either' a magnetic
tape unit or a Universal Buffer -Controller to
the central Computer. Standard data-transfer
rate over a channel is 90,000 alphanumeric
characters per second. By multiplexing, the
input-output processor can automatically connect any two of the channels to the central
computer for input or output.
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6. The Universal Buffer-Controller
The Universal Buffer-Controller acts
as a buffering device between any two inputoutput units. It permits off-line conversion
between any two media.
7. The Punchcard System
The Punchcard System can read 80column punched cards at a rate of 2000 cards
per minute. Cards can be punched at a rate
of 100 cards per minute. The card image
mode facilitates handling of binary information and packs 12 bits, or two characters in
each column. Plug-board editing provides
format control.
8. High Speed Printer
The High Speed Printer and its printer
controller operate in conjunction with the
Universal Buffer-Controller. The printer
prints 900 lines of one hundred and twenty
characters each line per minute. By skip
feeding, non -printed areas are passed at ten
times the normal printing rate.
9. Tape Units
The Magnetic tape units record data in
block form to provide efficient operation, checking, and tape reading in forward
and backward directions. This bi -directional
tape readingis especially valuable for saving
time in sorting operations. The read-write
speedis 90,000 alphanumeric characters per
second. The size of a standard block is 128
words, recorded in 512 frames. Each frame
contains 12 data bits, two parity bits and two
timing bits. As an additional control, a 513th
frame adds to each of the fourteen horizontal
channels an even parity bit for longitudinal
parity checking of the block.
The above listed components are interconnected as dictated by the Programming,
to perform the functions needed by the DNCCC
Computational Subsystem. A few examples
of the internal computational equipment connections required for performing some of
these functions are illustrated in Figure 11
and given below.
Mode 1. Initial load - taking programs
which have been manually punched
into cards and entering these
programs into the appropriate
computer facility storage areas.
fixe~~

Mode 2.

Load to correct - used to enter
changes or corrections into already
utilized storage areas.
Mode 3. In-line path I - normal operating
condition for the system.
Mode 4. In-line path II - operating condition
in the event of a detected error in
the input data.
Mode 5. Query path I - a console request for
stored information to be presented
on display subsystem equipment.
Mode 6. Query path II - a console request
for stored information to be printed
using the c.;omputer facility high
speed printer.
Mode 7. Tape Print - the transfer of infor.mation from magnetic tape storage
to hard copy via the computer high
speed printer. Used primarily to
print out Error Tape data and
Record and Report Tape data.
The asynchronous nature of this Philco
2000 Computational Subsystem enables very
rapid up-dating of the data base, manipulation
and direction of data flow, retrieval of stored
information and presentation of answers to
queries. A well rounded under standing of the
general operation of the DNCCC should
include a knowledge of t~e manipulation of
the data base as well as the control center
method of deriving and disseminating information.
DATA BASE
One element critical to effective DNCCC
operation is the Data Base. This is a representation of the DCS which is stored within
the computational subsystem. The data base
includes fixed structural data describing DC S,
and the more dynamic allocation of facilities
to users. It also includes information needed
for current operations, predicted future operations and planned operations.
CIRCUIT DIRECTORY
The circuit directory consists of that data
which remains comparatively stable (e.g.,
trunk, channel, and circuit numbers, type of
facility and service, owner, etc .). This
directory is used to facilitate the control of
the DeS; to analyze trunk group, trunk, channel, and circuit usage; to provide detailed
information to the managers of the DeS that
will assist them in making efficient use of all
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of the communication facilities of the DC S,
particularly during emergencies; and to furnish data on trunk groups, trunks, channels
and circuits that may be used in the future
development of the DCS.
Circuit directory information is filed on
punched cards which are modified, added, or
removed as changes occur. A card similar
to the one shown in Figure 12 is prepared for
each communication link within the DCS.
STATUS REPORTS
Reports sent to the DNCCC by the data
gathering centers of the DCS are called Status
Reports. They are prepared in a format
which enables the DNCCC Computational Subsystem to process them automatically as they
are received. These contain information on
outages, backlogs, routing, users, and traffic.
ERROR CORRECTION AND PURGING
Each information line of a status report
is automatically checked for range and

legality by the Computational Subsystem. If
a status report does not pass all of the tests
stipulated by the error detection program
the erroneous portions of the report are
forwarded to an operator at the Model 28ASR
console through program selection of a
magnetic tape output which is printed out on
the high speed printer off-line through the
Universal Buffer Controller. The error correction operator will make corrections and
re-enter the data through the DNCCC communications input via his keyboard.
DNCCC COMPUTATIONAL
SUBSYSTEM TAPES
The physical counterpart of the Data Base
and the programming instructions in the
DNCCC Computational Subsystem is found on
its magnetic tapes. A better understanding
of the manipulation and storage of the Data
Base information within the DNCCC may be
derived by reviewing the types and functions
of the computational tapes used in this
system.
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MASTER TAPE
This tape contains all the DNCCC programs
and subroutines, initial system parameters,
and some utility-type programs ..
STATION DIRECTORY TAPE
The station directory tape includes all
data on stations, trunk groups, trunks, channels and allocated circuits within the DCS.
JOURNAL STATUS TAPE
This tape contains, in chronological tabular
form, all the latest information on the status
of each component of the DCS.
JOURNAL STATUS PRIME TAPE
This tape contains a rearranged set of
Journal Status data which has been sorted
according to station by the sort and merge
program.
RELIABILITY LIBRARY TAPE
This tape contains, for each trunk and
channel, a reliability figure on a monthly
running basis. It also contains all reasons
for outages by percentage for that outage.
ERROR/OUTPUT TAPE
This tape is used to store the output of
detected error contained in the incoming
status reports. It is read out onto the computational subsystem high speed printer on
demand.
SCRATCH TAPE
The Executive and Start-over routines use
this tape for such purposes as saving core,
Journal Status backup, and intermediate
working storage. Other routines which need
storage in excess of that available to them in
core also use this tape.
SIMULATION TAPE
For introducing controlled inputs during
training periods, a simulation facility can

construct tape images similar to the inputs
normally read from the CAD.
OFF-LINE CAPABILITY OF THE DNCCC
COMPUTATIONAL SUBSYSTEM
This paper has emphasized the on-line
capability of the DNCCC. It should not be
inferred that the computational subsystem is
used more than a small portion of the time
to carry out this on-line function. The design
of the Defense National Communications Control Center has given it inherent processing
and display storage. For all the displays
have their own internal storage either in
display modules or in the form of hard copy,
thus eliminating the need for repetitive use
of the computer to maintain displayed information. Tapes and core are the computational
subsystems storage media. This storage
capacity allows the computational subsystem
to devote most of its processing time to the
performance of computation required for offline management of the Defense Communications System.
SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is to give the
reader an understanding of the method of
handling information "on-line" in the Defense
Communications Agency's Defense Communications Control Complex.
The control system described here is only
the initial phase of the implementation of the
Defense Communications Agency Control
Center Complex (DCA CCC) a series of communications control centers throughout the
free world.
CONCLUSION
On 29 September 1960, the Defense Communications Agency selected Philco Corporation as prime contractor to set up the Defense
National Communications Control Center
discussed above. Normally such a program
would take more than a year to complete. In
less tahn 22 weeks, however, Philco designed,
developed, manufactured and installed the
complex equipments which make up this
Center.
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AN AUTOMATIC DIGITAL DATA ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
FOR SPACE SURVEILLANCE
Marvin S. Maxwell
U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory
Dahlgren, Virginia
ABSTRACT
The Navy Space Surveillance System (SPASUR) was developed to
detect, track, and determine the orbital elements of unannounced noncooperative satellites. To improve its response time and data handling
capability, the Spasur System is being made automatic through the
application of digital technique s. Digital data from many r.emote stations
will be sent continuously at 2,500 bits per second over telephone data
line s to a central as sembly system. Selected data is assembled into a
form for entry via a tape channel into an IBM 7090 computer for on-line
proce ssing to produce orbital elements within seconds of satellite passage through the detection beam.

INTRODUCTION

responsibility. The Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia and the Naval
Research Laboratory have joint responsibility
for the digital equipment at the remote stations and the telephone data lines. The Naval
Weapons Laboratory is also developing all of
the equipment associated with the automatic
system in the Operations Center at Dahlgren,
Virginia and the computer programs for final
reduction of data.
A brief description of the detection system
and general operating procedures will provide
useful background information. The detection
network consists of 4 receivers and 3 transmitter s located on a great circle of the earth
at about 33°N latitude. The transmitters each
send out a continuous wave of radio energy in
a fan shaped pattern which is very narrow in
the north-south direction and very wide in the
east-west direction. The receiving systems
have similar antenna patterns and all are
coplanar so that when a satellite enters the

The Navy Space Surveillance System,
known as SPASUR, was developed by the U. S.
Naval Res ear c h Laboratory (Washington,
D. C.) to detect, track and predict the orbits
of unannounced non-cooperative satellites
passing over the United States. This system (1) has been in operation 24 hours a day
since February 1959. In February 1960, the
U. S. Naval Space Surveillance System
(NAVSPASUR)was established under a Commanding Officer to operate the system to
meet Navy and national requirements.
NAVSPASUR is under the operational control
of the North American Air Defense Command.
The Spasur System now requires a considerable amount of manual data handling.
To improve its capability an automatic system for processing the data is now under
development. The Naval Research Laboratory has overall system de vel 0 p men t
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transmitter antenna pattern, it reflects back
a signal to one or more receiving stations.
The angle of arrival of the reflected signal is
measured in both north-south and east-west
direction by radio interferometry, that is, the
relative phase of the detected signal between
each of many antenna pairs is measured.
Precision in angular measurement is achieved
by use of very long base line separation in
some of the antenna pairs; a series of
progressively-shorter base line antenna pairs
is used to eliminate ambiguity in the angles
measured with the longest base lines.
The data taken from the receiving station
provides information which makes it possible
to determine the time an object passes
through the beam, the sight angle to the
object, a measure of the rate of change of
angle in the north-south and east-west directions, a measure of the doppler shift and of
the instantaneous signal strength of the
reflected signal.
The only information sent to the computer
via the Automatic Digital Data Assembly
System (ADDAS) is that data identified by
equipment in the remote station as probably
containing information about a satellite. Data
to be sent to the computer is never delayed
more than one second between the time the
measurements are made at the receiving
station and the time the data is in the memory
of the computer.
The basic operation of the automatic space
surveillance system is as follows: An IBM
7090 computer using the orbital elements of
all known satellites, generates predictions
about each satellite as to when it should cross
the transmitter beam, and estimates of the
observation angles from the ground stations,
plus other parameters. Data from the Remote
Stations indicating a possible satellite is
processed through the data assembly system
and sent to the computer where additional
proceSSing occurs and further checks are
made to see if the data is valid. All valid
data is reduced to generate an observation
specifying the time and angles from the
various ground stations to the object as it
went through the transmitter beam. If this
observation is sufficiently close to a predicted
set of values for a known satellite it is
assigned as a new observation of that satellite. After a number of new observations are
assigned to a given satellite, they are used to
generate new, more accurate, orbital elements which are used to generate new, more

preCise, predictions to be compared against
future received data. In this manner the
system keeps track of all known satellites.
I.f a valid signal is detected that does not
correspond to a prediction, this observation
is classified as an unknown, and a preliminary
orbit is estimated from the data; an immediate message is sent from the computer via
a direct communication channel to selected
users of this information. The system design
is such that the computer should be capable
of sending out these preliminary orbital elements within seconds after the unannounced
satellite passes through the transmitter beam.
After further passes of this new satellite
through the transmitter beam, a more precise
orbit can be established and this satellite will
be entered into the list of known satellites.
The computer has available to it many programs which generate the many types of
tabular and graphical output required and
which also monitor the performance of the
detection and data assembly system.
This paper will give a description of the
equipment used in assembling the data from
the remote sources into a suitable form for
processing in the computer. Some of the
design details of the ADDAS have resulted
from the original plan to employ the Naval
Ordnance Research Computer (NORC) for
proceSSing ADDAS output. An example is the
inclusion of a binary to BCD conversion in
the message assembler, since the NORC is a
binary coded decimal computer. While the
use of an IBM-7090 is now intended, compatibility of the data format with NORC has
been retained.
Automatic Digital Data Assembly
System - ADDAS
The ADDAS system is designed to facilitate
fully automatic operation from the initial
reception of signals at the remote stations to
the introduction of data into the computer at
NWL.
The system consists of the digital equipment at the remote stations, the digital
equipment at the Space Surveillance Operations Center, and the communication links
between them. Important practical considerations in the selection of the data transmission
equipment and in the design of the ADDAS
system were as follows:
a. 24-hour operation for continuous surveillance.
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searches or to recover data lost by equipment malfunction.
h. A magnetic tape record of all data sent
to the computer, to recover from computer
malfunction.
i. Analogue display of selected channels
of incoming data,' for monitoring system
performance.
The system shown in Figure 1 meets all
of these objectives. The system currently
under construction is being equipped for the
4 present SPASUR stations; however, the
design will -accommodate up to 15 remote
stations without modification.
The information flow in the ADDAS starts
at the Remote Station where all of the needed
data is digitized and sampled at a nominal
rate of 19.5 observations per second per
channel. This data, along with guard bits for

b. Short delay from the time data is
detected at the remote station to the time it
is presented for processing in the computer.
c. Multiple data sources - initial system
to include 4 sources with capability for
expansion to as many as 15 sources.
d. Remote data sources - from 500 to 3000
or more miles distant from the Space Surveillance Operations Center.
e. Random data times - any number of
stations, from none to 15, reporting significant
(alerted) data at any instant of time.
f. High data transmission rate - 2500 bits
per second, because of the large quantity of
data needed during the time a satellite is
being observed.
g. A record on magnetic tape at the Space
Surveillance Operating Center of all data
received from every source, for use in special
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a frame mark, alert bits, and three parity
check bits is assembled into a 128 bit frame.
The parity check is a modulo 8 count, minus
1, of the binary 1 's transmitted; a transmission failure resulting in a frame containing
either all l' s or all 0' s will be detected as
an error. In each frame 117 bits are available for data; a patchboard, with replaceable
inserts, allows flexibility in partitioning these
bits amongthe various channels so as to send
the necessary data with the maximum preCISIon. A channel generally measures a
single quantity, representing its value in
pure binary, and may use 4, 5, 6, or 7 bits,
except that a 7 bit channel is restricted to a
maximum value of 99. The partitioning rules
are such that the maximum number of channels is 24 and the minimum is 17. The data
is transmitted serially, bit by bit, at a rate
of 400 microseconds per bit by Rixon Sebit
24 high speed data modems over telephone
lines to Dahlgren, Va.
In the current stations apprOXimately 21
channels of data are digitized with a preciSion
between 1 part in 32 and 1 part in 100 and
assembled into a frame. A valid signal from
a satellite may have a duration as brief as
0.2 seconds, a nominal duration of 0.75 to 1.5
seconds and a maximum duration of many
seconds depending upon the orbit and size of
the satellite. Equipment in the remote station
continuously monitors the received signals
and, when the signals have certain characteristics which are present in most valid
satellite signals, an alert is generated and a
bit pattern is set in the frame which is then
called an alerted frame or alerted data. To
reduce the false alert rate to manageable
proportions, it is also required that the
alerting conditions must be present for a
minimum time interval, nominally 0.2 seconds, before the alert is markedin the frame.
This means that there are nominally 2 to 4
frames of valid data preceding the first
alerted frame.
The digitized data from each station is
received continuously at the operations center
at 2,500 bits per second and converted into
standard digital form by the data modem. All
of the data received from one remote station
enters the Bit Assembler assigned to that
station. In the Bit Assembler the data is
synchronized, checked for message format
and parity and is grouped into characters of
4 to 7 bits, one character per channel, and
transferred to the Message Assembler. The

Bit Assembler inserts a special character as
the last character in each frame which indicates if any unusual conditions were detected
during receipt of this frame, such as frame
synchronization troubles, maintenance switch
in use, or detected transmission failures.
The Bit Assembler prepares the address
specification of the location in the memory
of the Message Assembler where the data is
temporarily stored. The alert status of the
received frames is detected in the Bit
Assembler and it gives control information
to the Message Assembler so that the appropriate data is assembled and sent to the
computer. The Bit Assembler also sends
data to the Analogue Display Control and
within itself it converts any preselected 4
channels of data from digital form to 4
analogue voltages and makes the Signals
available t<:> a remote recorder.
In order to store the data for possible
exceptional handling each Bit Assembler
immediately sends out all of the received
data to be recorded in real-time along with
the time of day on one of two slow speed,
7 1/2 inches per second, Continuous Tape
Recorders. A single recorder can store the
data from 9 different stations plus the time
code, and two recorders are operated in
alternation to provide full time coverage of
24 hours per day. The data from any single
station along with the proper time code can
later enter the system via the Continuous
Tape Recorder Playback and Bit Assembler
#0 at a normal rate or at 8 times normal
rates for search for special data or for
recovery from malfunctions. The CTR Tape
Time unit presents the recovered CTR time
to the Message Assembler, the Time Search
unit and to a visual display unit. The Time
Search unit allows the operator to specify a
start time and stop time to gating cJrcuitry
which conditionally enables the transfer of
data into the Message Assembler.
The Message Assembler receives data
from the Bit Assemblers via a multipole 16
position electronic switch which scans all of
the Bit Assemblers sequentially (except for
#0) until it locates one with a character to be
stored in the assembly region of its memory.
The memory consists of 2048 words of 18 bits
each with random access time of 10 micro.,..
seconds. Each character with its parity bit
(which is generated in the Message Assembler) occupies one-half of a word and the
address is a combination of the bit assembler
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number to which the electronic switch is set
and a frame count and character count which
are sent from the Bit Assembler. Each Bit
Assembler has its own assembly region in
memory which holds 6 frames of data. Bit
Assembler =11=0 is scanned by the switch eight
times as often as any of the others since it
can present data from the Continuous Tape
Recorder Playback at 8 times the normal
rate. When the Message Assembler observes
by inspection of the address specification of
the character being sent from the Bit Assembler that it is the first character of a frame,
the Message Assembler goes into a special
cycle storing in a part of the memory region
for that frame the Bit Assembler number
(station number) sending the data and the
current time of day from the Real Time Clock.
The time is specified in Julian days mod 100,
subdivided into hours, minutes, seconds, and
hundredths of seconds.
The Message Assembler has a second,
independent, 16 position electronic switch
which scans to see if any Bit Assembler has
detected an alerted frame. When this condition is detected, the oldest complete frame
from this Bit Assembler, which was received
5 frames before the present frame, is transferred from the assembly region of memory
to the next available space in a buffer region
of memory. The scanner then proceeds to
the next bit assembler to see if it has an
alerted frame. This procedure assures that
the five frames preceding the first alerted
frame are sent to the buffer region, and from
there to the computer, but it also would cause
the system to lose the last five alerted frames.
To prevent this, the Bit Assembler contains
a circuit which extends the alert condition to
the Message Assembler for 7 frames following the last alerted frame. This extending of
the alert causes the Message Assembler to
then transfer to the buffer region the remaining 5 alerted frames plus the following 2
unalerted frames.
There are two buffer regions in the memory
of the Message Assembler, each holding 16
frames of data. When one of the regions is
filled, a cycle is initiated to transfer this data
directly into the computer and onto magnetic
tape. While one buffer region is being
emptied, data may be loaded into the other
buffer region, and when this one is full, its
data sent out. A double length record is
generated whenever the second buffer is

completely filled before the first buffer is
completely empied.
The data transferred out of the buffer
region for entry into the computer is converted from binary to binary coded decimal
by a modification of a shift and convert
procedure (2) and assembled into a NORC and
IBM high denSity compatible tape format.
The binary data in each channel is converted
into a two decimal digit number and a complete frame consists of 32 digit pairs of
information or 64 information decimal digits
plus 8 special characters required for NORC
magnetic tape compatibility. The 32 information digit pairs are aSSigned in the following way. The identification of the BitAssembIer or Remote· Station number which is
sending in the data uses one digit pair. The
time code uses 5 digit pairs, one each for
days, hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths
of seconds. There is one digit pair for the
alert indication, 24 digif pairs·- foi·-the data
(one for each of the possible data channels)
and one digit pair for the summary data
generated by the Bit Assembler. Each of the
digit pairs could span the values from 00 to
99 but the digit pair for a 5 bit channel for
example will have a maximum valid value of
31. If the station configuration is such that
all of the possible 24 information channels
are not used, the unused channels are filled
with zeros.
This data is sent out at twenty microseconds per character for recording on
magnetic tape at one hundred inches per
second on one of three units and to level
conversion circuitry for direct entry into an
IBM 7090 computer. ADDAS data enters the
IBM 7090 via a tape channel used exclusively
for this purpose. There is special level conversion circuitry with outputs that are equivalent to those generated by an IBM 729-IV
magnetic tape transport. Thus, the computer
acts as if it is connected to a standard tape
unit, while it is actually connected to the
ADDAS. When operating, the computer continuously attempts to read data from this
"tape unit" and the channel "stalls" (but the
computer keeps running) until, the ADDAS
transfers data to the level conversion circuitry which sends it via the tape channel
into the memory of the computer, generating
a program interrupt or trap at the completion
of the data transfer. Each frame of data
occupies twelve computer words and in the
tape image there is an additional three word
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beginning of record and a three word end of
record identifier. Thus a standard sixteen
frame record occupies 198 words in the
computer.
The rate of data transfer from the ADDAS
to the computer varies from zero, when there
are no satellite type signals being received
at the Remote Stations, to very high rates as
indicated in the following table. The Continuous Tape Recorder (CTR) data is played
back at 8 times normal rate so that its flow
rate is equal to that of 8 stations.
Sixteen frame records of 198 computer
words are generated at a rate of 1.2 records
per station per second if the station is se~d
ing alerted data. This leads to the followmg
rates if all of the named stations are sending
alerted data:
1 station
1.2 records/sec.
4 stations
4.8 records/sec.
10 stations
12.0 records/sec.
15 stations
18.0 records/sec.
CTR
9.6 records/sec.
CTR+4 stations
14.5 records/sec.
CTR+I0 stations
21.6 records/sec.
At CTR+I0 stations and greater, occasional records of 32 and 48 frames will be
generated due to the lack of synchronism
among the data sources, and the fact that
there is insufficient time to generate the
interblock gap with this high average data
flow rate.
The Real Time Clock presents to the Message Assembler the time of day in days,
hours minutes, seconds, and hundredths of
seconds which are established by counting
down from a precision 100 kc source. The
day counter presents Julian days taken modulo
100. There are the usual provision for setting,
and advancing or retarding the clock as it is
compared against WWV transmissions.
The 100 kc signal from the clock is distributed through the system as a pulse one
microsecond wide occurring every ten microseconds for use as a master timing signal for
synchronization of data transfers through the
system. The stepping of the stages of the
clock that are used to develop the time of day
in the Message Assembler are conditioned by
timing signals from the Message Assembler
so that all carries have been propagated from
stage to stage before the clock is read.
With the Analogue Display Control and its
associated eight channel thermal pen recorder, the operator can easily select and
view any eight channels of data from any
,

remote station. Old data can be reviewed by
playing the Continuous Tape Recorder data
into Bit Assembler #0 and selecting it as the
input for the Analogue Display Control.
The ADDAS provides the input data for an
on-line real-time space surveillance operation which allows no scheduled maintenance
time for this equipment. The organization
and design of the system is such as to achieve
a maximum of good time without duplication
of the entire system. The operational system
will eventually have two computer s with rapid
switching of tape and disc files betwee~ them
and the ADDAS data will be available to both
computers. Other input and output of the
computers will be switched between the
devices and the direct communication channel on each computer. Within the ADDAS the
Continuous Tape Recorders provide for data
recovery from malfunctions in the Message
Assembler or in most of the Bit Assembler.
The IBM compatible output tapes provide for
data recovery if both computers should be
down at the same time. For both of these
tape systems there are three identical units,
so that there is a spare unit available for
maintenance which can be put into service
with no loss of data. There is a spare telephone line data modem located in a Line
Terminal rack where these lines can be
monitored and checked. This spare data
modem can be switched onto any data line
and its output switched into any desired Bit
Assembler if its data modem fails. If a Bit
Assembler fails, Bit Assembler #0 can be
rapidly substituted for any of the other Bit
Assemblers. The design of the Bit Assembler
is such that it could easily send its data to
two Message Assemblers, however it is not
currently planned to duplicate the Message
Assembler. There is a spare Real Time
Clock which can rapidly be substituted for the
standard unit.
To speed up the process of locating troubles and repairing them there are a variety
of built in checks and maintenance aids. In
the Remote Station there is a "Station Exerciser" which generates test wave forms
which can be passed through all of the data
channels. Detection of an alert condition by
other equipment at the station automatically
returns the station back to normal condition.
There is also a provision to transmit random
patterns over the data modem to aid in equalization of the telephone line.
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The "ADDAS Exerciser" is located in the
operations center and is an important maintenance aid. This unit can generate various
patterns which are inserted ~to the Bit
Assemblers automatically at periodic intervals and replaces the data from the Remote
Station for approximately 1/2 second. These
patterns are chosen to check as many of the
features of the system as possible. The
Exerciser cycles through all of the Bit
Assemblers, one after another, inserting
appropriate patterns for each one. This data
passes through the Bit Assembler, the Message Assembler and into the computer where
a check is made that each pattern is precisely
as it should be, and if an error is detected,
the maintenance staff is alerted. The unit
then serves as a maintenance aid by generating
controlled patterns while the defective element is being repaired. The exerciser system
has another independent section which is used
to check and maintain both types of magnetic
tape units in the system,
There are also a variety of built-in checks
in the system. There is a check in the Remote
Station that its counters used in digitizing the
phase data remain locked in step to a reference
pulse. The Bit Assembler checks that the
received data has the proper structure and
parity, and failures are logged on an event
monitor; if the failure rate becomes too high,
an audible alarm is generated to alert the
maintenance, staff and a signal is automatically
sent back to the remote station to have it
start running local recorders. The Bit
Assembler also checks that each character
and alert condition sent to the Message
Assembler is received. Within the Message
Assembler there is a parity check on the
memory, and checks on the binary to binary
coded decimal converter if it generates an
output digit greater than 9 or receives an
input value greater than 99. There are _~flO
automatic read after write checks on the tape
units in the system.
The size of the system can be .estimated
from the following information. Each of the

following units occupies a space approximately equal to that of a 19 inch relay rack;
the Real Time Clock, each Bit Assembler
with its data modem, the Analogue Display
Control, the Analogue Display Recorder,
each Continuous Tape Recorder, each IBM
compatible tape unit, the Level Conversion
circuitry to the IBM 7090, the CTR Tape
Time and Time Search unit, and the Exerciser.
The Message Assembler with its memory
occupies four racks. There are a variety of
other units in the system, such as Master
Control Consoles, Telephone Line Terminal
rack and power distribution and monitoring
controls. The present four station system
easily fits into a space of 1,000 square feet,
and a full 15 station system would fully
occupy this space. This does not allow for
the space required for the IBM 7090 computer
which must be located nearby.
The status of the system as of the time
this paper is being prepared in August 1961
is as follows: Data is being received experimentally from two stations, one near
Savannah, Georgia and one near San Diego,
California. The assembled data is being
recorded on NORC-7090 compatible tapes
and is being processed through the NORC for
evaluation. By December 1961 all four
scheduled stations will be operating and the
direct link to the IBM 7090 will be checked
out. The computer programs to operate on
this data are currently being formulated and
the automatic space surveillance system is
scheduled to become operational in the summer of 1962.
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'FOUR ADVANCED COMPUTERS-KEY TO AIR FORCE
DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
R. J. Segal and H. P. Guerber
Radio Corporation of America
Electronic Data Processing Division
Camden, New Jersey
SUMMARY
Two types of computers of advanced design playa central role in"
increasing the performance, data handling capability, speed and reliabilityof the Air Force Data Communications System (Phase I--ComLogNet).
They perform decision-making, control, checking and auxiliary data
processing functions not previously attainable in data communication
systems. Store -and-forward me ssage switching and the circuit switching
functions are accomplished in a number of Automatic Electronic Switching Centers. A typical Switching Center incorporates two Accumulation
and Distribution Units and two Communication Data Processors. An additionaloff-line computer used to process magnetic tape from the system
is also described.
A brief description of the ComLogNet from a data handling point of
view is presented. The input-output devices for the system are described. Functions performed by ComLogNet and the equipment used
to mechanize these functions are discussed. The on-line computers
(Accumulation and Distribution Units and Communication Data Processors) are described in some detail. The off-line computer (Tape Search
Unit) is similarly described.

1. THE COMBAT LOGISTICS NETWORK

network by acting as "clearing houses" for
messages on a priority basis. Subscribers
can communicate with each other despite differences in their native codes, formats,
speeds, control and operational requirements.
In addition, each Switching Center can be
supplied with Tape StationConverters topermit high-speed data exchangewith local computers by means of magnetic tape.
Initially, ComLogNet channels operate at
75, 150, 1200 or 2400 bands. Both user-touser circuit switching (CSU) and store-andforward message switching (MSU) capabilities
are provided. An MSU can provide either a
50 or 100 full duplex channel capability. A

The application of modern computer technology and automatic techniques to logistic
data operations provides the Air Force with
more effective control of its personnel and
materiel. The Combat Logistics Network is
a high-speed data transmission and switching
network involving high capacity telegraph and
microwave communications which link remote
transmission stations (Tributary Stations) tb
automatic switching facilities (Automatic
Electronic Switching Centers). The Switching
Centers automatically carry out military
communications among members of the
264
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CSU can service up to 200 subscribers. CSU
subscribers can avail themselves of MSU
facility and vice versa. The initial computer
complex is equipped to handle approximately
7 million punched cards or equivalent daily.
The Western Union Telegraph Company
has been appointed Systems Manager of the
Combat Logistics Network by the Air Force.
The major digital data handling equipment,
including the Circuit Switching Unit and the
Automatic Electronic Switching Centers, are
being designed, produced and installed for
Western Union by the Radio Corporation of
America. The ComLogNet system is shown
,in Figure 1.
2. INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES
Information is brought into or obtained
from the ComLogNet message switching center via Subscriber Terminal Stations. Each
station is characterized by the type of media
and devices used as sQown in Figure 2 and
discussed as follows. Three types of mediateletype, punched cards or magnetic tapecan be used interchangeably in accordance

with the logistics of military communication
requirements.
a. The Magnetic Tape Terminal permits
transmission at the rate of 1200, 2400, or
4800 bits per second. Magnetic Tape Terminals receive their information from and
transmit to Magnetic Tape Stations included
as an integral part of the terminals. The
Magnetic Tape Terminals are being designed
and produced for ComLogNet by the Radio
Corporation of America.
b. The Compound Terminal permits transmission rates of 75, 150, 300, or 600 bits _per
second. The Compound Terminal receives
its information from punched card or teletype
equipment. _~ompound Terminals are being
designed and produced for ComLogN et by
another supplier.
c. Teletype Statlons- transmit data at the
rate of 60, 75, or 100 words per minute in a
five-element, start-stop code. Teletype stations receive or transmit their information
from Model 28 Teletype apparatus or the
equivalent.
In addition Electronic Data Processing
equipment which is co-located with the

Figure 1. Combat Logistics Network - ComLogNet
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Switching Center may send or receive messages at high speed via magnetic tape by
means of Tape Station Converters. Compound
Terminals and Magnetic Tape Terminals may
communicate directly with the Message
Switching Centers or may communicate by
way of the Circuit Switching Unit.
3. FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTOMATIC
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CENTER
Functions performed by the message
switching equipment are shown in simplified
form in Figure 3. The basic functions may
be described as the Input Function, the Output
Function and the Message Processing Functions.
a. The Input Function coordinates the
transfer of inbound messages. It acts as a
temporary storage device between the incoming channels and message processing function.
It scans each channel cyclically. It provides
temporary storage for characters and performs code conversion, if necessary. This
function will also automatically detect errors
and assist in their correction.
b. The Output Function coordinates the
transfer of outbound traffic. A limited amount

of storage is provided for each outgoing channel to permit continuous transmission and
electronic commutation, and to provide for
automatic error detection and retransmission
techniques.
c. The Message Processing Function is
shown in greater detail in Figure 4. This
function interprets the heading of each message and directs it to the appropriate outgoing
channel or channels. As the blocks of the
message are received they are transferred
to the Intermediate Store; only when the message is complete does it become a candidate
for transmission. As each outgoing channel
becomes available, the Message Processing
function transfers the oldest message in the
highest precedence category for that output
channel. A Communication Data Processor
is used for this function. Messages to and
from local electronic data_ processing equipment and other high-speed input/output devices have access to the Switching Center by
way of the Message Processing function.
The Intermediate Store provides a reservoir for messages; thus permitting any subscriber to send a message without waiting
for a through connection. Intermediate storage allows all output lines to be used in an
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optimum fashion for message traffic on a
first-in, first-out basis by precedence. Further, it allows top priority traffic to automatically interrupt lower priority messages
and subsequently to repeat the interrupted
messages.
The magnetic drums provide rapid access
bulk storage for messages that are queued
awaiting the availability of outgoing channels.
The magnetic tapes of the Message Processing function provide larger storage for any
overflow from the drums.
In certain cases the Intercept Tapes will
provide additional storage capacity. When
one or more tributary or trunk channels are
known to be out of service, the traffic may be
routed to the intercept magnetic tape station
for automatic storage until the channels are
again open for service. Intercept tape may
also be used to store messages for channels
having a heavy backlog of messages.
The following additional features of the
Automatic Electronic Switching Center augment the data handling and decision-making
capabilities of the ComLogNet system:
(1) The Pre c e den c e and PriorityInterrupt feature establishes the relative
order in which messages are handled. Messages are transmitted in the order of their
precedence. In ComLogNet six priority levels
have been assigned. Certain of these levels
may interrupt the transmission of lower precedence messages. Messages of precedence
levels 1 and 2 are released upon collection of
a complete message, even if this requires
interruption of messages of precedence 3 or
lower.
(2) The Alternate Routing feature permits
the traffic from a particular Switching C enter to be distl"ibuted over one of a number of
available paths to another Switching Center
according to the established trunk routing
plan. The first Switching Center establishes
the path to be followed. The established trunk
routing plan may be changed by manual insertion of the desired program change.
(3) The Virtual Cut-Through feature provides a virtual user-to-user connection for
message switch subscribers.
Messages
granted this service are transferred directly
from the input function to the output function
without using intermediate storage.
(4) The Categorization feature permits
each record of a message addressed to this
service to be "broken out IT into. one of ten
separate categories, and to be sent to the

relevant station which is to receive this category of information. Upon completion of the
break-out process, the Switching Center automatically creates new messages which are
transmitted to the appropriate terminals.
(5) The Reference feature provides a
permanent copy of all messages handled by
the Switching Center. Each message received
is recorded on the Reference Magnetic Tape.
(6) The Journal feature provides a general traffic record on magnetic tape of the
system's activity. This information includes
the times of arrival and dispatching of messages.
(7) The Ledger Balance feature provides
an up-to-date record of the current activity
within the Switching Center, showing at any
given time the status of all input and output
channels and tapes. These records which are
stored on drums for the sake of accessibility
show which messages are coming into and
going out of the system and are modified continually as the system operates.
(8) The Statistical Data feature allows a
Switching Center to collect and print out useful housekeeping data including the number
of messages awaiting transmisSion, channel
utilization and errors detected in transmission, and other statistical information regarding the performance of the system.
4. MECHANIZATION OF THE AUTOMATIC
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CENTER
ComLogN et Message Switching hardware
is based upon RCA AutoData equipment. A
typical Automatic Electronic Switching Center consists of 120 racks of hardware which
contain 155,000 tranSistors, 620,000 resistors, 155,000 capacitors and 780,000 diodes.
The hardware configuration for a typical 50line Switching Center is shown in Figure 5.
The equipments may be readily identified by
function in the block diagram shown in Figure 6.
Three types of Buffers (teletype, low speed
and high speed) are packaged in modular form
and may be inserted into the Buffer racks in
accordance with the requirements of the particular Switching Center. A standard Buffer
Rack accommodates ten Buffers. Data storage equipment includes Drum Storage Units
and Magnetic Tape Stations as well as the
High-Speed Memory associated with each
Communication Data Processor. A Tape
Station Con v e r t e r permits high speed
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communication by means of magnetic tape
with a local electronic data processing center. A System Console permits the operator
to monitor and control operations in the
Switching Center. A typical system contains
two Accumulation and Distribution Units and
two Communication Data Processors. The
addition of Buffers and Accumulation and
Distribution Units will permit a 50-channel
system to be expanded to 100 channels. The
four computers which are the heart of a 50channel system are two Accumulation and
Distribution Units and two Communication
Data Processors. These computers are described in more detail in sections 5 and 6.
The off-line Tape Search Unit assists in
the Intercept, Journal, and Reference functions and is described in section 7.
5. THE ACCUMULATION AND DISTRIBUTION UNIT
The Accumulation and Distribution Unit
(ADU) is a special-purpose, digital computer
utilizing both wired and partially stored program techniques to coordinate Channel operation in conjunction with the Communication
Data Processor.
The ADU will accommodate up to twentyfive full-duplex (simultaneous receiving and
transmitting) channels, or fifty one-way channels, or any mix of these services within the
maximum stated.
a. It provides channel coordination with
the tributary stations.
b. It provides storage of data on each input
and each output line.
c. It provides code conver sion between the
transmission code and the common language
code of the Communication Data Processor,
and vice versa.
d. It provides for high-speed communication with the Communication Data Processor.
Two ADU's will be supplied for a 50 fullduplex channel ComLogNet Message Switching Center, and four ADU's for a 100 fullduplex channel ComLogNet Message Switching
Center. Each channel may be either a highspeed (601 to 4,800 bands) channel or a lowspeed (up to 601 bands) channel. Each ADU
is initially equipped for transmitting and
receiving on eight High-Speed Buffers and
seventeen Low-Speed Buffers. The eight
high-speed channels can be operated as lowspeed channels by providing Low-Speed
Buffers in place of the High-Speed Buffers,
and by effecting change-over routines within

the ADU' and Technical Control. Teletype
channels may be substituted in place of the
high and low speed channels by means of a
.simple patchboard arrangement and use of
Teletype Buffers.
The ADU can be expanded from an initial
capability of servicing eight full-duplex, highspeed channels and 17 full-duplex, low-speed
channels to a maximum of 25 full-duplex,
high-speed channels by the addition of two
plug-in magnetic core stacks and associated.
drivers. Since the ADU Data Store Memory
is of modular construction, it can be expanded
from two to four stacks by the addition of
stacks and drivers in the space provided in
the rack. No additional power supply or wiring is required for this change.
Figure 7 is a Block Diagram of the Accumulation and Distribution Unit. The ADU
consists of five major sub-units as follows:
Commutation determines which channels
are to be serviced. As the receiving portion
of a buffer is filled, the information is transferred to an appropriate zone in the ADU
Data Store Memory. When the transmitting
portion of a buffer is found to be empty, a
character is brought into the buffer from the
ADU. The Commutator function is capable
of sequentially servicing the transmit and
receive section of each Buffer every 1.5
milliseconds.
The Procedure Memory (PM) is a 24,576
bit high-speed memory, which operates on a
5-microsecond reg e n era t i v e read/write
cycle. The PM consists of a 16 x 16 x 96
ferrite-core memory stack with associated
drivers, sense amplifiers, and control logic.
The PM has a capacity of 256 words of 96
bits each, and is used to store a code look-up
table (code and procedure field) and the bookkeeping information required for data transfer (input-output tally field). Data is written
into, or read from, the Data Memory one word
at a time. The code conversion feature of the
Procedure Memory is illustrated in Figure 8.
The Data Store Memory is an 8192-word,
24-bit per word, magnetic-core memory with
a read-write cycle of 15 microseconds. The
Data Store Memory accumulates and stores
blocks of data receivedon the incoming channels until the CDP is ready to receive the
data. Conversely, it stores blocks of data
received from the CDP until the information
can be transmitted on the outgoing channels.
Messages are stored in the Data Store Memory
in 80-character blocks as shown in Figure 9.
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The Control portion of the ADU is the
decision-making unit which directs the flow
of data and/or instructions to their predetermined destinations. It controls all of the tally
updating and transfer of data by means of
appropriate timing pulses from the Master
Timing Generator.

The Master Timing Generator determines
the time at which information will be transferred to and from the ADU. In conjunction
with the control logic, it sets the duration and
sequence of the various internal functions of
the ADU. A photograph of the Accumulation
and Distribution Unit is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 11 shows
ADU.

hardware details of the

6. THE COMMUNICATION DATA
PROCESSOR
The Communication Data Processor (CDP)
is an all solid-state high-speed advanced design digital computer. There are two on-line
Communication Data Processors in each
Switching Center. One CDP handles traffic,
while the other CDP is performing test and
auxiliary house-keeping functions. In the
event of trouble in the CDP handling traffiC,
control of traffic is automatically transferred
to the alternate CDP without loss of data.
A block diagram of the Communication
Data Processor is given in Figure 12. The
CDP consists of the following:
Basic ProceSSing Unit
High-Speed Memory (HSM)
Consoles
Input/Output Transfer Channels
Input/ Output Switches
. Basic Processing Unit
Figure 10. Photograph--Accumulation and
Distribution Unit

The Basic ProceSSing Unit is the center
for data handling and control; it performs the
following functions:
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Figure 11. Hardware Details - Accumulation and Distribution Unit

Transfers data to and from the High Speed
Memory.
Executes stored instructions and elementaryoperations.
Performs arithmetic operations.
Controls Input/Output operations.
Automatically transfers control to the
alternate CDP as required.
High -Speed Memory
The High-Speed Memory (HSM) is a
magnetic - core, random - access me m 0 r y
which ispackaged in modules of 8,192 words,
each word containing 56-bits. Up to four
modules may be incorporated in each CDP,
expanding the storage capacity to 32,768 fullwords or 65,536 half-words.
The basic memory cycle can be executed
in its entirety in 1.5 microseconds. Data in

the form of 56 or 28 parallel bits may be read
from or written in a storage location specified
by a high-speed memory address. This address consists of twenty bits allocated as
follows: 13 bits specify one out of the 8,192
unique word locations in a single storage
unit; 2 bits specify one out of the four mem0ry modules; 1 bit is used to specify the half
word; 3 bits indicate the character location;
and 1 bit is used for accuracy control functions. The High-Speed Memory operates in
three modes. These arethe Read-regenerate
cycle, the Write cycle and the Split cycle.
Consoles
The CDP is provided with three consoles.
The Operator's Console provides controls
and visual displays to permit the operator to
com m u n i cat e d ire c t 1 y with the Basic
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Figure 12. Block Diagram - Communication Data Processor

Processing Unit. The Operator's Console
works with two peripheral devices: the
Monitor Printer Console and the Paper Tape
Reader Console. The Monitor Printer provides on-line printing of data from the CDP.
The High Speed Paper Tape Reader provides
on-line entry of data via punched paper tape
into the system at 1000 characters per second.
Input/Output Transfer Channels
Eight types of Transfer Channels provide
the means for sequencing communications
between the Basic Processing Unit and peripheral devices. The data being sent to or recei ved from a peripheral device passes
through a Transfer Channel buffer or simultaneous data register. Whenever a read instruction from memory to a Transfer Channel is to be executed, the first memory
location in the High-Speed Memory is specified and data words are read out sequentially.
Similar ly, if a write instruction is to be
executed, the first memory location of the
data to be stored is specified.
Transfer C han n e I s are available for
matching the speed and control requirements
of the following typ es of input/output devic es:
Drum Storage Units
Accumulation and Distribution Units
Magnetic Tape Units
Tape Station Converters

High Speed Printers
System Console
Alternate Computers
The Transfer Channels may be interconnected with more than one input/output device
by means of the Transfer Channel Switches
which are transistorized switch matrices.
For example, a total of 48 Magnetic Tape
Stations can be accommodated by two Magnetic Tape Transfer Channels and eight
Switches.
A typical input/output complement for CDP
includes three Drum Storage Units, two Accumulation and Distribution Units, 13 Magnetic
Tape Units, and an on -line High - Speed
Printer. In addition, Tape Station Converters
are available which will permit communication between the ComLogNet Switching Center and local electronic data processing installations.
The functions of the CDP are illustrated
in Figure 13. The CDP serves as the master
in the store-and-forward service performed
by ComLogNet. Its high speed permits the
serviCing of up to four ADU's. Categorization,
accuracy checking, message protection, and
maintaining records of all messages handled
are additional functions of the CDP. Information brought into the CDP Memory is stored
there only long enough to have pertinent data
extracted from its heading; it is then forwarded to Intermediate Drum Store until it
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is ready, to be transmitted to its destination,
or destinations. The time in intermediate
storage is determined by traffic conditions
and message priority. Under normal traffic
conditions, all data is recorded on Storage
Drums. If traffic increases and the drum
nears capacity, low priority messages are
transferred to Intermediate Tape Storage.
All messages entering the system must
have a heading specifying priority and destination. This information with the time of
arrival is queued into the Bookkeeping Tables
of the HSM, and is also written on the Drum
Store and on the Ledger tape. The latter two
records are used for accuracy control to
insure that no message is lost or remains in
storage longer than its priority permits. A
print out is made automatically when any
message is kept in intermediate storage too
long. A permanent record of all traffic handled is kept on the Journal Tape.
The CDP provides for multiple programming and multi-level simultaneity. The facility to run several programs simultaneously
takes maximum advantage of the high internal speeds of the computer. A large variety
of input/output functions may proceed simultaneously with each other and with computer
processing. The degree of Simultaneity is
determined by the user through his choice of

equipments and their configuration. Unlimited
indirect addreSSing levels make it possible
to transfer addresses of data rather than the
data itself, thus effecting savings in processing time. A number of self-incrementing,
automatic address modifiers can be applied
to addresses, making interactive coding techniques rapid and efficient. The CDP handles
fixed-word, fixed-field, and variable-data
formats with equal ease. Data formats may
thus be choosen to insure efficient utilization
of memory and tapes.
Figure 14 shows a portion of the Communication Data Processor under test. Two
racks at the right are High Speed Memory,
four racks at the left are CDP logic. Figure
15 shows the Operator's Console.
7. The Tape Search Unit
The Tape Search Unit (TSU) is an all solid
state off-line, high-speed computer. Its
equipment complement could include three
Magnetic Tape Stations, a Monitor Printer
and a Tape Search Console. (See Figure 16)
The TSU provides the C omLogN et Switching
C enter with a facility for automatically
searching a magnetic tape for messages or
selected portions of messages. The criteria
for search may be specified by the operator
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Figure 14.

Photograph - Communication Data Processor, Covers Removed

in accordance with the mode of operation
selected. The TSU extracts the desired information from the tape being examined. The
output data may be recorded on another Magnetic Tape or punched paper tape. A hard
copy of the output may be obtained by way of
the Monitor Printer.

Figure 15. Photograph - CDP Console

Information in serial pseudo-character
and bit-parallel form is transmitted to, and
received from, the Magnetic Tape Stations by
the TSU. The TSU also receives and transmits information serially by character in
bit-parallel form when communicating with
the Monitor Printer. The Tape Search Unit
processes data in pairs of common-language
characters. It is programmed using an
eighteen - bit, single -address ins t r u c t ion
word.
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Equal to or Greater than
Equal to or Less than
Greater than
Less than
The TSU conducts a search using anyone,
or a combination, of the comparison techniques listed below:
Character by Character
Field of Known Address
Field of Unknown Address
Parity Error Count
The Tape Search Unit consists of six subunits as shown in Figure 17, the block diagram. These are the Input-Output logic,
Memory Unit, Memory-Addressing logic, InstructionControllogic,Data Control, and the
Data Transfer Bus.
CONCLUSION
Figure 16. Photograph - Tape Search Unit

Messages are recorded onto magnetic tape
in blocks, each block containing up to 1,600
seven-bit pseudo-characters. This corresponds to 1,200 common-language characters.
The psuedo-characters themselves are used
as an equipment convenience for data handling purposes. As data is read from magnetic
tape, the pseudo -characters are automatically
converted into common-language characters.
Then they are stored within the TSU t s memory
prior to performing the required search.
Extraction of specific translated characters will take place when a senSing comparison reaches agreement with a given criterion.
Comparison sensing includes the following
logical operations:
Equal to

The theme of this Eastern Joint Computer
Conference is "Computers-Key to TotalSysterns Control. tf The ComLogNet Switching
Center uses four on-line computers and one
off - line computer to control store - and forward message traffic. All are monitored
from the System Console (shown in Figure 18)
which displays the status of the computers
and related equipment. These advanced computers incorporated in the Automatic Electronic Switching Centers are indeed the key
to the ComLogNet system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The accumulator performs floating point
arithmeticon 48-bit numbers, of which 8 bits
are the exponent. There are 128 index registers, or B-lines, each 24 bits long; in the
instruction code, which is of the one address
type, each instruction refers to two B-lines
which may modify the address and the average instruction time is between one and two
microseconds. There are three control registers, referred to as "main control", "extracode control", and "interrupt control", which
are also B-lines 127, 126 and 125. Main control is used by object programs. When main
control is active, access to the subsidiary
store and V - store is prevented by hardware,
and this makes it possible to ensure that
object programs cannot interfere with the
supervisor. The fixed store contains about
250 subroutines which can be called in from
an object program by single instructions
called extracodes. When these routines are
being obeyed, extra code control is used:
extra code control is also used by the supervisor, which requires access to the "private"
stores. Interrupt control is used in short
routines within the supervisor which deal
with peripheral equipment. These routines
are entered at times dictated by the peripheral equipments; the program using main
or extra code control is interrupted, and continues when the peripheral equipment routine
is completed.

This paper gives a brief description of work
originating in the Computer Group at Manchester University. Atlas':~ is the name given
to a large computing system which can include
a variety of peripheral equipments, and an extensive store. All the activities of the system are controlled by a program called the
supervisor. Several types of store are used,
and the addressing system enables a virtually
unlimited amount of each to be included. The
primary store consists of magnetic cores
with a cycle time of under two microseconds,
which is effectively reduced by multiple selection mechanisms. The core store is divided
into 512 word "pages"; this is also the size
of the fixed blocks on drums and magnetic
tapes. The core store and drum store are
addressed identically, and drum transfers
are performed automatically as described in
Section 3. There is a fixed store which consists of a wire mesh into which ferrite slugs
are inserted; it has a fast read-out time, and
is used to hold common routines including
routines of the supervisor. A subsidiary core
store is used as working space for the supervisor. The V -store is a collective name given
to various flip-flops throughout the computer,
which can be read, set, and re-set by reading
from or writing to particular store addresses.
*A paper has been written on Atlas and it is
hoped will be published by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

The first Atlas installation at Manchester
University will include:
279
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16,384 words of core store
8,192 words of fixed store
1,024 words of subsidiary store
98,304 words on drums
8 magnetic tape mechanisms
4 paper tape readers
4 paper tape punches
2 teleprinters
1 line printer
1 card reader
1 card punch
Other Atlas installations will include different amounts of store and peripheral equipments, but the supervisor program herein
described is of sufficient generality to handle
any configuration through the minor adjustment of parameters.
2. THE CO-ORDINATION OF ROUTINES
The Structure of the Supervisor
The supervisor program controls all those
functions of the system that are not obtained
merely by allowing the central computer to
proceed with obeying an object program, or
by allowing peripheral equipments to carry
out their built-in operations. The supervisor
therefore becomes active on frequent occasions and for a variety of reasons--in fact,
whenever any part of the syste m require s
attention from it. It becomes activated in
several different ways. Firstly, it can be
entered as a direct result of obeying an object
program. Thus, a problem being executed
calls for the supervisor whenever it requests
an action that is subject to control by the
supervisor, such as a request for transfer
to or from peripheral equipments or the
initiation of transfers between core store
and magnetic drums; the supervisor is also
activated when an object program requires
monitoring for any reason such as exponent
or division overflow, or exceeding store or
time allocation. Secondly, the supervisor
may be activated by various items of hardware which have completed their assigned
tasks and require further attention. Thus,
for example, drums and magnetic tapes call
the supervisor into action whenever the transfer of a 512 word block to or from core store
is completed; other peripheral equipments
require attention whenever the one character
or row buffer has been filled or emptied by
the equipment. Lastly, certain failures of the
central computer store, and peripheral equipments call the supervisor into action.

The central computer thus shares its time
between these supervisor activities and the
execution of object programs, and the design
of Atlas and of the supervisor programs is
such that there is mutual protection between
object programs and all parts of the supervisor. The supervisor program consists of
many branches which are normally dormant
but which can be activated whenever required.
The sequence in which the branches are activated is essentially random, being dictated
by the course of an object program and the
functioning of the peripheral equipments.
Interrupt Routines
The most frequent and rapidly activated
parts of the supervisor are the interrupt
routines. When a peripheral equipment requires attention, for example, an interrupt
flip-flop is set which is available to the
central computer as a digit in the V -store;
a separate interrupt flip-flop is provided for
each reason for interruption. If an interrupt
flip-flop is set and interruptions are not inhibited, then before the next instruction is
started, the address 2048 of the fixed store
is written to the interrupt control register,
B125, and control is switched to interrupt
control. Further interruptions are inhibited
until control reverts to main or extracode
control. Under interrupt control, the fixed
store program which is held at address 2048
onwards detects which interrupt flip-flop has
been set and enters an appropriate interrupt
routine in the fixed store. If more than one
flip-flop is set, that of highest priority is dealt
with first, the priority being built-in corresponding to the urgency of action required.
By the use of special hardware attached to
one of the B register, B123, the source of
any interruption may be determined as a result of obeying between two and six instructions.
The interrupt routines so entered deal with
the immediate cause of the particular interrupt. For example, when the one-character
buffer associated with a paper tape reader
has been filled, the appropriate interrupt
flip-flop is set and the "Paper tape reader
interrupt routine" is entered. This transfers
the character to the required location in store
after checking parity where appropriate. The
paper tape reader meanwhile proceeds to read
the next character to the buffer. Separate
interrupt routines in the fixed store control
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each type of peripheral equipment, magnetic
tapes and drums. The interrupt technique is
also employed to deal with certain exceptional
situations which occur when the central computer cannot itself deal adequately with a
problem under execution, for example, when
there is an overflow or when a required block
is not currently available in the core store.
There are therefore interrupt flip-flops and
interrupt routines to deal with such cases.
Further routines are provided to deal with
interruptions due to detected computer faults.
During the course of an interrupt routine
further interruptions are inhibited, and the
interrupt flip-flops remain set in the V-store.
On resumption of main or extracode control,
interruptions are again permitted. If one or
more interrupt flip-flops have been set in the
meantime, the relevant interrupt routines are
obeyed in the sequence determined by their
relative priority. In order to avoid interference with obj ect programs or supervisory
programs, interrupt routines use only restricted parts of the c e n t r a 1 computer,
namely, the interrupt control register, Blines 123 and 111 to 118 inclusive, private
registers in subsidiary store and the V-store
and locked out pages in core store (see Section 3). With the exception of the B-lines,
no obj ect program is permitted to use these
registers. No lock out is imposed on the Blines, but interrupt routines make no assumptions concerning the original contents of the
B-lines and hence, at worst, erroneous use of
interrupt B-lines by an object program can
only result in erroneous functioning of that
particular program. Switching of control to
and from an interrupt routine is rapid, since
no preservation of resetting of working
registers is required.
The interrupt routines are designed to
handle calls for action with the minimum
delay and in the shortest time; the characterby-character transfers to and from peripheral equipments, for example, occur at
high frequency and it is essential that the
transfers be carried out with the minimum
possible use of the central computer and
within the time limit allowed by the peripheral equipment for filling or emptying the
buffer. Since several interrupt flip-flops can
become set simultaneously, but cannot be
acted upon while another interrupt routine is
still in progress, it is essential that a short
time limit be observed by each interrupt routine. The majority of calls for interrupt

routines involve only a few instructions, such
as the transfer of a character, stepping of
counts, etc., and on conclusion the interrupt
routine returns to the former control, either
mainor extracode. On some occasions, however, longer sequences are required; for example, on completion of the input of a paper
tape or deck of cards, routines must be entered
to deal with the characters collected in the
store, writing them to magnetic tape where
appropriate, decoding and listing titles and
so on. In such cases, the interrupt routine
initiates a routine to be obeyed under extracode control, known as a supervisor extracode routine.
Supervisor Extracode Routines
Supervisor extracode routines (S.E.R. 's)
form the principal ''branches'' of the supervisor program. They are activated either
by interrupt routines or by extracode instructions occurring in an object program.
They are protected from interference by object programs by using subsidiary store as
working space, together with areas of core
and drum store which are locked out in the
usual way whilst an obj ect program is being
executed (see Section 3). They operate under
extracode control, the extracode control
register of any current obj ect program being
preserved and subsequently restored. Like
the interrupt routines, they use private Blines, in this case B-lines 100 to 110 inclusive;
if any other working registers are required,
the supervisory routines themselves preserve
and subsequently restore the contents of such
registers. The S.E.R. 's thus apply mutual
protection between themselves and an obj ect
program.
These branches of the supervisor program
may be activated at random intervals. They
can moreover be interrupted by interrupt routines, which may in turn initiate other S. E.R. 'so
It is thus possible for several S.E .R. 's to be
activated at the same time, in the same way
as it is possible for several interrupt flipflops to be set at the same time. Although
several S.E.R. 's may be activated, obviously
not more than one can be obeyed at anyone
moment; the rest are either halted or held
awaiting execution. This matter is organized
by a part of the supervisor called the "coordinator routine" which is held in fixed
store. Activationof an S.E.R. always occurs
via the co-ordinator routine, which arranges
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that any S.E .R. in progress is not interrupted
by other S.E.R. 'so As these are activated,
they are recorded in subsidary store in lists
and an entry is extracted from one of these
lists whenever an S.E.R. ends or halts itself.
Once started, an S.E.R. is always allowed to
continue if it can; a high priority S.E.R. does
not "interrupt" a low priority S.E.R. but is
entered only on conclusion or halting of the
current S.E.R. The co-ordinator has the role
of the program equivalent of the "inhibit interrupt flip-flop", the lists of activated
S.E.R. 's being the equivalent of the setting
of several interrupt flip-flops. The two major
differences are that no time limit is placed
on an S.E.R., and that an S.E.R. may halt itself for various reasons; this is in contrast
to interrupt routines, which observe a time
limit and are never halted.
In order that the activity of each branch
of the computing system be maintained at the
highest possible level, the S.E.R. 's awaiting
execution are recorded in four distinct lists.
Within each list, the routines are obeyed in
the order in which they were activated, but the
lists are assigned priorities, so that the top
priority list is emptied before entries are
extracted from the next list. The top priority
list holds routines initiated by completion of
drum transfers, and also routines entered as
a result of computer failures such as core
store parity. The second list holds routines
arising from magnetic tape interruptions and
the third holds routines arising from peripheral interruptions. The lowest priority
list contains one entry for each obj ect program
currently under execution, and entry to an
S.E.R. through an extracode instruction in an
object program is recorded in this list. On
completion of an S.E.R., the co-ordinator
routine selects for execution the first activated S.E.R. in the highest priority list.
The central computer is not necessarily
fully occupied during the course of an S.E.R.
The routine may, for example, require the
transfer of a block of information from the
drum to the core store, in which case it is
halted until the drum transfer is completed.
Furthermore, the queue of requests for drum
transfers (see section 3), is maintained in the
subsidiary store, may be full, in which case
the S.E.R. makingthe request must be halted.
When an S.E.R. is halted for this or similar
reasons, it is returned to the relevant list as
halted, and the next activated S.E.R. is entered by the co-ordinator routine. Before an

S.E.R. is halted, a restart point is specified.
A halted routine is made free to proceed when
the cause of the halt has been removed-for
example, by the S.E.R. which controls drum
transfers and the extraction of entries from
the crum queue. The S.E.R. lists can therefore hold at anyone time routines awaiting
execution and halted routines; interrupt routines are written in such a way that the number of such S.E.R. 's activatedat anyone time
is limited to one per obj ect program, and one
or two per interrupt flip-flop, depending upon
the particular features of each interrupt routine. When an S.E.R. is finally concluded, as
distinct from halted, it is removed from the
S.E.R. lists and becomes dormant again.
Although S.E.R. 's originate in many cases
as routines to control peripheral equipment,
magnetic tapes and drums, it should not be
supposed that this is the sole function of these
routines. Entrances to S.E.R. 's from il1terrupt routines or from extracode instructions
in an obj ect program initiate routines which
control the entire operation of the' computing
system, including the transfer of information
between store and peripherals, communication with the operators and engineers, the
initiation, termination and, where necessary,
monitoring of object programs, the monitoring of central computer and peripheral failures, the execution of test programs and the
accumulation of logging information. Each
branch of supervisory activity is composed
of a series of S.E.R. 's, each one activated by
an obj ect program or an interrupt routine and
terminated usually by initiating a peripheral
or magnetic tape transfer or by changing the
status of an S.E.R. list or object program
list. The most frequently used routines are
held in the fixed store; routines required less
frequently are held on the magnetic drum and
are transferred to core store when required.
Supervisor routines in core and drum store
a l'e protected from interference by obj ect
programs by use of hardware lock-out and
the basic store organization routines in the
fixed store.
Obj ect Programs
The function of all supervisor activity is,
of course, to organize the progress of problems through the computer with the minimum
possible delay. Obj ect programs are initiated
by S.E.R. 's, which insert them into the object
program list; they are subsequently entered
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by the co-ordinator, routine effectively as
branches of lower priority than any S.E.R.
Although object programs are logically subprograms of the supervisor, they may function for long periods using the computer facilities to the full without reference to the
supervisor. For this reason, the supervisor
program may be regarded as normally dormant, activated and using the central computer for only a small proportion of the a vailable time.
In order to allow objectprograms tofunction with the minimum of program supervision, they are not permitted to use extracode
control or interrupt control directly, enabling
protection of main programs and supervisor
programs to be enforced by hardware. Obj ect
programs use the main control register, B127,
and are therefore forbidden access to the Vstore and subsidiary store. Reference to
either of these stores causes the setting of an
interrupt flip-flop and hence entrance to the
supervisor program.
Access to private stores is only obtained
indirectly by use of extracode functions,
which switch the program to extracode control and enter one of a possible maximum of
512 routines in the fixed store. These extracode routines form simple extensions of the
basic order code, and also provide specific
entry to supervisor routines to control the
transfer of information to and from the core
store and to carry but necessary organization.
Such specific entrances to the supervisor program maintain complete protection of the object programs. Protection of magnetic tapes
and peripheral input and output data is obtained by the use, in extracode functions, of
logical tape and data numbers which the
supervisor identifies within each program
with the titles of the tapes or information.
Blocks of core and drum store are protected
by hardware and by the supervisor routines
in fixed store as described in Section 3.
An object program is halted (by S.E.H. IS)
whenever access is required to a block of information not immediately available in the
core store. The block may be on the drums,
in which case a drum transfer routine is entered, or it may be involved in a magnetic
tape transfer. In both cases the program is
halted until the block becomes available in
core store. In the case of information involved in peripheral transfers, such as input
data or output results, the supervisor buffers
the information in core and drum store, and

"direct" control of a peripheral equipment
by an object program is not allowed. In this
way, immobilization of large sections of store
whilst a program awaits a peripheral transfer can be avoided. A program may however
call directly for transfers involving drums or
magnetic tapes by use of extracode functions,
which cause entrance to the relevant supervisor routines. Queues of instructions are
held in subsidiary store by these routines, in
order to allow the obj ect program to continue
and to achieve the fullest possible overlap
between tape and drum transfers and the execution of an object program.
While one program is halted, awaiting
completion of a magnetic tape transfer for
instance, the co-ordinator routine switches
control to the next program in the object
program list which is free to proceed. In
order to maintain full protection, it is necessary to preserve and recover the contents of
working registers common to all programs
such as the B-lines, accumulator, and control registers, and to protect blocks in use in
core store. The S. E.R. to perform this
switching from one obj ect program to another
occupies the central computer for around 750
+ 12p Jl secs, where p is the number of pages,
or 512 word blocks in core store. On the
Manchester University Atlas, which has 32
pages of core store, the computing time for
the round trip to switch from one program to
another and to return subsequently is around
2.5 m.secs. This is in contrast to the time
of around 60 Jl secs. to enter and return from
an S.E.R. and even less to switch to and from
an interrupt routine. It is therefore obvious
that the most efficient method of obtaining the
maximum overlap between input and output,
magnetic tape transfers, and computing is to
reduce to a minimum the number of changes
between object programs and to utilize to the
full the rapid switching to and from interrupt
and supervisor routines. The method of
achieving this in practice is described in
Section 6.
Compilation of programs is treated by the
supervisor as a special case of the execution of an object program, the compiler compriSing an obj ect program which treats the
source language program as input data.
Special facilities are allowed to compilers
in order that their allocation of storage space
may be increased as need arises, and to allow
exit to the supervisor before the execution of
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a problem or the recording of a compiled object program.
Error Conditions
In addition to programmed entrances to the
supervisor, entrance may also be made in the
event of certain detectable errors arising during the course of execution of a problem. A
variety of program faults may occur and be
detected by hardware, by programmed checks
in extra codes , and in the supervisor. Hardware causes entry to the supervisor by the
setting of interrupt flip-flops in the event of
overflow of the accumulator, use of an unassigned instruction, and reference to the
subsidiary store or V -store. Extracode routines detect errors in the range of the argument in square root, logarithm, and arcsin
instructions. In the extracodes referring to
peripheral equipment or magnetic tapes, a
check is included that the logical number of
the equipment has been previously defined. In
extracodes for data translation, errors in the
data may be detected. The supervisor detects
errors in connection with the use of the store.
All problems must supply information to the
supervisor on the amount of store required,
the amount of output, and the expected duration of execution. This information is supplied
before the program is compiled, or may be
deduced after compilation. The supervisor
maintains a record of store blocks used, and
can prevent the program exceeding the preset
limit. In addition, an interrupt flip-flop is
set by a clock at intervals of 0.1 secs, and
another flip-flop is set whenever 1024 instructions have been obeyed using main or
extra code control. These cause entrances to
the supervisor which enable a program to be
"monitored" to ensure that the preset time
limit has not expired, and which are also instrumental in initiating routines to carry out
regular timed operations such as logging of
computer performance and initiation of routine test programs.
The action taken by the supervisor when a
program "error" is detected depends upon
the conditions previously set up by the program. Certain errors may be individually
trapped, causing return of control to a preset
address; a private monitor sequence may be
entered if required enabling a program or a
compiler to obtain diagnostic printing; failing
specification of these actions, some information is printed by the supervisor and the

program is suspended, and usually dumped to
magnetic tape to allow storage space for another program.
The following sections describe in detail
the action of certain supervisor routines,
namely, those controlling drums, magnetic
tapes, and peripheral equipment and those
controlling the flow of information in the
computer.
3. STORE ORGANIZATION
Indirect addreSSing and the One-Level
Store
The core store of Atlas is provided with a
form of indirect addressing which enables the
supervisor to re-allocate areas of store and
to alter their physical addresses, and which
is also used to implement automatic drum
transfers. With eachpage, or 512 word block,
of core store there is associated a "page address register" which contains the most significant address bits of the block of information contained in the page. Every time access is required to a word of information in
the core store, the page containing the word
is located by hardware. This tests for equivalence between the requested "block address",
or most significant address bits, and the contents of each of the page address registers
in parallel. Failure to find equivalence results in a "non-equivalence" interruption.
The page address registers are themselves
addressable in the V - store and can thus be
set appropriately by the supervisor whenever
information is transferred to or from core
store.
One of the most important consequences
of this arrangement is that it enables the
supervisor to implement automatic drum
transfers. The address in an instruction refers to the combined core and drum store of
the computer, and the supervisor records in
subsidiary store the location of each block of
information; only one copy of each block is
kept, and the location is either a page of core
store or a sector of the drum store. At any
moment, only some of the blocks comprising
a particular program may be in the core
store and if only these blocks are required,
the program can run at full speed. When a
block is called for which is not in the core
store, a non-equivalence interruption occurs,
which enters the supervisor to transfer the
new block from a sector of the drum to a
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page of the core store. During this operation
the program that was interrupted is halted by
the supervisor.
The block directory in subsidiary store
contains one entry for each blockin the combined core and drum store. It is divided into
areas for each object program which is in the
store; a separate program directory defines
the area of the block directory occupied by
each program. The size of this area, or the
number of blocks used by a program, is specified before the program is obeyed in the job
description (see Section 6). The entry for
block n contains the block number n together
with the number of the page or sector occupied by the block, and, if possible, is made in
the ntH position in the area; otherwise the area
is filled working backwards from the end. In
this way, blocks used by different object program are always kept distinct, regardless of
the addresses that are used in each program.
A program addresses the combined "onelevel store * and the supervisor transfers
blocks of information between the core and
drum store as required; the physical location
of each block of information is not specified
by the program, but is controlled by the supervisor.
There are occasions when an object program must be prevented from obtaining access to a page of the core store, such as one
involved in a drum or tape transfer. To ensure complete protection of such pages, an
additional bit, known as a lock out bit, is provided with each page address register. This
prevents access to that page by the central
computer, except when on interrupt control,
and any reference to the page causes a nonequivalence interruption. By setting and resetting the lock out bits, the supervisor has
complete control over the use of core store;
it can allow independent object programs to
share the core store, it can reserve pages for
peripheral transfers and can itself use parts
of the core store occasionally for routines or
working space, without any risk of interference. This is done by arranging that, whenever control is returned to an object program,
pages that are not available to it are locked
out.
paper on the one -level store has been
written, and will, it is hoped, be published
by the Institute of Radio Engineers.
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A block of information forming part of an
object program may also be locked out from
use by that program because an operation on
that information, controlled by the supervisor,
is not complete. A drum, magnetic tape, or
peripheral equipment transfer involving this
block may have been requested. The reason
for the lock out of such a block is recorded
in the block directory, and if the block is in
the core store, the lock out digit is also set.
If reference is made to such a block by the
object program, a non-equivalence interruption occ~rs and a supervisor extra code
routine halts the program. This S.E .R. is
restarted by the co-ordinator routine when
the block becomes "unlocked", and the object program is re-entered when the block
is available in core store.
The Drum Transfer Routine
The drum transfer routine is a group of
S.E .R.s which are concerned with organizing
drum transfers, and updating page address
registers and the block directory. Once
initiated, the transfer of a complete block to
or from the drum proceeds under hardware
control; the drum transfer routine initiates
the transfer and identifies the required drum
sector by setting appropriate bits in the Vstore. It also identifies the core store page
involved by setting a particular "dummy"
block address, recognized by the drum control hardware, in the page address register;
at the same time, this page is locked out to
prevent interference from object programs
while the transfer is in progress.
On completion of a transfer, an interruption occurs which enters the drum transfer
routine. The routine can also be entered from
the non-equivalence interrupt routine, which
detects the number of the blockrequested but
not found in the page address registers.
Finally, the drum transfer routine can be activated by other parts of the supervisor which
require drum transfers, and by extra code
instructions which provide a means whereby
object programs can if they wish exert some
control over the movement of blocks to and
from the drum store. A queue of requests for
drum transfers, which can hold up to 64 requests, is stored in the subsidiary store; when
the drum transfer routine is entered on completion of a transfer, the next transfer in the
queue is initiated.
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Whenever the supervisor wishes to enter
another request for a drum transfer, three
possible situations arise. Firstly, the queue
is empty and the drum transfer can be started
immediately. Secondly, the queue is already
partly filled and the request is entered in the
next position in the queue. Thirdly, the queue
is full. In this case the routine making the
request is halted by the co-ordinator routine,
and is resumed when the queue can receive
another entry. In the first two cases the
supervisor routine is concluded when the
request reaches the queue.
A non-equivalence interruption, w h i c h
implies a drum transfer is required, is dealt
with as follows. The core store is arranged
to always hold an empty page with no useful
information in it, and when required, a transfer of a block of information from the drum to
this empty page is initiated. While this drum
transfer is proceeding, preparation is made to
write up the contents of another page of core
store to the drum to maintain an empty page.
The choice of this page is the task of the
"learning program" which keeps details of the
use made of blocks of information. This learning program will be described in detail elsewhere; it predicts the page which will not be
required for the largest time, and is arranged
with a feed-back so that if it writes up a block
which is almost immediately required again, it
only does this once. The number of the chosen
page
the drum queue entry is converted to a request to write this page to the drum. This
supervisor routine is now concluded and returns control to the co-ordinator routine.
When the drum transfer is completed, the
drum transfer routine is again entered. This
updates the block directory and page address
register, makes the object program free to
proceed and initiates the next drum request,
which is to write the chosen page to the
drum. This routine is now concluded and the
co-ordinator is re-entered. The supervisor
is finally entered when the write to drum
transfer is complete. The block directory is
updated, a note is made of the empty page,
and the next drum request is initiated.
The Use of Main Store by the Supervisor
Some routines of the supervisor are obeyed
in the main store, and these and others use
working space in the main store. Since the
supervisor is entered without a complete

program change, special care must be taken
to keep these blocks of store distinct and
protected from interference. The active
supervisor blocks of main store are recorded
in the area for program 0 in the block
directory. There are also some blocks of
the supervisor program which are stored
permanently on the drum; when one of these
permanent blocks is required, it is duplicated
to form an active block of the supervisor or,
as in the case of a compiler, to become part
of an object program.
Of the possible 2048 block numbers, 256
are "reserved" block numbers which are used
exclusively by the supervisor and are not
available to object program; object program
are restricted to using the remaining "nonreserved" block numbers. Blocks with reserved block numbers may be used in the
core store ·at any time by the supervisor, and
the co-ordinator routine locks out these pages
of core store before returning control to an
object program. The supervisor also uses
some blocks having non-reserved block numbers to keep a record of sequence of blocks of
information such as input and output streams.
When anon-reserved supervisor block is
called to the core store, the page address
register is not set, since there may be a block
of an object program which has the same block
number already in the core store. Instead,
the page address register is set to a fixed reserved block number while it is in use, and is
cleared and locked out before control passes
to another routine.
Not all the reserved block numbers are
available to the supervisor for general use,
since certain block numbers are temporarily
used when drum, tape, and peripheral transfers are proceeding. These block numbers do
not appear in the block directory. For example, when a magnetic tape transfer is taking place, the page of core store is temporarily given a block number which is recognized
by the hardware associated with that tape
channel. When the transfer is complete, the
appropriate block number is restored. During a peripheral transfer, and also on other
occasions, it is necessary that a block should
be retained in the core store and should not
be transferred to the drum. The relevant
page of core store is "locked down" by
setting a digit in the subsidiary store; the
learning program never selects for transfer to the drum a page for which this lockdown digit is set.
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4. MAGNETIC TAPE SUPERVISOR
ROUTINES
The Magnetic Tape Facilities
The tape mechanism used on Atlas is the
Ampex TM2 (improved FR 300) using one
inch wide magnetic tape. There are sixteen
tracks across the tape - twelve information
tracks, two clock tracks, and two tracks used
for reference purposes. The tapes are used
in a fixed-block, pre-addressed mode. Information is stored on tape in blocks of 512 fortyeight bit words, together with a twenty-four
bit checksum with end around carry. Each
block is preceded by a block address and block
market and terminated by a block marker; the
leading block address is sequential along the
tape, and what is effectively the trailing block
address is always zero. Tapes are tested and
pre-addressed by special routines before
being put into use, and the fixed position of
the addresses permits selective overwriting
and simple omission of faulty patches on the
tape. Blocks can be read when the tape is
moving either in the forward or reverse
direction, but writing is only possible when
the' tape is moving forward. The double
read and write head is used to check read
when writing on the tape. When not operating the tape stops with the read head midway between blocks.
Atlas may control a maximum of 32 magnetic tape mechanisms. Each mechanism is
connected to the central computer via one of
eight channels, all of which can operate
simultaneously, each controlling one read,
write or positioning operation. It is possible
for each tape mechanism to be attached to
either one of a pair of channels, the switching being under the control of supervisory
program through digits in the V -store. Fast
wind and rewind operations are autonomous
and only need the channel to initiate and, if
required, terminate them. Transferofa 512word block of information between core store
and tape is effected via a one-word buffer, the
central computer heSitating for about 1/2
J,lsec, on average, each time a word is
transferred to or from the core store. During
a transfer the page of core store is given a
particular reserved block number and the contents of the page address register are restored
at the end of the transfer.

Supervisory programs are only entered
when the block addresses are read before and
after each block, and when the tape stops. As
each block address is read, it is recorded in
the V-store and an interrupt flip-flop is set,
causing entrance to the block address interrupt routine.
The Block Address Interrupt Routine
This routine is responsible for initiating
and checking the transfer of a single block
between tape and core store, and searching
along the tape for a specified block address.
Digits are available in the V -store to control
the speed and direction of motion of the tape
and the starting and termination of read or
write transfers. The block addresses are
checked throughout and, in particular, a write
transfer is not started until the leading block
address of the tape block involved has been
read and checked. Hardware checking is provided on all transfers, and is acted upon by
supervisor routines. A 24-bit check sum is
formed and checked as each block is transferred to or from a tape, and a digit is set in
the V -store if any failure is detected. Similar ly a digit is set in the event of failure to
transfer a full block of 512 words. These
digits are tested by the block address interrupt
routine on the conclusion of each transfer.
Parity failure either on reading from core
store or on formation of the parity during a
transfer to core store causes the setting of
interrupt flip-flops. If a tape fails to stop,
this is detected by the block address interrupt routine as a particular case of block address failure. Failure to enter the block address routine (for example, through failure to
read block markers) is detected by the timed
interrupt routine at intervals of 100 milliseconds. Finally, failures of the tape mechanism, such as vacuum failure, seta separate
interrupt flip-flop. The detection of any of
these errors causes entry to tape monitor
routines, whose action will be described later.
Organization of Tape Operations
Magnetic tape operations are initiated by
entrance to the tape supervisor routines in the
fixed store from extra code instructions in an
objectprogramor, if the supervisor req1.l1.~es
the tape operation for its own purposes, from
supervisor extra code routines. From a table
in subsidiary store, the logical tape number
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used in a program is converted to the actual
mechanism number, and the tape "order" is
entered to a queue of such orders, in subsidiary store, awaiting execution. A tape
order may consist of the transfer of several
blocks and any store blocks involved are
"locked out" to prevent subsequent use before
completion of the transfers; if any block is
already involved in a transfer, the program
initiating the request is halted. Similarly, the
program is halted if the queue of tape instructions is already full. If the channels to
which the deck can be connected are already
occupied in a transfer or positioning, the
tape supervisor returns control to the object
program, which is then free to proceed. A
program may thus request a number of tape
transfers without be i n g halted, allowing
virtually the maximum possible over lap between the central computer and the tape mechanisms during execution 0 f a program.
Should a channel be available at the time a
tape order is entered to the queue, the order
is initiated at once by writing appropriate
digits to __ ~~~_V -store, and by writing reserved tape transfer block numbers to the
appropriate page address registers if the
order involves a read or write transfer. The
tape supervisor then returns control to the
object program or supervisor routine.
One composite queue of tape orders is used
for orders relating to all tape mechanisms
and orders are extracted from the queue by
S.E.R. 's entered from the block address interrupt routine. On reading the penultimate
block address involved in an operation (for
example, the last leading block address in a
forward transfer) the next operation for the
channel is located, and if it involves the same
mechanism as the current order, and tape
motion in the same direction, the operation
is "prepared" by calling any store block involved to core store. On reading the final
block address and successfully concluding
checks, the block address interrupt routine
initiates the next operation immediately if
one has been prepared, thus avoiding stopping
the tape if possible. If no operation has been
prepared, the interrupt routine stops the tape
by setting a digit in the V - store, and a further
"block address interruption" occurs when the
tape is stopped and the channel can accept
further orders. This interruption enters an
S.E .R. which extracts the next order for the
channel from the tape queue, and the cycle of
events is repeated until no further order for

this channel remains. As each transfer is
concluded, any object program halted through
reference to the store block is made free to
proceed.
An exception to the above process is when
a long movement (over 200 blocks) or a rewind
is required. In this case, the movement is
carried out at fast speed, with block address
interruptions inhibited, and the channel may
meanwhile be used to control another tape
mechanism. The long movement is terminated
by checking the elapsed time and at the appropriate moment, entering the tape supervisor from the timed interrupt routine. The
mechanism is then brought back "on channel"
and the speed is returned to normal. When
reading of block addresses is correctly resumed, the search is continued in the normal
manner.
The Title Block
The first block on each magnetic tape is
reserved for use by the supervisor, and access to information in this block by an object
program is through special instructions only.
This block contains the title of the tape, or an
indication that the tape is free. When magnetic tapes are required by the supervisor or
by an object program, the supervisor prints
instructions to the operator to load the named
tape and to engage the mechanism on which it
is loaded. The engage button of each mechanism (see section 5) is attached to a digit in
the V - store, and these digits are scanned by
the supervisor everyone second. When a
change to "engaged" status has been detected,
the tape supervisor is entered to read the first
block from the tape. The title is then checked
against the expected title. In this way, the
presence of the correct tape is verified, and
furthermore the tape bearing the title becomes associated with a particular mechanism. Since the programmer assigns a logical
tape number to the tape bearing a given title,
this logical tape number used in extracode
instructions can be converted by the supervisor to the actual mechanism number. Other
supervisory information is included in the
first block on each tape, including a system
tape number and the number of blocks on the
tape. Special supervisory routines allow Atlas
to read tapes produced on the Ferranti Orion
computer, which used the same tape mechanisms but can write blocks of varying lengths on
the tape. These tapes are distinguished on
Atlas by a marker written in the title block.
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Magnetic Tape Failures
All failures detected by the interrupt routines cause the block address interrupt routine to stop the tape at the end of the current
block when possible, and then to enter tape
monitor supervisory routines; if the tape cannot be stopped, it is disengaged and the tape
monitor routines entered. These routines
are S.E.R. 's designed to minimize the immediate effect on the central computer of
isolated errors in the tape system, to inform
maintenance engineers of any faults, and to
diagnose as far as possible the source of a
failure. As an example of the actions taken
by monitor routines, suppose a check sum
failure has been detected while reading a
block from tape to core store. The tape
monitor routines make up to two further attempts to read the block; if either succeeds,
the normal tape supervisor is re-entered
after informing the engineers. Repeated
failure may be caused by the tape or the
tape mechanism; to distinguish these, the
tape is rewound and an attempt is made to
read the first block. If this is successful,
a tape error is indicated, and an attempt is
made to read the suspect block with reduced
bias level. Failure causes the mechanism
to be disengaged and the program using the
tape to be suspended. If the "recover read"
is successful, the tape is copied to a free
tape and th~ operators instructed to readdress the faulty tape, omitting the particular block which failed. If on rewinding
the tape, the first block cannot be read successfully, failure in the tape mechanism is
suspected and the operator is instructed to
remount the tape on another mechanism.
Other faults are monitored in a similar
manner, and throughout, the operator and
engineers are informed of any detected
faults. Provision is made for the program
using the tape to "trap" persistent tape errors and thereby to take action suitable to
the particular problem, which may be more
straight-forward and e f f i c i e n t than the
standard supervisory action.
Addressing of new tapes and re-addressing
of faulty tapes are carried out on the computer by supervisory routines called in by
the operator. A tape mechanism is switched
to "addressing mode", which prohibits transfers to and from the core store, permits
writing from the computer to the reference
tracks and to the block addresses on tape,

and activates a timing mechanism to space
the block addresses. When a new tape is addressed, addresses are written sequentially
along the tape and the area between leading
and trailing block addresses is checked by
writing ones to all digit positions and detecting failures on reading back. Any block
causing failure is erased and the tape spaced
suitably. On completion, a special block address is written to indicate "end of tape" and
the entire tape is then checked by reading
backwards. Any failures cause entry to the
re-addressing routine. Finally, the tape
mechanism is returned to "normal" mode, a
little block is written containing the number
of blocks on tape, a tape number, and the
title "Free", and the tape is made available
for use. A tape containing faulty blocks is
re-addressed, omitting such blocks, by entry
to the re-addressing routine with a list of
faulty block~; the faulty blocks are erased
and the remaining blocks are re-labelled
sequentially, the tape being checked as when
addressing a new tape.
5. PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
Peripheral Interruptions
As mentioned in the Introduction, a large
number and variety of peripheral equipments
may be attached to Atlas. However, the amount
of electronics associated with each equipment
is kept to a minimum, and use is made of the
high computing speed and interruption facilities of Atlas to provide control of these equipments and large scale buffering.
Thus the paper tape readers, which operate
at 300 characters per second, set an interrupt
flip-flop whenever a new character appears.
(Characters maybe either 5 or 7bitsdepending on which of two alternative widths of tape
is being read.) Similarly the paper tape
punches, and the teleprinters which print information for the computer operators, cause
an interruption whenever they are ready to
receive a new character; these equipments
operate at 110 and 10 characters per second
respectively.
The card readers read 600 cards per
minute, column by column, and interrupt the
computer for every column. The card punches
at 100 cards per minute, punch by rows and
interrupt for each row.
The printers, which have 120 print wheels
bearing 50 different characters, cause an
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interruption as each character approaches
the printing position so that the computer
may prime the hammers for those wheels
where this character is to be printed. There
are therefore 50 interruptions per revolution,
or one every 1-1/2 millisecs.
All the information received from, or sent
to, these peripheral equipments does so via
particular digit positions in the V-store. For
example, there are 7 such bits for each tape
reader, and 120 for each printer, together
with a few more bits for control signals.
The majority of interruptions can be dealt
with simply by the interrupt routine for the
particular type of equipment. Thus the paper
tape reader interrupt routine normally has
merely to refer to a table of characters to
apply code conversion andparity checks, and
to detect terminating characters and if all is
well to store the new character in the next
position in the store.
The interrupt routines for the printers and
card punches are not expected to do the conversion from character coding to row binary;
this is done by an S.E.R. before the card or
line of print is commenced. The card routines are however complicated by the check
reading stations; punching is checked one card
cycle afterwards, and reading is checked 3
columns later. The interrupt routines apply
these checks, and in the event of failure a
monitor S.E .R. is entered.
The printer interrupt routine counts its
interruptions to identify the character currently being printed; a check is provided once
each revolution when a datum mark on the
printer shaft causes a signal bit to appear in
the V-store. This counting is maintained
during the paper feed between lines, which
occupies several milliseconds.
Attention by Operators
Whenever equipment needs attention it is
"disengaged" from the computer. In this
state, which is indicated by a light on the
equipment and a corresponding bit in the Vstore, it automatically stops and cannot be
started by the computer.
The operator may engage or disengage an
equipment by means of two buttons so labelled.
The equipment may also be disengaged by
the computer by writing to the appropriate
V -store bit, but the computer cannot engage
it.

The "engage" and "disengage" buttons do
not themselves cause interruptions of the
central computer. Instead, the "engaged"
bits in the V - store are examined every
second (this routine is activated by the clock
interruption) and any change activates the
appropriate S.E .R. Disengaging a device does
not inhibit its interruptions, so that if the
operator disengages a card machine in midcycle to replenish the magazine or to empty
the stacker, the cycle is completed correctly.
There are also other special controls for
particular equipments, e.g., a run-out key on
card machines, and a 5/7-hole tape width
selector switch on punched tape readers.
Most devices have detectors that indicate
when cards or paper are exhausted or running
low. These correspond to bits in the V - store
that are read by the appropriate S.E .R. The
paper tape readers however have no such detector, and the unlikely event of a punched
tape passing completely through a reader (due
to the absence of terminating characters) appears to the computer merely as' a failure to
encounter a further character within the
normal time interval. This condition is detected by the one-second routine.
Store Organization of Input and Output Information
In general, input information is converted
to a standard 6- bit internal character code by
the interrupt routine concerned, and placed in
the store 8 characters to a word. (An exception to this occurs in the case of card readers
when they are reading cards not punched in a
standard code, in which case the 12 bits from
one column are simply copied into the store
and occupy two character positions. A similar
case is 7 - hole punched tape, when this is used
to convey 7 information bits without a parity
check. Such information is distinguished by
warning characters, both on the input medium
and in the store.)
A certain amount of supervisor working
space in the core store is set aside to receive
this information from the interrupt routines,
and is subdivided between the various input
peripherals. The amount of this space depends on the number and type of peripherals
attached; the first two Atlases will normally
use one block (512 words). This block will be
locked down in a page of the core store whenever any input peripheral is operating (i.e.,
most of the time).
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As each input equipment fills its share of
this block, the information is copied by an
S.E .R. into another block devoted exclusively
to that equipment. These copying operations
are sufficiently rare that the latter block
need not remain in core store in the meantime; in fact it is subject to the same treatment as object programs by the drum transfer routine, and may well be put onto a drum
and brought back again for the next copying
operation. Thus only one page of core store
is used full time during input operations, but
nevertheless each input stream finds its way
into a separate set of blocks in the store.
The page that is shared between input
peripherals is subdivided in such a way as to
minimize the number of occasions on which
information must be copied to other blocks;
it turns out that the space for each equipment
needs to be roughly proportional to the square
root of its information rate.
Similar ly, information intended for output
is placed in a common output page, subdivided
for the various output devices, and is taken
from there by the interrupt routines as required. The interrupt routines for teleprinters and tape punches do the necessary
conversion from the internal character code
used by the device. As soon as the information for a particular device is exhausted, an
S. E.R. is activated to copy fresh information
into the common output page. Again, the page
is subdivided roughly in proportion to the
square roots of the information rates.
For card punches and printers, whose interrupt routines require their information
arranged in rows of bits, a further stage of
translation is necessary. In these cases, on
completing a card or line, internal 6-bit
characters are converted by an S.E.R. into a
card or line image also in the output block.
In fact, the desirable amount of working space
for output buffering somewhat exceeds one
block, and the spare capacity of the subsidiary store will be utilized to augment it.
6. THE OPERATING SYSTEM
The following is a synopsis of work explained in detail in a paper the Computer
Journal.

The fast computing speed of Atlas and the
use of multiple input and o~tput peripheral

equipments enable the computer to handle a
large quantity and variety of problems. These
will range from small jobs for which there
is no data outside the program itself, to large
jobs requiring several batches of data, possibly arriving on different media. Other input items may consist of amendments to
programs, or requests to execute programs
already supplied. Several such items may be
submitted together on one deck of cards or
length of punched tape. All must be properly
identified for the computer.
To systematize this identification task, the
concept of a "document" has been introduced.
A document is a self-contained section of input information, presented to the computer
consecutively through one input channel. Each
document carries suitable identifying information (see below) and the supervisor keeps
in the main store a list of the documents as
they are accepted into the store by the input
routines, and a list of jobs for which further
documents are awaited.
A jobmay require several documents, and
only when all these have been supplied can
execution begin. The supervisor therefore
checks the appearance of documents for each
job; when they are complete the job scheduling routine is notified (see below)
Normally, the main core and drum store
of the computer is unlikely to suffice to hold
-all the documents that are waiting to be used.
The blocks of input information are therefore
copied, as they are received, onto a magnetic
tape belonging to the supervisor, called the
"system input tape." Hence, if it becomes
necessary for the supervisor to erase thell)
from the main store, they can be recovered
from the system input tape when the job is
ready for execution.
The system input tape thus acts as a large
scale buffer, and indeed it plays a similar part
to that of the system input tape in more conventional systems. The differences here are that
the tape is prepared by the computer itself
instead of by off-line equipment, and that there
is no tape-handling of manual supervision required after the input of the original documents - an important point in a system designed to handle many miscellaneous jobs.
This complete bufferage system for input
documents is called the "input well." Documents awaiting further documents before they
can be used are said to be in "input well A";
complete sets of documents for jobs from
"input well B." Usually documents being
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accepted into input well B must be readfrom
the system input tape back into the main store
so that they are ready for execution; often
however they will already be in input well A
in the main store, so that only an adjustment
of the block directory is required.
One result of this arrangement is that the
same tape is being used both to write input
blocks, in a consecutive sequence, and to read
back previously written blocks to recover
particular documents as they are required.
The tape will therefore make frequent scans
over a few feet of tape, although it will
gradually progress forwards. The lengths
of these scans are related to the main store
space occupied byinput well A. For example,
so long as the scans do not exceed about 80
feet (130 blocks) the waiting time for writing
fresh blocks will remain less than the time
for input of three blocks from a card reader,
so that comparatively little main store space
need be occupied by input well A. To ensure
that scans are kept down to a reasonable limit,
any documents left on the system input tape
for so long that they are approaching the limit
of the scannable area are copied to the system
dump tape (see below). If the number of these
becomes large, the computer operators are
warned to reduce the supply of documents
through the input peripherals.
Output
The central computer cari produce output
at a much greater rate than the peripheral
equipments can receive it, and an "output
well" is used in a manner analogous to the
input well. This well uses a "system output
tape" to provide bulk buffering.
Output for all output peripherals is put
onto the same tape, arranged in sections that
are subdivided so that the contents of a section will occupy all currently operating peripherals for the same length of time. Thus
if, for example, a burst of output is generated for a particular peripheral, it is spaced
out on the system output tape, leaving spare
blocks to be filled in later with output for
other peripherals (this is possible because
Atlas uses pre-addressed tape). In this way,
the recovery of information from the tape into
"output well B" as required by the various
peripherals merely involves reading complete sections from the tape.
Again, there is a limit to the amount of
information that can usefully be buffered on

the output tape, due to the time required to
scan back and forth between writing and
reading regions, and this limit depends on
the space available in the main store for output well B. An S.E.R. keeps a check on the
amount of information remaining in output
well B for each equipment, and relates this
to the present scan distance to decide when
to start to move the tape back for the next
reading operation. If the amount of output
being generated by object programs becomes
too great some of it is put instead on the dump
tape (see blow) or a program is suspended.
The System Dump Tape
The system input and output tapes operate essentially as extensions of the main
store of the computer. Broadly speaking,
documents are fed into the computer, programs are executed, and output is produced.
The fact that the input and output usually
spends some time on magnetic tape is, in
a sense, incidental. This input and output
buffering is, however, a continuous and
specialized requirement, so that a particular
way of using these tapes has been developed
and special S.E.R. fS have been written to
control them.
When demands on storage exceed the
capac ity of the main store and input and
output tape s, a separate magnetic tape, the
system dump tape, is used to hold information
not required immediately. This tape may be
called into use for a variety of reasons. Executionof a problem maybe suspended and the
problem recorded temporarily on the dump
tape if other problems are required to fill the
output well, or alternatively if its own output
cannot be accommodated in the output well.
Also, as already described, the input and
output wells can "overflow" to the system
dump tape. This tape is not used in a systematic manner, but is used to deal with
emergencies. However, the system is such
that, if necessary, the system input and output tapes can be dispensed with, thereby reducing the input and output wells and increasing the load on the system dump tape.
In an extreme case, the system dump tape
itself can be dispensed with, implying a
further reduction in the efficiency of the
system.
Headings and Titles
Every input document is preceded by its
identifying information, mentioned above.
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This consists of two lines of printing, forming the heading and the title respectively.
The heading indicates which type of document follows. The most common headings
are
COMPILER followed by the name of a
program language, which means that
the document is a program in the
stated language;
DATA which means that the document is
data required by an object program;
and
JOB which means that the document is a
request for the computer to execute a
job, and gives some relevant facts about
it.
The last type of document is called a "job
description." It gives, for example, a list of
all other documents required for the job, a
list of output streams produced, any magnetic
tapes required and upper limits to the storage
space and computingtime required. Many of
these details are optional; for example if
storage space and computing time are not
quoted a standard allowance will be made.
For example, if a program operates on two
data documents which it refers to as data 1
and data 2, the job description would contain:
INPUT
1 followed by the title of data 1
2 followed by the title of data 2
The program would appear in this list as data
O. Alternatively, a job description may be
combined with a program, forming one composite document, and this will usually happen
with small jobs.
Each output stream may be aSSigned to a
particular peripheral or type of peripheral,
or may be allowed to appear on any output
equipment. The amount of output in each
stream may also be speCified. For example,
a job description may include:
OUTPUT
1 LINE PRINTER 20 BLOCKS
2 CARDS
3 ANY

Each magnetic tape used by a program is
identified by a number within the program,
and the job description contains a list of these
numbers with the title that appears in block 0
of each tape to identify it; for example:

TAPE
1 POTENTIAL FIELD CYLIND/204TPU5.
If a new tape is required, a free tape must be
loaded, which the program may then adopt
and give a new title. This is indicated thus:
TAPE FREE
2 MONTE CAR LO RESULTS K49REAC-OR4.
The loading _of tapes by operators is requested by the supervisor acting on the information in job descriptions.
Finally, the end of a document is indicated
by

***

and if this is also the end of the punched tape
or deck of cards it is followed by the letter
z. On reading this the computer disengages
the equipment.
Logging and Charging for Machine Time
As problems are completed, various
items of information on the performance of
the computing system are accumulated by
the supervisor. Items such as the number
of program changes and the number of drum
transfer s are accumulated and also, for each
job, the number of instructions obeyed, the
time spent on input and output, and the use
made of magnetic tapes. These items are
printed in batches to provide the operators
with a record of computer performance, and
they are also needed for asseSSing machine
charges.
The method of calculating charges may
well vary between different installations, but
one desirable feature of any method is that
the charge for running a program should not
vary Significantly ~rom one run to another.
One difficulty is that the number of drum
transfer s required in a program may vary
considerably with the amount of core store
which is being used at the same time for
magnetic tape and peripheral transfers. One
method of calculating the charge so as not to
reflect this variation is to make no charge
for drum transfers, but to base the charge
for computing time onthe number of instructions obeyed in a program. ThiS, however,
gives no incentive to a programmer to arrange a program so as to reduce its drum
transfers, and more elaborate schemes may
eventually be devised. The charge for using
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peripherals for input and output can be calculated from the amount of input and output.
For magnetic tapes, the charge can be based
on the length of time for which the tape mechanism is engaged, allowance being made for
the time when the program is free to proceed
but is held up by a program of higher priority.
All this information is made available to the
S.E.R. responsible for the costing of jobs.

for example, priority may be given to a particular job, or a peripheral equipment may be
removed from general use and allocated a
particular task. An "isolated" operating station may, for example, be established by reserving a particular output equipment for use
by problems loaded on a particular input
equipment.

Methods of Using the Operating System

The Atlas supervisor program is perhaps
the most advanced example so far encountered
of a program involving many parallel activities, all closely interconnected. Although a
great deal of it has already been coded at the
time of writing, there are still a few details
to be thrashed out, and no doubt many changes
will have to be made to suit conditions existing at various installations. The overall
structure of the program is therefore of prime
importance: only if this structure is adequate,
sound and systematic will it be possible to
complete the coding satisfactorily and to make
the necessary changes as they a:rise.
The structure described in this paper, involving interrupt routines and "supervisory
extra code routines" controlled by a coordinating routine, has proved eminently
satisfactory as a basis for every supervisory
task that has so far been envisaged, and it is
expected that all variations that might be
called for will fit into this structure.
There is no doubt that its success as a
supervisory scheme for a very fast computer is due largely to certain features of the
Atlas hardware, in particular the provisions
for protecting programs from interference,
and the page address registers. The way in
which the latter permit information to be
moved around at run time without the need to
recompile programs gives the supervisor an
entirely new degree of freedom. The possible
uses of this facility have turned out to be so
extensive that the task of utilizing such a large'
computer effectively without it seems by comparison to be almost impOSSible.

The normal method of operating the computer is for documents to be loaded on any
peripheral equipment in any order, although
usually related documents will be loaded
around the same time. The titles and job
descriptions enable the supervisor program
to assemble and execute complete programs,
and the output is distributed on all the available peripherals. Usually programs are
compiled and executed in the same order as
the input is completed, but the supervisor may
vary this depending on the load on different
parts of the system. For example, a problem
requiring magnetic tape mechanisms which
are already in use may be by-passed in
favour of a problem using an idle output
peripheral; a problem which computes for a
long time may be temporarily suspended in
order to increase the load on the output
peripherals. By these and similar methods,
the S.E.R. responsible for scheduling attempts to maintain the fullest possible activity of the output peripherals, the magnetic
tape mechanisms and the central computer.
Documents may also be supplied to the
computer from magnetic tapes; these tapes
may be either previous system input tapes or
library tapes or tapes on which "standard",
frequently used, programs are stored. Such
documents are regarded as forming part of
Input Well B and are read into main store
when required. An alternative method of
operating may be to use the computer to copy
documents to a "private" magnetic tape,
rather than to use the system input tape, and
at a later time to supply the computer with a
succession of jobs from this tape. Similarly,
output may be accumulated on a private magnetic tape and later passed through the computer to one or more peripheral equipments.
Routines forming part of the supervisor are
available to carry out such standard tlcopying operations.
Provision is also made for the chief operator to modify the system in various ways;

7. Conclusion
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I.

Introduction

source language and target machine in question. These researches have met with great
success with respect to the first phase of
translation: the syntactic analysis of input
strings. However, the second phase-the
synthesis of target-language statementshas proved more difficult to generalize. This
is, of course, not at all surprising. The algebraic languages so far considered are all
nice, well-behaved, formal languages for
which "destruction rules" can readily be deduced from their c us tom a r y description
(which is usually given in production rules,
"Backus normal form" [21, or some equally
straight-forward for m a lis m). Thus, one
may easily construct a simple languageindependent algorithm which uses syntaxdescriptive tables f~r a particular language
to effect analysis of strings in that language.
The sorts of information to be found in the
tables (priority of operators, scopes, and the
like, or rules for syntactic type formatioil)
are readily derivable from the language description, and the proceSSing algorithm itself
may be rather small. Extremely elegant
programs of this kind have already been constructed [3]. On the other hand, digital computers seem to have been plannedwith positive
malevolence from the viewpoint of translator design. The formal implications of the
order vocabulary of a machine are highly
particular and almost defy uniform treatment.
Each machine has a plethora of specialpurpose registers and special-purpose orders

The recent proliferation of algebraic
translators or "compilers"-programs which
translate from an algebraic language (like
ALGOL, IT, or Lo) to the hardware language
of a digital computer-has stimulated a good
deal of work on techniques of reducing the
construction cost of such programs.' There
have been several essentially different approaches to this problem, notably:
1. The development of a common intermediate language (UNCaL for UniversalComputer-Oriented Language [1]); for each
algebraic language there would be written a
translator from that language to UNCOL and
for each new machine there would be written
a translator from UNCOL to the language of
that machine.
2. The development of general-purpose
translators which accept descriptions of the
particular languages between which translation is to be effected. Such programs have
been called "syntax-directed" compilers,
because the general algorithm is driven by
what are in essence tables of syntax.
It is our feeling that the second approach
is a superior one and the sequel describes
work performed from that point of view.
Many investigators in the field have devoted considerable effort to identifying and
separating out the essential functions of algebraic translation from the idiosyncratic special functions suggested by the particular

>!<This work was begun by the author at Technical Operations, Inc. under Air Force Contract
AF 33(600)-41896 and completed at Computer Associates, Inc. through a subcontract from
Technical Operations, Inc. under the same prime contract.
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designed to increase efficiency; since a good
"generator" (by this word we designate the
second, synthesis phase of the translator)
must produce a program which is not only
correct, but efficient, a way of generalizing
and tabulating these individual quirks and
peculiarities is a necessity for a satisfactory
solution. This generalization has proved
very elusive, and some clever schemes for
Sidestepping the issue by implicitly putting
the machine characteristics into the source
language syntax tables have, therefore, been
attempted with some success [4].
These
methods suffer, however, from two inherent
defects. First, the sorts of tables needed
for those syntax descriptions essential for
analysis are extremely inappropriate and
clumsy forms in which to describe the large
structures used in generating globally good
code. Second, every syntax table in the compiler is perturbed by a change of target machine. In our efforts to devise techniques
for a more completely explicit and separate
tabularization of the machine description, we
came to the conclusion that the feasibility of
this approach depended upon certain features
of compiler organization. We were then led
to the development of a novel organization
which appears to be of considerable interest.
In order to explain our approach, it is necessary to make a brief digression into the
organization of translators.
II.

Recognition and Generation:
Conventional Organization

Characteristically, algebraic translators
are organized as follows: The first phase
(or "analyzer") courses through the input
string endeavoring to "recognize" (completely
determine the syntactic type of) some thing
"big" enough syntactically to require the
generation of code. Generally, some forms
are partially recognized-and presumably
placed on a list-before a form of interest
has been totally recognized. Once this recognition has occurred, the generator is called
in; the latter is given the name of the type
recognized and the names of the variables
being combined to form it. The generator
selects a "paragraph" (a sequence of lines of
code), inserts the names, places the result
at the end of the output, and returns control
to the analyzer. (Frequently, the paragraph
selected is not of code proper, but rather
of so m e "machine":independent" 0 n e- to

three-address pseudo-code; this difference
does not affect the sequel.)
This conventional organization follows
directly from the observation that, in the
familiar algebraic languages, the order in
which syntactic types are completely recognized corresponds very clo~ely with the order
in which independent acts are to be performed
by the computer to accomplish the computation specified by the input; in short, the order
of generation is close to the order of recog- .
nition. Generated code is usually carried as
a sequence of independent atomic commands
whose origins and relationships to each other
are lost, since this information has no further syntactic interest and uses up storage.
This conventional organization has considerable natural appeal; the translator does
as much as it can at any time, thus minimizing the requirements for temporary storage
and reducing redundant passes. However,
there are certain important drawbacks.
Increase in the efficiency of generated
code is gained in two ways: first, by judicious
use of the properties of the special (e.g.,
arithmetic or index) registers of the machine,
a matter we will take up later; and second,
by permitting dependence of the criteria for
paragraph selection upon arbitrarily large
amounts of contextual information. This
latter procedure is made inherently clumsy,
if not downright impossible, by the standard
organization of translators. Even though we
may have completely recognized a syntactic
form and may, therefore, be able to select a
correct paragraph of code, it may still be the
case that selection of a best paragraph should
wait upon the determination of context which
has not yet been recognized. When contextual
search is to be performed, it is preCisely the
lost elements of the string's global structure
which are the data of the search. Thus, we
are not interested-except in the trivial sense
of eliminating very local redundancies-in
the fact that some addition follows a multiplication in recognition sequence; we are
concerned, rather, with the fact that some
addition is syntactically in the scope of an
assignment which is in turn within the scope
of a relation. The recognition of such complex contextual structures is essential to any
powerful generator, and if the information
needed to perform this kind of recognition is
either lost or well-buried, the cost of posteditors to improve output code efficiency
becomes extremely high.
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III. Recognition and Generation:
Alternative Organization
We therefore decided to effect a complete decoupling of the two phases of translation, permitting a complete analysis of
arbitrarily large chunks of the input string
to antedate any generation. In fact, it is by
no means necessary to analyze a whole program before generation; there is always in
practice some syntactic type past the boundaries of which flows no information of interest to the generator. One simply analyzes
up to this type, generates over the result of
this analysis, then returns to the analyzer
as before. The point is that this type will,
in general, be substantially larger than the
smallest type completely recognized, which
is what drives the conventional generator.
A number of advantages accrue from this
sort of organization. First of all, the decoupling of recognition from generation makes
convenient the use of quite complex and oddly
sequenced contextual search to determine
paragraph selection. Second, this same decoupling makes the translator usable over a
wider class of languages, including those in
which recognition order and generation order
have very little to do with each other. This
last feature is of more than theoretical interest, for not only do natural language translations appear to have this property, but also
certain postulated data- processing languages
require such freedom from sequencing constraint; we will return to this topic briefly
in a later section. A third benefit which derives from this arrangement is a substantial
reduction of the workload of the analyzer,
obtained indirectly by making contextual inspection easy for the generator. In a language in which the local semantics (and thus
paragraph selection) are highly contextdependent, the analyzer commonly spends a
good deal of its time considering the input
string, deciding which version of some operator is meant this time. Since an efficient
generator must be able to do this sort of thing
with facility anyway, it seems sensible to let
the generator perform as much of the task
as possible and restrict the role of the analyzer to that of "parsing" the input string.
Thus, the analyzer in our scheme is an
extremely short program which utilizes information about the scope and priority of
operators-the "destruction rules" of the
language-to produce a tree-representation

of the input string in which terminal nodes
are names (of numbers, functions, etc.) and
nonterminal nodes are operators or combiners. The only context problems that it
need handle are those inherent in the destruction rules (inversion of operator priorities in the scope of some other operator,
and the like). A tree was chosen as the vehicle for communication between the analyzer
and the generator since it explicitly displays
the formation history of the input string and
thus is a very natural domain over which to
define contextual search algorithms and contextual naming schemes of various kinds.
IV. The Generator: Gross Descr.iption
The input to the generator is a collection of tables. First, there is the SOURCE
table, which is output by the analyzer and is
essentially a tree-representation of the input
string. (In our prototype, we use a binary
tree to simplify naming; this is, of course, no
restriction.) There is an algorithm, whose
description we will defer for the moment,
called DETSYN (for Determine Syntactic
Type), which, given a place on the tree, responds with a type number. This number is
referred to as the "syntactic type" of the
"tree node" named by the input variable and
is determined on the basis of an arbitrarily
complex, table-driven search of context.
There is a table called SYNTAB (Syntax
Table), each line of which is associated with
exactly one of these syntactic types. A line
of SYNT AB includes a collection of indicators
which dictate the actions to be performed
when a node of that type is encountered and
the decision is made to process it. One particular item on each line of SYNT AB is the
item called SEQ, for Sequencing Type. When
a given syntactic type is encountered it may
be decided to process (for example) its two
"sons" in the tree before proceSSing the
node itself; it is for selecting among sets of
such sequencing rules as this that SEQ is
provided. One item of the table SOURCE is
a Counter (CTR) which counts the number of
times the generator has coursed through each
node.
Sequencing, then, operates as follows:
the sequencing variable (NODE) is initialized
to the "trunk" of the tree. At each stage
DETSYN(NODE) gives a line number in SYNTAB. The ordered pair given by the SEQ of
this line and by the value of the counter
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CTR(NODE) together select an element of a
small sequencing matrix (SEQMAT) whose
entries can assume four values, indicating
the decision to either process this node now,
or replace NODE by its father, first son, or
second son in the tree, respectively.
Once the decision has been reached to
process a node, an algorithm called PRCNOD
is invoked. This routine essentially runs
through the tasks indicated by the items in
the line of SYNTAB associated with the syntactic type of the node being processed. There
are about a half dozen such tasks possible,
some of them employing rather ornate trickery. The most interesting task to be performed is quite straightforward, however,
and that is the selection and preparation of
paragraphs for output.
Sample paragraphs of code are effectively stored (really, pOinters to them are
stored) in a table called PARA, in which are
indicated the number of holes to be filled,
the "relative tree names" of the variables
which are to fill them, and a variety of other
information associated largely with local
redundancy elimination. In the general case,
there may be several paragraphs associated
with a given line of SYNTAB. When a particular node is being processed and there
exist entries in PARA for its syntactic type,
PRCNOD picks up all the possible paragraphs-these are semantically interchangeable-converts "relative tree names" to
"absolute tree names," and throws the result
onto a tentative output list called LNKT AB.
In practice the paragraphs themselves are
not copied; we need merely record the location in PARA where the paragraph may be
found and copy the tree-absolute version of
the names.
In time some node is processed whose
syntactic type directs output (in our notation,
a line item of SYNTAB, OUTPUT (DETSYN
(NODE» = 1). When this occurs, ~ routine
called OUTSEL (for Output Selector) is called
in; OUTSEL courses through the tentative
output indicated by LNKT AB and selects the
best of the alternative paragraphs at each
stage on some simple criterion (in our experimental version, shortest code is the desideratum), suppressing redundant lines as
necessary. Then the resulting code is thrown
out of the machine by a small routine called
TOFILE.
This very brief description of the gross
organization of the generator should serve
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as background to the ensuring action, which
will briefly trace the treatment of certain
special matters by the various parts of the
generator.

v.

The Generator: Some Matters of Detail

1. Names: We have used the terms
"relative tree name" and "absolute tree name"
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without definition, in order to avoid adding to
the inevitable clutter of an English description of a flow chart. At this point, it seems
appropriate to state that by an "absolute tree
name" we mean a line number in SOURCE;
by a "relative tree name"we mean, formally,
a function whose domain is the set of absolute
tree names and whose range is the union of
its domain and a special "failure" marker.
The intent of a relative tree name is to
signify something like "the second son of
this node" where "this" is replaced by the
input variable while an absolute tree name
is something like "node number (SOURCE
line number) 63." In PARA, a typical paragraph might include a hole which is to be
filled by the name of the second son of the
node which causes its selection. If PRCNOD
selects this paragraph, this relative name
will be picked up and replaced by its absolute
equivalent, Le., by the name of the second
son of the node currently being processed.
This will either be a node number (a line
number in SOURCE) or, in the case of a terminal node (hence, denoting a simple operand),
the name of an entry in a symbol table. If
this absolute tree name is a node number
(and the line is in fact selected for output by
OUTSEL), it will be converted either to the
name of a temporary storage location (if it
denotes the result of an operation) or to a
relative address (if it denotes a jump destination); this last conversion is handled by
TOFILE.
2. Special Registers: . Each special register (accumulator, index register, or whatever) may be aSSigned a name (which is,
naturally, a number). Also, a set of special
registers may be assigned a name. In PARA,
it may be indicated that a hole is to be filled
by a set of special registers; this is interpreted to mean that one element is to be selectedfrom that set, and that all other references to that set are to be interpreted as
references to that element for the scope of
the paragraph. A typical use of this facility
is to indicate the set of index registers. For
transferring information between the special
registers, there is a matrix (n x n, where n
is the number of named special registers (not
sets» whose (i, j)th entry points to code in
PARA for moving a number from the ith special register to the j th. Associated with lines
of P AHA is such information as the effect
(usually destruction, or nothing) of each line
upon the special registers and a marker to

indicate that a line is a "suppressible fetch"
(a line whose sole function is to get a number into a particular special register, and
which is completely eliminable if the number is already there).
3. The Output Selector (OUTSEL): The
output selector would ideally consider all the
possible alternative codes indicated in LNKTAB and globally optimize. Such an OUTSEL
is trivial to construct, but seemed unnecessary for our purposes, since the cost of
searching so many alternatives was adjudged
excessive in comparison with the expected
increase in efficiency. Therefore, our prototype OUTSEL operates as follows: it considers in turn the alternative pa:ragraphs at
each stage. For each of the possible choices
it makes a cost estimate, checking the state
of the special registers to see if lines may
be suppressed, fixing the local values of sets
of special registers, keeping track of anything that is being destroyed, inserting lines
to transmit data from one special register to
another if this will cheapen the cost, using
the running time (in microseconds) carried
in P AHA for each line as the criterion of
cost. Then it selects the cheapest paragraph,
destroys the others, updates the condition of
the special registers as of this end of this
paragraph, and begins relative costing of the
next set of alternatives.
4. Temporaries: Some paragraphs leave
a "result" in a special register; these are
marked accordingly. When OUTSEL selects
such a paragraph, the special register records are marked and future allocation of quantities to special registers is constrained to
avoid destruction of the contents of this special register. When a "suppressible fetch"
of the quantity (node) in question is encountered, OUTSEL assumes that the quantity is
being used and destroys the marker (called
SAVE) which protects it. If the special register must be used before a protected quantity has been utilized, lines are inserted by
OUTSEL which put the quantity away in some
temporary; the temporary is named by the
number of the node whence came the paragraph of which it is the result, and that name
is recorded on a list. Future references to
that node are converted to references to
temporary number x, where x is the line
number (on the list of temporary names) of
that node number. The total number of spaces
for temporaries allotted at the end of the
translation is set equal to the largest value
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the index of the temporary list has ever assumed during generation (TOFILE reinitializes this index).
5. Handling of location names: Some
lines in SYNTAB direct the marking of certain nodes as places which are to be jumped
to (or "breakpoints"). Thus, OUTSEL can
assume nothing about the state of the special
registers at the time the first code generated
for the subtree named by such a node (Le.,
the subtree of which the node is the trunk) is
entered. PRCNOD, whenever it selects paragraphs, checks whether the node being processed either is itself, or has an ancestor that
is, marked as a breakpoint. If this is the
case, the currently generated LNKT AB entry
is so marked (for OUTSEL to see later) and
the node marker is erased. In a similar
manner, absolute tree names which name
locations rather than values are carried
down to the first code-producing node in the
subtree named by the originally named node.
6. A special bit of trickery: The contents
of a line of SYNT AB may direct PRCNOD to
set or release a special kind of lock (called
LOCSAV) on the contents of a special register.
The special register may either be named
directly or named by a name which may be
interpreted as "the special register selected
from among set S by that node over there."
This rather odd kind of special register name
has its analogue in a kind of special register
name, used to describe holes in PARA, which
means something like "the special register
locked by that node over there." The purpose
of all this is to provide a facility- for passing
around special register set names'which are
to be constant over a scope 'la;rger than a
single paragraph. This is n~c·e:s.sary in the
production of optimal coding over large constructs, as in the generation of loop coding,
for example. If the lock cannot be honored by
OUTSEL, the contents of the special register
are saved in the appropriate named storage
cell.
7. Structural looseness in the generator:
There are several ways to implant special
algorithms in the generator without altering
its basic structure. First, there is an item
in SYNT AB called ALGO which may specify
the name of an algorithm to be performed
when nodes of this syntactic type are processed; this algorithm may be wholly arbitrary. Second, it should be observed that
DETSYN is unconstrained in content, and
may in particular reference (and alter) the

values of the counter CTR. Thus, the very
same node may be treated as a completely
different syntactic type on different times
through; since there is no restriction on the
size of the sequencing matrix, it is possible
(albeit clumsy) to set arbitrarily long sequences of algorithms at a node by just having it identified as a different syntactic type
each time through, having ALGO active at
each of the corresponding lines of SYNTAB,
and having a long stretch of "process this
node now" indicators in SEQMAT (or even
having DETSYN or ALGO decrement CTR).
VI. An Evaluation of the Generator:
The Current Status
From the foregoing description, it should
be manifest that the current generator has
fallen short, in several respects, of the original goal: complete tabularization of machine description. The tables of special
register description and communication do
indeed seem a decent first cut at a part of
the problem. The characterization of paragraphs in terms of their effect upon special
registers and of fetch instructions in terms
of their intent also appears a step in the right
direction. The handling of complex contextual
search, however, is a considerable departure
from our initial intent. Ideally, one should
develop a means of tabulating the machine's
programming manual, and the general compiler should deduce the strategy of the desired contextual search from such tables.
This beautiful solution was rapidly abandoned,
not so much because of the difficulties inherent in devising tables-although these difficulties are considerable-as because the
tabular structures, once defined, would not
be the most appropriate vehicles for automatic evaluation of coding strategy.
The procedure of searching through the
order vocabulary of a digital computer and
devising use f u I I a r g e r constructs-handy
paragraphs of code-is an activity at which
people are very good and machines, very bad.
Without such constructs already to hand, the
process of optimal code generation is a combinatorial problem of astronomic proportions.
It seemed natural, therefore, to alter our
goal; we would continue to permit people to
intervene rather extenSively between the information in the manual and the compiler.
We would view this intervention as a prepass, designed to shrink the information
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contained in the manual into a set of reasonable size. Then we would bend all effort to
the development of a reasonable scheme for
tabularizing this second, smaller inventory
of information. Our compiler organization,
by creating an intermediate form (the tree)
in terms of which it is easy to describe contextual constraint, has provided the necessary framework for such a scheme.
Any evaluation of the current generator
as an element of a "universal compiler" is
in large measure an estimation of, on the
one hand, its completeness (i.e., its suitability for all machines of at least the current
generation) and, on the others, its facility of
use by the programmer who wishes to insert
tables for a particular machine. The only
data we have so far on these matters are, of
course, those derived from our own experience.
A prototype compiler composed of an
analyzer and a generator, both syntax driven,
has been constructed and run on the IBM 7090
computer. Tables have been constructed to
control translations from Lo (the algebraic
language of the CL-I Programming System [5])
to 7090 code and from ALGOL-60 to CDC
1604 code. This compiler was experimental
in nature and designed to test the suitability
of our technique. No effort was made to
minimize either the size or the running time
of the compiler itself other than the utilization of a competent programming staff.
We found that the primitive analyzer required by our scheme need not exceed a few
hundred words in length; the generator seemed
to demand slightly in excess of 1000 words of
code. The time required to construct control
tables was impressively short: a complete set
of tables for translation from one of the source
languages to one of the machines could be
constructed by an expert programmer in less
than one week. The control tables themselves
for a given translation occupied about 1500
36-bit words. The running time of the compiler was at least as fast as that of comparable conventional compilers.
Our conclusion is that a useful syntaxdriven generator, and therefore a more or
less adequate "universal compiler," is feasible; in fact, we have built one. It is our claim
that, given such a device, a fairly high quality
program for translation from any algebraic
language of the usual kind of the language of
any of the present generation of machine can
be produced in a matter of man-weeks.

It is by no means our feeling that the
prototype generator and its associated analyzer described in this document are in any
sense ultimate. Research is currently being
carried on along several lines, among them:
1. To determine the relative merits of
source language description by formation
rules versus by scopes and priorities.
2. To determine the payoff in going to
n-ary trees as an intermediate form which
appears to make algebraic macro definition
and the senSing of common SUb-expressions
much cheaper, but renders tree naming more
expensive.
3. To devise better external languages
for defining the control tables, so that they
may be built more readily by personnel unfamiliar with the details of the compiler.
4. To consider the implications of doing
partial determination of three syntactic types
during the analysis phase.
In addition, the criterion of short compiling time is being applied, now that we are
convinced of the feasibility of the technique.
A second version of the compiler, incorporating the results of this additional work,
should be completed by the time this paper
appears in print.

VII. Additional Payoffs of the Generator
Although the primary motivation for the
design of the generator was to reduce the
high cost of compilers, several other advantages appear to accrue from the design to
which we were led, and several new paths of
investigation are strongly indicated. In this
last section, we will assemble a few rather
disconnected remarks about these additional
matters.
1. Remark on Natural Language
Translation

Although the analyzer used in our
system or indeed any analyzer built to handle
simple formal languages is obviously useless
for any messy source language, it is our
feeling that the generator-or at least its
organization-may be of some use in this
area. Given a parse-in the schoolmaster's
sense-of a sentence in the form of a tree, it
seems to us that a rather natural way to describe~ the synthesis of target language statements, even in a nonformal language, is in
terms of a sequencing discipline through the
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tree and a decoupled set of local phrase formation rules, stated in terms of tree names
and subject to arbitrarily complex contextual
control (also stated in tree terms) of local
interpretation. Although we claim no especial competence in this area, the naturalness
of the technique does seem rather convincing
in the few examples we have tried, and some
restricted natural languages (constrained
English for querying data files, for example
[6]) with which we are familiar seem to fit
into some such framework.
2. The System Environment
This translator was designed to operate in the environment of a large and powerful programming system with a large number
of calls on the system fighting for time,
space, and priority. The advantage, therefore, in a fixed algorithm for translation
which can handle different languages (source
and target) simply by switching tables is
especially great. Moreover, we would like
to call attention to the OUTPUT signal in
SYNTAB. This Signal is meant to be confined to syntactic types "large" enough so
that temporary storage preservation, impliCit naming records, and similar locally
interesting information need not be preserved,
by and large, after TOFILE has been invoked.
This means that it is possible at these output
barriers (if they are well selected) to interrupt processing with very little temporary
information having to be saved. Aside from
the obvious convenience of such stopping
points for partial processing, there is a particular trick which should be mentioned. We
envision several alternative sets of tables
even for a given language-pair. Perhaps one
set might have as few syntactic types as
there are semantically distinguishable operators and no more than one paragraph per
type. Another might have an enormous collection of extra syntactic types corresponding to a greater use of contextual aid in selecting code; it might also have several
different paragraphs optional for many of its
types. Presumably, the compiler would operate more slowly with the second set of
tables, but produce superior code. The system, as a function of its current work load,
the user's priority, and his desires (high
quality code, fast compilation, or whatever)

could decide which set of tables to use and
revise its decision at any output barrier
according to changes in workload or other
similar criteria.
3. Language Embedding
The facility of language switching by
table switching introduces some interesting
possibilities for embedding of statements in
one language inside statements in another.
If one introduces a node type whose first son'
is the name of a language and whose second
son is the trunk of a tree representation of a
statement in that language, it is easy to see
how the processing of such nodes might be
trivially included in the processing of the
charts in which they appear. One must, of
course, exercise care in erecting the output
barrier so-that no interesting syntactic types
cross it.
4. Further Compiler Cost Reductions
4.1 Evolutionary redundancy elimination: Instead of trying to anticipate all
redundancies, the compiler-builder can simply start with tables sufficient for reasonably
good code, release the compiler for limited
use, then extend the tables (or even let the
user extend the tables) to eliminate the redundancies and inefficiencies whichare found
to be common.
4.2 Compiler construction by inexperienced personnel: It seems possible to
refine the tabular descriptions required by
the analyzer and generator to the point that-with suitable cheap translators, really rearrangers, editing to the refined form-very
elementary descriptions of the algebraic
language and of the intended machine code
may automatically be transformed into a
working compiler (albeit not a very good one,
since paragraph selection, etc., will tend to
be local and context- independent). Although
this is not something which we expect to be
able to do immediately, it does seem like a
feasible goal with a table-driven compiler of
this kind available. The implications of such
an arrangement-in which users may approach
the machine (plus programming system), describe the language they wish to use, and
then use it-are, to say the least, rather
appealing.
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AN AUTOMATED TECHNIQUE FOR
CONDUCTING A TOTAL SYSTEM STUDY
A. o. Ridgway
International Business Machines Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Bethesda, Maryland
SUMMARY
In conjunction with a comprehensive analysis of the data processing
at an Air Force Base, a system study technique was developed which
utilized EAM equipment for re cording and analyzing all primary data
proces sing applications. The study effort also included the initial po stulation of a total data proce s sing system.
The automated study technique facilitated systems analysis by: relating significant data, providing thorough analyses of existing systems,
simplifying documentation correction, and automatically preparing flow
charts.
The study technique is completely independent of the data processing
complex being analyzed, the organization involved, the mission it supports, and hardware considerations.
o~ one another. This independent development also has been caused, to some extent,
by ,the initial emphasis being centered on
automating existing procedures. It was only
natural to want to calculate, sort, tabulate,
etc., faster.

INTRODUCTION
Early Efforts at SystemsAnalysis andDesign
In mechanizing data processing by means
of punched-card eqUipment, different applications or procedures generally are considered on an individual basis. This situation is often caused by the fact that different
business functions have been considered at
different pOints in time and/or by different
people. A strong contributing factor is the
fact that, in general, punched-card equipment is very limited in its ability to perform
multi-functions and, consequently, to automatically interrelate applications.
Unfortunately, although Electronic Data
Processing machines have essentially eliminated the equipment restrictions inherent in
punched-card machines, history has to a
large extent repeated itself. As in the case
of punched-card equipment, most application
developments have taken place independent

Motivation for Total Systems Approach
The independent growth of data processing applications has led to a high degree of
redundancy in the storing and proceSSing of
information. There are few parts of a business'data processingwhichare isolated from
all other data processing.
Efforts directed toward improving procedural efficiency frequently attack one phase
of a data processing complex in order to
solve an immediate problem. When one analyzes the file data from separate organizations within a bUSiness, one often finds a tremendous amount of duplication. Likewise,
even a cur sory examination of reports will
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reveal the same information repeated many
times. By properly mechanizing the interrelation of data processing functions, these
redundancies can be minimized. This same
interrelation, when properly planned, can
effect a greater system responsiveness because of the simultaneity with which data
may be handled.
As attention was focused on EDP hardware, opportunities for procedural consolidations could be seen. Large memories
made possible the storing of tables, so that,
for example, labor hours could be accumulated for jobs performed simultaneously with
the processing of payroll information. The
use of magnetic tape made possible the design of records which in many cases encompassed information long needed, and encouraged consolidation of pro c e d u res, e.g.,
preparing insurance premium notices while,
at the same time, processing inquiries regarding dividendS, policy loan status, accumulated reserves, etc. With the advent of
large random access memories, further consolidation was encouraged by having the ability to store a number of information files in
rapidly accessible memory. This development brought forward the in-line processing
concept typified in manufacturing by the simultaneous updating of such information files
as inventory, sale s, demand history, etc.,
based on a single input, such as an order.
As one looks at advances in hardware design
contrasted with that of systems deSign, it is
clear that the former has far outstripped the
latter. Today' s hardware has the inherent
capability to operate a total system for a
good-sized business; the problem is designing the system.
Management Considerations
Interrelating data processing within an
organization may be done by moving horizontally or vertically across organization
and functional boundaries.
The building blocks, by which one may
proceed to interrelate data processing functions, are the documentation of individual
applications. The path along which the integration should take place must be decided.
In most cases this decision will be based on
economics. In the commercial world this
means turning dollar savings into greater
profits. In the military sphere this dollar
savings may be USed to develop a system

more responsive to the mission of the establishment.
In a large system each organizational
level will interpret poliCies and regulations
differently. Hence, in an integrated system
a strong management is essential. Management must have sufficient insight into local
differences to intelligently compromise them
into a single system and still allow for those
"unreconcilables" that will always exist.
Serious conSideration must be given to how
to handle regulatory changes, especially
when these emanate from two or more independent organizational elements whose data
processing functions have been interrelated.
A basic question of whether to aim at
"total" integration or concentrate on an interim solution must be considered. There
are advantages to both approaches. The
somewhat paradoxical answer is that both
approaches are needed if an effective job is
to be done. The long-range concept furnishes
a logical goal to work toward and an over-all
framework within which to move in the interim. The incremental approach makes it
possible to achieve early benefit, to gain immediate experience, and to pay and pave the
way toward the ultimate goal. If one aims
only at the long- range, "total integration
concept, his efforts are likely to be somewhat
theoretical. If, on the other hand, one concentrates solely on the short-range interim
improvements, he probably will not come
close to the level of integration represented
by the long-range approach.
tI

Need for Study Technique
The complexity of developing a total system requires a logical study technique. One
approach has been to determine the "mainline" of a business, chart the data processing directly associated with this central
theme, and then attach functions less directly
associated with the theme. For example, in
the case of a manufacturing bUSiness, data
processing centers around order processing;
in the utility business, billing is the big data
proceSSing job. However, in large corporations and in many military facilities, regardless of size, data processing functions are so
intermixed that one must be able to deal with
all aspects of the problem with equal facility.
One approach is to draw flow charts of existing separate data proceSSing applications and
by connecting the inputs and outputs to advance
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toward a total system. Tabular techniques
offer an interesting alternative to flow charting.
A documentation technique aimed at the
systems level with just enough detail to enable the systems analyst to understand the
current system and to redesign its component parts to form a new systems approach
was needed. The complexity of many systems is such that it precludes meaningful,
manual manipulation of study data. Therefore, it was felt that a technique that would
allow mechanized listing and analysis of data
pertaining to today's system should be developed.

by similar end product. The resultant grouping facilitates detailed systems design.

General Approach

Volumes, sizes, and frequencies of the
proceSSing, input-outputs, and files are summarized in statements of: proceSSing requirements, storage requirements, and communication requirements.
These phases are described more fully in
succeeding sections.

Conduct of a total data proceSSing system
study has been divided into six phases:
1. Data Collection and Recording

Organization charts, pol i c i e s, and
statements of responsibility are studied.
Areas of data proceSSing to be studied are
selected. Informal flow charts of present
procedures are drawn. Basic information
pertaining to the flow and storage of data is
formally recorded on specially designed
forms.
2. Analysis of Existing Systems'
With information regarding the current
system on punched cards, analyses may be
made of data flow channels, similarities in
contents of files, proceSSing procedures, influence of time factors, redundancies in static
data, etc. Current system requirements, in
effect, are defined.
3. Total System Postulation
All data proceSSing act i v i tie s are
grouped by common endeavor. A broad concept of a total system encompaSSing all data
proceSSing is developed. This system configuration is broadly defined in terms of cen~
tral proceSSing units (henceforth referred t6
as processors), memories, and input-output
communication devices.
4. Concept Analysis
Data processing elements identified in
the postulation of a total system are grouped

5. Detailed Systems DeSign
Process steps are broken down to a
level of detail from which programming may
be done or detailed procedures may be written. Input-output and file records are designed. Total systemprocesses and records,
with their respective frequencies and volumes, are used to determine the communication network of the system.
6. Determination of Functional
Spec ifications

Scope
The technique described in this paper was
developed in conjunction with a comprehensive study of the data proceSSing at an Air
Force base. The original study included the
data collection, recording and analysis of the
existing systems. It later was extended to
include the postulation of a new system. The
study technique thus has been successfully
applied to Phases 1, 2, and 3, which are desc ribed in detail. An outline of an approach
to the remaining study phases is given.
Application of the study technique has
been illustrated in terms of the air base
analyzed. However, the technique is independent of the data proceSSing complex being
analyzed, the organization involved, the mission it supports, and hardware considerations.
DATA COLLECTION AND RECORDING
(PHASE 1)
Background
The purpose of Phase 1 was to collect and
record data in an organized, manageable
form that would completely describe the
existing system. This documentation, combined with an appreCiation of management
needs and long-range planning, show total
system needs, its true purpose and the validity of various files and lines of communication.
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Using maps, organization charts and mission statements, the broad view of the air
base's functions was obtained. The study
team gained a clear, qualitative understanding of the over-all systems structure and
major relationships of the individual parts.
Data collection was done by functional area.
Areas studied were: supply, personnel, operations, finance, transportation, civil engineering, and maintenance.
Discussions with commanders revealed
the mission of the various organizational
units. Directives and manuals were studied.
Data regarding the number of people employed' their activities and grade level, were
collected. Major files and their uses were
enumerated. Data proceSSing procedures
were recognized. Major data flow patterns
were traced. Known problem areas were
explored.
This groundwork in the functional area
was required as: (1) a foundation of knowledge on which more detailed study could be
based; (2) a unique identification of the applications to be considered for further study;
and (3) a means of lending direction to the
over-all study task, i.e., time and effort required for each sub-task now could be estimated.
A data processing application was defined
as "a sequence of procedural steps which
may logically be grouped as an entity." Examples from the Civil Engineering functional
area include: Work Order ProceSSing, Maintenance Costing, and Real Property Records.
Examples from the Transportation functional
area are: Operation of the Motor Pool and
Ground Vehicle Maintenance. Some applications, of course, will lose their identity in
the total system to be designed; however,
this definition provides a convenient frame
of reference.
To determine the scope of work, applications to be studied must be selected. To
place a reasonable limitation on the number
of procedures to be documented and analyzed
in depth, an application was defined as "primary" if it met one or more of the following
criteria:
• Costly, in terms of dollars, manpower,
and/or time.
• Mechanized at any base or command
within the Air Force.
• Readily adaptable to mechanization.
• Of a priority nature.

"Secondary" applications wer~ those which
could not meet the above criteria. Seventyfive unique primary applications were defined.
Sixty primary applications which included
the majority of data proceSSing in the seven
major functional areas, were selected for
detailed documentation. Although secondary
applications were not documented in detail,
they were identified and considered in the
conceptual design of the new system.
Initially, data was collected in depth for
one sample application in each functional
area. Upon completion of this assignment,
the study team easily determined additional
work prerequisite to completing the data collectionand recordingphase. Since apunchedcard technique was planned, these pilot applications provided information required to
define the size of field lengths on the cards.
Other minor changes were made at thistime.
Attention was again paid to system vocabulary.
Even the common word "file" had to be defined. Its usual meaning was expanded to include memory of many types, i.e., wall charts
and even informal notes. Codings required
for eventual system data management were
established. For example, blocks of numbers
were associated with each! functional area
and a unique three-digit code was associated
with each identifiable organizational unit on
the base. The origin and destination of all
data recorded and communicated was thus
uniquely identified. The pilot application determined the anticipated time required to
carry out the over-all study. A master
schedule was established against which progress could be measured.
Informal On-Site Recording
The systems analyst studying each application interviewed individuals actually performing data proceSSing tasks and commander s concerned with evaluating and using
results generated. The analyst carried out
the following steps:
1. Prepared a summary of the nature and
scope of the application in narrative
form.
2. Determined and recorded the tasks involved. This included forms used, regulations involved, reports required, input and output instruments, manpower
used, types of files, etc.
3. Determined the data flow. This included data origins and destinations,
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input and output volumes, types of
transactions, pr.ocessing, inquiry requirements, coordination required with
other activities, etc.
4. Prepared a functional organizational
chart to orient the application within
the functional area and base.
In addition to the notes taken, the analyst
obtained copie s of each document coming into
application area, of the work sheets and files
used, and of those documents being sent out
of the area. For system study purposes, a
file was defined as "information stored for
possible future use." This definition encompassed data that might be eventually needed
in a computer memory.
Copies of all documents were filled out
with information to illustrate dynamic data
actually required and for a later recording
and interpretation. When samples of files
were not obtainable (e.g., wall charts), a
copy was made for later interpretation.
An informal flow chart of the application
was drawn. This chart was not made at the
programming level, but rather was aimed at
establishing an understanding of the operation. The chart provided a convenient communication media between the analyst and
those performing the data processing, and,
with the sample documents collected, provided the basic source information for the
formal documentation of the present system.
The problem of completely comprehensible communication among team members and
between the team and outside personnel arose
at the start of the study and continued, but in
diminishing degrees, until its completion.
This problem was met by evolving an informal
dictionary of terms pertinent to the study
effort.
Another facet of the problem of communication was encountered in expressing in a
definitive manner the names of fields of data
in current use within the base's data processing systems. One solution lies in the construction of a "system dictionary." This
approach, however, required an effort disproportionate to the results obtained. The
problem was successfully solved by assuring
adequate intra-team cross-talk and periodic
reviews.
It is advisable to obtain standardization
among team members in: (1) system approach, (2) system analysis, and (3) written
expression in system documentation. Such
standardization, of course, must be restricted

to the extent that the indi vidual talents of
team members are not unduly subjugated.
The problem in system approach was typified
in obtaining from team members a standard
recognition of data processing applications.
The placing of boundaries around groups of
data processes having meaningful beginnings
and endings, and of reasonably equal degrees
of complexity and magnitude, was obtained
only by discussion between the analyst and
team management. The problem of standardization in system analysis became apparent when the rough flow charts were first
examined. Essentially, it was a matter of
arranging the same degree of analytical depth
and amount of detail in all areas. This arrangement was generally obtained by administrative review and suggestion. The problem
of obtaining reasonably standard written ex -preSSion in system documentation became
apparent during the formal documentation
activity. Interpretation of format field names
and use of columns varied with each team
member. Written instructions with examples
of completed forms and verbal explanations
gave satisfactory results.
Formal Documentation Forms
The informal flow chart prepared for each
application provided an understanding of the
over-all intent of that portion of the system.
It lacked the ability to present the detailed
data. A method of documentation was developed which made it possible to prepare by
machine both flow charts and the statistical
compilations required for systems analysis.
This section describes the forms used for
recording the data collected.
The study technique will be illustrated by
carrying one application through each stage
of systems analysis. The application used
for illustration is the "Operation of the Base
Motor Pool. " This application has been
chosen because:
1. It can be examined without requiring
any detailed knowledge of more specialized military operational type application areas.
2. The clerical functions performed typify
manual d a t a processing operations
which take place thousands of times
daily in many data processing complexes.
The motor pool has the responsibility of
providing ground motor vehicle transportation
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associated with organization 6S0. In the
upper right portion of the form, a code of
T 6S00 has been aSSigned to this file. For
convenience, the first two digits of the file
code were chosen to correspond to the code
identifying the application with which the file
is associated. The last two digits were used
to sequentially number files associated with
the application. The files associated with
the operation of the motor pool were numbered consecutively from 6 SOO through 6 Sq7 .
A one pOSition prefix is added to the basic
file code, an "A" or a "T". The letter "A"
refers to an actual (in the mind of the user)
file. A "T" refers to a "technical" file that
is a form, a wall chart or some other media
which, for the convenience of the analyst,
has been considered to be afile. In all cards
Col. SO is used to identify card number.
Card·1 isused to record the basic quantative information associated with the file. In
this case there are 150 records in the file,
17 fields per record, etc. When the number
of characters, fields and/or records vary,
average figures are used. Recording a specific number of records would appear to
imply a preconceived notion regarding the
design of the new system. This is not the
case. Considering the dispatch log as a file,
an arbitrary decision was made that each
line entry should be considered a "record."

support to the base and to the aircraft wings
operating from the base. The transportation
squadron receives requests for use and dispatches both general purpose personnel and
cargo carriers and special purpose materials handling equipment. The base motor
pool controls utilization and maintenance,
and prepares use and cost records and other
reports required by Air Force regulations.
The documentation forms used will be described by considering basically the single
administrative function of receiving a request for the use of a vehicle and dispatching
that vehicle. In all illustrations in this paper
fictitious data has been used.
File Layout (Figure 1)
The motor pool dispatcher maintains a
daily vehicle dispatch log. This log serves
as a record of vehicles currently in use.
Since information on this log is changed as
requests are made and fulfilled, the log is
considered to be a file.
The application number is recorded in the
upper left portion of the form. In this case
the code 6S0 has been assigned to the base
motor pool. (A unique three-digit code was
associated with each organizational element
on the base.) A two-digit suffix (01) indicates
this is the first data proceSSing application
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Since a line entry is manually posted to the
log each time a request is made, this appears
to be a reasonable definition. With all related
items being recorded in a logically consistent
manner, it is then possible (in the systems
design phase) to consider a record as a
smaller or larger increment of the dispatch
log. File growth is 150 records per day
(Col. 51-58). The life of the file is one day
(Col. 59-60), since a new dispatch log is
started every 24 hours.
Card 2 is used to record basic qualitative
information relative to the file.
Card 3 is used to describe the contents of
the file. The type of instrument (Col. 14-15)
refers to the instrument conveying the data
to the file and was indicated by a two-digit
code as follows:
MF
Manual Form
PC
Punched Card
SF
Standard Form
TC
Telephone Call
TT
Teletype Message
RM
Radio Message
VE
Verbal
PG
Process Generated
CK
Common Knowledge

Process (Figure 2)
Card 4 is used to record a brief description of each logical step of data processing
as it occurs in the application. Columns 6-8
are used to record the flow chart step number (taken from the original informal flow
chart). The ten steps associated with the
handling of a request for transportation by
the dispatcher are shown in this illustration.
Branching (Col. 9-11 and Col. 12-14) indicates appropriate flow chart steps (within
the application) to reflect procedural decisions affecting the basic application flow.
Col. 79 (No.) is used to number consecutively
these cards within a given flow chart step. In
addition to recordingeachprocess step, these
cards also are used to identify the application, organizational element involved, appropriate regulations, non-machine data processing hours expended, and the typical grade
level of persons doing the data processing.
Input/Output Transactions (Figure 3)
Card 5 is used to record inputs to and
outputs from the application. In addition,
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Column 9 (input-output code) was used to
show whether the data refers to an input or
output and whether an original or a copy:
(1) output - original, (2) output - copy, (3) input - original, and (4) input - copy. A separate line entry was used on the form for
each. A name was given to each input and
output. In some cases this name was the
document name if the entire document was
used. In other cases only certain fields of
data were used and this was stated. If the
document had an official number it was so
identified (Col. 34-41).

internal inputs and outputs in the sense of
data entering or leaving a file are recorded.
In this illustration (in step 010) a request for
a vehicle is shown being received. Such a
request cannot be associated with a specific
organizational element (in the sense that 680
was associated with the base motor pool),
since it may come from anyone. For such
cases the code 999 with suffix XX (Col. 50-54)
was used. Step 090 illustrates an output in
the form of the dispatcher verbally (Col.
42-43) notifying the requestor of the vehicle
assignment. Steps 030, 040, 050, 070, 080,
and 100 illustrate operations upon files. In
step 030 a request for vehicle causes file T
6800 (described earlier) to be updated (Col.
72-74). In step 040, information regarding
the availability of the specific type of vehicle required is extracted from the same
file. Volume s associated with each of these
operations are recorded and the number of
fields associated with each input and output
are divided into identifier and dynamic groupings. Identifier fields are those which identify the input or output record while dynamiC
fields make up the remainder of the record.
The utility of this grouping will be shown later.
The functions of inputs and outputs relative
to files (Col. 72-74) were coded as follows:
UPD - Update
INT - Initiate
EXT - Extract
C LO - Close
COM - Compare

Input/Output Fields (Figure 4)
Card 6 was used to list each field name,
the number of characters within a field, and
the flow chart steps in which that field was
used as an input or output. In addition, fields
were segregated into two classes: identifier
and dynamic (Col. 37). Also recorded was
whether the field was numeric or alphanumeric in nature (Col. 38). Column 39 was
used to indicate those. cases in which the information was process generated. An example would be Total Hour s (which had been
accumulated manually). The data recorded,
was the data actually used in each process
step, as opposed to all data following past
that step.
By the time formal documentation had been
completed the study team was sufficiently
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knowledgeable regarding today's system that
many Short-range improvements became obvious, and appropriate recommendations were
made.
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEMS
(PHASE 2)
Having all information regarding the current system on punched cards, a wide selection of analyses was possible. The basic
analysis is made from the sequential listing
of process steps as inflow charts. By simply
merging the process cards (No.4) and input/
output transaction cards (No.5) on flow chart
step number, a flow chart may be prepared
by the IBM 407 Accounting Machine. The
flow chart prepared for the first part of the
motor pool operation is shown in Figure 5.
The listing prepared by the 407 is completely
satisfactory for use in a systems analysis.
To make the listing look more like a conventional flow chart (to facilitate ~ommunication),

a plastic template was used to draw file
boxes and input-output arrows.
One example will be given to illustrate
the type of analyses which it is possible t~
prepare from the punched cards. In planning
an integrated system one of the most important requirements is to obtain a clear picture
of the data traffic flow in and out of applications and between applications. Consider the
input-output fields (No.6) cards. For each
distinct field a card was punched to correspond to each flow chart step in which that
field was used. These cards were then sorted
by flow chart step number and merged with
the input-output transaction (No.5) cards by
flow chart step number. A listing of the resulting card deck gives a clear picture of the
traffic flow related to the application being
conSidered. A listing of the flow associated
with steps 010 and 090 in the motor pool application is shown in Figure 6. To save space
the flow associated with traffic internal to
the application has been omitted from this
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illustration. Referring to Figure 6, it is
seen that seven fields of information (two of
them of an identifier nature, 5 of a dynamic
nature) are associated with a request for
vehicle. The total data recorded is 65 characters in length. This input occurs 150 times
a day. Corresponding information is shown
relative to step 090.
Other analyses that could be made include
the following:
1. List all input-output fields in the system and each input-output name with
which they are associated. This would
show multiple use of data elements to
help in minimizing redundancies.
2. List input-output fields and applications within which they occur. This
shows multiple use of data elements in
different applications to assist in minimizing redundancies.
3. Summarize volume data relating to
information flow between functional
areas, by time frame. This gives a
gross picture of the data traffic flow.
TOTAL SYSTEM POSTULATION (PHASE 3)
USing the data developed in the first two
phases a broad concept of a total system encompassing all data proce sSing at an air
base was developed. The system concept for
data processing was designed without regard
to existing Air Force base organizational
structure. Although the system was confined
to a base the nature of inputs originating offbase and the nature of outputs forwarded from
the base were taken into consideration. The
system concept designed in this phase will
serve as a guide to subsequent phases of the
study.
It should be emphasized that the concept
design phase was undertaken with no preconceived ideas as to system or hardware configuration. Even such fundamental matters
as the tentative number of processing units
were not determined until the analyses were
accomplished.
The efforts expended in this phase can be
categorized as follows:
1. Determination of the goals of each
functional area and of the bas~ as a
whole.
2. Selection of the applications, base wide,
that are prerequisite to attainment of
these goals ("sliCing").

3. Initial design and description of the
data processing systems responsive to
the requirements of each goal (slice).
4. Adaptation of the data processing of
each slice to the base system configuration.
5. Documentation of the total system in
broad terms.
The determination of goals was a critical
step. Goals were chosen which related to
data processing having definite effects on the
response of the base to its mission. Mission
statements for the base and each functional
area were studied. The relative importance
of each application to the functional area and
to the base was established. Lists were prepared showingthe objectives of each application, what is required of each application by
the base, what is required of the functional
area by the base, and the base-wide location
of similar files. Problem areas associated
with each application were examined. The
goal of the motor pool is to provide ground
motor vehicular transport to the base and to
the aircraft wings operating from the base.
All data processing activities on the base
were now grouped by common endeavor.
This categorization of data processing activities inferred a restructuring of the data
processing systems from their vertical alignment within functional area into a horizontal
alignment (slicing). A slice consists of a set
of logically related data proce sSing activities. Slices were chosen to cover areas encompassing major segments of the operation
of the base. The purpose of this step is to
organize the data processing systems so as
to most effectively meet the goals of the base.
In a broad sense any business may be
categorized into that which involves people,
material, dollars, operations or facilities.
As a first approximation to sliCing, each goal
was associated with one of these categories.
Major data flows, problem areas, and governing regulations were studied. The location of and reason for similar files were examined. The mission of the base and the
functional areas were re-examined. Applications now apparently pertinent to the slice
and the goal were collected. Finally, it must
be established that the tentative slice fully
responds to the goal.
All data proceSSing applications documented in Phase 1 and all data processing
endeavors occurring at base level, but not
documented, were examined and aSSigned for
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concept postulation to the pertinent slice.
Data processing activities, which were not
conducted at base level, but which were
deemed advisable to encompass if data processing capability were existent, were defined
and assigned to the pertinent slices.
The result of this analysis was the categorization of all data processing on the base
into five functional groups or slices. The
five categories were:
1. Aircraft Management - the data processing necessary to provide information needed to efficiently manage the
supply support, m a in ten a n c e, and
scheduling of aircraft to achieve the
response required by mission demands.
2. FacilitiesManagement - the dataprocessing necessary to provide information needed to efficiently maintain base
facilities and to operate base-wide
systems.
3. Personnel Management - the data processing necessary to effect initial and
daily job assignments and training of
personnel to achieve full utilization of
total group capability.
4. Financial Management - the data processing necessary to plan the use, receipt, safeguarding, disbursement, and
accounting of public funds.
5. Per-sonal Needs - the data processing
necessary to provide the information
needed to initiate and sustain services
responsive to personal needs of assigned per sonnel.
The following will illustrate the relation
between the old and new data processing
structure. The Facilities Management slice
encompasses 23 of today's applications.
These applications include, for example, Real
Property Costing and Real Property Maintenance Records from the present Civil Engineering functional area. The slice also includes Operation of the Base Motor Pool and
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Ground Vehicular Maintenance from the pres-·
ent Transportation functional area.
After the goals of the data processing
system for the base were established and the
data processing applications prerequisite to
the attainment of each goal were determined,
it was necessary to establish and informally
document the broad blocks of data processes
of each slice. ("Broad block" is a term used
to describe an unquantitized number of proc. ess steps expressed as an entity.) The de"!"
velopment of the broad blocks required that
the major data proceSSing functions be sequenced within the slice in such a way as to
permit the different analysts, as they worked
with the slices, to be able to understand the
content of the slice and its relationship to
the other slices. It was necessary to identify
the inputs, outputs and files of the broad
blocks in 'general terms. The time frame
was then added to the broad blocks to identify
when information within the broad block would
be available or needed.
To insure uniformity in documentation
among study team members, a standard format for the informal documentation of each
slice was established which could also be
used in the documentation of the total system.
The major data processing functions were
recorded in the form shown in Figure 7.
The development effort of the previous
activity resulted in the establishment of an
initial data processing system concept responsive to the objectives of each slice, i.e.,
five SUbsystems. Inasmuch as the requirement was the establishment of a total basewide system, the next task undertaken was
the establishment of a base-wide systems
configuration (with due consideration being
given to the processing required by each
slice to accomplish the over-all base mission). Here, for the first time in the system
development plan, consideration was given
to needed hardware capabilities. No effort
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was, or should have been, made to relate
system requirements to specific hardware.
Rather, this activity was properly confined
to such basic factors as: (1) determination
of the number of processors, and (2) whether
memory should be associated with each processor separately, or common to all.
The establishment of a tentative base-wide
configuration of an automated system was
considered a prerequisite to the alignment
of the blocks of data processing actions within
the' total system. Phase 1 documentation
provided helpful volume and frequency data.
Examination of the initial system concepts
documented for the five slices provided qualitative information.
By relating this information it was possible to determine major data flow channels,
processing similarities and dissimilarities,
similarities in input-outputs, processing time
fact0rs, similarities in filed data, and the
nature of communication requirements. Study,
of this information led to the establishment
of a tentative configuration of two processors
sharing a common memory. The processors
and memory would be electronically accessible to specified organizational elements by
means of selected communication devices.
It is entirely possible that the detailed system design phase would change this configuration. However, the use of the technique is
illustrated for this tentative configuration.
These efforts guided the assignment of
the processes in each slice to specific processors. The data processing required in the
previously defined functional groupings pertaining to Aircraft Management and Facilities
Management was assigned to Processor 1.

The data processing required by Personnel
Management, Financial Management and Personal Needs groups was assigned to Processor 2.
, It was then necessary that each processing block contained in the concept be placed
in logical order within the processing unit to
which it had been assigned. Generators and
recipients of data were connected and the
concept of system memory, automated and
manual, was defined by type, user, contents
and mode of access. The concept for system
communication of input and output, automated
and manual, was defined by type of device (if
automated), user, time originated, and mode
of communication.,
With the system concept developed to the
broad block level, it was necessary to document the data in a manageable and standardized format: Again, punched cards were used.
The use of the forms will be demonstrated
by illustrating the processing block in the
concept solution which includes the motor
pool operation associated with the handling
of a vehicle request (used in describing
Phase 1 documentation).
Input-Output (Figure 8)
Card 7 and Card 9 were used to record
input and output information re spectively.
Control Number designates the processor
through which the input or output· data is
processed. "Trigger" identifies the instrument, situation or condition causing the initiation of action described by the block. Origins of inputs and destinations of outputs
(Col. 41-53) were entered as applicable.
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Origins or destinations of data outside of the
processor we r e de'scribed by functional
names. If data within the processor originated in the previous step or had the subsequent step as its destination, no designator
was entered. Movement of data between
processors was shown by using the processor designator (Control Number) and the
pe'rtinent block number. File identification
was used to name all files used with the block.
Col. 79 (No.) is used to number consecutively
these cards within a given block.

concept was reflected. Time (Col. 66-78)
refers to either the time within which the
process (taking place within the block) must
occur, or the interval at which a process
was started. Col. 79 (No.) is used to number
consecutively these cards within a given
block.
The result of merging the above described
cards on block number and listing them is
shown in Figure 10. This "process listing"
serves as the basic documentation of the
total system concept.
The system concept was amplified by
means of file analyses. These analyses included, for each file, such information as:
definition of file contents and expanded statement of file use, identification of the mode of
communication between file and user, and a
statement of the reason for use of the file.

Process (Figure 9)
Card 8 was designed for the entry of data
describing the action which takes place in a
block. The process description (Col. 5-65)
was the maj or area in which the system
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To complete the picture, each broad block
of the total system was analyzed to determine if it contained inputs and/or outputs. If
inputs were found, was there a problem in
data recording that a special input device
could solve? Did the time requirements
make it mandatory that information be transmitted automatically or would manual transmission be satisfactory? Finally, were outputs being generated in one processor that
needed to be transmitted to the other processor for use as an input? The same type of
analysis was performed regarding outputs.
In all blocks where the answer to the above
was affirmative, the time requirements, use
of the device, and estimated traffic flow were
used to arrive at a device expre ssed in broad
terms.
REMAINING PHASES
Introduction
While a detailed approach to conducting
the remaining phases of a total data processing systems study has not been developed,
indications are that the material developed
in conducting the phases already described
will be of considerable assistance in the remaining effort.
The basic requirement is that of exploding the system concept into a detailed design.
This detailed design will include the entire
system-that which is to be mechanized and
that which should be done manually. Process
blocks must be broken into individual steps
so that programming can be done for that
portion of the system which is to be mechanized, and procedures can be written for that
portion which is to be done manually. Inputoutputs must be described in terms of individual data elements, which in turn must be
sequenced. Likewise, information files must
be formatted. Of cour se, the functional capabilities required of the system must be
determined. This in turn gives rise to hardware considerations. The following is an
approach to the remaining phases of a total
systems study.

"segmenting" into subsystems. This should
not be thought of as regression from the
"total" system approach, but rather a convenient grouping of the data processing to
facilitate management and control of the design effort. A fir st approximation to segmentation might be the data processing
groupings or slices that were identified in
postulating the new system concept.
When segments have been chosen, blocks
may be assigned to them. Individual blocks
must now be examined. In some cases it
will be necessary to divide into sub-blocks.
It may be found that certain blocks or subblocks are missing, i.e., simply not included
in the original concept. After the necessary
regrouping, blocks should be aligned within
each segment in order of relative influence.
Thus, if we. label blocks B 1, B 2, B3, ... a
segment can be shown schematically as in
Figure 11. The system at this point consists
of a number of these segments. By working
from the top down (using the top "block as a
"control"), changes may be minimized. In
the case shown, a subsystem would be laid
out for B12 first. As subsequent systems
are planned for B3 and B 17 , they would be
"fitted" to agree with the subsystem associated with B 12' The corre sponding procedure would continue until all blocks in the
segment are covered.
It is now possible to prepare Phase 3 type
listings by segment. Descriptions of processes, files, and input-outputs can be put in
order corresponding to the priority of the
blocks within each segment, segregated by
segment.

Concept Analysis (Phase 4)
To make possible detailed systems design, blocks identified in the process listing
prepared in Phase 3 c~n be grouped by similar end product. This will be referred to as

Figure 11. Data Processing Segment.
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Detailed System Design (Phase 5)
Consider one block. From Phase 3 the
process listing gives the over-all processing
associated with that block; the file analyses
furnish such basic information as "why," the
file, the user, and the type of accessibility
envisioned relative to the total system approach, while the input-output analysis gives
basic system requirements in that area.
Next, study the information collected and
developed in Phases 1, 2 and 3. An examination of earlier documentation is necessitated by the fact that the de sign of a large
system may require the efforts of many
people, that considerable time may transpire
between conduct of phases of the study, and
that the analyst doing the detailed system design in most cases will not have done all of
the earlier work pertinent to his present
endeavor.
Following this initial study, a first pass
solution can be developed. Here files, inputs, outputs, and process steps related to
this block are determined. In effect, a subsystem for the block is developed. This is
the creative part of the effort. No machine
or system technique is going to completely
perform this task today. However, the work
done in Phases 1, 2 and 3 will be of considerable help. The narrative description contained in the process listing of Phase 3 gives
a guide to breaking the proceSSing down to
the next level of detail. The Phase 3 file
analyses give, in addition to general information mentioned above, file sequences which
may be used as a first approximation. The
input-output analyses, in addition, identify
users and note appropriate time frames.
It is in developing a second pass solution
that the detailed design phase comes into
focus. Process steps now will be broken
down to a level of detail from which programming may be done or detailed procedure s may be written. Phase 1 listings of
existing system input-output record layouts
may be used as a starting point in designing
records. Once data fields have been selected
for inclusion, record formatting may be facilitated by separating cards by "Identifier"
and "DynamiC" categories. Of course, in the
case of files, file redundancies must be examined for those cases where a file is shared
by more than one block.
At this point a subsystem exists for each
block. These subsystems must be meshed.

The Phase 3 process listing will serve as a
guide to putting the subsystems in order.
Independently, a determination of the number
of processors and the blocks to be associated
with each must take place. Theprocess steps
for each block to be mechanized are associated with a particular processor in a particular order. All input-outputs between blocks
handled by the same processor may be regarded as internal transfer s. Information
transmitted between processors or between
the system and the outside world will be
treated as true input-outputs.
Determination of Functional Spe.cifications
(Phase 6)
Information from which hardware capability can be derived will have, to a large
degree, evolved simultaneously with the detailed systems design. For example, early
in design such basic decisions as which information files must be available on a random basis and which can be available serially
will have been decided. However, the type
and amount of memory remains to be determined. The input-output analyses of Phase 3
define functional requirements in that area.
Input-output and processor speeds must be
determined. A documentation of the detail
system solution somewhat comparable to that
used to document the present system (Phase 1)
is foreseen. This would provide a vehicle
for totaling file references by time frame so
as to determine access time requirements,
leading toward determination of memory
hardware requirements. A similar analysis
could be performed with respect to inputoutputs. Programming a sample of the proceSSing is probably the safest way to estimate
processor requirements.
Other Phases
With the total system designed a logically
phased implementation plan may be instituted. Programming and installation may
take place along a route directed at the desired end result.
CONCLUSION
Motivation for the total systems approach
to data processing is strong. The magnitude
of the tasks and the amount of data involved
in the design of a total system in many cases
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requires an automat~d study technique. The
punched-card approach described is a step
in the right direction. It has expedited systems analysis by mechanically relating significant data in the analysis phases. Clearly,
more sophisticated design analyses can be
carried out with a computer approach makipg it possible to automate a larger part of
the total systems study effort. However,
much research needs to be done.
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DISPLAY SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
R. T. Loewe and P. Horowitz
Ford Motor Company
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beach, California
Lack 01 a single all-inclusive objective
forces consideration of many displayobjectives and criteria. Some of the more appropriate ones for displays are described below.
They are still subjective. It seems that quantitati ve criteria cannot be stated except at
the level of detailed speCifications or characteristics such as: brightness, contrast, resolution, response time, etc.
The following statements attempt to present meaningful objectives of display systems.
Not all of the statements apply to all systems
and they are definitely redundant, frequently
expressing similar thoughts in different
manners.

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents several significant
design considerations (non-equipment) for
computer oriented display systems. It begins with a discussion of display objectives
and criteria. Then coding, formats, display
request and control, and amounts of information displayed are discussed. Factors
related to retinal resolution, display size
and detail, group and individual displays and
viewing environment are presented. After
these miscellaneous conSiderations, a checklist of primary display characteristics is
presented.

Improve DeciSion Making

DISPLAY OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA

The most general objective of display
systems is to improve human decision making. This is difficult to measure because it
must be appraised subjectively. Even if decision quality could be measured adequately,'
it is difficult to separate the influence of the
displays from the intellect of the decision
maker.
. DeciSion making is used in a general sense
.here. It ranges from a commander's strategic or tactical decisions to a radar operator's decisions distinguishing targets from
noise.

A thorough understanding of display objectives and criteria is essential to good display system design. Unfortunately, there are
usually no quantitative measures of effectiveness for display systems. In fact, it is
often difficult to state clear cut qualitative
criteria.
A Single all-inclusive measure of effectiveness is highly desirable. Such a measure is, "probability of success per dollar,"
which suits some types of systems. A complicating factor is that display systems are
invariably subsystems of larger systems.
Display criteria stated in terms of the primary system criteria seldom aid in selecting display alternatives, or in display subsystem evaluation.

Improve Understanding
The quality of decision-making is based
on understanding and inSight of the problem.
323
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Thus, a primary display system objective is
to improve understanding and insight of the
entire problem or situation. The display
system should allow' the user to _assimilate,
perceive, comprehend, and apprehend the information available from the balance of the
system. The display system should also take
the initiative in notifying users of emergencies, exceptions, and urgent information.
Provide Effective Man-Machine
Communications
This cliche expresses the major objective well. Displays are generally the primary communication link from the machine
to the man. The display system should allow
the users to extend their decision making
capabilities by use of the memory and processing capabilities of the balance of the system. An ultimate objective might be that of
providing a man- machine communication link
which approaches telepathic capability.
Clarify Complex Relationships
Another important objective of display
systems is to present complex situations in
such a manner that significant relationships,
conflicts, correlations, and extrapolations
can be quickly, clearly, and correctly comprehended. It should be possible to display
separate categories of information in a manner that optimizes the user's ability to detect these relationships. Displays should
allow details to beunderstood in context with
the whole situation and should allow the whole
situation to be examined in detail.
Reduce Reaction Times
The ability to make well founded decisions
quickly is an important objective. Availability of proper information in an effective form
is necessary for timely decisions .. Reduction
of staff reaction time is important in: detecting trends, conflicts, and exceptions; responding to requests from top level decision
makers; and in planning for various contingenCies. Top level decision makers seldom
need speed in direct presentation of input
data. They generally need speed in the interpretation, evaluation and recommendations
based on such input data in order to hasten
their decisions.

Improve Coordination
Improved coordination within diverse operations is an objective of display systems.
Instead of each working group or staff having
different data, which may cause contradictions, conflicts and misunderstandings, each
user should have current, identical data.
Even within a given display, different data
should have consistent "as of" times to reduce confusion.
Improve Availability of Information
Any display system involving data storage
and retrieval has a classification and indexing problem. Users must be able to quickly
and conveniently identify and request various
data categories or combinations of information characteristics. Quick, accurate means
which allow the user to obtain the exact information he needs is an important objective.
It is often desirable to request displays by
logical statements regarding relationships
between classification parameters and data
characteristics.
Provide Dependability
Dependability includes concepts such as
reliability of data and equipment, maintainability, and degree of confidence in the operation and in the data presented. The display
system should provide thorough, accurate,
dependable data which will minimize human
errors and improve the effectiveness of
human judgement.
Improve Control
Some display systems provide information
necessary for control of a process or system. Such display systems should provide
displays that aid personnel in executing improved control and monitoring.
Improve Briefings
Display systems are often used in briefings to appraise key personnel of status,
problems, and plans. Improvement in the
quality, clarity and duration of briefings is
an important objective. A display system
should also reduce briefing preparation time
and should facilitate better answers to questions during briefings.
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Simplify Operations

Satisfy Human Factors Requirements

Simplicity of operation is an important
objective in display systems. If equipment
is difficult or inconvenient to operate, it will
not be used effectively. Training requirements should be minimized and as much interchangeability of operations and functions
as possible should be provided.

Ultimately, the effectiveness of a display
,is dependent on the user's perception, which
has definite psychological limits. Certain
display design parameters must be adhered
to in order to effectively utilize human perception. Some of the more salient pOints
which must be considered on information
displays are: retinal resolution, brightness,
contrast, coding and symbology, critical
flicker-fusion ratio, and the general viewing
environment. Other considerations such as;
human response times, display formats, individual display preferences, and other psychological differences also warrant consideration in the evaluation of display systems.

Provide Compatability With Data Entry
Display systems used in conjunction with
data processing systems are sometimes
closely related to data entry functions such
as; editing, formatting, verifying, correcting,
intervention, and interrogation. The displays
should provide supporting information and
should aid data entry by displacing formats
and data being entered.
Provide Flexibility
Flexibility and adaptability are perhaps
the most important criterion of display systems. Display requirements often change
drastically with time due to:
(1) Changes in commanders (or executives) and staff personnel
(2) Changes in organization and staff
functions
(3) Changes in military threats (or commercial markets)
(4) Changes in defensive capabilities (or
products)
(5) Changes in information available
(6) Experience from system operation
and exercises
(7) Improvements and additions to computer programs
(8) Technological improvements
(9) Modifications in mission or goals
Thus, flexibility to adapt to such changes
quickly and effectively is a primaryobjective of display systems.
Some of the aspects of display systems
where flexibility is desired include:
(1) Formats
(2) Content
(3) Symbology and coding
(4) Display control and utilization
(5) Distribution of personnel
(6) Distribution of displays
(7) Growth potential in both quantity and
performance

CODING AND SYMBOLOGY
There are many different ways of representing information for visual interpretation.
This discussion is confined to v~sible markings on a two-dimensional display surface.
The earliest known attempts to represent
information in visual form date back to drawings in caves of the Cro-Magnon period. Pictures are a familiar and effective means of
representing information. They are visual
simulations of the actual object or concept.
Egyptian hieroglyphics and Chinese writing
have evolved from crude pictures or drawings. Abstract concepts not amenable to
pictorial representation were represented by
remote pictorial associations.
The Phoenician alphabet and Arabic numerals were perhaps the first attempts to
represent information in coded symbolic
form where symbol shape has no pictorial
value. Coded symbols (letters) are combined
into more complex codes (words) which represent real things or abstract concepts.
Although written language is one of man's
most indispensable tools of communication,
it is not necessarily the simplest or most
efficient means of representing thoughts. It
is a compromise which limits the number of
different symbols required. We still resort
to special symbology to facilitate visual communication, particularly where the thought
represented has a characteristic pictorial
shape that is easy to learn and remember.
It is more effective to represent an aircraft by its outline than the combinations of
letters "Aircraft." Use of special symbols
for abstract thoughts such as "validity," is
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limited by human learning and memory capabilities.
Evaluation of coding depends upon anumber of factors, such as; the physiological
limits of human discernment (e .g., the point
at which the human sensor cannot reliably
discriminate between two brightnesses or
colors). Relative compatibility with other
coding modalities, relative efficiency of the
code (how long does the average operator
take to make a positive identification) psychological effect of the code on the operator,
(is the code irritating, fatiguing or perhaps
hypnotic, as in the case of some flicker rates).
These and other considerations must be examined prior to evaluation, selection or use
of a particular coding modality.
Some means of coding information are:
(1) color
(2) size
(3) shape (includes symbols and font)
(4) pOSition
(5) orientation
(6) line width (boldness)
(7) number (quantity)
(8) flicker or blink rate
(9) intensity (includes brightness and grey
scale)
(10) line length
,
(11) line type (dotted, da~hed, crosshatched, etc.)
The American Standards Association has
suggested the use of particular colors for
coding; publication Z53-1-1-1953. This list
is quite detailed and complete.
DISPLAY FORMATS
Figure 1 indicates some of the wide variety of formats used in displaying information. Combinations of formats and coding
can improve presentations. There are also
many ways of displaying three variables in
only two dimensions.
In system design presentation formats
must be determined after determining what
information is to be displayed. These decisions are as important to display system
effectiveness as many technical decisions.
Coding and symbology capabilitie s must be
considered in selecting formats.
Display systems are often used to compare different activities, coordinate different
functions, and detect conflicts. Thus, there
is need for determining the best method of
simultaneously presenting ,different types of

information in formats which most clearly
show interactions, relationships and conflicts.
Certain types of data cannot be presented
effectively in alpha-numeric form. Examples are: fallout contours, flight paths, coverage of surveillance devices or weapons,
planned maneuvers, meteorological patterns,
and areas of re sponsibility. Line drawings
are an effective means of representing such
information that is still compatible with
computer outputs. Colored or shaded areas
are good representations for such information, but are less compatible with computer
outputs.
AMOUNT OF INFORMATION
IN THE SYSTEM
The amount of information in a system at
anyone time is a very Significant characteristic of display systems. Some systems can
display all their information in a single presentation, e.g., radar systems. Other display
systems are based upon large data storage
and retrieval systems. Whenever there is
more information required than can be presented in one display, the information in the
system must be divided into categories for
updating and display. The division of information into categories is a complex problem
involving: file organization, classification
and indexing, data entry and proceSSing conside rations , and information requirements
of the users.
Selection of categories for data entry, file
organization, and display is an extremely
important part of system deSign. Organizing
information into predetermined categories
limits flexibility by hampering the ability to
request data other than by the predetermined
categories. Defining many categories complicates the system but improves flexibility.
Ease in redefining categories is a good way
of providing flexibility.
Some systems may have 100 or more different display categories. Manual preparation of different programs for each category
would be expensive and inflexible because of
the inevitable changes required in the display categories. An approach which develops
basic programs for each type of display format has significant advantages. Such programs generate or compile new programs
each time a new display is requested. The
request message supplies the needed' parameters and control information.
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This approach provides tremendous versatility and adaptability. It may provide
users the capability of defining their own
display formats and contents without requiring assistance from programming specialists or analysts. This may reduce the amount
of analysis of operational requirements preliminary to display programming.
DISPLAY REQUESTS

To change the information categorie s
presented on a display screen, the user must

indicate the information he wants displayed
(unless the system itself determines what
data is to be displayed and when on the basis
of previous analysis). A number of different
ways of selecting the desired display information are described below.
(1) A keyboard with a separate button for
each category to be displayed or removed can be used. This approach is
made more flexible by using a single
keyboard and changing the meaning
of the keys by overlays or other
means.
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(2) Where there are many categories,
they may be selected by a code and
keyboard. For example, when decimal numbers are used to indicate
display categories, 100 different displays can be identified by two activations of a decimal keyboard.
(3) Displays can be requested by a limited
syntax language or by logical statements. In this manner, a user can
define the information combinations
and formats he desires.
(4) Another method of defining information to be displayed, is by pointing at
an item on an existing display. For
example, a user requests details of a
particular symbolized item by pointing at that symbol on a display.
(5) Searching is another method of obtaining the desired display. The actual display may be sequentially
changed with the operator deciding
when to stop the sequence of changes.
DISPLAY CONTROL
The display control function includes:
routing display information to display units,
updating display information, and rules for
changing displays.
The computer may store information regarding the routing of display information.
It may have a rule which states; "whenever
certain data files or display information are
updated, certain display units should be notified or given the displays." Security considerations also affect routing of display data.
Display updating rules may also be handled by a computer. Displays may be updated
on a real-time basis so that all changes are
immediately reflected in the appropriate displays. Displays may also be updated according to any of the following criteria: at given
time intervals, after collection of several input messages, each time new information arrives, or when display requests are made.
Priority considerations may be incorporated in the updating rules also. Thus, one
updating rule is used for one priority class
while a different rule is used for another
priority class. Forced displays, too, may be
under computer control. If the computer
recognizes occurrences which match predetermined forCing rules, selected displays
can automatically be changed to show the
detected critical information.

It is also possible for certain personnel
to force displays on units operated by other
personnel, although this is generally an extreme measure. This risks interruption of
more important work and is annoying at times.
A less extreme approach notifies the user
that critical information is ready for viewing. Such notification may also indicate
priority or type of information. Th~ user
may then accept the new display at his convenience.

AMOUNT OF INFORMATION DISPLAYED
When the information required by an individual to perform his functions exceeds the
capaCity of one display, there must be means
of acceSSing other displays.
Two primary methods of accessing different displays are given below.
(1) A single display screen is provided,
and the information displayed upon it
is changed at the command of the
user.
(2) All available display information is
simultaneously shown in a number
of different displays. The user accesses different information by visual
searching or memory and then focuses
his attention on the desired display;
this can be accomplished rapidly for
moderate amounts of information. (A
variation of this is the use of some
magnifying means to access detailed
information in a display.)
An important characteristic of any display
system is the display access time. This is
the time lapse between a user's request and
when the display is actually viewed. Shifting
the eyes or head presents a convenient and
rapid display access time. However, the
amount of information available in this manner is limited.
There are several limitations to the amount
of information that can be displayed at one
time. Visual acuity or resolving power is the
ability of the eye to perceive and discriminate precise sensory (visual) impressions.
The human eye can, in normal light, discriminate lines that are about 1. 5 minutes of arc
apart, using parallel black lines separated by
intervals equal to the line width. This gives
a resolving power of 2,300 line pairs per
radian.
The visual angle at the eye is 2 arctan
L/2D; the angle subtended at the cornea by a
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viewed object in which L is the size of the
object measured at right angles to line of
sight and D is the distance between the eye
and the object.
The solid angle about an individual and
the resolution of the eye limit the total amount
of information that can be displayed simultaneously to anyone person. Of course, the
complete solid angle around the person cannot be utilized for display purposes, but
cockpits, for example, frequently use much
of the total solid angle for displays and controls.
Since the amount of information that can
be presented in a single display depends primarily on the solid angle subtended and the
re solution of the eye; the distance of the display from the user is not significant. This
contradicts the popular concept that one
must have a big display to see the big picture.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between
three interrelated variables: size of display
screen, acceptable viewing distance, and the
amount of detail or number of characters
which can be displayed. This shows that for
a given viewing distance, the display size
must be increased if the amount of detail
displayed is to be increased; the curve holds
true both for individual displays and group
displays.
Another limitation on the amount of information displayed is the response time required and rate at which information can be
assimilated. If a person must respond to
certain information very rapidly, he does not
have time to comprehend a great amount of
detail. Thus, highly summarized information
should be presented when rapid decisions are
necessary. With enough time, however, a
complex and detailed display can be absorbed
or understood after thorough study. In lengthy
analysis, interpretation, and detail planning
functions, considerable information can be
presented for study.
Several different displays can be simultaneously presented on the same display unit.
For example, three-fourths of a display surface may display a geographic situation with
the remaining one-fourth used for tabular or
graphical details. Some categories and formats contain little detail in comparison to
the detail capability of a display unit. In such
cases, several categories and formats can
be presented simultaneously in different portions of a common display screen.

GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL DISPLAYS
The value of group displays versus individual displays is a controversial topic. A
group display is a display intended for simultaneous viewing by more than one person.
This definition is independent of display size;
although common use tends to link "large
screen" with "group display." This may be
due to the fact that most displays intended
for individuals can be viewed by more than
one person. The value of a group display
depends on how the people work together and
on their information reqUirements. A list of
advantages of group and individual displays
follows.
Advantages of Group Displays
(1) Where information requirements of a
number of people are similar or identical, a group display may provide a
more economical method for providing a large number of people with the
data they need.
(2) A small working group can communicate more efficiently, relevant to a
group display; whereas, such personal interchange is less convenient
and effective if personnel are situated
at separate consoles.
(3) In many cases, the senior person of
any group indirectly controls the content of the group display. This allows
the support personnel engaged in detail work to know the concern and
interests of the top-level decision
maker.
(4) One group display may be more economical than several individual displays.
(5) There may not be enough physical
space for several individual displays.
(6) With a group display, coordination
and integration may be improved since
all concerned are seeing the same information.
(7) Manual backup procedures are more
effective for group displays than for
individual displays.
(8) Many users have become accustomed
to operations based on manual grot1,p
displays.
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Advantages of Individual Displays
(1) Information may be displayed which
exactly fits the particular task requirements of an individual, rather
than a composite display planned to
fit group needs and not optimized for
anyone specifically.
(2) Individual displays can be changed at
will, thereby gaining access to greater
amounts of information without interrupting the information displayed to
others.
(3) More information can be presented
on individual displays than on group
displays because the individual can
lean over or bend over portions of an
indi vidual display to get the detail.
(4) It is possible to display identical data
on all individual displays. This approaches the capability of the group
display for allowing many people to
simultaneously refer to the identical
display information.
(5) The deployment of personnel and
equipment has more flexibility than
group displays.
(6) More diverse capabilities are available with the current state of the art.
GENERAL VIEWING ENVIRONMENT
The environment (conditions and influences, other than display "output," which affect the perception and comprehensiop., of
display information) of both the individual
viewer and the total viewing audience is an
important input to the overall system design.
The more important environmental factors
include: 'ambient lighting, seating, console
deSign, work area configurations, temperature, humidity, and noise level.
Ambient illumination should not exceed
the display brightness; although work surfaces should have an illumination of at least
25 ft. candles. The light bandwidth, or color,
is dependent on the particular type of display
used. The lighting should complement the
display, and if possible, be pleasing to the
viewing audience.
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Seating is designed for the average individual using the equipment. The seats should
offer the individual comfortable support for
both viewing and other work tasks. The console is designed for optimum viewing at a
particular configuration (seating or standing)
depending On whether the viewer is to be active for extended or limited time periods.
Temperatures between 68 and 72 F and
humidity from 30 to 50 percent allow extended
periods of alertness and efficiency from the
viewing group.
Noise control is necessary if direct verbal
communication between the viewers is warranted. The ambient noise level in a direct
communication system should not exceed 60
decibels.
0

CHECKLIST OF DISPLAY
SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Some primary display systems characteristics are listed below. They may be used
as a checklist for specifications, requirements, and evaluation. Not all of these topics
have been discussed above, but they are all
important characteristics which must be
considered during the design of a display
system. Each display system will also have
other considerations specifically related to
the particular application.
Amount of Display Information Available
Updating Response Time
Rates of Change of Display Data
Display Access Time
Display Request Rates
Number of Display Units
Display Size
Resolution
Audience Size
Coding
Symbology
Display Formats
Brightness
Ambient Lighting
Contrast
Accuracy
Distortion
Flicker or Blink Time

ABSTRACT SHAPE RECOGNITION
BY MACHINE
Mary Elizabeth Stevens
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.
ABSTRACT
Graphic pattern recognition ill the development of total systems for
information selection and retrieval is considered. A particular hypothetical machine model for shape recognition is described. Examples
are given of recognition of 12 to 20 categories of geometric shapes, by
use of a contour-projection principle. Within certain limitations, the
model identifies these graphic patterns, regardless of size, location,
and certain rotational transformations. It provides means for detecting
classes of patterns which would or would not be ambiguous with respect
to any of the patterns that are recognizable. Problems in practical application, including possibilities for recognition of constrained handdrawn
figures, are considered. Pos sible means of implementation are also
discussed.

all phases of processing. We must determine
the full extent to which the machine can replace the man, or supplement his efforts, or
serve him as an efficient tool. We should
consider, for example which steps can be
automated in the preparation of files to be
searched by machine, in the content-analysis
of incoming material for identification of appropriate selection criteria or "retrieval
hooks," and in the framing and renegotiation
of search-selection prescriptions.
Because "one picture is worth a thousand
words," the graphic material interspersed
with natural-language text in the system's
input must also receive analysis and storage.
Therefore experiments in mechanical recognition of graphical patterns go hand-in-hand
with investigation of possible methods for
machine processing of natural-language text,
and for communication by man, in more or
less his own language, with the machine.

1. INTRODUCTION

The storage, search, selection and retrievalof information represent one oftoday's
most challenging areas for research and
development. The urgent need to improve
the effectiveness with which our total scientific resources (men, machines, methods and
findings) are utilized, requires increased
ability to avoid replication of old work, to
follow up new leads promptly, and in general
to cope with the exponential growth of technicalliterature. Not only machine technology ,
but also our understanding of mechanizable
processes, must be pushed to new limits to
achieve information processing systems adequate for these demands.
The prospective in t e g rat ion of many
information-handling functions in a single
system emphasizes that mechanizable operations must be sought out and identified in
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A number of possible approaches to mechanical recognition of certain geometric
shapes have been proposed. This paper contains a detailed description of a particular
method, partly based on the contour-projection technique suggested by Deutsch. [8 ~:~] The
method will be shown, within restrictions
described later, to distinguish among octagons, squares, rectangles, some triangles,
and certain other classes of polygons. The
procedure can be used (by hand Simulation,
if desired) to generate large classes of patterns, not in the model's "vocabulary," which
would be misidentified as some member of
the family; it can also be employed to generate classes of patterns for which no such
misidentifications are possible. Thus the
procedure can in a sense be used to gain
inSight into its own limitations. It can be
applied to both solid or outline figures, either
black-on-white or white-on-black.
Shapes recognizable by the method can
usually be identified regardless of variations
in size or location in the field. Anomalies
and ambiguities are encountered, however,
for some shapes at critical sizes or proportions; some illustrations of this will be given.
Certain rotated variants and mirror images
can be distinguished for some, but not all, of
the shapes. In such cases, rotated versions
may be distinguished from their originals
(e.g., a diamond in contradistinction to a
square), or may if desired be given a qualified identification with the originals (e.g., a
diamond recognized as a "tilted square").
With minor additions to the recognition or
decoding logic, some shapes might be recognized both generically and also more specifically; e.g., a diamond might be identified
as "parallelogram," "particular parallelogram-square," and "rotated square."
Examples of distinct shapes which are
indistinguishable by this particular procedure
will be given, and limitations regarding
sloppily drawn figures will be noted. Problems likely to arise in practical application
are considered, including questions of instrumentation, resolution and quantization, as
well as the complications introduced by
multiple figures Simultaneously distributed
in the input pattern field, or by shapes enclosed
projection technique s for pattern
recognition have also been suggested, without detailed discus sion, by Selfridge [33]
and Minsky [26].
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within the boundaries of other shapes. Practical implementation appears feasible for
"closed vocabularies" of up to at least 70 distinguishable shapes, in the case of suitably
constrained handdrawn figures such as chemcial structure and electrical circuit diagrams.
2. RELATED RESEARCH IN PATTERN
RECOGNITION
The literature shows considerable work in
several areas related to machine recognition
of graphic patterns. First, there are alphanumeric character recognition devices, commonly requiring either a specially stylized
font or a closely restricted alphabet of characters in one or a few type styles. Under
certain restrictive conditions, these devices
may prove practicable for symbol-transliteration or input operations on large bodies of
text, for either an information selection system or a mechanical translation program.
The restrictions typically include a require-,
ment for conSistently high quality of the input
patterns, and a limitation of the recognizable
alphabet to at most several hundred members
with each allowable size and style variation
of each character counting as a separate
member.
Second, various techniques have been developed for machine detection and recognition
of classes of input patterns that can be associated with the same desired output. Examples
cover many areas of practical interest, from
the processing of cytological smears and
bubble chamber tracks to the analog representation of the enunciations of various sounds
of speech. Studies of alphanumeric character recognition for large alphabets, including
hand-printed and hand-drawn alphabets, are
especially relevant to the design of an integrated infor mation selection -and - retrieval
system.
Third, a number of investigations ha ve
been directed toward the explanation, simulation or "black-box modelling" of processes
which might underlie perception, recognition,
learning, recall and generalization phenomena, especially in lower-level living organisms. Such studies have dealt with hypothetical m e c han ism s for per c e p t ion and
recognition, for image-improvement, and for
translations of variations in size or position
into differences in normalized times-ofarrival. They include work on the use of
perception-recognition phenomena as demonstrations of "learning" cap a b iIi tie s in
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simulated neural n e ~ w 0 r k s which "selforganize" from initial random configurations.
Examples in the literature of pattern recognition research range from classic hypotheses by Pitts and McCullough [28], Hebb [20],
Schade [32], and others, through image improvement mechanisms such as those considered by Kovazny, Arman, and Joseph [25],
to computer simulations and working machine
models of "learning," "conditioned reflex," or
"self-organizing" phenomena, by Uttley [41];
Clark, Dineen, Farley, and Selfridge, [7, 10,
13,33]; Rosenblatt [31]; Harmon [19];
Roberts [29]; Uhr [39]; Barus [4]; and Baran
and Estrin [3], among others.
For size-constained, and usually positionnormalized, input patterns there have also
been intriguing proposals for recognition by
machine of various shapes (especially shapes
common to constrained hand-drawn alphanumeric characters) by such investigators
as Doyle [11]; Sherman [35]; Johnson [22];
Dimond [9]; Bomba [6]; Grimsdale, et al [18];
Kamentsky [23]; Unger [40]; Taylor [38]; as
well as by others, some of whom have not as
yet rep 0 r ted their results in the open
literature.
Other investigations (e.g., that of Alt [1]
on the use of moments for digitalized pattern
recognition) have been based on properties
of -characters or shapes which are largely
independent of variations in size and locations, and are relatively invariant under certain rotations, certain minor stylistic differences, and c e rt ai n a mount s of noise.
Randomly-generated operators for the extraction of relatively invariant features of
graphic patterns, especially alphanumeric
character patterns, are considered in detail
by such investigators as Bledsoe and Browning [5]; Uhr and Vossler [39]; and Novikoff [27].
There also have been interesting studies of
possibilities for explaining shape -discrimination phenomena actually observed in living
organisms in terms of potentially machinable
processes, especially by Sutherland [37] and
Deutsch [8].
There are other ways of classifying past
research in pattern recognition which is relevant to the maximal mechanization of the
information-processing function. For example, one might ask whether or not a proposed method provides for adaptive modification ("self-organization") with respect to
perception-recognition behavior. This will
be discussed later. Second, one might ask

whether or not template-matching principles
are used in reaching an identification decision.
On this last point, we note that templatematching schemes are generally considered
to be inadequate for large alphabets whose
characters are subject to appreciable differences in size or location in the field, or to
substantial rotations. Templates (as the
term is used here) may be photographicnegative images of the shapes or characters
belonging to the alphabet to be recognized, or
they may be of coordinate descriptions of
those shade-quantized cells in a superimposed
grid which would be black or would be white
if the input pattern is a particular character.
Templates may also be in the form of descriptions of topological features which can
be obtained for each of the members of the
alphabet-set, for example by curve-tracing
techniques. For Perceptron devices [31], in
which there are initially random connections
between sensory-receptor cells and "association" cells and between association cells
and response cells, the recognition templates
eventually "learned" depend, in effect, upon
coordinate descriptions inA-unit spacewhich
have been fIr ei nfo r c ed" for ftc 0 r r e ct
response. "
Template-matching systems which are
adaptive provide little or no capability for
generalization from a shape of one size to
other examples of the same shape in other
sizes and orientations unless prototypes for
these variations have previously been introduced tothe system. Fain [12] has pointed up
the difficulties of requiring a number of prototypes by estimating that the total number of
possible coordinate descriptions for anyone
shape subjected to size, positional, and rotational transformations lies between 1Tk 2 /6
and 1Tk 2 where k is the number of cells in the
superimposed grid or retinal array. On the
other hand, template-matching techniques for
small, closed-end alphabets, where recognizable patterns have all, in effect, been "seen"
before, are well-adapted to devices with relatively little programmed logic, low storage
requirements, and rather simple means for
making identification deciSions, e.g., by
"best-fit" integration for the response of a
photocell array to light reflected through
character masks.
In most of the "criterial" or "distinguishing features" approaches to the problem of
pattern recognition, relatively invariant properties of recognizable patterns (such as
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combinations of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal strokes that make up a character, [34]
number of corners left after stripping away
most black cells [7, 10], ''lakes'' and "inlets"
or cavities open to the left or right [11, 30],
connectivities of selected topological features [15, 36], and the like) are used to provide tolerance for some transformations
which may occur for the "same" shape. This
advantage is typically achieved at the price
of extensive processing in the extraction of
the discriminating features, or of considerable storage capacity, or of comparatively
sophisticated recognition logic.~:~ Systems
utilizing context -dependency p r inc i p 1 e s,
such as those discussed by Bledsoe and
Browning [5], whether based on templatematching or criterial feature approaches,
suffer the same respective disadvantages as
those approaches involve. In addition, they
require means for storage and recall of previous recognition decisions.
A third basis for categorizing prior results in the field of pattern recognition is the
degree of orientation toward hardware. Here
there is a spectrum ranging from the development of practical character recognition
equipment for a given, usually small, alphabet, through investigations directed toward
the determination of relatively invariant features of selected classes of patterns, to
modelling of perception -recognition phenomena observed to obtain in living organisms.
In the latter area, investigations such as
those of Harmon [19] and Singer [36] are
concerned primarily with machine design
implementations of procedures for recognizing selected geometric shapes with size, position, and rotational invariance. On the
other hand, the studies of Sutherland [37] and
Deutsch [8] are concerned with mechanisms
to explain perception and recognition phenomena in lower-order living organisms, including anomalies of behavior in shape discrimination. For example, they discuss
findings which indicate that the octopus can
apparently distinguish mirror images in the
case of certain shapes but not others. Sutherland has proposed a principle of measurement
of the horizontal extent of a shape at each

*For example, the requirement: "The height
of the left leg of a V-shaped figure less than
half the height of the right leg," in Unger l s
SPAC [40].

point of the vertical axis and of the vertical
extent against the horizontal axis. In his discussion of subsequent tests of this principle,
he claims that, to the best of his knowledge:
"no other existing theory of shape discrimination would predict that animals should be
able to discriminate some mirror images
but not others." (Sutherland [37], 1959)
In 1955, Deutsch [8] suggested a contourproj ection procedure which accounted for
mirror-image ambiguity but not for mirrorimage discriminability. He described this
procedure as follows:
"Let us assume there is an array of units
(or cells) arranged in two dimensions, each
unit having many neighbors. This plane composed of cells has messages arriving on it
from light receptors . . .
"1. Each unit on the two-dimensional
array can be excited by a counter falling on the region of the retina to which
it is jOined.
"2. When such excitation . . . . arrives
each unit will pass on a pulse down
what will be called a final common
cable. It also will excite its neighbor .... Therefore when a contour
is projected on the two-dimensional
array . . . . a message conSisting of
one pulse will be passed down the final
common cable by each cell or unit on
which that contour lies . . . .
"3 Second, the contour will excite all the
cells which lie next to it on the twodimensional array. These will pass
the excitation on to their neighbors ...
The assumption is made that a cell
will pass on its excitation at right
angles to the contour of which it happens to be a component ...
"4. As such lateral excitation from a
point in a contour advances another
pulse will be sent down the final common cable as soon as it coincides with
another point in a contour imposed on
the two-dimensional array.
"This message down the final common
cable will at each moment give a measure of
the number of points thus brought into coincidence. . . Thus the message for any rectangle
will consist of three sharp volleys, the proportions of the last two being governed by the
ratio of the longer to the shorter sides."
The present paper reports the results of
preliminary investigations of a particular
variation of this Deutsch model. This model
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was developed with the following objectives
in mind:
(a) it will consist of mechanizable processes but avoid extensive computational,
housekeeping, feature-extraction, and storage requirements.
(b) It will successfully recognize a certain number of categories of abstract shapes,
together with large numbers of Size, positional, and certain rotational variants for
each such shape, and it may exhibit some of
the anomalies with respect to rotational
transformations observed by Sutherland.
(c) It will be useful for some practical
applications, e.g., for closed vocabularies of
selected shapes which are carefully drawn
or deliberately constrained, as might be the
case for stylized schematic drawings.
3. OPERATION OF THE MODEL
In this particular model for shape recognition, the principle used ,is that of fired-cell
coincidence counting with respect to the projection of excitation from given contourindicating cells against the cells which are
also members of contours. A retinal mosaic
or quantization grid in the form of a rectilinear array is assumed. Each cell has eight
immediately adjacent neighbors and there are
eight possible directions for a straight-edge
contour line.
For convenience, we will make certain
simplifying assumptions and we will defer
for later discussion questions of noise, resolution, effects of quantization, and the matter
of multiple shapes distributed in the input
pattern field. However, shapes entirely within
other shapes can be handled one at a time.
We assume that correctly drawn shapes are
imposed on a square array of n x n units of
size; that the line width is approximately
equal to the width of a cell, or resolution unit,
and that input patterns are at least several
resolution units in size. We require a space
free of objects (i.e., a border) in order to
determine the background color. Thus only
shapes which can be inscribed in ann-2 x n-2
area will be processed consistently. Means
for detection of contour-membership (such
as those described by Babcock [2]) are assumed to be included in the scan-mode operation, described below.
In the scan-mode operation, horizontal
and vertical scans are made with an individual scan-line for each row and each column

of the array, in both directions, as shown in
Figure 1/:' The scan-mode activities shown
in Figure 1 proceed alo,!!e; each scan-line
until a first "black" cell>;'''' is encountered.
This is a contour-indicating cell. Whenever
a scan-line reaches such a cell, it stops.
Otherwise the scan-mode activities proceed
along that line until the border of the field is
reached.
In example (a) of Figure 1, no cells have
as yet been identified as contour-indicating
cells. Example (b) indicates the status as of
this initial step, plus one.t At this and in
succeeding steps, precisely those cells which
are the first blacks with respect to the scanline along which they were reached will "fire. "
This firing is illustrated in the examples of
Figure 3 by the dots superimposed on the
appropriate shaded (input-pattern-affected)
cells.
As we have noted, scan-lines which encounter a contour-indicating cell will terminate
at this point. For this reason, in this particular model of shape recognition, it is clear
that the resultant activity based on fired cells
will be the same for either a solid or an outline shape, examples (e) and (f) of Figure 1,
and for shapes entirely containing other
shapes or noise. Some contour-indicating
cells will be reached by more than one scanline, but in this model the effect is the same
for both single and multiple encounters.
Scanning and contour-detection operations
are followed by contour-projection activities
as illustrated in Figure 2. This contourproj ection activity will be initiated in any
fired (contour-indicating) cell which has an
immediately adjacent contour-indicating cell,
and it will proceed at right angles to the line
joining such neighbors. A line of two or more
':'For purposes of illustration, the cells of
the array are shown as displaced from.
their im.m.ediate neighbors by one unit in
all directions.
,:o:'That is, the cell at the edge of the object
with enough black im.pinging on it to m.eet
the quantization requirem.ents, as sum.ing
the background is white. For a black background, this would be the first "white" cell.
tQuestions of the tim.ing and sequence of
scanning are imm.aterial because cells
fired by the scan are counted only after'
completion of scanning and propagation
activities. Neither absolute nor relative
tim.ing considerations are required for
recognition in the present m.odel.
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Contour-Projection Fronts in the Model
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immediately adjacent fired neighbors thus
defines projection ~ctivity for each in two
directly opposed contour-projection "front"
directions. These we categorize as "Leftright" (ffLR ft ) , and so forth for the eight possible front directions, as shown in Figure 2.
Each of the activated projection-lines
proceeds until it reaches another contourindicating cell, at which time a tally of this
coincidence hit is made in the appropriate
directional category. It is to be noted that
the projection-line encounter possibilities
are not limited to the case of diametrically
opposite contour firings. No tally is made if
the border is reached by the projectionpropagation line without encounters occurring.
Further, only one coincidence hit per proj ection line is allowed in this model (that is,
in effect, we start proj ections from the
borders of the field and register only the
first encounter, if any, along a given activated
line). For instance, although four cells are
projection-activated in the from-left-upward
direction in example (e) of Figure 2 (these
four meet the requirements both of scan-mode
first encounter and of co-fired neighbors),
only the two lowermost become effectively
active in this "front" direction. Example (g)
of Figure 2 illustrates a case in which two
different fronts are established in the same
direction (for this example, the from-rightupward), but in which no hits would occur in
this direction. Figure 2 also gives the
directional-counter hit-tallies which would
occur for the appropriate ones of the projection-front-directions for the input patterns
shown. Again, timing considerations are immaterial since fired cells remain active until,
and use of counts takes place only after, the
completion of all scanning and projection
activities.
Once the projection operations have been
completed and all coincidence-hits have been
tallied in the appropriate directional counter,
the recognition-identification op era t ion s
begin. These are based upon equalityinequality comparisons for the number of
coincidence hits tallied in the eight directional
counters, taken two counters at a time. For
instance, in the case of the square, examples
(e), (f), of Figure 2, the results of such compari sons which are necessary and sufficient
to distinguish these squares from other shapes
distinguishable by the model (Figures 3, 4,
and 5, for example) are as follows:

(I) LR = un
(15) LR f. RU
(2) LR = RL
(16) LR f. RD
·(3). LR = DU
(17) UD f. LU
(4) UD
RL
(18) UD f. LD
(5) un = DU
(19) - UD f. RU
(6) RL = DU
-(20) -. UD f. Rn
(7) LU = Ln
(21) RL f. LU
(8) LU = RU
(22) RL f. LD
RD
(23) RL f. RU
(9) LU
(10) LD = RU
(24) RL f. RD
(11) LD = RD
(25) DU f. LU
(12) RU = RD
(26) DU f. LD
(27) DU f. RU
(13) LR f. LU
(14) LR i LD
(28) DU f. RD
Precisely these relationships will obtain for
larger squares which have equal numbers of
quantized units--pe..I' __~ide, whether outline,
solid, -or- enclosing other- shapes.
These results for equality-inequality comparison between the contour-projection
coincidence-hit counters serve to distinguish
an input pattern that is either a square or a
diamond (45 tilted square) from other shapes
such as those indicated in Figures 3, 4, and
5. However, in order to distinguish the
square from the diamond, if desired, it is
necessary to provide a tie-breaking decision
based upon the number of contour-projection
directional counters which have non-zero
tallies. ~hat is, all eight counters will have
tallies-in the case of the square::c, but in the
case of the diamond only the four diagonal
counters will have tallied hits):c*. Some of the
other pairs of shapes shown in Figure 3 can
be distinguished from each other only by the
tie-breaking check of the number of counters
having non-zero tallies for the given input
pattern.
The hypothetical model, operating as described' above, has been checked by manual
simulation against a variety of geometriC
shapes constructed of straight-line segments
crossing near the centers of affected cells,
specifically including the shapes shown in
Figure 3. Obviously, shapes that can be
separately discriminated from each other
may also be grouped into sub-sets in various
ways. Such grouping possibilities may be
used to treat as equivalent the members of
0

):cWith the TIlinor exception of the square that
has only two resolution units per side, to be
discussed later.
):o:cSee Figure 6, exaTIlples (c) of Cases I and
II, and exaTIlples (a) of Case I and (b) of
Case II, respectively.
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Figure 3. Example s of Shape s That Can be Separately Identified

particular sub-sets chosen as categories of
shapes which may be of interest, such as
those shown in Figure 4. Categories such
as those of Figure 4 may be further regrouped
in various other ways. For example, we
might require different responses for the
tilted right angles and the "up right" singleline right angles shown in Category IX, but
assign the same output response requirement
(i.e., "upright right angle") both to the latter
and to the members of Category X.
Once decisions have been made as to
grouping, the recognition logic may be based
either on all 28 comparisons (made sequentially or in parallel) plus the 8 tie-breaking
checks for number of counters with non-zero
counts, or on shorter paths through adecisiontree network or equivalent decoding matrix
in which the results of one comparison determine which of the other comparisons need
also be made. Recognition-decision paths
chosen to eliminate redundancy for a particular set of shapes may be selected on the
basis of systematic procedures such as those
suggested by Gill [16] or Glovasky [17], or on
a trial-and-error basis specifically including

the possibilities of reward-reinforcements
for "learning" from experience with various
"teaching" examples.
A typical set of trial-and-error decision
paths is shown in Figure 5, in the form of a
computer program flowchare:~. This was
determined from observation of results for
various sizes, proportions, and 45 rotations
of the 20 categories of shapes shown in the
output boxes. These categories represent a
further illustrative grouping of sub-sets of
shapes, where a given shape may (double outline or solid "L ") or may not (triangle) be
given the same output response assignment
as one or more of its rotational transforms.
An alternative output response, "other,"
is also shown in Figure 5, but in general it is
presupposed that recognizable input patterns
belong to some one of the indicated shape
categories and that they are reasonably carefully drawn to meet the constraints implicit
0

':~In

Figure 5 and later figures, the notation
(x) -:f 0 means "exactly x of the eight counters have non-zero tallies."
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Figure 5. Recognition Logic For Selected Shapes

in the system. Within these limiting conditions' this program (or an equivalent coincidence-gating network) would make a very
high per c en tag e of correct recognitiondecisions regardless of size, position, and
certain rotational transformations. However,
in some cases, especially for some shapes
(e.g., double outline or solid "V" and ''Un)
not included in the groups of recognizable
categories in Figu;res 3 and 4, anomalies and
ambiguities will occur for 'certain critical
sizes or proportions.
4. AMBIGUITIES, ANOMALIES, AND
PROBLEMS OF PRACTICAL
APPLICATION
Some of the anomalies and ambiguities
observed in the model are illustrated in Figure 6. In each of the cases shown in Figure 6,
example (a) is ambiguous with respect to example (b), but not so with respect to example
(c). Case Iof Figure 6 involves the exception
previously noted that a square of the minimal

size that is identifiable in the model (i.e., two
cells or resolution units per side) behaves
as though it were a "tilted square," or diamond. We consider this case one of anomaly,
since if we wish to treat the 45 0 , 90 0 , etc.
rotational transforms of a given shape as
being the "same" shape, there would be no
problem. We reserve the term "ambiguityft
for cases in which aparticualr shape is confused by the model with a shape belonging to
an "obviously" diff'erent category. Case II of
Figure 6 illustrates a perSistent ambiguity of
the cross and the diamond.
Figure 6 next shows (Case m) the special
case of the triangle which has 3x3x5 dimensions after quantization. This presents the
anomaly that the mirror images cannot be
distinguished from each other, whereas for
larger triangles of the same type thisdistinction may be made if desired. It is therefore
an example of anomalies occurring at a certain critical size. Other cases such as the
ambiguity of the double outline or solid "V"
with the pentagon, and the anomaly with
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Figure 6. Examples of Ambiguity and Anomaly

respect to mirror-image discriminability for
some, but not all, ''Uff-shaped figUres, are
related to critical proportions. Mirror-image
indistinguishability for other shapes, such as
the oblique rectangle, are persistent.
We have hitherto assumed that the cells
(resolution units) are approximately equal to
the width of a single line, but it is to be noted
that for other levels of resolution, many of
the same anomalies and ambiguities would
appear, as shown in several examples of Figure 7. They are related to critical s~ze or
critical proportions in terms of the resolution
units used.
Figure 7 illustrates some of the effects of
quantization for various levels of resolution.
The first example shown is that of the effect
of quantization which explains the anomaly
previously to be noted in Figures 3 and 4 for
the case of the triangle having, after quantization, dimensions of 3x2x2 resolution units.

This will be confused withany single line "T"
whose cross-bar is oriented in the same direction as the hypotenuse of this triangle.
It will be noted from the examples of figure 7 that, for resolution appreciably coarser
than the width of the single line, additional
ambiguities will appear unless micropositioning constraints are imposed. For example,
in situations where the resolution level differs
appreciably from the width of the single line,
or, in any case to insure sufficient accuracy
of free-hand construction of input patterns
which would be consistently recognizable, we
might insist that the lines or boundary edges
must cross the centers of units corresponding to the resolution units used for quantization.
With respect to noise, it is to be noted that
random noise entirely included in a shape
has no adverse effect on the recognition of the
shape in which it is included. Protrusions
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sufficient to cause the quantization threshold
to be exceeded in adjacent cells external to
the proper contour will obviously result in
incorrect recognitions in many cases. External random noise which does not occur on
any scan-line that is involved for a given
shape will not interfere with recognition of
that shape, but will behave, if large enough to
meet the quantization requirements for one
or more cells, as a case of multiple patterns
in the field.
It is obvious from the examples shown in
Figures 6 and 7 that certain limiting conditions must be met if this particular recognition model is to give conSistently accurate
performance for the shapes it can discriminate with respect to each other. First is the
restriction that the input patterns to be recognized must be so drawn or so processed
that shapes recognizable as the same shape
retain the same geometriC properties (with
respect to the centers of resolution units
affected) after quantization as before. This
may be achieved either by pre-centering (by
crossing the centers of units proportional to
resolution units when the original input pattern is constructed), or by subjecting the
input pattern to image improvement operations including straight-edging and clean-up
processes where the straight-edges applied
must conform to an appropriate 45 slope
through the centers of immediately adjacent
resolution units or by slight jittering or
shifting so that lines or edges do cross the
centers of as many affected cells as possible.
A second restriction is that input patterns to
be consistently recognizable must be at least
two, and preferably three, resolution units
long per contour side.
The third restriction in the present model
is that the members of the set of shapes to
be separately recognized must be distinguishable from each other in terms of specific
functions of the 28 equality-inequality comparisons and the 8 tie-breaking possibilities
using the exact number of counters that have
non-zero counts. For instance, the diamond
and the cross (Figure 6) cannot both be included in such a set. As we have noted previously, however, the model provides a means
for detecting whether or not large numbers of
possible other shapes would be ambiguous with
respect to any of the members of a particular
set. ThiS, in Figure 8 are shown two arbitrary
shapes constructed by a Monte Carlo Technique. These shapes, for example, are not
0

ambiguous with respect to any of the shapes
shown in Figures 3, 4, or 5. ~:~ Moreover, by
determining what other connected cells {cells
marked "1", "2", "3",etc., in Figure 8) would
not change the counter tallies if they were
also black, large families of shapes, none of
which would be ambiguous with respect to the
members of the reference set, but all of
which would be ambiguous with respect to
each other, can be defined. Alternately, for
any given shape investigation of connected
cells which if black would change the counters ~:~~:~ detects large families of shapes that
are non -ambiguous with respect to that shape,
although they mayor may not be ambiguous
with respect to one another.
The three limiting conditions, taken
together, certainly restrict the area of possible practical application of this particular
model for abstract shape recognition. The
first two conditions, however, can be satisfied if the preparation of input patterns (manually or otherwise) is suitably constrained.
The third restriction as to the closed vocabulary or alphabet of shapes that can be separately identified, moreover, does not mean
that the closed set need be small. On the
contrary, if we accept the first limiting condition, and insist further that acceptable patterns must be at least three resolution units
long per contour line, that they must be approximately straight-line figures, and that
they conform to the required angular resolution, the closed vocabulary may include many
members of the set of non-contradictory
combinations of the 28 counter comparison
results. Each such member may also involve
an appreciable fraction of the lower limits of
Fain's [12] estimate for the number ofpossible size, position, and rotational variants.
If we consider the non-anomalous cases
of Figures 3 and 5, the number of separately
identifiable shapes will approach at least
60-70 different responses. This means that
a closed alphabet set with at least as many
members as a set comprised of upper and
lower case alphanumeric characters can be
used, for example, for the encoding of results
of the subject content analysis of items to be
~:~That

is, with re spe ct to the 28 counter comparisons. Additional or different de cis ion
points may be required in a Ie s s redundant
recognition logic such as that of Figure 5.
~:~~:~E.g., some of the cells marked with an "X"
in Figure 8.
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Determination of Additional Distinguishable
or Indistinguisable Shapes

stored in a selection and retrieval system in
a form directly readable by machine. Some
at least of the members of this set (e.g.,
hexagons, pentagons, right-angled isosceles
triangles) might well have greater associative
value than alphanumerics, both upper and
lower case, especially for such cases as
chemical structure or circuit diagram representations. This set may be extended to
include additional random shapes checked-out
for non -ambiguity with respect to the other
members, in accordance with the procedure
previously indicated. Further, for a given
recognition set of non -contradictory functions for the 28-coincidence counters and the
8 tie-breakers, additional specific functions
may be found which lead to shapes that can
be easily constructed within the constraints
and which would still be readily distinguishable to the human eye as well as to the
machine. These, by suitable provision for

simultaneously - occurring multiple - pattern
processing, may be linked together in various
ways.
Such possibilities for application of the
model therefore pose the problems of more
than one shape Simultaneously present in the
field. If a shape is entirely included within
another shape, it may be separately processed
in an erase-repeat-scan operation. For example, after processing of the outer shape, a
second scan - mode operation might be initiated
in which cells fired in the first scan will not
refire in the second scan but cells which are
the next inmost neighbors will if they also
present boundary discontinuities with respect
to the background. Alternatively, the second
scan-mode operations might, on re-encountering cells fired on the first scan, reverse
the background-field-determination requirements (that is, treat previously fired cells as
border-zone cells) and proceed as before.
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In the case of multiple patterns not included
one within another, we would assume that
there are means to detect the presence of
more than one object in the input field (e.g.,
blob-counting techniques such as those described by Kirsch, et aI, [24] or the "numatete" mechanism discussed by Babcock [2])
and that, for example, each detected pattern
can be isolated in an envelope to which scan
and projection operations would be applied
as though the envelope were the entire field.
With added logic, determinations of relative
position of one pattern with respect to another
occurring simultaneously in the field might
also be made. Decisions with reference to
direction and distance between, or comparative size of, two or more distinct input patterns obj ects in the input pattern field would
obviously involve more sophisticated logic.
5. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The first consideration with respect to
possibilities for implementation or instrumentation of the model is that of preparation
or construction of shapes to be used as input
patterns. In possible applications such as
the recording of results of subj ect content
analysis, we might provide the analyst with
forms having preprinted dots so arranged as
to conform to resolution unit centers and ask
him to "connect-these-dots" with reasonably
straight lines. Alternatively, various marksensing techniques could be used in conjunction with the filling-in or crossing of preprinted boxes (e.g., the preprinted boxes of
mark-sense punch cards).
Without such constraints, we must assume
a resolution level appro~imately equal to the
line width (this is not unreasonable and is
found in many available scanning devices and
in optical character reading equipment), or
else that micro-registration uncertainties
can be resolved. We would also assume that
the input patterns are carefully drawn or are
produced mechanically as by a printing
device. Various image enhancement, noise
reduction, edging and clean-up operations
are available in existing equipment, but they
require other devices than are implied by
our present model.
This model requires as minimum components mechanisms for the following:
(a) Detection of a color-contrast pattern
(e.g., black-on-white or white-onblack) quantized in a rectilinear array
(e.g., an array of photocells).

(b) Scanning for contour cells in the pattern, (e.g., by exclusive-or processing for black cells encountered by
scan-lines).
(c) Detection of a coincidence hit for a
particular cell with some other cell
which is along a line through neighbors, under conditions as previously
discussed.
(d) Eight coincidence-counting devices of
n-2 tallying capacity for the n x n
array.
(e) Making of 28 equality -inequality decisions with respect to the tallies stored
in the coincidence counters.
(f) Determination of the number of coincidence counters which have been
activated (i.e., have non-zero counts);
(g) Connection of the results of the
equality-inequality comparisons and
the number of counters with non-zero
counts tothe desired output responses.
Figure 5 presents a redundancy-reducing
technique for instrumentation of means (g).
It also suggests an obvious method for implementation of a complete version of the modelthat of simulation by computer. In such case
we would assume either a direct input from
a scanner attached to the computer, such as
the SADIE device for SEAC [24], or an input
such as a punch card with holes fol' cellsthat
would be black for a gi ven pattern, or a
machine-generated input.
Obviously, however, we do not need the
power of a programmed general-purpose
computer, nor of any extensive computational
procedures, to achieve the results indicated
by the theoretical model. Instead, the elementary logic required can be achieved by
relay networks, COincidence-gating networks,
or matrix correlation techniques of various
types. The latter might include the use of
movable connections such as pluggable jumper
wires, as proposed, for example, by Fitch [14],
in a patent for alphanumeric character reading equipment. Such re-arrangeable connections might be used by an operator-observer
to minimize decision-tree paths for a particular set of recognizable shapes, to increase
or decrease the sensitivity with respect to
rotational transformations for shapes in which
these can be distinguished, and to check-out
and add new members to the set of identifiable
patterns.
A third possible method for implementation of the model would invol ve the use of
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various parallel-processing devices, such as
the spatial and pattern-detecting special computers suggested by Unger [40] and Kamentsky [23], associative memory devices, or
iterative circuit machines. Various simple
operations are suggested by Holland [21] for
his iterative circuit modules-path-building,
path-erasing, module-special-status marking
or changing either by input or as a result of
internal 0 per at ion s, addition, equalityinequality comparisons. These are wellsuited to the recognition procedures we have
suggested, but much less so to more complicated computational and housekeeping requirements involved in more sophisticated
schemes. In particular, the built-in possibilities in the proposed Holland machines for
determining lines of neighbors and for locating operands at the terminals of various
branches of a path are of interest.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The results of preliminary investigation
of a particular version of contour-projection
prinCiples in abstract shape recognition have
been reported. These results show that some
geometriC shapes, constructed in accordance
with constraints which have been discussed,
can be consistently discriminated. The number of such shapes that can be constructed
and recognized would appear to provide a
non-trivial vocabulary for possible specialpurpose applications. The results to date
also suggest various possibilities for further
investigation.
Consideration might be given tothe incorporation of the present model into a more
complex system. Thus, if recognition-results
with reference to a rectilinear array were
coupled with results with respect to an array
arranged hexagonally, the vocabulary could
be extended to include shapes having lines or
edges at 60° intervals. A system that incorporates use of the actual values of the tally
counts, of the direction of inequalities, or of
relative-time-of-encounter determinations,
would obviously have conSiderably more versatility, both in resolving anomalies and in
detecting comparative size, such as a "large
square" and a "small rectangle. t!
Improvements to the present model and
alternate versions would also be considered.
For example, other versions in which scanline contour-detection proceeds in eight
rather than four directions, or in which the

possible coincidence-bits for a given projection line in a particular direction are not
limited to first encounters, would obviously
give different results, for instance, for some
solid shapes by comparison with outline representations of the same shape. Incorporation of determinations as to which particular
counters are non-zero would resolve certain
of the anomalies and ambiguities observed in
the present model. The finding that both
mirror-image ambiguity and mirror-image.
discriminability occur, in many cases with
particular reference to critical size or
critical proportions, may suggest further
shape-discrimination e xp e rim e n t s which
might be tried with lower-level living
organisms.
Finally, there is an implication that perception-models of this type might be considered in simulated learning or self-organizing
system ex per i men t s. Stimulus-response
learning models which involve recognition
means directly related to the specific receptor cells affected by a given input pattern can
be developed so as to provide some degree of
overlap generalization, [13, 31] by exposure
to a number of samples. If, instead, we assume that stimulus-response reward reinforcements are applied to initially random
links between response cells and "association" cells which indicate or are directly
related to equality-inequality comparison
results for contour-coinCidence, it is obvious
that experience with only a few "squares"
can be generalized to successful recognition
of very large numbers of other squares.
Moreover, such squares can be distinguished
from large numbers of other shapes which
meet the limiting conditions described. Like
the octopus, however, this particular model
would, apparently never learn to distinguish ,
between an oblique rectangle and its mirror
image.
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CHRYSLER OPTICAL PROCESSING SCANNER (COPS)
A Character Recognition System Which is Independent of
Character, Translation, Size or Orientation
D. N. Buell

Chrysler Corporation
Centerline, Michigan
ABSTRACT
A character recognition system is described which incorporates a
lens-and-retina input and a relatively simple computer, The system operates effectively with the image focused anywhere on the retina and may
operate so as to be independent of image, size or orientation.
The characters which maybe unambiguously, discriminated are those
which have distinct transform functions T~:~. A simple algorithm is given
for obtaining T~:~ for both curvilinear and rectilinear figures. Examples
are given and possible means of resolving the ambiguities discussed.

The Transform of a Pattern
This paper describes the conceptual mechanization of an optical scanner designed to
accomplish a specific, well defined task. After
the machine is described, there is given a brief
discussion of processes, events and components which form apartofthepsycho-physiological visual system. It appears that there
are, at least superficially, a number of analogous concepts.
Computers designed to recognize patterns
may take either of the forms shown in Figure
1. Some preprocessing on the inputs results
in a transform (the round dot in the Figure).
It is this transform which is identified or
recognized by the computer. Usually, the
transform is a binary number. The number
may be identified as such, existing in some
specific registers in the machine, or it may
be phYSically or logically distributed, and
represented by the binary 0 - 1 state of several elements of different circuits. But, in

INPUT

INPUT
PR EP ROCESSOR

M

E

M

LOGIC CIRCUITS

o

R
y

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

Figure 1. Diagrams of generalized scanner
principle s illustrating that identification is
based upon a transform of the input, rather
than the input itself.
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either case, it is this number-this transform-on which the identification or recognition logic operates.
The two schemes shown here are, perhaps, only different diagrams of the same
functional blocks. In any case, it is the intent of this paper to discuss a class of preprocessing operations and the transforms
which they produce. It is taken for granted
that if a binary number exists in the machine which contains sufficient information
to discriminate the pattern of tbe input, then
logical operations can be formulated to produce as output a signal identifying the pattern
presented. But the form of the transform
function is important because it has a strong
influence on the capacity of the memory or the
complexity of the logic required for recognition.
The preprocessing includes, typically, an
optical-to-digital transducer system, a magnetic reader, or an acoustic-to-digital transducer system. It may, also, include certain
logical operations on the digital data. And,
of course, it may use an analog, rather than
digital techniques.

•

Figure 3. Typical characters which should
be identified as similar by a form-perceiver
which is not affected by size of orientation.

of its size, its orientation, or the location of
its image on the retina.
In other cases, however, these differences
are as important as the form. If the machine
scans the equation at the top of Figure 4, it
will see 12 separate symbols, but these
are made up of only 4 forms, (A, Bar, 6, and
dot).

A:=16.9· AI
AA A-16 9·

CHARACTERS

The Chrysler Concept
Figure 2 shows the system which is to be
discussed. We are concerned with producing
a transform; that is, a group of digital bits
which can be uniquely associated with the
character presented.
For some applications, it would be nice to
associate the characters in Figure 3 as being
alike and to produce the same set of binary
bits as the transform for each of them.
More formally, it would be nice to have the
machine identify a square form, regardless
CHARACTER

/ENS
~

RETINA

OUTPUT
(TRANSFORM
FUNCTION)

PHOTORECEPTORS
Figure 2. Schematic of generalized optical
scanner.
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.

Figure 4. A typical equation to be scanned,
and a hypothetical transform in which disjoint sets of bits discriminate form, size,
orientation and location of the image.

If we can generate a transform (shown
conceptually as a binary number in Figure
4), in which certain digits are identified with
shape or form, others with Size, some with
orientation, and still another set with location, the logical operations of recognition will
be much Simplified. The number of shapes
which must be memorized by the machine
will be substantially reduced. It is not the
intent here to justify the desirability of having
disjoint sets of bits, each set associated with
some property of the character. There
is enough literature on the subject already, both in the computer field and in the
psychological analysis of human perception.
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To a limited degree, the system to be described does just this. Of course, this is not
the whole problem. A general purpose pattern
recognizer may be confronted with Figure 5
and must recognize not only the similarities
but also the differences between these sets of
characters.

A

Transfarm

T T TT T
Figure 5. A typical problem for a general
pattern recognizer which should discriminate both the similarities and th~ differences
in the sets of figures.

But, even though it doesn't do everything
that might be asked of it, there seems to be a
measure of utility in the system shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Here a part of the preprocessing is done optically. An optical wedge
is rotated so that the image is caused to nutate on the retina. The wedge driver motor
also drives a commutator which puts out timing signals. The circuitry is shown in Figure
7.
.

Caunters

Figure 7. Schematic circuits of the Chyrsler
Optical Proce s sing Scanner.

Each of the n photo receptors in the retina
is connected to a differencing circuit or
"flicker filter," (Symbol F), which compares
the signal now with what itwas an instant ago
and emits a pulse if they are different. These
pulses are connected to one large bank of OR
gates. The output at Point A, Figure 7, is one
pulse every time anyone of the receptors
changes state. The number of receptors and
duration of single pulses are such that the
overlapping of signals from two receptors to
form a single output pulse at "A" is statistically a rare event. The effect is ignored.
The m timing signals direct traffic of these
pulses so that, for the first increment of rotation of the wedge, the pulses are accumulated in Counter No.1, the next increment
of rotation reads pulses into Counter No.2,
and so on. If there are 180 counters, each
will, after 180 of wedge rotation, have
counted the flickers during 1 degree of travel.
The counters are emptied every 180
The counter readings may be plotted as
in Figure 8. The curve these pOints represent may properly be called a transform of the
character which generated it. It is denoted
as the T* transform.
Two kinds of differences exist between a
real transform and an ideal one. In the left
half of Figure 8A is shown the result of using
an infinitely divisible retina and a finite number of counters. The curve is approximated
by a step function, but no better approximation is possible without using smaller increments. In the right half of the same Figure,
both a finite size and a number of retinal
0

WEDGE DRIVE MOTOR

0

•

Figure 6. The conceptual arrangement of the
Chrysler Optical Processing Scanner.
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B. The effect shown in "A",
together with the effect
of a finite retinal matrix.

Figure 8. Real transforms (A) and idealized transform (B), generated
by Chrysler Optical Processing Scanner.

elements and a finite number of counters are
used. The approximation is somewhat more
irregular.
In what follows the idealized transform in
Figure 7B is discussed. It is assumed that
there are infinitely many retinal elements
and counters. The degree of approximation
permitted in a real machine will depend on
the job it has to do.
The T* transform in the counters :tnay be
cyclically shifted, as shown in Figure 9, until the smallest value lies in Counter No.1.
The result is denoted as the T R* transform
of the character. If after this operation.each

T* Transform
Counters

TR Transform
Counters

TN Transform
Counters

Figure 9. Shift-and-divide operations which
generate the T R ~( transform (invariant with
respect to character rotation) and the TN ~:(
transform (invariant with respect to size).

counter is divided by the number in Counter
No.1, a T*N transform is produced.
With this description of the system in
mind, we can now begin to discuss its characteristics. The machine description above is
entirely'conceptual. It must be emphasized
that such terms as wedges, counters, commutators, et al are only convenient terms for
description; the hardware of a real scanner
would be functionally the same, but phYSically
far different.
Discriminability and Invariance
The transform of a circle is a horizontal
line, (Figure 10). The rate at which the circle
covers and uncovers the receptors as it nutates is constant.
The transform of a square is proportional
to / sin e + cos e/, where e is the nutation or.
phase angle; with a reference established by
setting e = 0 at the time the pulses begin to
accumulate in the first counter.
Since the transforms are different, at least
these two characters can be discriminated.
Consider next the two characters in Figure
11. The transforms of these two characters
are identical, except that one is out of phase
with the other by an amount equal to the difference in angular orientation. But in the
computer, the TR* transforms will both have
been shifted (by different amounts) until they
have the same position in the counters.
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T
Figure 12. Two characters having distinct
T*R transforms, but identical T*N transforms.
Figure 10. Two simple characters which are
discriminated. The T* transform of a circle
is a horizontallinei for a square, it is a (sin
e + cos e).

T
Figure 11. Two characters having distinct T*
transforms, but identical T)rR transforms.

Therefore, the TR* transforms of these two
characters are identical. If we wish to compare the transforms with a number of prestored bits, one set of bits in the memory
will match either character.
But if, in the shifting of the transforms in
the counters, we count the number of shifts
performed to bring the minimum counter
reading into the first counter, the result is
a number which gives a measure of the orientation of the character of the retina.
In Figure 12, one more vari~ple is introduced-size. The larger figure will "sweep
out"-Le., cover and uncover-more receptors and produce more flickers than the
smaller one. And the number of flickers
generated will be linearly proportional to a
linear dimension of the characters. But, in
generating the normalized transform, T*N,
every ordinate of the T R* transform (or every
counter reading) was divided by the minimum
value. The result is that Counter No.1, which
holds the minimum value, reads "1", for both
transforms-and the TN* transforms of the
two characters are identical.

The information as to the size of the image,
however, need not be lost. The reading in
Counter No. 1 of the T*R transform gives a
measure of the size of the character.
The foregoing results are stated more
formally in the Appendix.
At this point, we may summarize the properties of the scanner, as in Figure 13. The
form of a character generates a group of bits,
T*N' which are identical for all Sizes, orientations and locations on the retina. It is truly
a measure of form or shape only, unaffected
by the other three properties.
Form

T*N

Size

Orientation

Counter #1

Shift Count

TR

T* to TR

Location

,
•

Figure 13. Summary of the specific transform bits associated with form, size, and
orientation.

The orientation of the character is given
by the count of the number of shifts to bring
the minimum reading into Counter No.1.
This orientation has no meaning if we wish
to compare the orientation of Character A
with Character B. It is only meaningful in
comparing the orientation of 2 A's, one of
which can, of course, be a standard which is
displayed erect and stored in the memory.
The size of a letter, measured by the entry
in Counter No. 1 of the T*R transform likewise does not compare the size of an A with
a B, except, perhaps, very approximately.
In this device, then, it appears that the
perception of form is independent of the other
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parameters; the others are not, however,
completely independent of form.
It is patently impossible for the systems
described to provide a measure of the location of the image. The processing takes note
of how many receptors flicker and at what
time during the nutation cycle. Nowhere is
there any information as to which receptors
change state. This is not the only deficiency
in the device.
Two characters, which are the same exceptfor a 180 rotation, are not discriminable.
This is evident from the fact that the transform is cyclic with a 180 period. For the
same reason, we cannot distinguish a reorientation of the figure through 30 from one
through 210
A second form of ambiguity arises because
if two characters or parts of characters are
scanned Simultaneously, the transform is the
sum of the transforms of the two when scanned
separately. This source of ambiguity may
also be ascribed to the inability of the machine to sense the location of an image, or
part of an image, on the retina.
These two ambiguities are illustrated in
the next two Figures. Figure 14 shows figures which are ambiguous due to 180 rotation -polar symmetry.

A -•

•-

-- C -•

0

•

5 -•

0

0

0

•

0

(I )

6

...!....

9

Figure 15. Examples of characters not discriminable (by the basic flicker-count circuits) because of failure of these circuits to
provide image-location information.

The obvious question is how to add necessary
circuits without lOSing the desirable characteristic that form, size and orientation are
separately identified; and, also, without complicating the circuitry by trying to recognize
which receptor is excited at a given time.
a 360 cycle, the number of receptors
turned on will always equal the number turned
off. It is evident, with a little geometric
reasoning, that each receptor which is affected
at all must in360° change state an evennumber of times. But, consider the characters in
Figure 16. These two characters have identical transforms, but in one case there are two
changes-of-state in each affected receptor
and in the other there will be four changesof-state in some receptors. A count of the
number of receptors which change state four
or more times b e com e s an additional

-rn

0

Symbol I
denotes two charactors
which have equal transforms.

Figure 14. Examples of characters not discriminable (by the basic flicker-count circuits) because of polar sy:m:metry.

Figure 15 shows figures which are ambiguous because they are each the sum of
the same elements, the elements being located differently with respect to each other.
An element is defined as a boundary between
a black area and a white one.
A machine which cannot distinguish a 6
from a 9 is somewhat limited in its usefulness.

Figure 16. Examples of characters discriminable by counting receptors which have :multiple changes-of- state.
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transform and provides the information
which will distinguish these two characters.
This scheme is, of course, in addition to,
rather than instead of, what has already been
described.
There are other schemes-many of themwhich will assist in the discrimination of
characters. Some of these schemes are
better at resolving one form of ambiguity,
others are better for other characters. Two
of these will be discussed.
Imagine a feed-back circuit associated
with each receptor, such that when the receptor changes state its output is blocked
for a short time interval. This has the effect of inhibiting the second of two flickers
which occur too close together in a single
receptor. Figure 17 illustrates the effect of
this circuit on two otherwise ambiguous
characters. The effect is to produce for the
two characters transforms which are different. The flickers which would normally be
produced by the segments shown dotted do not
appear when the dotted segments follow too
closely the adjacent line. It is somewhat as
if fillets were added, but these fillets vary in
$ize as the image nutates and only appear at
all when the nutational phase angle is in the
appropriate quadrants. It is, therefore, feasible in principle to utilize the transform as
modified by this device instead of the ones
previously discussed.
The next ambiguity-resolving scheme was
derived from trying to make a 6 and a 9 funda-

6

9
Figure 18. A (hypothetical)
strategem for producing
discriminable images from
characters not discriminable by the basic flickercount circuits by optical
distortion.
1 Square

:!:

1 Receptor

Numbers Refer To Quadrants in Which
Flicker Count Is Reduced For The
Segment Shown.

Figure 19. Schematic representation of a
non-uniform retina which simulates electronically the effect of optical distortion.
Figure 17. Examples of characters which are
discriminable by circuits which inhibit the
second ,two changes-of-state occurring too
close together.

mentally different by optical distortion. If the
image formed on the retina results from reflection from a warped mirror, so as to produce distortion as in Figure 18, the polar
symmetry disappears and distinguishable
transforms results. However, the equivalent
of optical distortion can also be produced as
shown in Figure 19. The size and spacing of

retinal elements is progressively diminished
near the bottom of the retina. The effect is
to increase the number of flickers produced
by the lower half of the character exactly as
if the image had been optically distorted as
before. The transform can still be "normalized" as before to produce invariance with
respect to Size, location and orientation, although the computations to do so are more
complex than the simple shift and divide operations described above.
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This scheme suffers from the fact that the
retina at the top must be fine enough to produce suffic iently smooth transforms, and finer
still at the bottom. Consider the next modification in the sequence, (Figure 20).

1

I

I

Figure 20. Schematic representation of a
non-uniform grouping of retinal elements
which produces the same result as the retina
of Figure 19, but without variable size or
spacing of retinal elements.

Here, a uniform retinalmatrix is usedand
transforms are generated, as illustrated in
Figures 6 and 7. In addition, taps from the
receptor outputs are connected to additional
circuits. Near the top, groups of receptors
are grouped in these circuits so· that they behave as single receptors. To do this, the
circuits effectively pass the flicker pulse
associated with the first of the group to change
state and then inhibit the remainder of the
group from emitting pulses. In these circuits, therefore, the group acts as a s'ingle
receptor. The effect of grouping receptors
in this way is the same as if the optically
distorted 6 or 9 had been focused on the
retina and the characters are, therefore discriminable.
The number of variations and additions to
the se concepts has not been exhausted in the
descriptions above. For implementation in a
generalized pattern-recognizing computer,
several of these schemes may be combined.
Further discussion of the ambiguities resulting from the simple circuits and of means
of resolving them is not fruitful without more
rigorous mathematical formulation. It is
pOSSible, however, to list a few of the transform -generating schemes which may be useful
for specifiC applications.

1. Count the total number of changes-ofstate and read them into counters by the use
of timing pulses. (This is the basic countand-sort arrangement described above-.)-2. Count and sort the changes-of-state
while the image moves off the edge of the
retina. Alternately, after 180 0 of motion,
switch out or inactivate those receptors just
ahead of the moving image so that, effectively,
an "edge of the retina" is artificially produced.
3. Count and sort separately the number
of receptors which change state two, four,
six or more times.
4. Count the number of receptors illuminated (or dark) at some instant.
5. Number the rows of receptors, from I
to U, and let each row generate a number of
pulses r, such that r =f(U). Together, with
normalizing circuits, this scheme provides
one coordinate of the location of the image.
6. Number the column, as in 5, to obtain
the other coordinate for the location of the
image.
7. Countand sort only the first change-ofstate for each receptor in each cycle.

Imperfect Patterns
Some comment on the uncertainty in the
shape or form to be recognized is appropriate. The analysis has been based upon the
assumption that characters to be recognized
as identical were, in fact, congruent, pure
black on a pure white background.
Figure 21 shows an enlargement of typical
characters from 12 point type. The irregularities on a vertical outline will effectively
increase the flicker count most during that
portion of a cycle when the image is moving
vertically. The result is to increase the
flicker count-never to reduce it.

Figure 21. A typical enlarged character,
originally set in 12 point type, and illustrating characteristic irregularity of outlines.
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Several "hole filling" or contour smoothing techniques have been discussed in the
literature. It appears possible that a relati vely simple strategem can be effective in
systems utilizing image nutation, as is described here. If the image is optically defocused, a gray outline is formed, like that
of Figure 22. The lower figures represent
the effect of equal blurring of the characters
above. If the s e fuzzy character s were
scanned, using autocorrelation techniques
depending on which receptors were stimulated above a given threshold, the thresholds
or sensitivities would have to be very carefully controlled. Otherwise, the low brightness gradient would magnify, rather than
diminish, the irregularity of the border.

Figure 22. A pictorial description of the influence of defocusing or blurring on a typical
and a perfect letter. The blurred images
are more nearly alike.

However, consider an image moving normal to such a fuzzy edge. The receptors
which are at the low end of the threshold tolerance would change state late, those at the
high end early. Since we are simply counting
the changes-of-state and don't care at all
which receptors are involved, these effects
tend statistically to cancel or "average out."
During that portion of the nutation cycle
when the image moves parallel with a fuzzy
edge, low and high threshold receptors are
likewise less likely to undergo unwanted
changes-of-state. This technique is, in fact,
akin to certain hole filling schemes, except
that the filling is accomplished by distributing light from a point to adjacent points,
rather than by distributing calculated probabilities.
The blurring of the image may also be
created by other means, as by superposing a
high frequency vibration on the lens-objectimage system, or by passing the image through
a silk screen, or equivalent grid. This latter

technique may be considered to be borrowed
from the photographers who "soften" their
portraits to remove harsh contrast.
Nutation and Other Image Motions
Mention should be made of the reasoning
which led to the use of nutation as the image
motion which is most effective. It is intuitively evident (and is simply derived mathematically) that line segments of characters
produce little or no flickers and hence do not
input a Signature to the computer while their
motion is parallel with the segment.· To pick
up lines of character in any orientation, there
should be some interval during which the
motion is normal to every line. Nutation is
such a motion.
It may be more formally stated that no
motion generate s a transform having more
information content than nutation. There are,
however, many motions which do as well.
Any of these may be resolved into a nutation
and some superposed motion. ConSider, for
instance, the superposition of a lateral translation and nutation, which produces a net motion, such as is shown in Figure 23, for each
point in the image.
The translation adds or subtracts from
the lateral (horizontal) component of nutation
velocity. So long as the superposed lateral
velocity V is always less than the velocity of
the nutation, Rw, the image vector will, at
some time during its cycle assume every
direction from a + 00 to a - 00 slope. Such a
motion produced no loss of information. So
long as the superposed motion is known, the
flickers it produces or inhibits do not subtract
from or add to the information content of the
transform. When such a superposed image
movement exists, it may be found desirable
to generate timing pulses of unequal duration.

Figure 23. Sketch of the cycloidal path of an
image-point over a retina which results
from superimposing nutation and lateral
translation.
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It is, therefore, nearly as easy for the
scanner to "read" a moving character as a
fixed one. The capability for discrimination
of images without bringing them to rest in
front of the lens can be a useful asset for
some applications.
The technique of moving the image may
b.e thought of as a sort of time-sharing of
~ircuitry in which the switching is accomplished optically. Instead of connecting "edge
autocorrelation" circuits to various receptors
in sequence, the image is "connected" sequentially with different receptors in sequence. Thought of in this light, the optical
wedge replaces the switching circuitry.

Mirrors and Fiber Optics
There are a few further strategems which
may be used to reduce still further the number of logic blocks and receptors required.
Not all of these can necessarily be used simultaneously. The choice of which to use
depends upon the application.
In Figure 24 is shown a character being
nutated over a semi-circular retinal array
of receptors. A system of mirrors is so arranged that as the image leaves the retina on
top, its reflection enters below. The number
of receptors and the circuits associated with
each is halved.
In Figure 25 is shown a different arrangement. The matrix of retinal elem~nts is
composed of the ends of optical fibers. The

other end of the fibers carries light to the
photo receptors proper. All of the fibers
bearing the same number communicate to
the same receptor. In the scheme shown,
459 fiber ends are connected to 91 photo
multiplier tubes.
H the largest character to be scanned can
be completely enclosed within a circle inscribed in one of the large bold-face hexagons, no loss of information will result. It
is evident that with the size restriction it
will never Occur that one part of a character
moves to turn on or illuminate a tube which
is already on, or vice versa.
It is probably true that the highly organized connectivity shown, where the optical
fibers are accurately grouped, is not really
necessary. Within limits, the fiber ends
could be connected "at random" to the photo
receptors. In this case, if the multiple connections are carried too far, large sample
statistics govern, and the instantaneous
"sample" of elements turned on and off will
always be the same as that of the population.
The ''population'' of flickering cells have an
average of zero, since every receptor turned
on will be turned off during a cycle. There
will, therefore, be no net change of illumination and no flickers. But if the statistical
scheme used to define "random connectivity"
is properly selected, random connections
may be used with only small degradation of
information content in the transform.
Composite Images-Words vs Letters

Figure 24. Sketch of the image formed when
a mirror system is used to bring a reflection
onto the bottom of a retina as it leave s the
top so that fewer receptors are required.

Some interesting properties of this scheme
arise from the theorem, stated earlier, that
the transform of a character is the sum of
the transforms of its parts, taken as if they
were separately scanned. Suppose the image
focused on the retina consists of two letters,
A and B. The transform will then be the sum
of their separate transforms. Assume, for
the moment, that there are a sufficiency of
the ambiguity-resolving circuits to discriminate each letter separately. H there are no
two or more characters, the sum of whose
transforms is identical with that of a third
one, then the transform of AB maybeuniquely
associated with these two letters,\ but not
their order.
This property opens up the possibility of
reading words rather than letters. Obviously,
if the output is an electric typewriter, no advantage accrues to the system. H, however,
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Figure 25. Another scheme for diminishing the number of photo receptors
required by connecting the optical fibers (shown as circle s) to photo receptors (numbered).

the output is to a language-translating computer, which must have a dictionary stored
in its memory, anyway, the scanning of words
rather than letters may be useful.
Without going into detail, this same theorem may be said to offer the possibility of
analyzing a character into its separate parts.
The analysis will, in general, not yield completely unambiguous results. However, if
one leg of a character is missing, it is reasonable to consider predicting probabilistically the intended character and the rechecking by other techniques.
Scanner Characteristics Summary
The Chrysler Optical Processing System
exhibits the following characteristic behavior:

1. There is generated within the logic a
transform of the image in which character form, Size, orientation, and location are represented by diSjoint sets
of bits.
2. Image movement may, if convenient,
be superposed on nutation-characters
need not be brought to rest to be read.
3. Character imperfections may be effectively smoothed out by blurring, without complex hole-filling circuitry or
precise biasing of receptor thresholds.
4. Accurate servo-centering of imageson
the retina is unnece ssary .
5. Words may be read instead of letters;
characters may be analyzed into their
elements.
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6. Various means, both optical and electronic, may be used to reduce the number of retinal elements and logic blocks
required to obtain the effect associated
with a fine-grained retinal matrix.
Each of the six statements above should
include the phrase, "-subject to limitations
as discussed in the text."
The Psycho-Physiological Parallel
The description of the scanner and a survey of its capabilities, both im~ediate and
potential, is complete. It would be amiSS to
omit mention of the striking, though possibly
superficial, similarities which exist between
this scanner and the processes, events and
components of the human visual system.
There are several of these psycho-physiological analogies.
The image formed on the human retina is
not still, even when the observer attempts to
fixate a particular point. The motion of the
fixation pOint on the retina has been measured
and looks something like that of Figure 26.
The movements take the form of sharp, fast
flicks, with a slower drift between flicks,
rather than the smooth nutation which is convenient for the machine. Superposed on this
is a high frequency tremor.
It has been reasoned that the nutation of
the image is an optimum image-movement
tactic. Asa speculation, it would be of interest to examine how well these drifts and
jerks apprOXimate nutation. The obvious
first choice for a straight-line approximation to a circular motion is a regular polygon.
TREMOR: 20 - 150 cps
.2 IIIln. arc
(nat ,hown)

"FLICK": ~ 60 ",in. arc
.03 to 5 ,econel, between flick.

min. arc/sec

DIAMETER:

10 mln.arc

Figure 26. Typical movement of the fixationpoint of the human eye, consisting of a high
frequency tremor, a series of jerks, and a
saccadic jump to compensate for the cumulative drift due to jerk.

In the inaminate scanner, we must accumulate the transform for whatever time is
required to nutate 180 0 before the transform
is complete. If after' a transform is generated the machine memory could only be exposed to two small parts of it, what parts
would yield the most information? Vertical
motion yields the most information about
horizontal lines and vice versa. It would be
to our advantage to select the two parts of
the transform so that they represent the
count of changes-of-state of receptors at two
instants when the image motions are perpendicular to each other. Or, conversely,
after the image has moved vertically, and
the changes-of-state recorded, the next motion should not be nearly-vertical since this
adds less toilie information already on hand
than if the second movement is approximately
horizontal. Suppose, therefore, that we retain the regular polygon as an approximation,
but traverse the legs out of order. Furthermore, movement in either direction, A to B,
or B to A, produces basically the same set
of changes-of-state.
One further charge in the "regular polygon"
idea is required. If the polygon is exactly
regular, and of n sides, the directions of
movement on the n + 1st movement will exactly coincide with the first. It would be
better if we chose a figure whose sides
progress angularly.
In summary1. Select a regular polygon of n sides
(Figure 27A).
2. Adjust the angles slightly so that no
two sides of any group will be exactly parallel (Figure 27B).
3. Rearrange the sides out of order so
that the angle between adjacent Sides
is approximately 90° (Figure 27C).
4. At random, reverse the direction of
the sides, taking BA instead of AB,
for instance (Figure 27D).
With these considerations in mind, the
movements of the image in the eye seem not
too dissimilar to what we would build into
our engineering artifact if mechanical convenience were not a factor. Straight-line
motions which start and stop are just not as
easy or as cheap to make out of metal as they
are of muscle. It may be noted that the machine described fails to provide "location"
information. It can, of course, be supplied
by additional circuits which have not been
described.
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Figure 27. Various steps in the deduction of
an optiInum image-movement for a mechanical scanner constrained to utilize straightline image movements.

If image signals are generated in the
human retina during both the "flick" and the
drift, it is not unreasonable to suppose that
the analysis of the signals generated by two
different motions are analyzed by two different schemes. More specifically, can one of
the se motions be considered to generate signals which are analyzed in the brain without
attention to which receptor is active while
the other motion is associated with the location of image parts?
It would be interesting to follow the speculation a little further and see what sort of
eye movements are observed if the subject
is exposed to a visual field composed of
heavy vertical lines and nothing else.
Vertical eye movements in such a field
will not produce any changes-of - state and
hence produce no information. This is probably not strictly true, except in an optically
perfect eye without aberration. If the principles discussed in this paper are truly analogous to human vision, and if there is feedback in the system, then a vertically-ruled
field should induce more horizontal jumps in
the eye scan.
The visual process of observing a moving
object superposes another motion on the
image motion due to scanning. In the inaminate device, information is lost if the superposed translational velocity exceeds the velocity due to nutation. In a speculative sense,
it might be interesting to try to discover in a
human eye what rate of movement of an object

is associated with a loss of information as to
its form, and to relate this to the scanning
speed.
Some of the other analogies between machine and eye are certainly obvious to the
reader. Both are sensi ti ve to change s of
illumination rather than illumination directly.
The machine use of a refractory period
which inhibits the second of two pulses too
close together has a direct analog in the refractory period of neurons. The grouping of
local clusters of photo receptors to a single
channel output was discussed as a means of
producing the equivalent of optically distorted
images. This is a reflection of the multiple
connections of rods to a single neural path.
Neither of these two phenomena has, to the
author's knowledge, been associated previously with form perception, yet they appear,
in the inaminate machine at least to be wellsuited to the task.
The circuits which count the receptors
which fH.cker more than twice requires what
in the computer field is termed a flip-flop;
and in the field of psychology a form of
"temporal summation."
The machine requires a number of counter
registers in which to store the flicker count.
It is inappropriate to discuss such counters
in the physiological system. In the machine,
signals travel to the counters at the speed of
light and are held in the counters as long as
needed, as in Figure 28. In the brain, signals
travel slower. We may surmise that at any
instant the various counters have their counterpart in the various links in the neural

~
--------....,·0
Fast Transmission

MACHINE

Intermittent Transmit - and - Hold

BRAIN

Figure 28. Comparison of the machine and
brain storage of information showing the
possibility that information in the brain may
be II stored" so as to be available to have logical operations performed on it while in transit from neuron to neuron. This po s sibility
is lacking or difficult to exploit in a computer
because of the speed of transmission.
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pathway. That is, the several counters are
analogous to the several stations along an
appropriate set of neural paths which carry
the signal at a given instant.
These signals may reverberate back and
forth, perhaps undergoing phase shifts and
other normalizing operations in the process.
Figure 7 showed the mechanical scheme
by which the count of changes-of-state are
switched or directed into the various counters
in sequence by the timing pulses from the
commutator. Figure 29 show~ the same
schematic in which the inhibitory or excitatory effects of one set of synopses accomplish the timing function and direct traffic
for a set of receptor outputs. There is little
or no direct evidence that some of the neural
pulses are image signals and others are
timing signals related to the scanning motion
of the eye movements, but there does not appear to be any direct evidence that such a
concept is impossible. The possibility also
exists that a given axon, synapse or receptor
acts sometimes as a timer and sometimes
as a signal detector.
Conclusion
As a peroration, certain rather abstract
observations must be brought forward. The
neuro-visual process may be rather vaguely
SIGNAL
RECEPTORS

A

TIMERS

AA

1

111

defined as a "mapping" of certain changesof-state of the retinal receptors into the
brain. This mapping process is simply another way of stating that a "transform" is
generated in the brain as a result of retinal
activity. The map or transform may be
either static or dynamic; that is, it may be
defined by specifying either the state of a set
of neurons, or a sequence of changes-ofstate. In either case, there is a powerful
appeal, both intuitively and logically, in a
system where the transform of two images
is the sum of their individual transforms.
Such a scheme is, for different reasons, appealing to the computer engineer and the
psychologist.
The details of machine circuitry discussed
are not likely to carryover entirely intact
their usefulness into the psychological field.
The machine principles may be described:
1. A moving image on a retina can provide much information about form,
even with circuits which do not distinguish one receptor from another.
2. More information about form can be
developed in the scanner if the direction of the scanning motion associated
in time with change-of-state of a receptor is available in the form of timing signals.
3. Means can be conceived and circuits
defined for form discrimination in
which the transform identified is the
sum of the transforms of its separate
parts.
Stated in these terms, the principles on
which the machine operates may be equally
interesting to the psychologist.
This paper does not claim to present a
new psycho-physiological theory of form
perception. The description of the machine
is a sequence of ,declarative sentences-the
psychological discussion of a series of interrogative ones. The questions it asks may'
stir up a fruitful train of thought, but the
answers are likely to go far afield from the
present simple concept.
APPENDIX

Figure 29. Conceptual sketch of neural
circuits in which SOITle signals are analogous to the COITlITlutator tiITling pulses
of the Chrysler Optical Proce s sing Scanner and others are purely iITlage- signals.

Certain of the relationships between characters and the transforms they generate are
repeated here in a form more suitable for
mathematic analysis than oral presentation.
1. Let a character be defined as the set of
pOints contained within a finite number
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

expressed as a function of R, 8, and the
dimensions of the element. Specifically,
by definition

of closed boundary lines and distinguished
from pOints not in the set. If points within
the character are distinguished by being
black and those outside are white, the
character is positive; if the character is
white on black, it is negative.
A positive character is solid if a closed
figure can be drawn which contains all
the black pOints and no white ones; otherwise, it is hollow.
A character is rectilinear if all of its
boundary lines are straight. It is curvilinear if one or more of its bounds are
curved.
A rectilinear character is convex if all
of its internal angles are:::: 1T; otherwise,
it is concave.
A curvilinear character is convex if all
of the internal angles between its rectilinear elements are :$ 1T and if no tangent
can be drawn to its curbed bounds which
intersects the character.
An element of a character is any segment of its boundary (and which, therefore, has white pOints on one side and
black ones on the other).
The T* transform of an element of a
character which is nutated with radius R
and has an instantaneous position, as indicated by e (Figure 30), is the rate at
which the element sweeps out area;

..e

~

~
o~ e <: 360

= S R d8/dt

T* (E)

(1)

where S = the projected length of E on
a line parallel with the instantaneous radius R.
Letting 8 = wt
gives

=RwS

T* (E)

(2)

8. If E I and E 2 are congruent elements

which can be superposed by pure translation without rotation, then
(3)

9. The transform of a character C is the

sum of the transforms of its elements.
T* (C) =
(4)
T* (E I ) + T* (E 2 ) + ... + T* (En)
lQ. The transform of the combination of two
elements is the sum of their separate
transforms.

T* transform of a Iinear element of length L
inclined at an angle cb to the line == eo
where 9 is the nutation angle.

e

+cb

dA

= Rd9· S

9 == cut
d9/dt ==cu
S :: Leos (9-¢)
T*

= dA/dt

T*

==

RcuLeos (9-¢)

T* max. at (9-¢) == 0, TT, 2TT
T* min. at (9-¢) == TT12, 3TTI2

Figure 30. Notation and derivation of T~~ transform for a
straight-line element.
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The transform (2) may be written
T * (E) = R w f (e, di, ¢ )

(6 )

where e is the nutation angle measured
from a fixed arbitrary reference
di are the dimensions of the element
et> is the angle between the reference
axis e = 0 and any dimension of the

character and which, therefore, specifies the angular orientation of the
character.
'
11. If two characters are congruent, their
T* t~ansforms can be made equal by
rotatIon of the reference axis for e = 0
through an angle let> 1 - ¢21. Hen~e, if
the reference axis for e = 0 is taken at
the same angular orientation with respect to et>, a new transform T~ is defined which is independent of character
orientation.
12. If two characters C1 and C 2 are congruent,
(7)

13. There corresponds to every solid convex
character one and only one transform T:.

14. Every hollow character is concave.
15. For every concave character, there corresponds one and only one solid convex
character which has the same transform
T*.
16. The family of concave characters all of
which correspond to the same sOli'd convex character, are called an ambiguous
family. An ~mbiguous family are denoted by primes with the same base and
the unique solid convex character by the
unprimed notation. Hence,
T~ (C

i ) = T* (C 21) = T* (C)

C is called the unique character of the
family C.1 l ,
17. An algorithm for determining the unique
member of a rectilinear family for which
one concave member is given is as follows (Figure 31).
1. Number each line of the boundary
and add arrowheads in sequence
around the boundary.
2. Tabulate the angle each vector
makes with the first one.
3. Retabulate 'the bounding vectors,
ranking them in increasing order
of their corresponding angles.

2

10
4

8

5

7

6
given
Line

Angle ( 0)

1
2

0
90
210
180
90
180
270
180
150
270

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

steps two & three

step one
Rank

(8)

1
2

1
2
8
5

5

3

7
9
6
4

10

step four

Figure 31. Example of generating the convex solid (unique)
member of an ambiguous family given one concave member.
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4. Redraw the figure, using the same
vectors, head to tail, but taking
them in the order in which they
were ranked in Step 3.
18. The algorithm for determining the unique
member of a rectilinear family for which
one hollow member is given is the same
as in 17 above. Number and rank the
vectors in both the exterior and the interior boundary, as in Figure 32.
19. If two characters or elements have polar
symmetry with respect to each other,
their T* transforms are identical.
T* (C)I B = T* (C)

22. An algorithm for finding the unique member of an ambiguous family, when one
curvilinear concave member is given is
as follows (Figure 33).
1. Add arrowheads and number the
elements as in 17 and 18. In dividing up the boundary into elements,
(a) Each straight line segment is
an element.
(b) Each segment of a curved line
is an element where the segment ends occur: (1) where a
straight line meets a curve;
(2) where two curved lines
meet with a discontinuous first
derivative; (3) at a point of
tangency of a curved line with
a tangent parallel to any rectilinear element having the same
sense as the curve; (4) where
a point is required to divide a
curve into an element parallel
with another and a non-parallel element.
2. Where two or more curvilinear
elements are parallel with each
other, eliminate them and substitute a third element which has an
identical transform, using 21.
3. Rank the elements by their angles,
as in 17, using the chord of an

IB+."

20. Two curvilinear elements of a character
are parallel if their chords are parallel,
taking the chords as vectors having the
same sense as the vectors of the curvilinear elements.
21. Givena curvilinear element El described
by y = f 1 (x) and having a derivation y' =
f'l (x) which can be solved for x to give
x = cP 1 (y') and given, also, a secondparallel element characterized by y = f 2 (x);
y' = f'2 (x) and x = cP 2 (y'), then a third
element E 3 defined by the equation x =
cP 1 (y') + cP 2 (y') has the property that

T* (E 3 ) = T* (E 1 ) + T* (E 2 )

6

3

given

step one
Line

1
2
3
4
5

Angle (O) Rank

0
67 ~
0
247 ~
112~

1
5
2
8
6

line

6
7
8
9
10

Angle (0) Rank

0
292
0
247

~

~
112~

3
10
4
9
7
step four

steps two & three

Figure 32. Example of generating the unique member of an ambiguous
family given one hollow member.
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5

2

2
step one

given
line Angle (0) Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

0
90
135
225
270
315
45
180

1
3
50
80
9
110
20
6

line Angle (0) Rank

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

225
135

8b
5b

90

4

45
315
225
180
270

2b
llb
8e
7
10

step four

steps two & three

Figure 33.

Example of generating the unique member of an ambiguous
family given a concave curvilinear member.

element to determine its angular
orientation.
4. Proceed, as in 17, to draw the figure which is the unique member
of the family.
23. No motion of the image of a character
over a retina can provide more, information about the character than nutation;
nutation defines completely the unique
member of the family.
24. Any motion which translates the i-mage
without rotation so that a tangent can be
drawn to the hodograph of a point having
any slope from -00 to +00 will provide as
much information as nutation and will
define exactly the unique character of a
family.
25. Specifically, a linear translation, such
as would be produced by moving characters in a straight line past the lens,
may be superposed upon the nutation
and so long as the net nutation velocity

R w > V, the linear velocity, it will identify the unique member of the family.
26. The unique member of a family is completely identified by 180 of nutation.
27. If two characters C 1 and C2 are similar,
and two corresponding sides have the
ratio 1: a respectively, then
0

aT~(Cl)=T*R(C2)

(9)

and the corresponding transforms are
proportional.
28. Define a normalized transform T: by
Th
= T*/[T*]
=80
(10)
N
R
R
In which each value of the transform is
divided by its value at an arbitrary nuta-:tion angle eo.
29. Then, if two characters C1 and C 2 are
Similar,
(11)
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The rapid computational capabilities and
large storage capacity of the digital computer can provide the physician with a powerful tool for diagnostic procedures. Numerous
techniques are available that can be used in
attempts to use the digital computer as an
aid in diagnosis [1]. For this reason, a study
in the use of a general-purpose digital computer in analyzing physiological waveforms
of the heart and their relationship to cardiovascular pathology has been undertaken, and

a pattern recognition program for automatically recognizing clinically useful parameters
in the electrocardiogram (ECG) has been
developed. The techniques presented are
components of a system that can be used a~
an automated aid for the physician in his
diagnostic process [2].
I. COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION OF DATA

A program based on multi -dimensional
probability density functions was used to

*Portions of this work were performed as part of the U.S.P.H.S. Contracts Number SAph-75508
and Number SAph-70926.
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classify normal and pathological subjects [3,
4, 5]. The basis of this technique is similar
to that used by the cardiologist in the diagnosiS of heart disease. The cardiologist records physiological signatures related to the
function of the heart. He studies the resulting waveform, recognizes and measures the
important parameters in the waveform, and
then compares the measured parameters
with these he has memorized for normal and
pathological subjects. By this comparison
he makes a "diagnosis." The computer program is based on similar logic, but substitutes the probability denSity function for the
cardiologist's experience. Measurements of
the important parameters are programmed
to characterize normal and pathological subjects and then to classify unknown subjects
with respect to the previously defined characterization. An example of the use of this
technique is given below.
A. Input Data
Simultaneous curves from four arbitrarily
selected electrophysiological signals were
recorded. These signals were the electrocardiogram (Lead V5), phonocardiogram (mitral area), ballistocardiogram (acceleration),
and arterial pulse (radial). Clinically important parameters from these curves were
measured manually.
The electrocardi9gram (ECG) is a measurement of the electrical potential generated
by the heart during the depolarization and
repolarization of the heart muscle as measured from the surface of the body. There
are 12 leads customarily used in clinical
practice to measure the potentials. Each of
these leads measures the heart potentials
from different vantage pOints. In each lead
the P wave represents atrial depolarization,
the QRS complex represents ventricular
depolarization, and the T wave represents
ventricular repolarization.
The phonocardiogram (PCG) is the measurement of the sounds caused by the mechanical activity of the values in the heart and
movement of blood within the heart. A microphone strapped to a speCified area of the
chest surface is the usual transducer for
measuring the PCG. There are normally two
major sounds recorded with the PCG. The
first sound primarily reflects the closure of
the valves between the atria and the ventricles; the second sound reflects mostly closure

of the aortic and pulmonic valves after blood
has been ejected from the heart into the
great vessels.
The ballistocardiogram (BCG) measures
the movement of the body as it recoils from
the contraction of the heart and the movement of blood throughout the body. The type
of sensor used in this study was a lowfrequency table, free to move in one dimension' with a modest amount of built-in damping. There are three classical ~odes of
measuring the ballistocardiogram: (1) displacement, (2) velocity, and (3) acceleration.
We chose to record acceleration, which provides information about the force of heart
contraction. Movements of the table were
sensed by means of a velocity transducer and
the BCG acceleration was obtained by differentiating the velocity signal. Acceleration
measurements filter out the low frequency
(0.1 - 0.5 cycle) respiratory components
which affect interpretability in the routine
displacement recording.
A surface arterial pulse (AP) is a measurement of a pressure wave transmitted
along an artery, damped by the tissue between it and the transducer. The transducer
used in this study to measure the surface
radial arterial pulse was a variable capacitance microphone which was held in place
over the radial artery at the wrist by an inflatable cuff.
Figure 1 is a sketch of the arrangement
of a subject with transducers and resulting
physiological Signatures. Th~ subjects were
pOSitioned along the length of the ballistocardiogram table. Forty-five subjects were
used. Fifteen subjects were normal, 15 had
hypertenSion, and 15 had aortic insufficiency.
The pathological subjects had been diagnosed
according to standard diagnostic procedures.
For each of the 45 subjects tested we
measured the peak amplitudes, durations,
and intervals of the waveforms and four
characterizing data ppints, systolic blood
pressure, pulse pressure, age and weight
(Figure 2). The variables were tabulated on
IBM punch cards. These data cards served
as the input to an LGP30 computer.
B. Analysis and Results
In order to determine which clinical parameters were statistically Significant in
separating normal from pathological subjects, the means and variances of each of the
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variables, and all of their correlation coefficients were calculated for each group. The
Significant tests used were the modified
t-test, the F-test and z-test.
Figures 3 and 4 describe the significance
of the variables in distinguishing the normals
from the pathological subjects. At the left,
from top to bottom, are the symbols of each
of the 45 variables measured; the first 12 are
the ECG variables, the next 6 are the PCG
variables, the next are the 12 BCG variables,
followed by the AP and characterizing variables.
The first columns (top and left) have opaque
entries when the mean of each variable is
significant at the 99.9 percent level or greater
in distinguishing between normal and pathological subjects. The second columns have
opaque entries where the variances are

significant at the 99.9 percent level or
greater.
The Significant correlation coefficients
are also shown in Figures 3 and 4. Each
opaque entry Signifies a Significant correlation between the two corresponding parameters at the 99.9 percent level or greater.
Only one-half of the correlation matrix is
filled in since the matrix is symmetrical.
All parameters not yielding a mean or a
variance of at least one correlation coefficient Significant at the 99.9 percent level or
greater were eliminated from further analysis. In addition the Gram-Schmitt routine t6]
was used to eliminate all parameters having
linear dependence since these parameters do
not add any new diagnostic information.
The results of the signifi'cance and linear
dependency test y i e Ide d a total of 14
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parameters that were significant for diagnosing these two pathological groups and one
normal group. Of these 14 parameters, 9 were
from the electrocardiogram, 4 were from the
phonocardiogram, and one was from the ballistocardiogram. These 14 parameters were
then used to form a 14-dimensional Gaussian
probability density function (Appendix A).
The analysis yields a score to characterize
groups of subjects with known entities. Use
of the same parameters in the same equations but derived from an unknown subject

allows accurate classification of the unlmown
into a known group.
The ratio of the value of the hypertenSive
group t s probability denSity function to that of
the normal group's probability density, or
the hypertensive likelihood ration, was also
calculated for each subject. Similarly the
aortic insufficiency likelihood ratio was calculated. These ratios in addition to probability density values can be used for subject
classification. The distributions of both likelihood ratios are shown in Figure 5. One
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Figure 3. Significant variable s, aortic insufficiency versus normal.

hypertensive subject has a likelihood ratio
that is in the same range as those of the nonhypertensive subjects. Three aortic insufficiency subjects have likelihood ratios in the
same range as those of the hypertensive group.
II. COMPUTER CHARACTERIZATION
OF DATA

The results of the previously described
computer program demonstrate that the technique described can be used to classify normal
and pathological subjects. The classification
was based upon manually derived measurements of parameters that characterizephysiological waveforms related to the heart.

It is also possible with computer techniques to characterize data automatically.
To do this pattern recognition programs ar~
required. A pattern recognition program for
the electrocardiogram has been developed [7,
8, 9]. The techniques and methodology used
can serve as a basis for pattern recogt)ition
programs for other physiological waveforms.

A. Input Data
The basic objective was to develop a program that would automatically recognize and
measure parameters from anyelectrocardiogram taken with any lead system from any
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subject. The clinical parameters desired
were the P, Q, R, S, T and U waves, and the
PQ, ST, QT, and RR intervals.
The ECG lead was converted from its
analog form to digital values at a rate of 625
samples per second, and was recorded in
digital form on magnetic tape. Time measurements were thus accurate to each 0.0016
second. The data was digitized to an accuracy of one part in one thousand. The digitization process was designed to be able to
start at any arbitrary point during the electrocardiographic recording. Figure 6 is a
block diagram of the data processing system.

Prior to pattern recognition it was necessary to eliminate noise by smoothing the
ECG signal. Several techniques are available to do this. One technique is the use of
a moving average. With a moving average,
the more samples that are averaged together
the greater the degree of smoothing. As the
number of averaged samples is increased, a
value will be reached where further smoothing will severely degrade the signal. In this
case, along with noise elimination, there was
serious attenuation of the amplitude and
characteristic peaks in the ECG waveform.
Another type of smoothing is based on
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smooth data and decreased the amplitudes of
the signals to be measured by less than 0.005
mv. and was used.

SUBJECT

LEADll
OSCILLOGRAPH
MONITOR

L:EAD V3

AMPLIFIER

ANALOG MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER

ANALOG -TO-DIG ITAL
CONVERSION SYSTEM

LGP-30
COMPUTER
Figure 6

successively determining the parabola that
best fits a series of ECG samples. Such a
parabola is defined as that which minimizes
the mean square difference between the parabola and the value of the EC G samples at
corresponding pOints. The value of the parabola at the center sample point is the value
of the smoothed data. To avoid interpolation,
the number of sample pOints is always made
odd. As with the moving average, the degree
of smoothing increases with the number of
ECG samples over which the best parabola
is determined, and the degradation of the data
increases with an increase in the number of
pOints. For the same degree of smoothing,
signal degradation was found to be much less
with parabolic smoothing than with movingaverage smoothing. The nine-point (n = 9)
least square parabola yielded sufficiently

B. Analysis and Results
Preliminary rule s and definitions based on
conventional ECG criteria were used to define wave onset, wave peak, wave termination,
Significant voltage fluctuations and time intervals in the ECG. These definitions were
programmed, tested, and reprogram"med as
necessary until final definitions suitable for
the computer program were formulated.
Definitions for the program were suitable
when they encompassed all possible variations of waveforms in the electrocardiographic leads.
A basic requirement for any logic for pattern recognition is to locate a point of reference that is repeatable in any subject. This
point is particularly needed if the digitization is to be started at any time in the signal.
The point of greatest negative rate of change
in the ECG signal was used as this constant
point of reference. This point, which always
occurs after the peak of the R wave or before
the peak of the S wave, was obtained by locating the greatest negative value of the derivative in various portions of signal and
then finding the absolute minimum of those
values. With a reference point such as the
one used and ECG complex can be isolated
automatically.
The next step in the process is to locate
the peaks of the waves. The presence of R
waves is ascertained by determining if the
value of the maximum positive derivative
proceeding the maximum negative derivative
exceeds an empiric value. The presence of S
waves is ascertained by determining if the
derivative is greater than a given value after
the maximum negative derivative. Once ascertaining that R or S waves are present the
peaks are found by locating the maximum or
minimum within a given number of samples.
Q wave peaks are found by searching for a
minimum value in a given interval before the
R wave peak. The P wave peak is searched
for in a fixed interval before the location of
the maximum negative derivative. The maximum and minimum values of the derivative
are found in intervals during P wave duration. The order of maximum 'and minimum
derivatives defines the type of P wave present
(positive, negative, diphasic, bifid or trifid).
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The T wave peak is located at the maximum
absolute amplitude in the smoothed ECG data
in a fixed interval after the S wave peak, or
the R wave peak if no S wave is present.
The next order of procedure is to determine wave duration, which requires definition of wave onset and end. The point before
the first P wave peak having a derivative of
less than 1.875 mv/sec for 0.016 seconds
was defined as the P wave onset in this study.
This and all criteria were empirically determined through trial and error.
To follow clinical practice, a baseline was
constructed as the straight line connecting
the start of the P wave in the second heartbeat with the start of the P wave in the third
heartbeat. This baseline was used as a guide
for arbitrary but reproducible definition of
wave onset and end. To find the end of the S
wave, the first baseline crossing after the S
wave peak in the smoothed ECG signal is located. The point after the S wave peak where
the derivative is less than or equal to 1.875
mv/sec for 0.008 second is then found. If
either a baseline crossing or the point where
the derivative is less than 1.975 mv/sec is
found, the end of the S wave is located at
whichever is present. If both a baseline
crossing and a derivative of less than 1.875
mv/sec are found, the end of the S wave is
located at the baseline crossing. Similar
methodology was followed to find all other
waveform points of onset and -termination.
With these points it was possible to. determine wave duration. Amplitudes of the ECG
signal were measured from the baseline to
the peak of each waveform.

This tecl1nique for pattern recognition
provides quantitative characterization of
data necessary and reasonable to use in a
,computer. The data can be obtained with the
speed and in the volume required for economical use of these machines. The results
obtained are reproducible and are comparable to those obtained by cardiologists using
manual technique s.
III. SUMMARY

Parameters from physiological waveforms related to the electrical, mechanical, and acoustical properties of the heart
can be used as a basis for classifying and
characterizing normal and pathological subjects. The use of the multi-dimensional
probability density function and the associated likelihood ratio is well suited for this
purpose.
Parameters from the ECG, BCG, PCG
and AP wave were combined into a multidimensional probability distribution. The
different distributions for the normal and
pathological groups of patients were formulated and stored in the computer. The compatibilityof an unknown subject's parameters
with those stored in the computer can be calculated for classification, into a known group.
A pattern recognition program has been
~eveloped to automatically recognize and
measure the prinCipal components of the electrocardiogram. The techniques described in
this paper can be used as an automated system to aid the physician in the diagnosis of
disease.

APPENDIX A
The probability density function was formulated using the following equation.
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where X j i is parameter j from subject i m j equals the mean of parameter j 1 Ao 1 is the determinant of the inverted covariance matrix. Small a j q is the element of the j th row and the q th
column of the inverted covariance matrix.
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